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Abstract 
Engaging in Navon processing prior to face recognition influences recognition performance 
(Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003; Weston & Perfect, 2005). Past research has shown 
that global Navon processing can improve face recognition accuracy whereas local Navon 
processing impairs it. One explanation, and the dominant one in the literature, is that the 
Navon letter task elicits holistic and featural processing styles which map onto the holistic and 
featural processing used in face recognition. However, this theory has not been extensively 
tested in the literature. This thesis investigates whether processing style can explain the 
effects caused by the Navon letter task, examining the effects across a variety of recognition 
tasks such as the composite face task (Young, He'llawell & Hay, 1987) and the change 
detection task (Leder & Bruce, 2000). In addition, the effects of Navon processing were 
examined across different recognition tests such as forced choice, old / new and matching 
presentation formats. Furthermore, the processing style account of Navon processing is 
based on the Transfer Appropriate Processing (TAP) account of memory (Roediger, 1990). 
With regards to face recognition this theory suggests that performance depends upon the 
similarity between encoding and retrieval processes. Therefore, the experiments presented in 
this thesis also examined the influence of Navon processing on retrieval from memory 
following manipulations at encoding. The results of nine experiments showed that the effects 
of Navon processing were not consistent across all experimental situations and that the 
magnitude of the effect depends upon a number of factors such as the encoding task used, 
the task used at retrieval and the style of the Navon letters. Whilst some results were 
consistent with the processing style theory, other findings were not. Therefore, alternative 
explanations based on spatial frequency and hemispheric asymmetries are provided for the 
Navon effect. 
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1. Chapter 1 
A Literature Review 
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How we perceive and recognise faces has been an area of research that has 
attracted much interest over the past 30 years. Research in this area has contributed to both 
theoretical understanding and practical applicability. Much of the recent research in this area 
has focused on the view that distinct cognitive processing styles are used in both face 
perception and the recognition of faces; this chapter takes an in-depth look at this research. 
The processing style account of face recognition has dominated the face recognition literature 
and recent attempts have been made to manipulate processing style in order to influence 
face recognition accuracy. This chapter reviews the processing style explanation of face 
recognition and investigates the extent to which the processing styles used in face 
recognition can be influenced by other processing tasks. 
1.1 Face Recognition Research: An Introduction 
Over the last 20 years a vast amount of research has been dedicated to the 
perception and memory of faces, with a focus on how faces are perceived and represented in 
memory. This research has led to the consensus that two distinct types of information are 
used to recognise faces: featural information, which refers to the processing of isolated facial 
features, and configural information, where the spatial relations between the features are the 
focus. These two types of information have been characterised in the literature in a number 
of ways: component and holistic (Sergent, 1984), piecemeal and configural (Diamond and 
Carey, 1986), and featural and holistic (Schooler and Engstler-Schooler, 1990). Given these 
different definitions in the literature it is important, at this point, to determine the terms used in 
this thesis and the information to which they refer. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis the 
terms featural and configural are used throughout; featural to refer to information about facial 
features and configural to refer to information about the spatial relation between features. 
Early face recognition research focused on the role of features and their influence in 
face recognition, which involved looking at faces in terms of their discrete parts. Techniques 
such as Photofit and Identikit were based on the assumption that face recognition was 
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achieved by piecing together different facial components (Penry, 1971). However, more 
recently face recognition research has highlighted that constructing faces by parts may not be 
the most accurate process. This featural based approach is concerned with analysing a face 
into its component features, which has been shown to be far from satisfactory. Tests of this 
system have shown that participants even failed to accurately construct a face by this method 
even when they had access to the correct facial features (Ellis, Shepherd & Davies, 1975). 
Based on the inadequacy of feature based face recognition, research has highlighted the 
need for both featural and configural information in the face recognition process (e. g. Leder & 
Bruce, 2000; Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Young, HeI'Iawell & Hay, 1987). 
The term 'configural information' covers a broad range of definitions within the 
literature which have been difficult to distinguish theoretically. However, one attempt stems 
from the work of Diamond and Carey (1986) who proposed that configural information in 
faces can be of two types; first order configural information and second order configural 
information. First order information relates to the spatial relations between constituent parts of 
the face such as eyes above the nose etc. This spatial relational information is what defines a 
set of features as a face. Second order information, however, relates to the relative size of 
these spatial relations. As all faces share a common first order arrangement it is the second 
order properties that is crucial in discriminating between different faces. 
1.2 The Importance of Featural and Configural Information 
Many researchers have developed a variety of face recognition tasks to manipulate 
featural and configural information to determine their importance in face recognition accuracy. 
For example, investigating; the recognition of isolated facial features versus whole faces 
(Tanaka & Farah, 1993), the effects of inversion (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Thompson, 1980; 
Yin, 1969), the recognition of spatial versus featural changes (Leder & Bruce, 2000) and 
recognition from facial composites (Young et ail, 1987). The research in this area is 
widespread and the results of many studies formulate a reliable account of how faces are 
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perceived. One study, influential in the literature was conducted by Tanaka and Farah (1993) 
where they highlighted the importance of combining featural and configural information. 
Tanaka and Farah (1993) used the term 'holistic' to refer to a representation of a face 
in which featural and configural information are not separable sources of information. They 
aimed to test the extent to which faces were processed holistically by comparing differences 
in accuracy rates between the recognition of isolated features and the recognition of features 
that were part of a whole face. They predicted that if configural information were necessary or 
beneficial to face recognition then the recognition of features would benefit from the 
presentation of the whole face. This is what they found; face parts were more accurately 
recognised when presented within the context of a whole face than when presented in 
isolation. From this, they concluded that the whole face provided additional configural 
information, which was not available when the isolated parts were presented alone. They 
claimed that the access to both featural and configural information enabled the perceiver to 
form a holistic representation of a face, which resulted in more accurate recognition. From 
this study Tanaka and Farah (1993) operationalised the concept of holistic processing, which 
is a term widely used in the face recognition literature. 
1.3 Evidence for Holistic Processing 
Evidence for a holistic face processing style has come from a number of face 
recognition tasks such as the recognition of facial features presented in isolation and within a 
whole face (Tanaka & Farah, 1993), the recognition of featural and configural changes (Leder 
& Bruce, 2000) and the recognition of facial composites (Young, Hellawell & Hay, 1987). 
However, one problem of testing the recognition of isolated features is that the isolated parts 
do not produce face like stimuli and therefore it is difficult to compare recognition of isolated 
features with the influence of local processing within a whole face as the two sets of stimuli 
differ in their representation (Leder & Bruce, 2000). Furthermore, due to the increased 
amount of information present in the whole face, this task does not distinguish between 
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increased accuracy due to holistic processing and increased accuracy due to the availability 
of more information. Given the problems associated with the part versus whole paradigm we 
turn our attention to a different task which overcomes this limitation; the composite face task 
(Young et al, 1987). 
1.3.1 The Composite Face Task 
The composite face task developed by Young et al (1987) was designed to investigate 
the role of holistic processing in faces. A composite face is one made up of two different 
parts (the top half of one person and the bottom half of a different person). In their study 
Young et al used five photographs of famous people as stimuli. Each face was cut away from 
its background and divided into top and bottom segments by cutting along a horizontal line 
below the eyes. The five top segments and the five bottom segments were then used to 
construct the composite and non-composite stimuli that were presented to participants (see 
Figure 1.1 below). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.1 An example of a composite (a) and a non-composite (b) used by Young et al (1987). 
Initially, subjects were exposed to the original faces and asked to name each person. 
This was to ensure a high rate of accurate recognition for each face. Composites and non- 
composites were presented randomly and individually to participants and their task was to 
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name the top half of the face in one block and the bottom half of the face in a second block, 
where the order was counterbalanced. Young et al found that reaction times to name 
composite face halves were significantly slower when the halves were aligned, compared to 
when they were misaligned. They explained their results in terms of a holistic processing 
bias, in that the aligned composites created the illusion of a new face, which in turn elicited a 
holistic processing style, and thus interfered with identification of the face halves. This holistic 
information was disrupted when the two halves were misaligned. Therefore, the detrimental 
holistic processing style was not applied to the misaligned halves and hence performance 
was not impaired. This task was a very influential and novel method of testing holistic 
processing because, unlike the method used by Tanaka and Farah (1993), the composite 
task equated the presentation of both featural and configural information in the two sets of 
stimuli. This research supports a holistic processing account of face recognition, which 
suggests that both featural and configural information are used to form a holistic 
representation and that holistic representations are used in the face recognition process. 
1.4 Holistic Processing and Face Inversion 
The research described so far has shown that holistic face processing requires access 
to, and the utilisation of, both featural and configural information. The combined contribution 
of both featural and configural information has been demonstrated with tasks such as the 
composite face task (Young et at, 1987) described above. However, a further contribution and 
notable advance in this area has involved the work on the face inversion effect; the finding 
that inverted faces are identified with less accuracy than upright faces (Bartlett & Searcy, 
1993; Thompson, 1980; Yin, 1969). Many studies have shown that inverting a face has two 
important outcomes: the face becomes more difficult to recognise (see Valentine, 1988 and 
Searcy & Bartlett, 1996 for reviews) and distortion in the face is less perceptible (e. g. Bartlett 
& Searcy, 1993). One task; the Thatcher Illusion (Thompson, 1980) has been used to 
demonstrate the effects of inversion. The Thatcher illusion is created by inverting the eyes 
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and mouth within a normal upright face. When presented upright the face appears grotesque, 
however, when turned upside down the level of grotesqueness decreases. This facial 
construction changes the spatial relationships between features whilst maintaining the 
featural components. For Thatcherised faces the perception of grotesqueness when upright 
refers to the ability to encode configural facial information. However, when inverted this 
grotesqueness decreases as the ability to encode configural information is reduced. Thus, the 
face inversion effect is thought to result mainly from a disruption to the processing of 
configural information that is sensitive to orientation. By contrast inversion does not affect 
processing of featural information because the latter is believed to be processed regardless 
of orientation. The effects of inversion have been used by a number of researchers to 
investigate the contribution of both featural and configural information in the processing of 
faces (e. g. Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Leder & Bruce, 2000). In their study Tanaka and Farah 
(1993) examined the influence of inversion on participants' ability to recognise isolated face 
parts and parts within a whole face. In contrast to the upright faces, where participants were 
more accurate when the part was presented within a whole face, this whole face superiority 
was not evident when inverted faces were used. 
Research has demonstrated that we form holistic representations of faces and that 
face recognition is optimal when we have access to 'both featural and configural information. 
However, it is still unclear the extent to which both featural and configural information play in 
the recognition process. The ability to separate featural and configural information within a 
face has proven problematic as changes to facial features may also change the relational 
properties within the face. For example, moving the eyes further apart (a configural change) 
may also be perceived as changing the bridge of the nose (a featural change). 
In order to try and tease apart the contributions played by featural and configural 
information in face recognition, Leder and Bruce (2000) used a set of faces that differed in 
terms of their local features, relational features or both sorts of information (holistic 
information). The contribution of these types of information was tested by 1) exchanging 
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features for similar features from a different face and 2) changing the spatial distances 
between features. Unlike previous studies which have investigated the effects of inversion on 
featural information by presenting isolated features, Leder and Bruce (2000) tested the 
detection of featural information in the whole face. Participants were shown a small set of 
faces which they learned either in whole or part version, in upright or inverted orientation. In 
line with previous studies they found that whole faces which differed in terms of their feature 
information did not show an inversion effect, whereas faces that differed only in terms of their 
relational information did show an inversion effect. Furthermore, a combination of featural and 
configural changes produced an inversion effect albeit smaller than that of configural changes 
alone. These results provide support for the explanation that the detrimental effect caused by 
inversion results from a disruption of configural information. Furthermore, these experiments 
identified that relational information is needed for accurate face recognition and that it is this 
information that is lost or inaccessible when a face is inverted. 
1.5 Face Expertise 
Research conducted on the inversion effect has found that face recognition is more 
vulnerable to stimulus inversion than the recognition of any other class of stimulus. This has 
been considered as evidence that faces are `special' (Yin, 1969), in that they are recognised 
differently to any other class of stimuli. One alternative explanation for this effect is that of 
face expertise, proposed by Diamond and Carey (1986). In their experiments they attempted 
to isolate the source of the inversion effect and found that the inversion effect was not limited 
to face recognition; their results indicated the same detrimental effect of inversion with the 
recognition of dogs by dog experts. Inversion impaired the recognition of dogs by expert dog 
handlers more so than novices. They concluded that expertise is important in the use of 
configural information. Therefore, expertise in face recognition depends on the ability to code 
configural properties in addition to isolated features. 
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Another line of research linking reliance on configural information to that of expertise 
comes from research comparing own race and other race face recognition. Studies 
examining cross race identifications have shown that individuals are better at recognising 
faces of their own race than faces of another race (Brigham & Malpass, 1985; Ellis & 
Deregowski, 1981; Rhodes, Tan, Brake & Taylor, 1989). One common explanation for this 
advantage is that individuals have more expertise with own race face recognition (Ellis, 
Deregowski & Shepherd, 1975; Rhodes et al, 1989). Rhodes et al (1989) explored the lack of 
configura{ information used in other race face recognition with inversion techniques. They 
found that the reduced performance following inversion found with own race faces was not 
present with other race faces and concluded that their results provide evidence for the 
importance of configural information in expert face recognition. This lack of configural 
information in identifying other race faces points towards a greater reliance on more featural 
based information. 
However, alternative explanations have been proposed to explain the cross race 
effect. For example, researchers have investigated the amount of interracial contact between 
races (e. g. Chiroro & Valentine, 1995; Wright, Boyd & Tredoux, 2003). Chiroro and Valentine 
(1995) predicted that only individuals who had previous experience with other race faces 
would demonstrate distinctiveness effects for both own and other race faces. This prediction 
emerged from the idea that previous experience with other race faces would improve 
individuals' ability to distinguish between typical and distinctive other race faces. Their 
findings supported their predictions; individuals who had previous experience with other race 
faces showed high levels of distinctiveness regardless of race, whereas individuals who did 
not have previous experience of other race faces showed effects consistent with the own race 
bias. However an account based on increased experience does not rule out the expertise 
explanation as they are not distinctive sources, therefore it is possible that both have a role to 
play in the cross race effect. 
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1.6 Neuropsychological Evidence for a featural J holistic distinction 
Research has shown that the use of featural and configural information differs 
depending on the face recognition task used, for example, the recognition of inverted faces 
relies on more feature based information whereas the recognition of upright faces uses more 
holistic information. This differential use of information for recognition has led some 
researchers (e. g. Farah, Wilson, Drain & Tanaka, 1995; Moscovitch, Winocur, & Behrmann, 
1997) to argue that there is a face specific recognition system which processes holistic 
information from upright faces, while inverted faces, and other objects, are processed in a 
feature manner by a more general purpose object recognition system. This claim has been 
supported by neuropsychological studies of memory using fMRI (Functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging) techniques. 
There is much debate regarding the presence of face specific neural mechanisms 
within the brain. Principally, the debate revolves around whether there is a face specific 
system, and what this system contains. As difficult as it is to determine whether there is a 
face specific system, it is even more difficult to determine what processes might distinguish 
the recognition of faces from that of other objects. The popular hypothesis is that object 
recognition is analytical and featural whereas face recognition is more holistic and configural. 
Yin's (1969) finding that inversion impairs face recognition more than that of other objects 
supports this hypothesis because, as described above, inversion impairs configural 
information, on which face recognition depends, more than featural information, which would 
suffice for most object recognition. Inversion has been a marker for face specific processes 
and an essential tool for investigating what makes faces special. 
A dominant view amongst neuropsychologists (e. g. Farah, 1990; Moscovitch et al, 
1997), but one that leads to much debate, is that right hemisphere fusiform regions are 
specifically involved in face processing while left fusiform regions are involved in more 
general object recognition. Whilst other researchers suggest that both right and left 
hemispheres are involved in face processing but in different ways (Rossion, Dricot, Devolder, 
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Bodart, Crormmelinck, de Gelder & Zoontjes, 2000). There is a variety of evidence that 
support both views, for example, research has found that faces presented in the left visual 
field (LVF) were identified more rapidly and more accurately than when presented in the right 
visual field (RVF) (Rhodes, 1993; Levine, Banich & Koch-Weser, 1988). Additionally, other 
research has found that inverting faces, which essentially disrupts configural information, 
eliminates or reduces right hemisphere advantage for faces (Hiliger & Koenig, 1991). This 
suggests that the right hemisphere is used in holistic face recognition whereas the left 
hemisphere is used in more featural detection strategies. Overall, this research, although not 
conclusive, highlights that differences exist in the brain between the processing of featural 
and holistic properties. 
1.7 Face Recognition and Memory 
Whilst reviewing the literature on face recognition it is important to draw upon the 
aspects of human memory that give rise to such research. When we talk about memory for 
faces we are generally talking about long term memory, which refers to information that is 
stored durably to be accessed over a period of time; anything more than a few seconds. 
In 1972 Endel Tulving made an important distinction between two types of long term 
memory: episodic memory, which is involved in remembering particular incidents and 
semantic memory, which concerns our knowledge about the world. The essential feature of 
semantic memory is that it can be used without reference to where and when that knowledge 
was retrieved. For example, we would recognise Tony Blair as Tony Blair without reference to 
the first time we saw him. In contrast, episodic memory is responsible for storing a record of 
experiences, events, people and objects which have previously been encountered. When 
investigating face recognition it is important to highlight the distinction between episodic and 
semantic memory because different faces resemble different types of memories. For 
example, familiar face recognition such as the recognition of family members or famous faces 
allows access to semantic information whereas the recognition of unfamiliar faces relies on 
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more episodic information (e. g. Bruce, 1982; Bruce & Young, 1986). Although the recognition 
of familiar and unfamiliar faces give rise to a different type of, and different amounts of, stored 
information about the person, research has shown that the processes involved in recognition 
are similar. For example, researchers have shown that holistic processing is used in the 
recognition of both familiar and unfamiliar faces. For example, the composite effect initially 
demonstrated in a study by Young et al (1987) with famous faces has subsequently been 
shown to be present in unfamiliar faces (Boutet, Gentes-Hawn & Chaudhuri, 2002; Hole, 
1994; Robbins & McKone, 2003). 
In order for a memory to be retrieved it must be encoded and stored in memory. 
Clearly we have better memory for some things than others. So, what influences how well we 
remember something or someone? In order to determine what aids our memory researchers 
have long been concerned with the link between the encoding and retrieval of information. 
For example, Thomson and Tulving (1970) developed the encoding specificity hypothesis 
which stated that "no cue, regardless of how strongly it might be associated with the to-be- 
remembered item in other situations, can facilitate retrieval of the to-be-remembered item in 
absence of appropriate prior encoding of that item". In other words the effectiveness of 
retrieval cues depends on the specific format of encoding of the to-be-remembered item. This 
link between encoding and retrieval has been an interest of many researchers over the years. 
More recently, and widely used in the literature to date is the idea of transfer appropriate 
processing (TAP) developed by Roediger (1990). TAP theory states that optimal memory 
performance is achieved when encoding processes match retrieval processes. The reliability 
of this theory, and its application to face recognition, has been widely demonstrated in the 
literature; this research is described in the following section. 
1.8 Encoding and Retrieval of Faces 
Based on the models described above, researchers have investigated the influence of 
different encoding and retrieval tasks on face recognition performance. In line with the 
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encoding specificity hypothesis (Thomson & Tulving, 1970) and transfer appropriate 
processing theory (Roediger, 1990) one line of research carried out by Wells and Hryciw 
(1984) proposed that the ability to accurately retrieve a face depends on initial processes 
used at encoding. Their experiment contained two encoding and two retrieval manipulations. 
At encoding participants were asked to either rate faces by traits (such as honesty) which 
they labeled holistic encoding or they were asked to rate faces by a featural judgement which 
they labeled featural encoding. Furthermore, each encoding task was followed by either a 
holistic recognition task; identification from a line-up or a featural recognition task; an identi-kit 
reconstruction. They found that trait judgements at encoding yielded better line-up 
identifications compared with feature judgements. However, feature judgements at encoding 
yielded better identi-kit reconstructions compared with trait judgements. These results 
suggest that holistic encoding is not necessarily better than featural encoding strategies but 
that success at retrieval is determined by the extent to which retrieval cues at test match 
those at encoding. 
Similar encoding and retrieval processing interactions have been demonstrated more 
recently, for example Leder and Carbon (2005) found that whole faces were recognised more 
accurately than parts of the face but only when whole faces had been learned at encoding. 
When parts of the face were presented and learned at encoding whole face recognition at 
test was impaired. Additionally, Boutet et al (2002) used the composite face task to 
investigate the influence of attention in face recognition and found a significant composite 
effect only when upright faces were encoded, when inverted faces were used at encoding the 
composite effect was not present. Based on evidence from the inversion effect they 
concluded that the inverted faces were encoded using a more feature based processing style 
therefore when presented with composites at test participants approached the task using this 
appropriate strategy. 
The processes used to encode faces have been shown to influence accuracy at 
retrieval. For example, encoding tasks that have been shown to evoke a more featural based 
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strategy such as face parts or inverted faces do not aid the recognition of whole faces. Based 
on these findings one study conducted by Palermo and Rhodes (2002) investigated the 
effects of different encoding situations by manipulating attention towards or away from facial 
stimuli. They devised a study to investigate the role of attention in holistic face processing by 
manipulating the attention paid to targets at encoding with the use of flankers. To do this they 
used three encoding conditions; 1) a full attention condition, in which the target face was 
presented alone; 2) a full attention with flankers condition, in which the target face was 
presented in the middle of two flanker faces, that the participant was asked to ignore and 3) a 
divided attention condition, in which the target face was presented in the middle of two 
flankers but the participants were asked to decided if the two flanker faces were the same or 
different. Both whole face and part face recognition was tested at retrieval. Interestingly they 
found a significant difference between whole face and part face recognition, with whole face 
recognition performance was higher for both full attention conditions but no difference 
between whole and part face recognition for the divided attention condition. They concluded 
that matching upright flankers at encoding affected the ability to encode the target holistically. 
To test the reliability of this conclusion they conducted a further experiment where they used 
inverted flankers at encoding. They predicted that if the upright flankers were affecting the 
ability to encode the target holistically due to limited resources of the face recognition module, 
inverted flankers should not use up any of these resources as they are thought to be 
processed by a separate system. The results supported this conclusion; they found better 
performance for whole face recognition compared with part face recognition when inverted 
flankers were matched at encoding. 
The results of Palermo and Rhodes (2002) suggest that the face recognition module 
used to encode upright whole faces may have limited resources in the number of faces that 
can be encoded at once. Boutet and Chaudhuri (2001) suggest that only one holistic 
representation can be formed at a time and that the time taken to encode a face can take 
between one and two seconds each. Therefore, the length of time provided at encoding may 
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be an explanation for the effects found by Palermo and Rhodes as in their study they allowed 
participants only 1.5 seconds to match the flanker faces and encode the target face. 
Therefore, Boutet and Chaudhuri (2001) agree that the face recognition module has limited 
resources however they suggest that this can be overcome by allowing more time at 
encoding. 
1.9 The Verbal Overshadowing Effect 
Roediger (1990) has shown that the transfer of appropriate processing from encoding 
to retrieval is important for optimal performance. Furthermore, research within the face 
recognition domain has demonstrated that the transfer of holistic information from encoding to 
retrieval facilitates face recognition performance on a task that requires holistic processing. 
Findings presented in the previous section showed that a mismatch between encoding and 
test processes reduce accuracy at retrieval. Consequently, research has shown that 
engaging in a task not conducive to the encoding and retrieval process can also influence 
face recognition accuracy. One such task, widely used in the face recognition literature due to 
its real world application, is that of providing a verbal description of a face. 
The ability to accurately recognise a face has wide implications for the criminal justice 
system as correctly identifying a suspect from a line-up is of paramount importance. It is not 
surprising that a vast amount of face recognition research has been conducted within the 
eyewitness paradigm. This domain has led researchers to investigate the processes that 
occur prior to the line-up task, such as providing a description of a suspect. Early research 
suggested that describing a face prior to identification was harmless, and even facilitated face 
recognition (Mauldin & Laughery, 1981). However, more recent research has shown that 
providing a verbal description can impair subsequent identification accuracy (Schooler & 
Engstier-Schooler, 1990). This counter-intuitive finding has been termed the verbal 
overshadowing effect. In their study Schooler and Engstler-Schooler (1990) initially 
presented participants with a video simulation of a bank robbery. Following this, one group of 
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participants was asked to provide a detailed description of the robber whilst others completed 
an unrelated filler task. Participants were then asked to identify the robber from a target 
present line-up. Results showed that accuracy (the ability to correctly identify the robber) was 
impaired when participants were asked to provide a verbal description (38%) prior to the 
identification, compared to controls (64%). Schooler and Engstler-Schooler initially explained 
their results in terms of a recoding / interference hypothesis and claimed that verbalisation led 
to a verbally based recoding of information which interfered with the original memory. 
However, subsequent research has showed that the effect, not only occurred when 
the description provided was one of the target face, but also when participants described a 
completely different face such as their own mother (Dodson, Johnson & Schooler, 1997), This 
finding challenged the retrieval based interference account as it was unlikely that when faced 
with a line-up of suspects participants were accessing the verbal description of their mother 
which consequently interfered with identification of the suspect. Furthermore, Westerman and 
Larsen (1997) found evidence of the verbal overshadowing effect for faces when participants 
had previously described other objects such as a car. As it is difficult to argue that 
participants access the representation of the car when trying to identify the target in a line-up, 
the results imply that it is providing the verbal description per se that impairs face recognition 
and not the interference of the verbal description with the original visual memory. 
Given that the recoding interference account could not explain all of the instances in 
which verbal overshadowing occurred, alternative explanations have been proposed. More 
recent explanations suggest that verbalisation influences retrieval operations (Clare & 
Lewandowsky, 2004; Meissner, Brigham & Kelley, 2001). In a study by Meissner et al (2001) 
the instructions given to participants regarding the verbalisation process was altered. They 
found that elaborative instructions which included more forced recall produced a verbal 
overshadowing effect however more free recall techniques did not. Although Meissner and 
colleagues provide an explanation based on description instructions they're account is 
consistent with the original recoding interference account. Alternative explanations based on 
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individual differences have also been proposed. For example, Ryan and Schooler (1998) 
found that the verbal overshadowing effect was influenced by participants' perceptual and 
verbal expertise. However, despite the number of explanations in the literature one account 
which has received the most interest for the effect of verbalisation was provided by Fallshore 
and Schooler (1995); the processing bias account. They proposed that verbalisation of a face 
causes individuals to ignore the non-verbalisable configural information that is associated 
with perceptual expertise (Diamond & Carey, 1986) and instead rely on featural information 
that is more associated with the verbal description. They investigated the expertise 
explanation by comparing the effects of verbalisation on the recognition of own race (White) 
and other race (African American) faces. In Experiment 3 of their paper they found a verbal 
overshadowing effect for own race faces with the verbalisation group producing 58% 
accuracy compared with 80% in the control group. However, this negative effect of 
verbalisation was not apparent for other race faces with the verbalisation group producing 
58% compared with only 45% in the control. However, this difference was only a trend in the 
data and not statistically significant. From these results they concluded that verbalisation 
interfered with the configural information used in own race recognition. Their configural 
explanation was further supported by investigating the effects of inversion on the ability to 
recognise own and other race faces. They predicted that if the effects of verbalisation could 
be explained by reduced access to configural information then the effects would be 
attenuated with inverted faces which do not rely on such information. This is what they found; 
no verbal overshadowing effect for own race inverted faces (verbalisation group; 48%, control 
group; 50%) or for other race inverted faces (verbalisation group; 25%, control group 40%). 
These results are consistent with the explanation proposed by Fallshore and Schooler that 
verbalisation reduces or disrupts the ability to use configural information. 
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1.9.1 The Verbal Overshadowing Effect: A Processing Bias 
Dodson et al (1997) proposed that verbally describing a face causes participants to 
shift their processing from a global / holistic processing style used at encoding to a more local 
/ featural processing style brought on by the verbal description process. This explanation for 
the effect of verbalisation supports the face recognition research highlighted earlier, which 
suggests that faces are represented holistically with the use of both featural and configural 
information and any task that disrupts the ability to use configural information impairs face 
recognition performance. 
The processing style explanation for the verbal overshadowing effect was taken from 
the transfer appropriate processing theory (Roediger, 1990), which claims that memory 
performance is optimal when encoding processes match test processes. The impairment 
caused by verbalisation therefore has been labeled transfer inappropriate processing (TIP). 
For example, when encoding aspects of a face a holistic processing style is used which 
incorporates both featural and configural information. However, when participants provide a 
verbal description more emphasis is placed upon the featural aspects such as the eye colour, 
hair colour etc with less emphasis on the configural aspects. Therefore, when later asked to 
make recognition judgements individuals rely on the featural information used to make the 
description and not the holistic processing used at encoding. The transfer inappropriate 
processing explanation has been recently supported by the work of Finger (2002). She 
demonstrated that the verbal overshadowing effect could be reversed by taking part in a non- 
verbal task following verbalisation such as listening to music or completing a maze. Further 
support for this general processing bias account of verbal overshadowing comes from 
evidence that the impairment caused by verbalisation is not limited to face recognition. For 
example, researchers have found detrimental effects of verbalization on taste memory 
(Melcher & Schooler, 1996), insight problem solving (Schooler, Ohlsson & Brooks, 1993), 
voices (Perfect, Hunt & Harris, 2002) and decision making (Wilson & Schooler, 1991). 
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1.9.2 Factors that Influence the Verbal Overshadowing Effect 
In the standard verbal overshadowing paradigm, participants view a single face, 
verbalise it (or not in the control condition) then recognition is tested where the target has to 
be discriminated from a line-up of similar faces (e. g. Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). In 
the real world, however, witnesses may see many faces at a time and they may be exposed 
to multiple mug shots after the event. Exposure to multiple faces can lead to proactive 
interference (encoding of faces later on is impaired by prior exposure to faces) and 
retroactive interference (where recognition is impaired by earlier tests of recognition) (e. g. 
Davies, Shepherd & Ellis, 1979). Despite the possibility of interference the verbal 
overshadowing effect has been reliably replicated. Although a number of studies have 
provided evidence for the negative effect of verbalisation, some studies have failed to find the 
effect (e. g. Meissner, Brigham & Kelly, 2001; Yu & Geiselman, 1993). Research into the 
differential findings across studies has shown that a number of factors influence the 
presence, or absence, of a verbal overshadowing effect. For example, research has 
demonstrated how the nature of the stimulus description can mediate the verbal 
overshadowing effect (Brown & Lloyd-Jones, 2002). Brown and Lloyd-Jones (2002) 
examined the influence of description instruction on verbal overshadowing and found that 
participants who were instructed to provide a 'piecemeal' description of the face, which 
encouraged recall of particular features, showed verbal overshadowing whereas participants 
who were instructed to provide 'elaborative' descriptions not focusing on particular features 
did not show the effect. Furthermore, given that the most recent explanation for the verbal 
overshadowing effect relates to a change in processing style from a holistic to a more featural 
style it is possible that certain types of verbal description do not encourage featural 
processing. For example, a description based on personality traits such as honesty or 
likeability does not evoke featural processing as these descriptions tend to be more general 
and holistic in nature. On the other hand, a description based on the properties of facial 
features such as eye shape, eye colour etc evokes a more featural based processing style. 
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Therefore based on the TIP approach, the more piecemeal the description, the more effect 
verbalisation is likely to have on subsequent recognition performance. 
A meta-analysis conducted by Meissner and Brigham (2001) analysed 15 published 
and unpublished articles and found that the presence or absence of a verbal overshadowing 
effect was dependent on two factors; the length of delay between the description and test 
(e. g. Finger & Pezdek, 1999) and also the type of instructions given to participants to produce 
their verbal description (Meissner et al, 2001). Other variables manipulated in verbal 
overshadowing experiments such as the delay between encoding and description and the 
type of stimulus presented at encoding (i. e. video versus still images) did not influence the 
presence of an effect. Meissner and Brigham (2001) concluded that there was strong enough 
evidence that the impairment caused by verbal overshadowing was a reliable effect. 
It seems that the presence of a verbal overshadowing effect relies on a number of 
factors such as the type of description or the delay between verbalisation task and 
identification. More recently the longevity of the effect has been explored. As a change to the 
original study, the verbal overshadowing effect has been explored over repeated recognition 
trials whereby the verbalisation task and recognition tasks are repeated for a number of 
different faces (Falishore & Schooler, 1995; Melcher & Schooler, 1996; Ryan & Schooler, 
1998). Additionally, Brown & Lloyd-Jones (2002) used multiple recognition trials following just 
one verbal description. Interestingly, within these studies trial effects have been observed 
whereby the verbal overshadowing effect was only apparent for the first trial following the 
verbal description (e. g. Fallshore & Schooler, 1995). These trial effects provide additional 
important information regarding the processing bias account as it suggests that the bias 
caused by the verbal description process lasts for a limited period. However, whether this is 
determined by the number of face recognition judgements made, or the length of time past, 
remains uncertain. Furthermore, the duration of the effect may be related to the type of 
encoding task used. For example, based on TAP in order to get a verbal overshadowing 
effect the TIP account assumes that holistic processing is used at encoding; however this is 
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very difficult to test within the eyewitness paradigm and especially given multiple trials. Given 
multiple trials individuals may adapt their strategy to one that best fits the task which as 
described above, may not always be holistic. Therefore, across trials, as the potential for a 
change in encoding strategy increases variation may be observed in the effect of 
verbalisation. 
1.10 Face Recognition: A Processing Bias 
Processing style theory, as an explanation of how we recognise faces, has received a 
large amount of interest in memory research. Based on previous research we know that the 
most accurate way to recognise a face is by holistic information and any task that disrupts 
this process, such as inversion or providing a verbal description, has a detrimental effect on 
face recognition performance. Whilst this early research was concerned with investigating the 
presence of holistic processing in face recognition, more recent research has investigated the 
ability to manipulate processing style. 
A recent study, conducted by Macrae and Lewis (2002), investigated the claim that 
differences in face recognition performance were the result of a bias in processing style. To 
do this they introduced stimuli commonly used in the perception literature to investigate global 
and local precedence in object recognition; that of the Navon letter task (1977). Researchers 
within the perceptual domain (e. g. Navon, 1977; Rock, 1986; Kimchi, 1992) claimed that 
when a stimulus is perceived and identified there are two types of properties about the 
stimulus that are available; global properties and local properties. In order to determine the 
role of global and local properties in perception Navon (1977) developed the letter task. For 
this task he created stimuli which were letters of the alphabet made up of smaller 
mismatching letters (see Figure 1.2 below). Unlike standard object recognition in which the 
global object is made up of smaller predominantly different components, creating letters 
made out of other letters enabled Navon to explore the influence of global and local 







Figure 1.2 A Navon letter 
The initial motivation for Macrae and Lewis (2002) was to investigate the processing 
style account of the verbal overshadowing effect. This account claims that the impairment 
caused by providing a verbal description results in a shift in processing style from holistic to a 
more featural based style brought on by the description process. Macrae and Lewis (2002) 
claimed that if the verbalisation process was the result of a processing style shift then any 
task which elicits a featural or local style of processing should also produce similar 
impairment. Macrae and Lewis (2002) used the Navon letter task in an attempt to bias 
processing style towards either holistic or featural processing. Given that their aim was to 
investigate the processing style account of the verbal overshadowing effect, the experimental 
methodology mimicked that of Schooler and Engstler-Schooler's (1990) study in which 
participants were initially presented with a brief depiction of a bank robbery. Following the 
video, participants were assigned to either a control group or one of two experimental 
conditions (global or local processing), before the presentation of an eight person target 
present line-up. Participants in the global and local experimental conditions were shown a 
series of Navon letters for 10 minutes and were asked to identify either the larger letter 
(global processing) or the smaller letter (local processing). Participants in the control group 
were asked to read out a passage from a book for the same length of time. The results 
showed that the global processing group made more correct identifications compared to 
control (means of 83% and 60% respectively). Moreover, participants who were given the 
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local processing task made less correct identifications (30%) compared to controls. Macrae 
and Lewis concluded that the local processing style induced by the local Navon letter task 
impaired identification accuracy similar to that of the verbal description group in the verbal 
overshadowing experiments. In other words, the local processing task shifted processing 
style from holistic, used at encoding, to a more featural based style at test. However, care 
must be taken when interpreting these results in terms of the effects of verbal description 
because there was no verbal description condition in this study. Therefore, these results 
merely show that the impairment caused by local processing impairs face recognition but little 
is known whether this impairment is the same as the impairment caused by providing a verbal 
description. What is more striking about this study is that the results show that face 
recognition can be improved and impaired by engaging in a processing task that elicits global 
and local processing; a perceptual task with no clear relationship to face recognition 
processes or line-up identifications. 
1.10.1 Evidence for the effects of Navon Processing 
Macrae and Lewis (2002) claimed that their data was the result of an increased use of 
holistic and featural processing however this theory has not been extensively tested. As the 
use of the Navon letter task is still new within the face recognition literature, little research has 
been conducted to date, and so few tests of their theoretical framework have been 
developed. 
A small number of studies have investigated this claim by investigating possible 
alternative explanations for the effect. One alternative explanation for the effect of Navon 
processing is that the global and local versions of the Navon letter task vary in terms of 
difficulty. Davon (1977) found that global processing took precedence over local processing 
therefore it could be argued that the local processing task is more demanding than the global 
task. The impaired performance caused by the local processing task may have been the 
result of increased cognitive load brought on by the difficulty of the task. In contrast, ease of 
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the global task may have aided recognition by allowing rehearsal of the encoded stimuli. A 
recent study, conducted by Perfect (2003) tested this explanation. He conducted a similar 
study to Macrae and Lewis (2002) however instead of separating global and local processing 
conditions he asked participants to complete both versions of the task, where half completed 
the global then the local and the other half completed the local then the global. This method 
enabled Perfect to test the influence of both tasks whilst equating the level of difficulty across 
the retention interval. He found an overall significant difference between conditions with 70% 
of the control participants correctly identifying the perpetrator from the line-up compared with 
80% in the local-global condition and 43% in the global- local condition. Therefore, these 
results show that the last task that participants engaged in affected recognition performance. 
This finding rules out task difficulty as an explanation for the effect and is consistent with the 
view that the Navon effect is the result of a change in processing style that is transferred from 
the Navon task to the recognition task. 
Given that the davon letter task is a perceptual processing task, the processing style 
explanation is a plausible explanation for the effect. However, this theory is based on only a 
small number of studies which used a line-up as a recognition task. As a recognition task, a 
line-up is not as straightforward as laboratory tasks involving the presentation of single faces; 
witnesses are invited to select a single face from a set of 8 similar faces, or reject the entire 
set. Eyewitness research has shown there are a number of cognitive strategies witnesses 
may employ to make such a judgement (e. g. Dunning & Stern, 1994), and to attribute 
increased success on this task to increased holistic processing is an entirely circular 
argument. 
To further examine this theory a recent study Weston and Perfect (2005) investigated 
the effects of (davon processing using the composite face task. The composite task was used 
because as a face recognition task, unlike the line-up task, it provided a reliable test of 
holistic processing. As mentioned earlier, this task requires identification of composite face 
halves, which means that participants have to overcome the misleading holistic information 
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present when the halves are aligned in order to make an accurate identification. As the 
composite face task is hampered by holistic processing, and benefits from a more featural 
processing style, Weston and Perfect (2005) predicted that engaging in prior local Navon 
processing would aid recognition of composite halves and global Navon processing would 
hinder it. By predicting the opposite results to Macrae and Lewis (2002) Weston and Perfect 
(2005) were able to test whether global and local processing actually influenced holistic and 
featural face processing, thus increasing the plausibility of the processing style account. 
In contrast to the famous faces used in the original composite study (Young et al, 
1987) Weston and Perfect (2005) used unfamiliar face stimuli as this allowed both accuracy 
and latency data to be collected. Furthermore, past research has shown a reliable composite 
effect with both familiar and unfamiliar faces (e. g. Boutet et al, 2002; Hole, 1994; Robbins & 
McKone, 2003). The experimental design followed a multiple encoding / multiple trial design 
conducted over three blocks. In each block participants saw four faces at encoding 
simultaneously presented on the screen for eight seconds. Following this they were asked to 
complete either the global or local versions of the Navon letter task or complete a control 
task; a maze puzzle, for 3 minutes. Following the manipulation, all participants were 
presented with a series of composites presented in a two-alternative forced choice format and 
their task was to identify the face half previously presented at encoding. Composites were 
presented in both aligned and misaligned format and the top and bottom halves of each face 
presented at encoding was tested, resulting in eight test trials per block. Analysis of the 
latency data showed that engaging in local processing prior to recognition improved 
participants' ability to recognise composite face halves. However, there were no differences 
between the control and global processing condition. 
The study conducted by Weston and Perfect (2005) was the first demonstration of a 
local-superiority effect and therefore is a powerful confirmation of the theoretical account of 
processing bias effects, and at the same time provides evidence for the generality of such 
processing bias effects across changes in encoding and test format. Previous demonstrations 
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of processing bias effects occurred with video-taped presentation of a single target, and 
tested memory using an eight-person simultaneous target-present line-up. However, Weston 
and Perfect (2005) obtained processing bias effects with the simultaneous presentation of 
four photographs of target faces at encoding, and a two-alternative forced choice test format. 
Furthermore, the Navon effect was demonstrated using response latency measures as 
opposed to accuracy measures. The failure to find an effect on accuracy in their task may 
have been due to higher performance demonstrated in the study because of the two- 
alternative test format, compared with eight alternatives in a line up. 
Furthermore, it has been argued that previous demonstrations of processing bias 
effects in face recognition using line-ups, whilst interesting, could not be unambiguously, 
attributed to differential use of featural and holistic processing at test because the test 
provided no independent measure of processing. Instead, it was possible that some other 
aspect of the Navon processing bias task could account for the changes in subsequent face 
recognition ability. However, the findings from Weston and Perfect which showed an opposite 
effect, quicker recognition performance following local rather than global processing in the 
facial composite task, in circumstances when such an effect would be predicted, helps to rule 
out potential alternate explanations based on differences in motivation or arousal caused by 
the two tasks. If global processing of Navon stimuli somehow has an arousing, or motivating 
effect, then it should have aided the feature based task, but it did not. 
The effects of Navon processing have been demonstrated across different tasks, 
different encoding and different testing formats, albeit in a limited number of studies. Although 
the effects point towards an explanation based on processing style, more research needs to 
be conducted to test this theoretical explanation for the effect. Whilst an account based on 
task difficulty has been ruled out (Perfect, 2003; Weston & Perfect, 2005) there may be other 
alternate explanations for the effects found. As the effects of Navon processing on face 
recognition accuracy is still new to the literature we turn our attention to the perceptual 
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literature and the essence of the Navon task in order to explore the factors that might 
influence the Navon effect. 
1.11 The Navon Letter Task 
An account based on processing style as an explanation for the effect of Navon 
processing on face recognition has dominated the literature so far. However, based on the 
limited number of studies conducted care must be taken when drawing any theoretical 
conclusions from this research. The focus of research to date has been on demonstrating 
reliability of the effect across tasks. Like many effects within psychology there are situations 
in which the effect is reliable and undoubtedly situations in which the effect does not occur. 
However, to date, little emphasis has been placed on the factors which might affect the 
presence, or absence, of the effect. In order to understand a little more about how the Navon 
task affects face recognition we must understand the literature from which the Navon task 
emerged. 
The Navon letter task was originally developed to investigate the global and local 
properties of objects within a visual scene (Navon, 1977). The early research was concerned 
with there being a global precedence (Navon, 1977) which was developed as a modern day 
version of the Gestaltist's claim that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. This was 
based on the finding that the time it took to identify the global letters were unaffected by the 
identity of the local letters, however the time it took to identify the local letters was greatly 
slowed when there was a mismatch between global and local properties due to interference 
from the global level. He interpreted his findings in terms of a global precedence, whereby the 
global structure is processed first and foremost followed by a more fine grained analysis. In 
other words, a scene is decomposed rather than built up. 
However, more recent research has highlighted some potential problems with the 
global precedence theory (Kimchi, 1992; Robertson, 1996; Shulman & Wilson, 1987). 
Researchers (e. g. Kimchi, 1992) have found that global precedence depends on a number of 
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factors and isn't generalisable to all stimuli. For one, the overall size of the stimulus can affect 
which level of processing takes superiority. For example, Kinchla and Wolfe (1979) found that 
there was a global advantage only when the visual angle was less than seven degrees, for 
larger stimuli the local properties took precedence. Furthermore, the sparcity and number of 
local elements can also affect precedence. Martin (1979) looked at the sparcity of local letters 
in a Navon like task whilst keeping the visual angle constant. She found a global advantage 
with less sparse stimuli and a local advantage with sparse stimuli. Furthermore, the duration 
of exposure of the stimuli can affect precedence. For example, Kimchi (1992) found global 
interference only at short presentations. She claimed that when the Navon stimuli are shown 
for longer participants have time to take in both global and local properties of the stimulus. 
Finally, the presentation location of the stimuli can affect precedence (e. g. Pomerantz, 1983; 
Grice, Canham & Boroughs, 1983). They found a global advantage with peripheral 
presentation but no global advantage with central presentation. This research has shown that 
different presentations of Navon stimuli can affect the way participants respond to those 
stimuli. Given that the effects of Navon processing influence face recognition it is possible 
therefore, that differences in Navon stimuli may interact with the effect it has on face 
recognition performance. 
Taken from the TAP theory (Roediger, 1990) the processing style explanation for the 
Navon effect assumes that the global and local processing style brought on by the Navon 
task is transferred to the face recognition task. Although the transfer of information can only 
be inferred from the recent face recognition studies, evidence for the transfer of information 
has been demonstrated in the perceptual literature. One line of research carried out on the 
priming effects of Navon stimuli (e. g. Kim, Ivry & Robertson, 1999; Robertson, 1996) has 
some relevance. Robertson (1996) found what she termed level specific priming for Navon 
letters. In terms of global and local processing, level specific priming refers to participants 
responding faster on a trial (n+1) when the preceding trial (n) was of the same level, be that 
global or local. In other words, when participants were asked to make a global response on 
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trial n their response on trial n+1 would be faster if asked to make a second global response 
than if asked to make a local response. This pattern was the same for the local stimuli; local 
responses on trial n+1 were faster than global responses if participants were asked to make a 
local response on trial n. These effects were found regardless of target identification and 
target location. This provided support for the view that global and local information can be 
held, and transferred, to a subsequent task. However, unlike recent explanations in the face 
recognition literature based on the transfer of global and local processing styles Robertson 
explained these results in terms of a transfer in spatial frequency information, that is, level 
specific priming was found because it was linked to the spatial frequency value on the 
previous trial. In the third experiment in the paper Robertson created contrast balanced 
Navon letters which eliminated spatial frequency information and found that when spatial 
frequency information was removed level specific priming disappeared. Although these 
results provide evidence that information from the global and local task can transfer across 
trials within the same task, the question remains of whether the effects can be transferred 
across tasks. Moreover, if one assumes that the transfer of information occurs between the 
Navon task and the face recognition task, the further question remains as to what information 
is being transferred; processing style or spatial frequency. 
1.12 Navon Processing: Differences in Spatial Frequency 
Information 
Research within the perceptual framework has highlighted differences in responses 
made to global and local Navon properties. The explanation for these differences which has 
dominated this field of research is that of a spatial frequency distinction between the two 
levels of processing. It has been argued that the global Navon processing task promotes the 
use of low spatial frequency information whereas the local processing task promotes access 
to high spatial frequencies. This link between global and local processing and spatial 
frequency information was demonstrated by Shulman, Sullivan, Gish and Sakoda (1986). 
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They adapted frequencies with use of frequency gratings and found that the frequency which 
most affected the global task was lower than that which affected the local task, thus 
supporting the claim that low spatial frequency channels are used in processing global 
information. Furthermore, Shulman and Wilson (1987) found that directing attention to the 
local or the global level affected the detectability of different spatial frequencies. They found 
that low spatial frequencies were more easily detected when participants attended to global 
properties and high spatial frequencies were more easily detected when participants attended 
to local properties. As mentioned earlier, exposure duration of Navon stimuli influenced the 
presence of a global precedence, in that global precedence occurs under short exposure 
conditions (Kimchi, 1992). Furthermore, Nachmias (1967) showed that exposure duration 
also had a differential effect on the integration of low and high spatial frequencies so that a 
decrease in exposure duration was more detrimental to high spatial frequencies. This 
provides support for the use of different frequencies channels in the processing of global and 
local information. 
Based on this research an alternative correspondence between the global and local 
Navon task and face recognition performance relates to the spatial frequency of information. 
As mentioned before, identifying global or local properties of Navon stimuli requires attention 
to low and high spatial frequencies (Shulman & Wilson, 1987) because the features (the local 
properties) are smaller than the configuration of the features (the global property). The same 
argument can be applied to making holistic and featural judgements about faces (Boutet, 
Collin & Faubert, 2003). Thus, one potential explanation of the processing bias effect 
observed in the face recognition studies (e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003; Weston 
& Perfect, 2005) is not that global or local processing is being transferred, but instead, the 
influence is due to attention to a particular spatial frequency. With regard to the results of 
Macrae and Lewis (2002), successful performance required attention towards low frequency 
information. Thus, prior attention to the global properties of the Navon stimuli, the low 
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frequency component, and away from the local properties, the high frequency component, 
improved face identification accuracy. 
1.13 Navon Processing: Neuropsychological Evidence 
In line with neuropsychological evidence for differences in face processing, similar 
work has been carried out on the neuropsychological effects of global and local processing. 
Although research in this area is far from conclusive, some behavioural studies of global and 
local processing have shown small, however inconsistent, asymmetries. Some researchers 
have demonstrated faster reaction times to global stimuli in the left visual field compared to 
the right visual field and the reverse with local stimuli (e. g. Sergeant, 1982; Kimchi & Merhav, 
1991). Furthermore, Fink, Marshall, Halligan and Dolan (1999) found that global attention 
increased occipital activity in the right hemisphere only when the sparing of local letters was 
low, thus creating global precedence. Furthermore, local attention increased activation in the 
left hemisphere only when local letters were relatively sparse, thus creating local precedence. 
The finding that global Navon processing activates regions in the right hemisphere and local 
processing activates regions in the left hemisphere is consistent with the link between global 
and local processing and holistic and featural face recognition. This provides an alternative 
view that the effects of global and local processing may be due to the transfer of activation in 
the right or left hemisphere associated with the Navon task. 
1.14The Current Work 
An investigation into the processing bias account 
The consensus within the Navon effect literature is that global and local Navon 
processing influence face recognition performance because they evoke the holistic and 
featural processing style associated with face processing. Although the findings to date 
support this conclusion the theory has not been extensively or directly tested. The focus of 
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this thesis is to further explore the relationship between global and local Navon processing 
and the holistic and featural processing of faces. 
In order to do this face recognition is tested across a number of different tasks such 
as the composite face task (Chapter 2) and the change detection task (Chapter 3). In addition 
to different recognition tasks, further experimental work investigates the processing style 
explanation by manipulating encoding processes. Based on the TAP theory (Roediger, 1990), 
the processing style account claims that global processing facilitates face recognition 
performance at test because the processes match the holistic processing at encoding. 
However, based on the research conducted to date, little is known about the processes 
individuals use to encode faces. Therefore, by manipulating encoding processes it is possible 
to test whether a shift in processing style can account for the Navon effect. 
Reliability across tasks 
The processing style theory to date has been tested using two paradigms; the 
eyewitness scenario and the composite task which have both shown that engaging in Navon 
processing prior to recognition can influence performance on a face recognition task. 
However, it is unclear as to the processes involved in the Navon processing task in both 
these paradigms. For example, Macrae and Lewis's (2002) argument that prior global 
processing of Navon stimuli improves face recognition through increased use of holistic 
processing of faces at test is open to question because, as mentioned earlier, the line-up 
provides no measure of processing. Eyewitness research has shown there are a number of 
cognitive strategies witnesses may employ to make such a judgement (e. g. Dunning & Stern, 
1994). Therefore, it is unclear whether holistic processing is actually being used for line-up 
identification and therefore the conclusion that increased performance is due to increased 
use of holistic processing is difficult to ascertain The composite task (Weston & Perfect, 
2005) however, provided a little more support that the processing task affects holistic 
processing as this task taps into holistic processing directly. 
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Although past research has demonstrated that the effects of Navon processing are 
reliable across paradigms, both paradigms adopted similar test formats. For example, the 
line-up used by Macrae and Lewis (2002) and Perfect (2003) was a simultaneous line-up 
whereby participants were required to chose a suspect amongst a set of alternatives. In a 
similar way the composite task used by Weston and Perfect (2005) used a two alternative 
forced choice test format, where again alternatives were presented simultaneously to 
participants. However, within the face recognition literature there are a number of ways in 
which face recognition can be tested; the two main paradigms that are used are i) the old / 
new recognition paradigm and ii) the forced choice paradigm. Whilst the Navon effect has 
been clearly demonstrated with the forced choice format, the old / new recognition paradigm 
has not been used. Experimental work presented in this thesis explores the reliability of the 
influence of Navon processing across different test formats which include forced choice 
formats, old / new recognition judgements and matching tasks. 
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2. Chapter 2 
The effect of Navon processing on 
the recognition of composite face 
halves. 
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2.1 General Introduction 
2.1.1 Holistic Processing and the Composite Face Task 
The importance of holistic information for accurate face recognition has been tested 
using a number of different tasks such as; the recognition of facial features presented in 
isolation versus within a whole face (Tanaka & Farah, 1993), the recognition of featural 
versus configural changes (Leder & Bruce, 2000) and the recognition of facial composites 
(Young et al, 1986). As described in Chapter 1, the composite face task, developed by Young 
et al (1987), demonstrated the importance of holistic information in face recognition. It was a 
unique task designed to manipulate the amount of holistic information present in a face. Their 
results showed that reaction times to name composite face halves were significantly slower 
when the halves were aligned compared to when they were misaligned. They explained this 
result in terms of a holistic processing bias, in that the aligned composites created the illusion 
of a new face, which in turn elicited a holistic processing style, and thus interfered with 
identification of the face halves. This holistic information, present in the aligned halves, was 
disrupted when the two halves were misaligned. The results of this study made an important 
contribution to the holistic face processing account. 
2.1.2 Face Recognition and the Navon Letter Task 
A recent study conducted by Macrae and Lewis (2002) attempted to directly test 
whether different processing styles were linked to accuracy on a face recognition task using 
the Navon letter task (a full review of this research can be found in Chapter 1). The results 
showed that participants who engaged in global processing prior to recognition made 
significantly more correct identifications compared to control (means of 83% and 60% 
respectively). Furthermore, participants who engaged in the local processing task made 
significantly less correct identifications (30%) compared to control. One explanation for these 
results, and the one commonly referred to in the literature, is that of a processing bias 
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whereby the global Navon task biased processing style towards a holistic representation 
beneficial to the line-up task whereas the local Navon task biased processing style towards a 
more featural strategy not beneficial for recognition. Given that only a small number of studies 
have subsequently investigated this effect, the processing style explanation has not been 
extensively tested and is therefore open to alternative explanations. However, subsequent 
research has found results consistent with the processing style explanation, for example 
Perfect (2003) replicated the Navon effect with both global and local processing carried out 
within subjects and ruled out any explanation of the effect based on variations in task 
difficulty. 
Macrae and Lewis's (2002) argument that prior global processing of Navon stimuli 
improves face recognition through an increased use of holistic information at test is open to 
question because the line-up task does not provide a measure of processing. As a 
recognition task, a line-up is not as straightforward as laboratory tasks involving the 
presentation of single faces; witnesses are invited to select a single face from a set of eight 
similar faces, or reject the entire set. Eyewitness research has shown there are a number of 
cognitive strategies witnesses may employ to make such a judgement (e. g. Dunning & Stern, 
1994), and to attribute increased success on this task to increased holistic processing is an 
entirely circular argument. 
To overcome this circularity, Weston and Perfect (2005) investigated the effects of 
Navon processing using the composite face task. As the composite face task is hampered by 
holistic processing and benefits from a more featural processing style Weston and Perfect 
(2005) predicted that engaging in prior local processing would aid recognition of composite 
halves and global processing would hinder it. The results supported their predictions. When 
the two halves were aligned participants were faster to recognise composite halves following 
local Navon processing, compared with control. This local superiority effect, in contrast to the 
global superiority found by past research provides a powerful test of the theory, and rules out 
any explanation based on task difficulty. Furthermore, given that the composite face task has 
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been demonstrated as an accurate test of holistic processing, the results are consistent with 
the view that the effects of Navon processing are the result of a processing bias. This chapter 
aims to replicate these effects found in the literature. Three experiments use the composite 
face task to investigate the processing style account of the Navon effect and explore the 
reliability of this effect across different testing scenarios. 
2.2 Experiment 2.1 
2.2.1 Introduction 
2.2.1.1 Support for the Navon Effect 
The Navon letter task was introduced into the face recognition literature by Macrae 
and Lewis (2002) through the eyewitness domain, where face recognition accuracy is of 
paramount importance. Given that the focus of eyewitness research is to increase validity in 
the findings, identifications are generally obtained through line-up tasks. The presentation of 
a line-up can take many forms however the procedure adopted by Macrae and Lewis (2002) 
and Perfect (2003) was the simultaneous line-up. In their studies both Macrae and Lewis 
(2002) and Perfect (2003), used an 8 person target present simultaneous line-up whereby the 
perpetrator was presented amongst an array of 7 distracters. 
More recently, a study conducted by Weston and Perfect (2005) differed from 
previous Navon studies in many ways. Firstly, the Navon effects prior to this study had only 
been demonstrated using an eyewitness paradigm. This study however, demonstrated that 
the effects of Navon processing were generalisable to other face recognition tasks, namely 
the composite face task. This finding provides support for a general Navon effect on face 
recognition performance and shows that the effect was not specific to the eyewitness 
paradigm. Furthermore, as accurate performance on the composite face task requires a more 
featural, rather than holistic, processing style this study predicted opposite findings with 
regards to the Navon effect; a facilitation following local processing and impairment following 
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global processing. In addition to the task differences, the design of the experiment also 
differed from the previous one-trial design of many eyewitness based studies. This study 
used a multiple trial design whereby multiple faces were presented at encoding followed by 
multiple test trials. The differences between the two paradigms and the effects found highlight 
the generalisability and robustness of the Navon processing effect. 
2.2.1,2 Performance across Trials 
Macrae and Lewis (2002) used a target present line-up as a test of recognition 
because they were initially interested in exploring the link between the Navon task and verbal 
overshadowing. The proposed links between Navon processing and verbal overshadowing 
are covered in more depth in Chapters 4 and 5 and therefore not discussed at length here. 
However, for the purpose of this chapter, some basic similarities between the effects of verbal 
overshadowing and Navon processing are required. 
The verbal overshadowing effect, first reported by Schooler and Engstler-Schooler 
(1990) showed that providing a verbal description of a face subsequently impaired later line- 
up identifications compared with a no-description control. The recent explanation for this 
effect is that the verbal description process changes processing style from a holistic style, 
used to encode the face, to a more featural based style brought on by the verbal description 
process. This featural processing style is subsequently transferred to the line-up identification 
task, reducing participants' ability to correctly identify the perpetrator. This processing style 
explanation for the verbal overshadowing effect is what motivated the study by Macrae and 
Lewis (2002). They used the local version of the Navon letter task to induce a featural 
processing mode and found that local processing, in line with the effect of providing a verbal 
description, impaired line-up identification rates. 
In the standard verbal overshadowing paradigm, participants view a single face, 
verbalise it (or not in the control condition) and then recognition is tested via a line-up 
(Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). In the real world, however, 
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witnesses may see many faces at a time and they may be exposed to multiple mug shots 
after the event. More recent studies have shown a verbal overshadowing effect over multiple 
recognition trials (Brown & Lloyd-Jones, 2002; Fallshore & Schooler, 1995; Melcher & 
Schooler, 1996; Ryan & Schooler, 1998). Within these paradigms trial effects have been 
observed where the effects of verbalisation were apparent on the first trial following the verbal 
description, not on subsequent trials (Falishore & Schooler, 1995). 
In line with the trial effects found in the verbal overshadowing literature similar trial 
effects have been found following local Navon processing. For example, Weston and Perfect 
(2005) found that local Navon processing facilitated the recognition of composite face halves 
in a forced choice task but only during the first four trials following the Navon processing task. 
These results suggest that both the (davon effect and the effects of verbalisation are limited to 
a small number of trials following the manipulation. Given the trial effects found in the 
literature the experiments presented in this Chapter used a single encoding, single test trial 
design repeated multiple times as given past research it was believed that this design would 
provide the greatest chance of finding an effect. 
2.2.1.3 The Influence of Recognition Format 
Macrae and Lewis (2002) made the link between Navon processing and eyewitness 
identifications. The focus of research within this field has been concerned with line-up 
identification accuracy. This approach has led to a vast amount of research investigating the 
relationship between the way identifications are sought and identification accuracy. For 
example, Lindsay and Wells (1985) suggested that presenting line-up members sequentially 
rather than simultaneously allowed the witness to adopt a more appropriate strategy based 
on an absolute judgement. They claimed that a simultaneously presented line-up allowed a 
more comparative strategy which in turn could lead to more errors. The differences found 
between sequential and simultaneous line-ups have been explained in terms of different 
judgement strategies. For example, Dunning and Stern (1994) asked participants to describe 
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the decision processes that led to the judgement they made. They found that of the 
participants who made positive identifications, those who made accurate identifications were 
more likely to state their judgement resulted from more of an automatic strategy, whereby the 
suspects face just jumped out at them. In contrast inaccurate witnesses were more likely to 
report that their strategy involved a process of elimination, whereby they compared the 
photos in front of them. 
Given that simultaneous and sequential presentation of faces may result in different 
judgement strategies it is possible that different recognition tasks used in the laboratory also 
affect strategies adopted by participants. As mentioned earlier different face recognition 
tasks, such as the recognition of inverted faces, influence the information used by participants 
(e. g. Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; FalIshore & Schooler, 1995; Leder & Bruce, 2000). This in turn 
has been used as evidence for different processing styles. In the same way that different 
tasks affect different processing style, the way in which face recognition is tested may also 
affect the information used in recognition and thus affect the way participants respond. There 
are a number of ways in which face recognition can be tested; the two main test formats that 
are used are i) the old / new recognition format and ii) the forced choice recognition format. 
The old / new recognition task presents participants with one face at a time and participants 
have to decide whether the face is old (one they have seen before), or new (a novel face). In 
contrast, the forced choice task presents targets and distracters simultaneously on the screen 
and participants have to decide which face they recognise, guessing if necessary. Both of 
these are widely used methods within the face recognition domain and relate in part to the 
sequential and simultaneous line-up tasks. 
With regards to the effects of Navon processing, face recognition has generally been 
tested using simultaneous presentation techniques such as the simultaneous line-up (Macrae 
& Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) or a two-alternative forced choice recognition task (Weston & 
Perfect, 2005). One study conducted by Perfect (2004) used the Navon letter task with a 
sequential line-up task. However, the standard Navon effect found with the simultaneous task 
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was not replicated in this study. Therefore, given the small number of studies conducted so 
far in the literature, the aim of Experiment 2.1 was to replicate the Navon effect found by 
Weston and Perfect (2005). 
2.2.1.4 Predictions 
Experiment 2.1 was designed to replicate the results found by Weston and Perfect 
(2005) and thus adopted the same composite face task and test of recognition. In this task, 
composite face half recognition was tested using a two alternative forced choice judgement 
task. However, due to the trial effects found in the study by Weston and Perfect (2005), 
Experiment 2.1 made one change to the design. Instead of a multiple trial design Experiment 
2.1 used a single trial design whereby one face was presented at encoding, followed by the 
Navon letter task or control and then one test trial. This procedure was then repeated multiple 
times. As the Navon effect has been shown to be stronger on the trials directly after the 
Navon task it was thought that this single trial design would provide the best opportunity for 
finding an effect. 
Based on the original composite effect (Young et al, 1987) and the high accuracy 
measures found by Weston and Perfect (2005), it was predicted that recognition accuracy 
would be high with this task. Therefore, the following predictions were based on the latency 
data. Firstly, it was predicted that reaction times to recognise the aligned composites would 
be longer compared to the misaligned composites. Two further predictions were made 
regarding the effects of the Navon task. Firstly, it was predicted that local Navon processing 
would decrease reaction times to recognise composite face halves, compared with control. 
Secondly, global Navon processing would increase the time it took to recognise composite 
face halves, compared with control. Furthermore, based on the original study by Young et al 
(1987) and the findings of Weston and Perfect (2005) it was predicted that the effects of 





Sixty members of the University of Plymouth community took part in this experiment 
for either payment or part of course credit. Nine were male and fifty-one were female. All 
participants were either undergraduates or graduates of the University. Their mean age was 
20.1, SD = 4.10 (range 18 to 42). 
Stimuli and Design 
The experiment used a2 (alignment; aligned / misaligned) x2 (stimuli type; top / 
bottom) x3 (interval task condition; control / global processing / local processing) mixed 
subjects design with two within subjects' factors; alignment and stimuli type, and one between 
subjects factor; interval task condition. A repeated measures design, with multiple stimuli, 
was used where participants made multiple recognition judgements based on a number of 
faces previously encountered. Acquiring multiple judgements helped to increase power in 
this between subjects design, by increasing the number of data points per participant. 
The encoding and test face stimuli were grayscale photographs of 52 males. All 
stimuli were taken from the University of Stirling Psychology Department Psychological Image 
Collection (http: //pics. psych. stir. ac. uk), see Figure 2.1 for an example. 
Figure 2.1 An example of the face stimuli used in Experiment 2.1. 
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All shoulders were removed from the photographs to avoid any clothing biases and the 
background of each face was set to white. In order to create the facial composites all stimuli 
were divided into two halves, this was achieved by drawing a horizontal line across the bridge 
of the nose on each face and cutting the face in half at that point. It was essential that this 
horizontal line be at the same point on each face to ensure that when two different halves 
were aligned they created a new face. The stimulus set was divided into 12 test stimuli and 
36 distracter stimuli. The 12 test stimuli were presented at encoding across 3 blocks each 
containing 4 stimuli. The 36 distracter stimuli were presented at test whereby each facial 
composite was made up of one old half (from the test stimuli) and one new half (from the 
distracter stimuli) and a further composite was made up of two new halves (from the 
distracter stimuli). The randomization of test stimuli across factors is described in the 
procedure section. One further test stimulus was used for the practice trial along with a 
further three distracters. The face stimuli were presented within a surface area of 6cm wide 
by 7.5cm high. 
The Navon stimuli were presented via a PowerPoint show. Each global Navon letter 
was 8.5 cm high by 5.5 cm wide and each local Navon letter was 1 cm high by 0.8 cm wide. 
The distance between each local letter was 0.1 cm. On each trial one Navon letter was 
presented whereby the global and local letters were always inconsistent with each other (see 
example in Figure 2.2 below. Please note this figure does not show the actual size presented 
to participants). These Navon letters are referred to in this thesis as standard Navon letters 
which are used in all experiments unless otherwise stated. 
The experiment was programmed in Visual Basic 6 and run on an IBM compatible PC, 
which was connected to the network. The experiment took 20 minutes to complete. 
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Figure 2.2 An example of the Navon letters used in Experiment 2.1 
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually in a small laboratory which consisted of one desk 
and one computer. All participants were positioned with the screen directly in front of them 
making sure that their view was unobstructed. Instructions were presented on the screen 
which briefed participants to the nature of the study. The experiment comprised face stimuli 
presented over 12 blocks where each block comprised of 3 stages; 1) encoding of one face, 
2) interval task and 3) one test trial. 
In stage 1 they were presented with one individual face displayed in the centre of the 
computer screen for 2 seconds. Participants were told to concentrate on this face as their 
memory for it would be tested later. 
Before the experiment began participants were randomly assigned to one of the three 
interval task conditions; control, global processing or local processing. In stage 2, participants 
were instructed to carry out the task associated with the condition to which they had been 
assigned. Each task took one minute. The control group was presented with an interactive 
maze puzzle. They were instructed to complete this using the arrow keys on the keyboard. 
As the maze puzzle was connected to the network, if participants completed the maze before 
one minute had elapsed then they were instructed to click a `new' button which would 
download a new puzzle. The global processing and local processing groups were instructed 
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to complete the global and local versions of the Navon letter task (Navon, 1977) respectively. 
For this task, participants were presented with thirty Navon letters each displayed on the 
screen for two seconds (total time 1 minute). Within the two seconds participants were 
instructed to say aloud either the large or the small letter depending on whether they were in 
the global or local condition. To ensure that participants were attending to the appropriate 
letters they were told that their responses would be recorded via a microphone that was 
placed on top of the computer monitor. In fact, this microphone was only positioned here to 
encourage accuracy on the task and did not record responses. 
Immediately following the experimental manipulation, stage 3 tested participants' 
ability to recognise face halves from facial composites. On each test trial participants were 
presented with two facial composites (Face A and Face B), where one composite was made 
up of one old half and one distracter half and the other was made up of two distracter halves. 
Therefore, on each trial participants were presented with a two option forced choice situation 
where they had to identify which face half they recognised by selecting either Face A or Face 
B. A question was presented on each trial which informed participants whether the old half 
was in the top or bottom on the composites. The questions used were "Who's eyes have you 
seen before? " and "Who's mouth have you seen before? " The question presented was 
determined by the position of the `old' face half. For example, if the `old' face half was the top 
half of Face A then the question would read "Who's eyes have you seen before". On six trials 
the old half was a top half and on six trials the old half was a bottom half and this was 
randomised across trials. Additionally, the position of the old half was also randomised that is 
whether it was in Face A or Face B. For half the trials the composites were presented 
aligned and for the other half they were misaligned. The composites remained on the screen 
until participants had made a choice. 
Stages 1,2 and 3 were repeated until all twelve test faces had been shown. Each test 
face and distracter face did not reappear on subsequent trials; each sequence presented a 
different set of randomly selected test face and distracter face stimuli. On each trial, 
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participant's accuracy was recorded along with their reaction time to make a response. 
Participants were instructed to be as accurate as they could but to also respond as quickly as 
possible. 
Before the experiment began each participant took part in a practice trial where they 
were taken through each stage of the experiment. This practice trial was used to remove any 
ambiguities participants may have had concerning the task. 
2.2.3 Results 
Two separate analyses were carried out on both the accuracy and latency scores. 
The first was to assess whether the composite effect had been replicated in the control 
condition. Only the control condition was used in this analysis because, based on the 
predictions that global and local processing would influence responses on this task, only the 
control condition would provide an accurate test of the standard composite effect. Secondly, 
three factor repeated measures ANOVAs were carried out to determine whether the interval 
task conditions influenced either accuracy or latency scores on this task. Where latencies are 
reported, outliers in the data were controlled for by removing any participants mean that was 
plus or minus 2 standard deviations away from the group mean for that condition. This 
procedure was used throughout the experiments presented in this thesis. Given that accuracy 
in this experiment was very high, the latencies were analysed for correct responses only. 
2.2.3.1 Composite Effect in the Control Condition 
A two factor repeated measures ANOVA carried out on the accuracy data did not 
show any main effects of; alignment, F(1,19) = 1.67, p> . 10 (aligned; M= . 89, misaligned; M 
= . 94), stimuli type, F(1,19) = 1.67, p> . 10 (top half; M= . 94, bottom half; M= . 89) nor a 
significant interaction between alignment and stimuli type, F<1. These results were not 
surprising given that the original composite effect was demonstrated with reaction time data. 
Moreover, due to the forced choice recognition task used in this experiment, accuracy scores 
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were very high which most likely resulted in a ceiling effect. Therefore, the latency scores 
were used as a more accurate measure of performance. 
A two factor repeated measures ANOVA carried out on the latency scores found a 
significant main effect of alignment, F(1,19) = 4.21, p= . 05 where responses were 
faster to 
misaligned composites (M = 3212) compared with aligned composites (M = 3672). This 
difference between aligned and misaligned composites supports the composite effect in the 
literature. There was also a main effect of stimuli type, F(1,19) = 5.46, p< . 
05 with faster 
responses to top stimuli (M = 3173) compared with bottom stimuli (M = 3711). No interaction 
was found between the two factors, F(1,19) = 1.53, p> . 10. 
2.2.3.2 Interval Task Effects 
A three factor 2 (alignment) x2 (stimuli type) x3 (interval task condition) repeated 
measures ANOVA was carried out on the accuracy scores. Results showed a significant main 
effect of stimuli type, F(1,57) = 10.94, p <. 01, which showed that top half stimuli (M = . 95) 
were recognised more accurately than bottom half stimuli (M = . 88). The main effects of 
alignment, F(1,57) = 2.78, p> . 10 and interval task condition, F<1 did not reach significance. 
The analysis did not find any significant interactions between factors; alignment x stimuli type, 
F<1; stimuli type x interval task, F<1; alignment x interval task, F<1; alignment x stimuli 
type x interval task, F<1. A full table of mean accuracy scores used in this analysis can be 
found in Appendix 2A. Figure 2.3 below shows the mean accuracy scores across each 
interval task condition for both aligned and misaligned composites. This graph illustrates the 
high accuracy across conditions which may have been the reason for the lack of any 
significant main effects or interactions. 
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Figure 2.3 Mean accuracy scores for each condition for both aligned and misaligned composites. 
A three factor 2 (alignment) x2 (stimuli type) x3 (interval task condition) repeated 
measures ANOVA was carried out on the latency scores. Results showed a significant main 
effect of alignment, F(1,57) = 3.81, p= . 05, which showed that responses were 
faster to 
misaligned composites (M = 3499) compared with aligned composites (M = 3746). There was 
also a main effect of stimuli type, F(1,57) = 23.77, p< . 001, which showed that response 
times were faster to top half stimuli (M = 3291) compared with bottom half stimuli (M = 3954). 
There was no main effect of interval task, F(2,57) = 1.27, p> . 10. None of the two way or 
three way interactions reached significance; alignment x stimuli type, F<1; stimuli type x 
interval task, F<1; alignment x interval task, F<1; alignment x stimuli type x interval task, F 
< 1. A full table of mean latency scores used in this analysis can be found in Appendix 2B. 
Figure 2.4 below shows the mean latency scores for each condition for both aligned and 
misaligned composites. This graph shows that global processing slowed down response 
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Figure 2.4 Mean latency scores for aligned and misaligned composites across all conditions. 
2.2.4 Discussion 
2.2.4.1 Summary of Findings 
The composite effect found in the literature, was replicated in Experiment 2.1. This 
was determined by analysing both accuracy and reaction times for aligned and misaligned 
composites in the control condition only. The Navon processing conditions were not included 
in this analysis because it was predicted that the Navon task would interfere with processing 
style and thus influence recognition performance for the composites. In line with predictions, 
results showed that the time taken to recognise composite halves was slower for the aligned 
composites compared to the misaligned composites. The accuracy data collected in this 
experiment did not show any significant main effects or interactions however this was 
probably due to the high accuracy rates (around 90%) achieved by participants on this task. 
This high level of accuracy was not surprising given that the task was to choose a composite 
half, given only two alternatives. This high level of accuracy on the task, in line with the 
original study, improved the reliability of the latency data. In addition to the main effect of 
alignment, there was a significant main effect of stimuli type. Inspection of the means showed 
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that top halves of the composites were recognised more quickly than the bottom halves. This 
stimuli effect also replicates findings from the original composite effect (Young et al, 1987). 
With regards to the effects of the interval tasks, the results of both the accuracy and 
latency data did not find any main effects or interactions with the Navon stimuli. The results of 
the ANOVA showed that misaligned composite face halves were recognised faster than 
halves presented aligned. Furthermore, the top halves of composites were recognised more 
accurately, and more quickly, than the bottom halves of composites. However, there were no 
differences between the Navon task conditions and control in terms of accuracy or latency 
data. An inspection of mean latency scores indicated that global Navon processing in fact 
slowed down reaction times, compared with control as predicted, however this difference did 
not reach significance. 
2.2.4.2 The Navon Effect 
The effects of Navon processing have been demonstrated in previous research using 
both line-ups (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) and the composite face task (Weston & 
Perfect, 2005). The effect of the Navon task on composite face half recognition were 
previously found using a multiple trial paradigm whereby multiple recognition judgements 
were made following multiple faces presented at encoding. This experiment, however, used a 
single trial design whereby one face was presented at encoding followed by one test trial. The 
single trial design was used to provide the best opportunity to detect the effects of global and 
local Navon processing. However, one explanation for these results is that the small number 
of trials used in this experiment was not enough to detect the effects given the single 
encoding single trial design used. However, this explanation is inconsistent with previous 
research which used the eyewitness paradigm and found effects of Navon using a single test 
trial design (e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003). 
An alternative explanation relates to the interaction between encoding and test 
formats. In their study, Weston and Perfect (2005), found that local Navon processing 
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improved the time it took to recognise composite face halves, however global Navon 
processing did not show an impairment compared with control. In contrast, the results of 
Experiment 2.1 showed the opposite pattern of results; global processing slowed down 
responses compared with control, although this difference did not reach significance. 
However, there was no difference between latencies following the control task and the local 
processing task. The different influences of Navon processing in Experiment 2.1 and those 
found by Weston and Perfect (2005) could be attributed to the designs used. The motivation 
for the design of Experiment 2.1 resulted in two changes being adopted; the number of faces 
presented at encoding and the single test trial design, which may help explain the differing 
results found. The influence of each of these factors is discussed. 
Firstly, based on the processing style explanation, the presentation of single faces at 
encoding, used in Experiment 2.1, may have induced a different encoding style than the 
encoding of multiple faces used by Weston and Perfect (2005). It has been shown that, 
depending on the task demands, faces can be processed by either holistic or featural based 
information. It is possible therefore that the different encoding tasks elicited different 
processing styles at encoding. For example, when presented with multiple faces participants 
had limited time to encode specific features about each face therefore it seems likely that 
given this encoding task participants may have used a more holistic encoding strategy. In 
contrast, when presented with only one face at encoding, participants may have been able to 
focus on the more detailed facial properties. This holistic encoding theory explains why local 
processing would influence performance following a multiple stimuli at encoding. In the same 
way, the featural encoding theory explains why global processing would influence 
performance following single stimuli at encoding. 
Secondly, an alternative explanation relates to the interaction between the forced 
choice recognition task and the single trial design. Although the forced choice recognition 
task used in Experiment 2.1 was the same as that used by Weston and Perfect (2005), the 
single trial design in conjunction with the composite face task has not been used in the 
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literature before. If one assumes that the way faces are presented at encoding influences 
processing style and that different recognition tasks elicit different recognition judgement 
strategies then it is possible that the interaction between the two tasks resulted in different 
effects of Davon processing. 
This second point was explored in Experiment 2.2 which used the same single trial 
design as Experiment 2.1 however instead of using a forced choice recognition task this 
experiment used an old / new task to test recognition accuracy. Given that past research has 
posed a link between different recognition tasks and different processing styles and that the 
effects of Navon processing have been explained as a processing bias, Experiment 2.2 
investigated whether the same effect of Navon processing, found with the forced choice task, 
would be demonstrated with the old / new recognition task. 
2.3 Experiment 2.2 
2.3.1 Introduction 
2.3.1.1 The Old/ New Recognition Task 
In an old / new recognition paradigm participants are presented with a number of 
target faces and distracters sequentially and asked to respond whether the face they are 
shown is old (one they have seen before) or new (a novel face). This method of testing forces 
participants to compare the stimuli they are presented with at test to the representation they 
have in memory and decide whether, based on this comparison, the stimuli is one they have 
seen before or not. Data from these responses fall into one of four categories; i) a hit, which 
refers to a correct identification of an old item, ii) a miss, which refers to incorrect 
identification of an old item (saying new when it is old), iii) a correct rejection, which refers to 
a correct identification of a new item and iv) a false positive, which refers to an incorrect 
identification of a new item (saying old to a new item). Therefore, unlike the forced choice 
task where responses are either correct or incorrect, responses from an old / new recognition 
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task are more widely distributed. Therefore, using an old /new test of recognition allowed 
investigation of the link between the Navon effect and the type of response made by 
participants. 
2.3.1.2 The Navon Task and Sequential Presentation 
With regards to the effects of Navon processing using sequential presentation we turn 
our attention once more to the eyewitness literature as this is the only paradigm to have used 
a similar test of recognition. As mentioned earlier, the majority of research which has 
investigated the effects of Navon processing has used simultaneous presentation of targets 
and distracters through the use of simultaneous line-ups (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 
2003) and the composite face task (Weston & Perfect, 2005). However, researchers within 
the eyewitness domain have investigated the relationship between line-up procedures and 
identification accuracy and found that sequential line-ups are a more accurate way of 
obtaining identifications because they reduce the number of false positive errors made by 
witnesses (Lindsay & Wells, 1985). The sequential line-up task, like the old / new recognition 
task, presents the test stimuli (target and distracters) one at a time and participants have to 
decide on each trial whether the person is the target or not before seeing the next face. 
Although the sequential line-up seems to be the most accurate way of obtaining 
witness identifications, the effects of Navon processing on the ability to identify someone 
using this procedure has not been extensively tested. One known study, conducted by 
Perfect (2004), used the sequential line-up however results did not show the same Navon 
effect, found with simultaneous line-up. Research which has investigated the differences 
between simultaneous and sequential line-ups has suggested differences in the strategy 
adopted by witnesses when approaching each task. For example, Dunning and Stern (1994) 
asked participants to describe the decision processes that led to the judgement they made. 
They found that of the participants who made positive identifications, those who made 
accurate identifications were more likely to state their judgement resulted from more of an 
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automatic strategy, whereby the suspects face just jumped out at them. In contrast inaccurate 
witnesses were more likely to report that their strategy involved a process of elimination, 
whereby they compared the photos in front of them. 
From these results it could be argued that different strategies adopted at test relate to 
the processing of different information. For example, the automatic strategy proposed by 
Dunning and Stern (1994) may be related to a more holistic processing style whereby an 
overall representation of the face is judged rather than individual facial features. In contrast, 
the comparative strategy may make use of more featural based information. Given that the 
face recognition research claims a holistic strategy is beneficial to face recognition 
performance, the greater accuracy associated with sequential line-ups could be due to the 
holistic processing adopted by witnesses. However this remains a circular argument as the 
line-up does not provide an independent test of processing style. 
2.3.1.3 Predictions 
The aim of Experiment 2.2 was to investigate the effects of Navon processing on the 
ability to identify composite face halves using an old / new recognition paradigm. It was 
predicted that if the old / new recognition test evoked a different style of processing then, 
given the processing style explanation of the Navon effect, responses from this task should 
interact differently with the Navon processing task. For example, Experiment 2.1 which used 
a simultaneous recognition test found that global Navon processing produced slightly slower 
reaction times. However, local processing produced reaction times equivalent to control. One 
explanation for this finding is that the simultaneous recognition task evoked a more feature 
based processing style. This explanation was supported by the finding that participants in the 
control condition were performing closer to the local processing condition. 
Based on this proposed holistic and featural processing distinction between the two 
types of task it was predicted that the old / new recognition task used in Experiment 2.2 would 
elicit a more holistic processing strategy at test. Furthermore, if the old / new recognition task 
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evoked a more holistic strategy as suggested, then local processing should improve reaction 
times to recognise composite halves. 
2.3.2 Method 
Participants 
Sixty members of the University of Plymouth community took part in this experiment 
for either payment or part of course credit. Nineteen were male and forty one were female. 
All participants were either undergraduates or graduates of the University. Their mean age 
was 20.73, SD = 3.41 (range 18 to 35). 
Stimuli and Design 
The experiment used a2 (alignment; aligned / misaligned) x2 (stimuli type; top / 
bottom) x3 (interval task condition; control / global processing / local processing) mixed 
subjects design with two within subjects' factors; alignment and stimuli type, and one between 
subjects' factor; interval task condition. A repeated measures design with multiple stimuli was 
used where participants made multiple recognition judgements based on a number of faces 
previously encountered. Acquiring multiple judgements helped to increase power in this 
between subjects design by increasing the number of data points per participant. 
The encoding and test face stimuli were grayscale photographs of 34 males. All 
stimuli were taken from the University of Nottingham, Department of Architecture website 
(see Figure 2.5 for an example of the stimuli used). All shoulders were removed from the 
photographs to avoid any clothing biases and the background of each face was set to white. 
In order to create the facial composites all facial stimuli were divided into two halves, this was 
achieved by drawing a horizontal line across the bridge of the nose on each face and cutting 
the face in half at that point. It was essential that this horizontal line be at the same point on 
each face to ensure that when two different halves were aligned they created a new face. The 
stimuli set were split into 12 test stimuli and 24 distracter stimuli. The 12 test stimuli were 
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presented across 12 trials at encoding. At test, the 12 'old' test trials contained one half of the 
test stimulus paired with one half of the distracter stimuli. The 8 `new' trials contained two 
different halves taken from the distracter stimuli. One further test stimuli and distracter stimuli 
were used in the practice trial before the experiment began. 
Figure 2.5 An example of the face stimuli used in Experiment 2.2 
The experiment was programmed in E-Prime and run on an IBM compatible PC. The 
face stimuli were presented within a surface area of 6cm wide by 7.5cm high. The 
experiment took 45 minutes to complete. 
Procedure 
Participants were tested in groups of five in a small laboratory which consisted of six 
computers which all face the wall. All participants were positioned with the screen directly in 
front of them making sure that their view was unobstructed. The experiment comprised of 
face stimuli presented over 20 trials. All participants took part in all trials where each trial 
comprised of 3 stages. 
In stage 1 they were presented with one individual face displayed in the centre of the 
computer screen for 2 seconds. Participants were told to concentrate on this face as their 
memory for it would be tested later. 
Before the experiment began participants were randomly assigned to one of the three 
interval task conditions; control, global processing or local processing. In stage 2 participants 
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were instructed to carry out one of the tasks associated with the condition to which they were 
assigned. Each task took two minutes. The control group were provided with a maze puzzle 
booklet and asked to complete as many as they could in the two minutes provided. When two 
minutes had elapsed the computer screen turned red and participants were instructed to 
carry on to stage three. The global processing and local processing groups were instructed to 
complete the global and local versions of the Navon letter task (Navon, 1977). Participants 
were presented with thirty Navon letters each displayed on the screen for two seconds. After 
each Navon letter there was a two second gap where the global processing condition were 
asked write down the large letter just presented and the local processing condition asked to 
write down the small letter. 
Immediately following the experimental manipulation stage 3 tested participants' 
ability to recognise face halves from facial composites. There were 20 test trials presented 
over 20 blocks. On each trial one facial composite was presented on the screen. On 12 trials 
(old trials) the composite contained an `old' face half paired with a distracter half and the other 
8 trials (new trials) contained composites made up of two distracter halves. The participants' 
task was to decide, by pressing the keys marked Y and N on the keyboard (labels were 
positioned over the keys C and M) whether the face half was an old half, if so they should 
press 'Y' or a new half, if so they should press 'N'. A question was presented on each trial 
which informed participants whether the old half was in the top or bottom on the composites. 
The questions used were "Have you seen these eyes before? " and "Have you seen this 
mouth before? " The question presented was determined by the position of the `old' face half. 
For example, if the `old' face half was the top half then the question would read "Have you 
seen these eyes before? " The presentation of test trials, whether it was an old trial or a new 
trial, was randomised across participants and the position of the Y and N labels were 
counterbalanced. On 10 trials the composites were aligned and on the other 10 they were 
misaligned. The faces remained on the screen until participants made a response. 
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Stages 1,2 and 3 were repeated until all twelve test faces had been shown. Each test 
face and distracter face did not reappear on subsequent trials; each sequence presented a 
different set of randomly selected test face and distracter face stimuli. On each trial, 
participant's accuracy was recorded along with their reaction time to make a response. 
Participants were instructed to be as accurate as they could but to also respond as quickly as 
possible. 
Before the experiment began each participant took part in a practice trial where they 
were taken through each stage of the experiment. This practice trial was used to remove any 
ambiguities participants may have had concerning the task. 
2.3.3 Results 
In line with the analysis carried out in Experiment 2.1 two separate analyses were 
carried out on both the accuracy and latency scores in Experiment 2.2. The first analysis was 
to assess whether the composite effect had been replicated in the control condition. Second, 
three factor repeated measures ANOVAs were carried out to determine whether the interval 
task conditions influenced either accuracy or latency scores on this task. Accuracy for each 
trial was calculated using the standard Hits -- False Positive procedure adopted for old / new 
recognition tasks. In this paradigm a hit is when a correct response of old is given to an old 
stimuli and a false positive response is when a response of old is given to a new stimuli. 
2.3.3.1 Composite Effect in the Control Condition 
A two factor repeated measures ANOVA carried out on the Hits-FP scores did not 
show any main effects of alignment, F<1 (aligned; M= . 50, misaligned; M= . 52) or stimuli 
type, F(1,19) = 2.15, p> . 10 (top half; M= . 58, bottom half; M= . 44) nor a significant 
interaction between alignment and stimuli type, F<1. 
A two factor repeated measures ANOVA carried out on the latency scores did not find 
any main effects of alignment, F<1 (aligned; M= 2702, misaligned; M= 2664), of stimuli 
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type, F(1,19) = 2.02, p> . 10 (top half; M= 2753, bottom half; M= 2613) or any 
interaction 
between the two factors F<1. 
Therefore, these findings do not support the composite effect found in the literature 
and in Experiment 2.1. 
2.3.3.2 Interval Task Effects 
A three factor 2 (alignment) x2 (stimuli type) x3 (interval task condition) repeated 
measures ANOVA was carried out on the Hits - FP scores. Results found a significant main 
effect of stimuli type, F(1,57) = 10.56, p <. 01, which showed that top half stimuli (M = . 60) 
were recognised more accurately than bottom half stimuli (M = . 44). The main effects of 
alignment, F<1 and interval task condition, F<1 did not reach significance. The analysis did 
not find any significant interactions between factors; alignment x stimuli type, F(1,57) = 3.17, 
p> . 
05; stimuli type x interval task, F<1; alignment x interval task, F<1; alignment x stimuli 
type x interval task, F<1. A full table of mean accuracy scores used in this analysis can be 
found in Appendix 2C. The mean accuracy scores across each interval task condition for both 
aligned and misaligned composites are displayed in Figure 2.6 below. This graph shows that 
the distribution of means across interval task conditions were in the order predicted with local 
processing increasing accuracy compared with control and global processing reducing 
accuracy. Furthermore, there appears to be a greater influence of local processing than 
global processing. Although these differences did not reach statistical significance they are in 
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Figure 2.6 Mean accuracy scores for all interval task conditions for both aligned and misaligned 
composites. 
A three factor 2 (alignment) x2 (stimuli type) x3 (interval task condition) repeated 
measures ANOXIA was carried out on the latency scores. Results did not find any significant 
main effects of alignment, F<1, stimuli type, F<1, or interval task, F(2,57) = 2.20, p> . 10. 
There was a significant interaction between stimuli type and interval task, F(2,57) = 4.03, p< 
. 05, displayed in Figure 2.7 below. Inspection of the means showed that for both global 
processing and local processing response times to the top half stimuli were faster than 
responses to the bottom half stimuli. However for the control condition this pattern was 












Figure 2.7 Mean latency scores for top and bottom half stimuli across each condition. 
The two way interactions between alignment and stimuli type, F(1,57) = 1.15, p> . 10 
and between alignment and interval task, F<1 did not reach significance. However there was 
a significant three way interaction between alignment, stimuli type and interval task, F(2,57) = 
3.52, p< . 05. This three way interaction is displayed in Figures 2.8a and 2.8b below. These 
graphs show that the differences between interval task conditions were greater for the top 
half of the composites (Figure 2.8a) than the bottom halves (Figure 2.8b). In line with 
predictions, local processing speeded reaction times compared with control and this was 
greater for the top halves of composites. However, contrary to predictions, global processing 
also reduced reaction times compared with control. A full table of mean latency scores used 
in this analysis can be found in Appendix 2D. The explanations for and implications of these 
results are discussed in the next section. 
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2.3.4.1 Summary of Findings 
In contrast with the predictions, the composite effect was not replicated in Experiment 
2.2. Both accuracy and reaction times for aligned and misaligned composites were analysed 
in the control condition only. Results showed that although the accurate recognition of 
composite face halves was slightly greater for misaligned composites (M = . 52) compared to 
aligned composites (M = . 50), this difference did not reach significance. 
In line with the 
accuracy data, the latency data did not show any effects of alignment. Due to the difficulty of 
the old / new recognition task, in contrast to the forced choice task, the accuracy rates in this 
experiment were very low. Therefore, the latency data for correct responses were based on a 
few items and thus increasing variability in the data. 
The effects of the interval tasks were analysed using both accuracy and latency data. 
Results from the accuracy data showed a main effect of stimuli type whereby the top halves 
of composites were recognised with more accuracy than the bottom halves. The main effect 
of interval task or the interaction between interval task and alignment did not reach 
significance. Although the effects did not reach significance inspection of the means showed 
that participants who engaged in local processing prior to test showed higher accuracy scores 
(M = . 56) than participants in the control condition (M = . 51). Furthermore, participants in the 
global processing condition showed lower accuracy scores (M = . 49) compared with control. 
Although non significant, the mean difference was larger between the local processing and 
control condition compared with the global processing and control conditions, consistent with 
predictions. 
2.3.4.2 The Navon Effect 
Although the results of Experiment 2.2 did not find any significant differences between 
the global and local Navon conditions and control, the pattern of means were in the order 
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predicted where local processing facilitated composite face half recognition and global 
processing impaired it. 
In comparison to the results of Experiment 2.1 which showed that the difference 
between global processing and control was greater than the difference between local 
processing and control, the data from Experiment 2.2 showed the opposite pattern; the 
difference in means between local processing and control was greater than the differences 
between control and global processing. Although these differences did not reach statistical 
significance they were consistent with predictions. The difference in the pattern of means 
reflects potential differences between the processing strategies used in both recognition 
tasks. For example, as mentioned previously, it is possible that the forced choice task and old 
/ new task encourage the use of different processes given the different type of decision made. 
For example, the comparison between alternatives when presented with two options enables 
a more comparative strategy. However, when presented with only one face, a comparison of 
features may not be enough to determine whether the face is one shown before. Therefore, 
assuming that differences exist between recognition judgements made between forced 
choice tasks and old / new tasks and that these differences relate to whether decisions are 
based on featural or holistic information. It is not surprising that given the proposed 
relationship between Navon processing and holistic / featural face processing styles that the 
Navon task interacts differently with the presentation of test items. Furthermore, the 
difference in accuracy between the forced choice and old / new tasks could also highlight the 
differences in strategy. For example, accuracy on the forced choice task was much higher 
than accuracy on the old / new task, which suggests that the old / new task requires a higher 
cognitive load and thus a more complex decision, which in turn is not consistent with a 
strategy based on a comparison of features. 
In line with the design of Experiment 2.1, Experiment 2.2 also used a single encoding, 
single trial design, which may have influenced the effect of Navon processing. For example, 
the processing style explanation of the effect highlights the importance of similar encoding 
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and retrieval processes. However, given the design of previous experiments and the 
experiments presented here it is difficult to ascertain the processes individuals use at 
encoding. It is assumed that faces are encoded holistically, however, research has shown 
that this may not always be the case and individuals may use the strategy they think most 
appropriate. It is possible that the single presentation of faces at encoding encourages the 
use of a different processing style to that used when multiple faces are presented. If holistic 
and featural processing at encoding vary based on the way they are presented then this will 
also influence the effect global and local processing has on target faces, given the processing 
bias explanation. Therefore, given the processing style explanation of the effect, these results 
highlight the importance of encoding and retrieval strategies in the presence and magnitude 
of a Navon effect. The importance of these factors and thus the influence of encoding 
processes are explored in more depth in Chapters 4 and 5. 
2.3.4.3 The Processing Bias Explanation 
The effects of the Navon task have, to date, been explained in terms of a processing 
bias. This explanation for the effect makes two assumptions. Firstly, it assumes that the 
processing styles induced by the global and local versions of the Navon letter task map onto 
the processing styles used in face recognition. Secondly, given that the global and local letter 
tasks induce the relevant holistic and featural styles used in face recognition, this theory 
assumes that processing style is transferred from the Navon letter task to the face recognition 
task. These two assumptions are investigated with regard to the present findings. 
The view that global and local Navon processing map onto the holistic and featural 
properties of faces thus influencing face processing style has been supported by previous 
research, and are consistent with the results of Experiments 2.1 and 2.2. Previous research 
has shown that global and local processing influences performance on the composite face 
task (Weston & Perfect, 2005). These findings have been used in support of the processing 
style explanation however it is not clear from these results whether processing bias was 
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actually responsible for the effect. The patterns of means across both Experiments 2.1 and 
2.2 are consistent with the view that local processing facilitates and global processing impairs 
composite half recognition, however, does not directly support processing bias as an 
explanation. Moreover, these results suggest that the magnitude of the global and local 
processing effect depends on the process by which faces are encoded and recognition is 
tested. 
The second assumption of the processing bias explanation refers to the idea that the 
processing induced by the Navon task transfers to the face recognition task. One line of 
research that can help explain this claim relates to research carried out on the priming effects 
of Navon stimuli (e. g. Kim et al, 1999; Robertson, 1996). Robertson (1996) found what she 
termed level specific priming for Navon letters. In terms of global and local processing, level 
specific priming refers to participants responding faster on a trial (n+1) when the preceding 
trial (n) was of the same level, be that global or local. In other words, when participants were 
asked to make a global response on trial n their response on trial n+1 would be faster if asked 
to make a second global response than if asked to make a local response. This pattern was 
the same for the local stimuli; local responses on trial n+1 were faster than global responses 
if participants were asked to make a local response on trial n. These results suggest the 
global and local information can be held, and transferred, to a subsequent task. 
However instead of adopting a transfer of processing style to explain the effects of 
Navon processing on face recognition performance Robertson explained these results in 
terms of a transfer in spatial frequency information. That is, level specific priming was linked 
to the spatial frequency value on the previous trial. These results provide evidence that global 
and local processing information can transfer across trials within the same task however the 
type of information transferred remains questionable. The findings so far in the literature, and 
the results of Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 provide evidence for the existence of an effect 
however, assumes that this effect is the result of a processing bias. Experiment 2.3 was 
designed to further explore this processing style as an explanation. 
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2.4 Experiment 2.3 
2.4.1 Introduction 
2.4.1.1 The Navon Task and Perception 
The Navon letter task was originally used within the perception literature as a 
processing task to examine the influence of global and local properties of a visual scene 
(Navon, 1977). The use of Navon letters within this paradigm have been used to develop a 
number of theories which should be investigated when using the Navon letter task with faces. 
For example, researchers have found that making changes to the presentation of Navon 
stimuli can influence how those stimuli are perceived (e. g. Martin, 1979). Therefore, in order 
to compare and contrast the findings from the Navon effect with faces it is important to take 
into account the types of Navon letters used. 
As mentioned in the introduction, Chapter 1, different Navon stimuli create different 
perceptual processing biases. For example, Navon (1977) found that the global properties of 
stimuli took precedence within the visual scene. In contrast, other researchers (e. g. Kimchi, 
1992) have found that global precedence depends on a number of factors such as the overall 
size of the stimulus. For example, Kinchla and Wolfe (1979) found that there was a global 
advantage only when the visual angle was less than seven degrees, for larger stimuli the 
local properties took precedence. Furthermore, Martin (1979) found that the sparcity and 
number of local elements also affected precedence. She found a global advantage with less 
sparse stimuli and a local advantage with sparse stimuli. The differences in the effects of 
Navon stimuli on visual scenes and objects can not be overlooked when investigating the 
effects on face recognition performance. All of these findings could have implications for the 
global / local processing bias account of face recognition. For example, if the global and local 
precedence of the Navon letters depend on the design of the stimuli, the influence that the 
Navon task has on face recognition performance could also be affected by the style of letter 
used. Until now the effects of the global and local Navon task on face recognition 
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performance have been investigated using the standard Navon letter task, adopted from the 
original study which assumes a global precedence. However, Experiment 2.3 investigates 
whether the Navon effect on face recognition is sustained when different Navon letters are 
used. 
2.4.1.2 The Navon Effect as a Processing Bias 
Until now, research has been focused on the processing bias explanation of the 
Navon effect, which claims that the processing style induced by the global and local versions 
of the Navon letter task are transferred to the face recognition task. This explanation is 
supported by the findings so far which have shown that global Navon processing and local 
Navon processing influence performance in line with the holistic and featural processing 
distinction proposed in the face recognition literature. The findings have shown that global 
processing increases performance on a line-up task (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) 
and local processing increases performance on a composite face task (Weston & Perfect, 
2005). However, all researchers to date have used similar Navon letters in their studies, 
namely the standard letters developed by Navon (1977). If the Navon effect is the result of a 
processing bias then the type of Navon stimuli used should not influence the effect, as long 
as the stimuli still contain a global representation which consists of local properties. This 
processing style explanation was explored in Experiment 2.3 which used spaced out Navon 
letters, similar to those used by Martin (1979). 
2.4.1.3 Predictions 
The aim of Experiment 2.3 was to investigate the processing style explanation for the 
Navon processing effect on face recognition. If the effects of global and local Navon 
processing were the result of a shift in processing style towards or away from holistic 
processing then the structure of the Navon letter, provided it still contains both global and 
local properties, would not influence the effect. The processing style explanation is based on 
the idea that both Navon letters and faces contain both global and local properties and it is 
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the bias towards one of these styles via the Navon letters task that influences face 
recognition accuracy. Therefore, if processing style could explain the effect then any stimulus 
that contains both global and local properties should influence face recognition performance 
in the same way. 
Based on the findings by Martin (1979), Experiment 2.3 used spaced out letters to 
explore the link between Navon processing and face processing style. The experiment used 
the same composite face task that was used in Experiments 2.1 and 2.2. The recognition task 
was the forced choice task used in Experiment 2.1. This forced choice task was used 
because of the reliability within the literature of the effects of Navon processing with 
simultaneous presentation of test stimuli. Also, it allowed the results to be directly compared 
with those of Experiment 2.1. It was predicted that based on the processing style theory, local 
processing would decrease reaction times and global processing would increase reaction 
times to make a decision on this task. 
2.4.2 Method 
Participants 
Forty members of the University of Plymouth community took part in this experiment 
for either payment or part of course credit. Nine were male and thirty-one were female. All 
participants were either undergraduates or graduates of the University. Their mean age was 
20.23, SD = 4.34 (range 18 to 41). 
Stimuli and Design 
The experiment used a2 (alignment; aligned / misaligned) x2 (stimuli type; top / 
bottom) x2 (interval task condition; global processing spaced / local processing spaced) 
mixed subjects design with two within subjects' factors; alignment and stimuli type, and one 
between subjects' factor; interval task condition. A repeated measures design, with multiple 
stimuli, was used where participants made multiple recognition judgements based on a 
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number of faces previously encountered. The face stimuli were the same set as used in 
Experiment 2.1. 
The Navon stimuli were changed from the standard Navon letter used in Experiments 
2.1 and 2.2 to spaced out letters (see Figure 2.9 below for an example of these stimuli. 
Please not that the figure does not depict the actual size of the stimuli). The global Navon 
letters were 11.5 cm high by 9.5 cm wide. The local Navon letters were 0.4 cm high by 0.4 cm 
wide. However, instead of the 0.1 cm distance between the local elements in the standard 
letters, there were 4 cm between the local letters in the spaced out letters. 
Figure 2.9 An example of a spaced out Navon letter used in Experiment 2.3 
The experiment was programmed in Visual Basic 6 and run on an IBM compatible PC, 
which was connected to the network. The face stimuli were presented within a surface area 
of 6cm wide by 7.5cm high. The experiment took 20 minutes to complete. 
Procedure 
The procedure for Experiment 2.3 was the same as that used in Experiment 2.1. The 
only difference was that instead of the standard Navon letters used in the global and local 
interval task conditions in Experiment 2.1, Experiment 2.3 used spaced out letters where the 
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local properties were further spaced within the global array. An example of a Navon letter 
used in this experiment is shown in Figure 2.6 below. Therefore the interval task conditions 
were now global processing spaced in which participants would still respond to the global 
letter and local processing spaced where participants respond to the local letter. 
2.4.3 Results 
2.4.3.1 Interval Task Effects 
A three way, 2 (interval task condition) x2 (stimuli type) x2 (alignment), repeated 
measures ANOVA was carried out on both the accuracy and latency scores. A full table of 
means used for the accuracy and latency analyses can be found in Appendices 2E and 2F 
respectively. 
Analysis carried out on the mean accuracy scores found a significant main effect of 
stimuli type, F(1,37) = 17.68, p< . 001 in which the top halves of composites 
(M = . 96) were 
recognised more accurately than the bottom halves (M = . 84). The results did not find any 
significant main effects of alignment, F<1, or interval task condition, F<1. None of the two 
way or three way interactions reached significance; alignment x interval task, F<1; stimuli 
type x interval task, F<1; alignment x stimuli type, F<1; alignment x interval task x stimuli, F 
<1. 
Analysis carried out on the latency data revealed a main effect of stimuli type, F(1,37) 
19.20, p <. 001 in which the top halves of composites (M = 3382) were recognised more 
quickly than the bottom halves (M = 4017). The results did not find any significant main 
effects of alignment, F<1, or interval task condition, F(1,37) = 2.08, p> . 10. None of the two 
way or three way interactions reached significance; alignment x interval task, F<1; stimuli 
type x interval task, F<1; alignment x stimuli type, F<1; alignment x interval task x stimuli, 
F(1,37) = 2.48, p >. 10. 
Although this analysis did find any significant differences between the global and local 
interval tasks, inspection of the means revealed an interesting pattern. Figure 2.10 below 
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shows the mean accuracy and latency scores for each interval task for both aligned and 
misaligned composites. 







Figure 2.10 Mean latency scores for both interval task conditions for aligned and misaligned 
composites. 
This graph shows that, contrary to predictions, reactions times following global spaced 
out Navon letters were faster than reaction times following local spaced out Navon letters. 
However, the lack of statistical significance may have been due to the lack of power in the 
data. Although it appears that these effects are the opposite of what one would expect given 
the processing bias explanation it is important to examine these results with regard to the 
effects of the standard Navon letter task used in Experiment 2.1. As the methodology and 
stimuli were the same for both experiments and the interval task conditions were between 
subjects effects the data were analysed across all Navon conditions in Experiments 2.1 and 
2.3. 
A2 (Navon level; global / local) x2 (spacing; standard / spaced) x2 (alignment; 
aligned / misaligned) repeated measures ANOVA was carried out on both the accuracy and 
latency data collapsed across Experiment 2.1 and Experiment 2.3. This analysis included one 
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Aligned Msaligned 
within subjects factor; alignment and two between subjects factors; Navon level (global / 
local) and spacing (standard / spaced). Tables of means and standard deviation used in this 
analysis are presented in Appendices 2G and 2H 
Analysis of the mean accuracy scores did not find any significant main effects or 
interactions between factors, all F's < 1. In contrast, analysis of the mean latency scores 
revealed a very interesting pattern of results, which are displayed in Figure 2.8 below. Results 
found a marginal main effect of alignment, F(1,76) = 2.89, p< . 10 and the main effects of 
Navon level, F<1 and spacing, F<1 did not reach significance. However there was a 
significant two way interaction between Navon level and spacing, F(1,76) = 4.39, p< . 05. This 
significant interaction, displayed in Figure 2.11, shows that for the standard Navon letters the 
local processing condition produced faster reaction times than the global processing 
condition. However, for the spaced out Navon letters this effect was reversed; the global 
Navon processing condition produced faster reaction times than the local Navon processing 
condition. 
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Figure 2.11 Mean latency scores across interval task conditions. 
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2.4.4 Discussion 
2.4.4.1 Summary of Findings 
The results of Experiment 2.3 question the processing bias explanation of the effects 
of Navon processing. Analysis of the latency data from both Experiment 2.1 and Experiment 
2.3 showed that the distribution of local elements within a global array influenced the effect 
that the Navon letter task had on face recognition performance. The results found a 
significant interaction between the level of Navon processing; global versus local and the 
spacing of the local letters; standard versus spaced. The pattern of means showed that whilst 
local processing of the standard Navon letters reduced reaction times to recognise composite 
face halves, local processing of the spaced out letter increased reaction times. Furthermore, 
this effect was reversed for the global processing conditions; standard Navon letters 
increased reaction times whereas the spaced out letters decreased the time it took to make a 
decision. 
2.4.4.2 Implications for the Processing Bias Explanation 
The processing bias account of the Navon effect, proposed by Macrae and Lewis 
(2002), states that the global properties of the Navon letters elicit a holistic processing style 
beneficial to face recognition performance. In contrast local processing is claimed to elicit a 
more featural based style, impairing face recognition performance. This account is based on 
the idea that both global and local properties exist in both the Navon letter task and in faces 
and that the processing elicited by the Navon letter task is transferred to the face recognition 
task. However, this account has been questioned by the results of Experiment 2.3. These 
results showed that when the precedence of the Navon letter is switched from a global 
precedence in the standard letters, to a local precedence in the spaced out letters, the effects 
of the Navon task reverse. This finding is inconsistent with a processing bias because the 
stimuli still contain both global and local properties. Therefore, if a bias towards either the 
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global or local properties could explain the effect then the difference in composition of the 
Navon letters would not influence the results. 
Although there is evidence of the differential effects of Navon stimuli within the 
perception literature (e. g. Martin, 1979) this is the first time these effects have been 
demonstrated using a face recognition task. Although new to the literature, these effects 
provide interesting implications for the processing bias account of the Navon effect and 
therefore highlight the need for alternative explanations which are discussed next in the 
General Discussion. 
2.5 General Discussion 
The three experiments in this chapter have provided additional support for the claim 
that Navon processing influences the recognition of composite face halves. However, the 
magnitude of the effect appears to depend on a number of factors such as the type of 
encoding task, the type of recognition task and the type of Navon letters used. We examine 
each of these factors in turn. 
2.5.1 The Encoding Task 
The processing style explanation for the Navon effect emerged from TAP theory which 
claims that optimal performance is achieved when encoding processes match retrieval 
processes. In terms of face recognition research this has been supported by research 
showing that holistic and featural processing at encoding influences performance at test (e. g. 
Leder & Carbon, 2005; Wells & Hryciw, 1984). Therefore, given the link between the Navon 
task and face processing styles, it follows that the encoding processes used are likely to 
interact with the effects of the Navon task. Encoding tasks previously used in researching this 
effect have been either a video of a bank robbery (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) or 
multiple static faces (Weston & Perfect, 2005). However, the experiments presented here 
used single static faces at encoding. The processing style explanation assumes that a holistic 
processing strategy is used at encoding however processing style used at encoding could 
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change with the type of encoding task used. For example Weston and Perfect (2005) 
presented multiple faces at encoding and found significant effects of Navon processing. 
However, the experiments which used single presentation of faces did not find significant 
effects. Therefore, one explanation for the differences between the results of Weston and 
Perfect (2005) and the experiments presented here is that the encoding task influences the 
effect of the Navon task. One reason for this effect could be that presenting multiple faces at 
encoding encourages a more holistic processing style as individuals are not provided enough 
time to focus on specific facial properties. In contrast, when presented with only one face at 
encoding, individuals are able focus their attention on one stimulus and therefore encode 
more specific properties. These results suggest that, in line with the processing style 
explanation, holistic encoding may be necessary for observing the Navon effect. 
2.5.2 The Recognition Task 
The effect of Navon processing on the ability to recognise composite face halves was 
investigated across forced choice (Experiment 2.1) and old /new (Experiment 2.2) recognition 
tasks. However, care must be taken here when interpreting the results of the two experiments 
in terms of mean differences because the differences did not reach statistical significance. 
Although not statistically different, the pattern of means was interesting. The pattern of results 
showed that using forced choice, recognition performance was influenced more by global 
Navon processing than local Navon processing. In contrast, recognition performance on the 
old / new task was influenced more by local Navon processing compared with global 
processing. The pattern of means in Experiment 2.1 was in contrast to the results found by 
Weston and Perfect (2005) despite using the same composite task and same forced choice 
recognition judgement. Whilst the differences in Experiment 2.1 were not significant, the 
means indicated a greater influence of global processing. Whereas, Weston and Perfect 
(2005) found a greater influence of local processing. The results, as mentioned previously, 
may be the result of the single test trial design in that a change to the presentation of test 
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items alters the processing style used by participants. However, an explanation based on the 
single presentation of test items in Experiment 2.1 was confounded by the length of the 
Navon letter task. For example, in Experiment 2.1, given the repetitive nature of the Navon 
letter task, each block consisted of only one minute of Navon processing, whereas in the 
multiple trial design used by Weston and Perfect (2005) three minutes of Navon processing 
were used. It is possible therefore that one minute of Navon processing was not enough time 
to induce a processing style effect. 
Alternatively, the difference between Experiment 2.1 and Weston and Perfect (2005) 
could be interpreted as a difference in the control condition. Although the same control task 
was used in both experiments individual differences could account for the results. 
Interestingly, in Experiment 2.1 the mean latencies in the control condition were around 
3500ms which were similar to that of the local processing condition. However, in the Weston 
and Perfect (2005) study the mean latencies in the control condition were around 4100ms, 
closer to that of the global processing condition. These comparisons suggest that variations 
in the control condition may influence the magnitude of either obtaining a global or a local 
effect. 
The differences between the results found by the force choice task and old / new 
recognition task are more difficult to explain. However, research carried out within the 
eyewitness paradigm has shown that simultaneous and sequential presentation of targets 
and foils at test influences the performance at test. For example, sequential presentation of 
faces has been shown to reduce the number of false positive identifications compared with 
simultaneous presentation of faces. One explanation for this difference relates to the different 
judgement strategies adopted by witnesses (Dunning & Stern, 1994). Consequently, the 
effects of Navon processing have been investigated using both simultaneous (Macrae & 
Lewis, 2002, Perfect, 2003) and sequential line-up presentation (Perfect, 2004), with differing 
results. Given these results it is not surprising that the forced choice and old / new recognition 
tasks also produced a different pattern of results. The pattern of means found in Experiments 
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2.1 and 2.2 are consistent with the claim that local processing facilitates the recognition of 
composite halves and global processing impairs it, however, differences were observed 
between the two tasks in terms of the magnitude of the effect. One explanation for the 
differences found here relate to the potential differences in processing style evoked by the 
two recognition tasks. Based on previous research, it is possible that the forced choice 
recognition task encouraged a more comparative or featural strategy. This featural strategy 
brought on by the recognition task would therefore be observed in the control group. This 
already featural processing style could explain the lack of a local processing effect. 
Furthermore, the lack of a global processing effect with the old / new recognition task may 
have been due to the already holistic processing style adopted by the control condition. 
2.5.3 Implications for a Processing Bias Explanation 
Previous research carried out with the Navon letter task and faces have suggested 
that the effects of global and local Navon processing were the result of a processing bias. 
The findings within the literature and the results of Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 are consistent 
with this theory. However, although a plausible explanation for previous findings the results of 
Experiment 2.3 cast doubt on this explanation. The processing style explanation proposes 
that global and local properties of the Navon task transfer to the face recognition task and 
map onto the holistic and featural aspects of a face. Therefore, with regard to the composite 
face task local processing should improve performance and global processing should hinder 
it. This finding was consistent across both Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 where standard Navon 
letters were used. However when spaced out Navon letters were used, in Experiment 2.3, the 
Navon effect was reversed. In Experiment 2.3, global Navon processing facilitated the 
recognition of composite face halves whereas local processing impaired it. The only 
difference between Experiment 2.3 and Experiment 2.1 was the type of Navon letter used. 
This finding questions whether it is the processing style from the Navon letter that is being 
transferred to the face recognition task or some other information. One alternative 
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explanation, as mentioned earlier, comes from a study by Robertson (1996). She found that 
participants were faster to respond to global properties of Navon letters if the preceding trial 
was also to provide a global response. This pattern was the same for the local stimuli. 
Robertson explained these results in terms of a transfer in spatial frequency information from 
one trial to another. Can the transfer of spatial frequency information also be responsible for 
the effects of Navon processing on face recognition performance? 
2.5.4 The Spatial Frequency Explanation 
One alternative similarity between the Navon letter task and face recognition relates to 
the presence of spatial frequency information. The research suggests that global properties of 
stimuli contain low spatial frequency information whereas the local properties contain higher 
spatial frequency information. The use of spatial frequencies in recognition has been 
demonstrated with both Navon letters (e. g. Shulman & Wilson, 1987) and faces (e. g. Boutet 
et al, 2003). 
With regard to Navon letters, Shulman et al (1986) found a link between global and 
local processing levels and spatial frequencies. They adapted frequencies with use of 
frequency gratings and found that the frequency that most affected the global task was lower 
than that which affected the local task. This supports the claim that low spatial frequency 
channels are used in processing global information. Furthermore, Shulman and Wilson 
(1987) found that directing attention to the local or the global level affected the detectability of 
different spatial frequencies. They found that low spatial frequencies were more easily 
detected when participants attended to global properties and high spatial frequencies were 
more easily detected when participants attended to local properties. 
Therefore identifying global or local properties of Navon stimuli requires attention to 
low and high spatial frequencies because the features (the local properties) are smaller than 
the configuration of the features (the global property). The same argument can be applied to 
making holistic and featural judgements about faces (Boutet et al, 2003). Thus, one potential 
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explanation of the effect of davon processing on face recognition performance is not that 
global or local processing is being transferred, but instead, the influence is due to attention to 
a particular spatial frequency. With regard to the results of Macrae and Lewis (2002), 
successful performance required attention towards low frequency information. Thus, prior 
attention to the global properties of the Navon stimuli, the low frequency component, and 
away from the local properties, the high frequency component, improved face identification 
accuracy. The same principle can be applied to the effects found with facial composites; 
attention to the local component, high spatial frequencies and away from the global 
properties, the low spatial frequency improved performance on this task. 
However, an account based on the spatial frequency of information does not explain 
the results in Experiment 2.3. Although the spatial frequency of information changes when the 
local elements are spaced out within the global array, the local elements still contain a higher 
frequency of information than the larger global property. Therefore, the reversed effect found 
with the spaced out letters can not be explained by a reversal in spatial frequency 
information. The only difference between the standard and spaced out letters used in these 
experiments relates to the change in precedence between global and local properties. 
Therefore, an alternative explanation for these effects is that the precedence of the global or 
local level, or the level which requires inhibition on a given trial, influences the effect that 
Navon processing has on face recognition performance. Given the current results it seems 
that when there is global precedence (standard letters), global processing impairs and local 
processing improves composite face half recognition. However, when there is local 
precedence (spaced letters), global processing improves and local processing impairs 
composite face half recognition. The role of precedence as an explanation for the effect 
provides a new angle from which to investigate this effect and one that requires further 
investigation before any conclusions can be drawn. 
In summary, the results presented in this Chapter, in particular Experiment 2.3, are 
consistent with the view that Navon processing influences face recognition performance 
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however an account based on a processing bias explanation has been questioned. The 
findings across three experiments have shown that the effects of Navon processing influence 
the recognition of composite face halves, however it is still not know what information is 
actually being influenced by or transferred from the Navon task to the face task. The transfer 
of holistic information as proposed by the processing bias account is explored further in 
Chapter 3. 
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3. Chapter 3 
Exploring the influence of Navon 
processing on the ability to detect 
changes to featural and configural 
information in faces. 
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3.1 General introduction 
3.1.1 Holistic Face Processing: Definition of Terms 
Face recognition research has led to the consensus that two distinct types of 
information are used to recognise faces: featural information, where the focus is on isolated 
facial features, and configural information, where the spatial relations between the features 
are the focus. The term `configural information' covers a broad range of definitions within the 
literature which have been difficult to distinguish theoretically. One attempt stems from the 
work of Diamond and Carey (1986) who proposed that configural information in faces can be 
of two types; first order configural information and second order configural information. First 
order information relates to the spatial relations between constituent parts of the face such as 
maintaining the eyes above the nose etc. This spatial relational information is what defines a 
set of features as a face. Second order information, however, relates to the relative size of 
these spatial relations. As all faces share a common first order arrangement it is the second 
order properties that is crucial in discriminating between different faces. Therefore, based on 
this distinction we use the term configural information to refer to the second order configural 
properties of faces. 
A concept which has linked both featural and configural information was developed by 
Tanaka and Farah (1993). They used the term `holistic' to refer to a representation in which 
featural and configural information are not separable sources of information. This holistic view 
derives from earlier views which suggested that faces were processed as Gestalt patterns. 
This position is one where face patterns are not decomposed into separate featural and 
configural components; both types of information are represented as a whole. As mentioned 
earlier there is confusion in the literature between the definitions of these terms as some 
researchers use the terms configural and holistic interchangeably. It is important, at this 
stage, to make a clear distinction between these definitions. Therefore for the purpose of this 
chapter the term configural relates to the spatial distances between features whereas holistic 
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relates to the representation of the whole face and the combination of both featural and 
configural information. 
3.1.2 Configural Information and the Inversion Effect 
The use of configural information in face recognition has received much support in the 
literature with evidence coming from a number of tasks such as face inversion (Bartlett & 
Searcy, 1993; Diamond & Carey, 1986; Freire, Lee & Symons, 2000; Leder & Bruce, 2000, 
Rhodes, Brake & Atkinson, 1993), Thatcherised faces (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993, Rhodes et al, 
1993) and facia{ composites (Young et al, 1987). In particular, the effects of inversion have 
provided a vital tool in investigating the importance of configural information in face 
recognition. Furthermore, a large number of studies have investigated the consequences of 
inverting a face on the use of configural and featural information (e. g. Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; 
Diamond & Carey, 1986; Leder & Bruce, 2000; Rhodes et al, 1993; Thompson, 1980; Yin, 
1969). For example, Rhodes et al (1993) explored the effects of inversion on the ability to 
identify faces that had been subject to featural and configural changes. Two configural 
changes were used; the first was to change the spatial distance between features and the 
second was to create a Thatcher illusion. A Thatcher illusion is when the features within a 
face are inverted but the outer face is left upright. They found that inversion of a face harmed 
the recognition of faces which relied on configural information more so than recognition of a 
jumbled face or specific features. Given that both spatial changes and the Thatcher illusion 
were configural in nature, they concluded that inversion harmed the recognition of configural 
properties present in faces. This view has been supported by many other researchers who 
claim that the face inversion effect results mainly from a disruption to the processing of 
configural information that is sensitive to orientation. 
In support of this configural explanation Diamond and Carey (1986) proposed that the 
effects of inversion were linked with the expertise one has with the stimulus. They claimed 
that when a face is presented upright, perception is based on both featural and configural 
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information, but when it is inverted perception is based mainly on featural information. In their 
study, they found that recognition of faces was not the only stimuli to be subject to an 
inversion effect. They found similar effects with dogs by dog experts. They claimed that the 
ability to process configural information in faces positively relates to the amount of expertise 
one has with the stimuli. 
3.1.3 Configural Information and the Cross Race Effect 
The link between configural information and expertise has been further supported by 
comparing the recognition of own and other race faces. Studies examining cross race 
identifications have shown that individuals are better at recognising faces of their own race 
than faces of another race (Brigham & Malpass, 1985; Ellis & Deregowski, 1981; Rhodes et 
al, 1989). Rhodes et al (1989) explored the lack of configural information used in other race 
face recognition with inversion techniques. They found that the reduced performance 
following inversion of own race faces was not present with other race faces and concluded 
that their results provide evidence for the importance of configural information in expert face 
recognition. One explanation for this advantage with own race faces is that individuals have 
more expertise with own race face recognition (Ellis et al, 1975; Rhodes et al, 1989). 
However, alternative explanations which have focused more on race as a social factor have 
been proposed to explain the cross race effect. For example, researchers have investigated 
the amount of interracial contact between races (e. g. Chiroro & Valentine, 1995; Wright, Boyd 
& Tredoux, 2003). One study conducted by Chiroro and Valentine (1995) showed that 
individuals who had previous experience with other race faces showed high levels of 
distinctiveness regardless of race, whereas individuals who did not have previous experience 
of other race faces showed effects consistent with the own race bias. The ability to distinguish 
between own and other race faces was linked to the amount of experience an individual has 
with a specific race. However an account based on increased experience does not rule out an 
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account based on expertise as they are not distinct causes, it is possible that both have a role 
to play in the way individuals perceive and recognise members of a different race. 
3.1.4 The Role of Configural Information 
It is clear that face recognition is hampered by inverted presentation. Explanations for 
this effect have led researchers to conclude that configural information is affected by the 
inversion process. However, this conclusion is difficult to test empirically because 
manipulating configural information within a face automatically changes the holistic 
representation. In order to investigate the role of spatial relations (configural) one needs 
access to featural information (featural) on which to guide the spatial distances. Therefore, 
based on the current research it is difficult to know whether configural information per se is 
affected by inversion, or whether it is a disruption to the holistic representation. Although 
there is clear evidence for a link between configural information and the effects cause by 
inversion it is not clear whether it is the spatial relationships between features or the holistic 
representation, or both, which is disrupted. 
3.1.5 Featural and Configural Changes 
A number of tasks have been used to determine the role of featural and configural 
information in faces these include; changes to the sizing of features (Hosie, Ellis & Haig, 
1988; Macho & Leder, 1998), isolated presentation of features (Farah, 1992; Tanaka & 
Farah, 1993), changes to the spacing between features (Haig, 1984; Rhodes, 1988) and 
feature exchange (Leder & Bruce, 2000). However, a problem arises when trying to isolate 
changes in recognition performance due to a specific change made to a face because a 
change in one aspect can be perceived as a change to another. For example, a change in the 
distance between the eyes (a configural change) can be perceived as a change in the nasal 
bridge (a featural change) (Rakover, 2002). 
In order to try and tease apart the contributions played by featural and configural 
information in face recognition, Leder and Bruce (2000) used a set of faces that differed in 
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terms of their local features, relational features or both sorts of information (holistic 
information). The contribution of these types of information was tested by 1) exchanging 
features for similar features from a different face and 2) changing the spatial distances 
between features. Unlike previous studies which have investigated the effects of inversion on 
local information by presenting isolated features, Leder and Bruce (2002) tested the detection 
of featural information in the whole face. Participants were shown a small set of faces which 
they learned either in whole or part version, in upright or inverted orientation. In line with 
previous studies they found that faces which differed in terms of their feature information did 
not show an inversion effect, whereas faces that differed only in terms of their relational 
information did show an inversion effect. As both the featural and configural changes were 
presented within the whole face, and inversion only affected the configural changes, they 
concluded that their results rule out the possibility that a disruption in holistic processing 
yields the inversion effect. 
3.1.6 Holistic Face Processing and the Navon Task 
Despite debates around the terminology, there is agreement amongst researchers 
that faces are recognised using a holistic processing style, that is information about facial 
features are combined with information about the spatial configurations of those features. 
Evidence from studies such as inversion, composite faces and jumbled faces, amongst 
others, have highlighted the importance of configural information in accurate face recognition. 
These studies have shown that featural information alone does not equate to optimal face 
recognition accuracy. 
The view that holistic processing equates to accurate face recognition was explored 
by Macrae and Lewis (2002) using the Navon letter task (Navon, 1977). The Navon letter task 
is a perception task which consists of letters of the alphabet made up of smaller letters (See 
Chapter 1 for a full discussion). Each Navon stimulus has both a global (large letter) and local 
(small letter) property. Macrae and Lewis (2002) used the global and local versions of the 
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Navon letter task as a way of inducing holistic and featural processing styles. They claimed 
that the global and local properties of the Navon letter task would elicit the same processing 
styles relevant for holistic and featural face processing. From this assumption they predicted 
that global processing would improve face recognition accuracy due to the holistic nature of 
the task and local processing would decrease accuracy due to its featural properties. In their 
study they initially showed participants a 30 second video of a bank robbery. Following this, 
they asked them to either engage in global processing, local processing or a control task. 
Recognition accuracy was then assessed using an eight person target present line-up. In line 
with their predictions, they found that engaging in global processing significantly improved 
recognition accuracy (83%) compared with control (60%) and local processing significantly 
decreased accuracy (30%). They concluded that engaging in local processing caused 
processing style to change from a holistic style, used at encoding, to a more featural based 
strategy and thus reduced performance. Furthermore, the global Navon task encouraged a 
more appropriate holistic strategy which, in turn, improved performance. 
The effects of Navon processing on face recognition performance have been 
documented in a number of studies. For example Perfect (2003) explored the possibility that 
the effects were the result of differences in task difficulty. He asked participants to engage in 
both global and local Navon processing prior to recognition where some participants 
completed the global task then the local and others completed the local task then the global. 
He found that it was the last task that participants engaged in which influenced recognition 
performance. This result supports the explanation that the Navon letter task is the result of a 
transfer of either global or local processing to the recognition task. Moreover, further support 
for the effects of Navon processing have come from studies using the composite face task 
(Weston & Perfect, 2005; Chapter 2). A facial composite is where the top half of one face is 
attached to the bottom half of a different face, creating the perception of a new face (Young et 
al, 1987). The task is to identify one half of the face when presented in either an aligned 
format (when the two halves are placed directly on top of each other) or in a misaligned 
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format (when the two halves are placed off centre). Unlike a standard face recognition task, 
the composite task requires participants to overcome the global representation created by the 
new composite in order to identify a face half. Therefore, whilst global processing facilitated 
performance on the line-up task due to a holistic processing bias, local processing should aid 
performance on the composite face task as a more featural based processing style is 
required. The results from Weston and Perfect (2005) support this prediction. They found that 
local processing speeded response times to identify face halves when presented in aligned 
format, compared with control. 
Consistent with the findings to date, the effect of Navon processing on face 
recognition performance has been explained using a processing style account. The 
processing style theory suggests that the global and local version of the Navon letter task 
induce the holistic and featural processing styles necessary for face recognition. This 
processing style theory relates to a number of principles derived from the memory literature, 
namely Tulving's (1970) encoding specificity principle which states that the effectiveness of 
retrieval cues depends on the specific format of encoding of the to-be remembered item. Also 
Roediger's (1990) transfer appropriate processing theory which states that optimal 
performance is achieved when encoding processing match retrieval processes. Based on 
these theories the processing style theory claims that faces are encoded holistically and this 
holistic processing style is facilitated by global Navon processing. However, the success of 
this theory as an explanation resides upon link between global Navon processing and holistic 
face processing. 
As mentioned earlier holistic processing consists of both featural and configural 
information, where configural information refers to the configuration of the facial features. We 
also know the difficulty of teasing apart the configural aspects and holistic aspects of a face 
due to the nature of the face recognition tasks used. Due to the difficulty in determining the 
contribution of configural and holistic information it is subsequently difficult to conclude that 
global Navon processing induces a holistic processing style. Due to the important nature of 
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configural information evident in the literature, it is possible that the facilitation caused by 
global processing is not the result of a holistic processing bias but that the task allows greater 
access to the configural information available within a face. In contrast, based on research 
which indicates that featural processing alone is not beneficial to face recognition, it seems 
likely that the effects of local processing are the result of a featural processing bias. 
In order to understand the nature of the Navon effect in more depth it is important to 
further explore this processing style account and the link between the global Navon task and 
holistic processing. An attempt to determine the nature of the global processing effect is 
explored in this Chapter. The experiments in this Chapter investigate the effects of Navon 
processing on participants ability to detect both featural and configural changes. All 
experiments adopt the task used by Leder and Bruce (2000) where they altered either the 
featural properties; by exchanging the features of a face or the configural properties; where 
they altered the spatial distances between features. Therefore, three experiments are 
presented in which the effects of global and local Navon processing are investigated on the 
ability to detect configural and featural face changes. 
3.2 Experiment 3.1 
3.2.1 Introduction 
3.2.1.1 Navon Processing Tasks 
Previous research which has explored the effect of Navon processing on face 
recognition has used a variety of recognition tasks, with varying results. For example, the first 
demonstration of the effects of Navon processing used a simultaneous line-up recognition 
task in which a target was presented amongst a set of alternatives (Macrae & Lewis, 2002, 
Perfect, 2003). The results of these studies showed that global processing facilitated 
performance and local processing impaired performance. In contrast Perfect (2004) used a 
sequential line-up task as a recognition test but did not find the same global advantage and 
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local disadvantage demonstrated with the simultaneous line-up. Alternatively, other studies 
(e. g. Weston & Perfect, 2005) have used a two alternative forced choice paradigm whereby 
participants have to identify the target amongst just two alternatives. In line with the 
simultaneous line-up the results of this study supported the Navon effect. These results 
demonstrate that the recognition task may be an important factor in whether Navon 
processing influences face recognition performance. 
3.2.1.2 The Influence of Recognition Format 
Within the face recognition literature researchers have used a number of different 
recognition formats to test recognition performance on a given task. The most common test 
formats are forced choice recognition and old / new recognition. Within a forced choice 
recognition task individuals are presented with the target along with a number of distracters 
simultaneously. In this task individuals must pick out the target from the number of 
alternatives. However, in an old / new test format individuals are presented with targets and 
distracters sequentially where, on each trial, they have to make an old or new judgement. The 
two tasks do not only vary in terms of presentation of test items but they also differ in terms of 
the availability of information individuals can use to make their decision. For example, in a 
forced choice scenario participants have the option to compare alternatives however this 
process is not available in an old / new test format. When presented with items sequentially 
individuals can only compare the item on the screen with the representation they have in 
memory. Researchers have investigated the information used under different testing 
conditions. For example, the dual process theories of recognition suggest that associative 
recognition (e. g. were these two items presented together? ) relies on recollection but that 
item recognition (e. g. was this item previously presented? ) relies on a combination of 
recollection and familiarity (see e. g. Clark, 1992; Clark & Gronlund, 1996; Yonelinas, 1994, 
1997). 
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Despite differences in the demands posited by different tasks researchers use forced 
choice and old / new tasks interchangeably, without reference to how each task might effect 
the judgements or information used by individuals to make their decision. Research, 
presented both in this thesis (Chapter 2) and in the literature, has investigated the effects of 
Navon processing using both simultaneous and sequential test formats and found differing 
results. Much of the past research which has investigated the effects of Navon processing on 
face recognition has used a line-up task as a test of recognition, with the exception of Weston 
and Perfect (2005). The line-up is one task in the literature which has investigated the 
difference between simultaneously presented and sequentially presented items. Differences 
have been observed in identification rates between simultaneous and sequential lineups 
which are often attributed to relative versus absolute judgment strategies (Wells, 1984). For 
example, simultaneous lineups are thought to provide the witness with the opportunity to 
make a comparison between individuals in the lineup and choose the photo that looks most 
like the suspect (Wells, 1984). In contrast, sequential lineups are thought to force individuals 
to use a more absolute judgment and compare the photo with their memory representation 
when making an identification, resulting in a lower rate of false identifications (Lindsay & 
Wells, 1985). In support of this, Dunning and Stern (1994) asked participants to describe the 
decision processes that led to the judgement they made. They found that of the participants 
who made positive identifications, those who made accurate identifications were more likely 
to state their judgement resulted from more of an automatic strategy, whereby the suspects 
face just jumped out at them. In contrast inaccurate witnesses were more likely to report that 
their strategy involved a process of elimination, whereby they compared the photos in front of 
them. 
Research has shown that the way face recognition is tested might influence the 
strategies adopted by individuals and hence recognition accuracy (Lindsay & Wells, 1985; 
Chapter 2). However, the majority of past research has demonstrated effects of Navon 
processing using a simultaneous presentation format (e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 
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2003; Weston & Perfect, 2005). One study (Perfect, 2003) which used a sequential 
presentation format failed to show the effect. It could be argued that the absolute strategy 
proposed by Lindsay and Wells (1985) elicits a more holistic based style whereas the relative 
(comparative) strategy elicits a more feature based style. The link between test format and 
judgement strategy was suggested in Chapter 2 using the composite face task, however 
these studies did not provide a direct measure of holistic and featural processing at test. In 
this chapter the effects of recognition test format are explored using the change detection 
task which allows the manipulation of both configural and featural information at test and 
therefore aid understanding of the contribution of both configural and featural information 
across different tests of recognition. Furthermore, given the differences in task requirements 
between simultaneous and sequential test formats coupled with the view that individuals 
might adopt different strategies when presented with simultaneous and sequential items it is 
possible that the effects of Navon processing may interact with the type of test format used. 
3.2.1.3 Navon Processing and Change Detection 
Given the potential differences in recognition strategy following different test formats 
and the differential effects found following Navon processing with simultaneous and 
sequential presentation, it is important to consider the influence of test format with this task. 
Based on these differences and the consistency of the Navon effect in studies that use 
simultaneous presentation it was decided to use a forced choice recognition test in 
Experiment 3.1 as this would provide the best opportunity to detect an effect. 
The aim of this experiment was to explore the effects of Navon processing on the 
ability to detect configural and featural changes, in order to explore the holistic account of 
global processing. Recognition accuracy on this task was assessed following global and local 
Navon processing and control, for faces which had undergone either featural or configural 
changes. Based on the view that the processing style evoked by global and local processing 
transfer to the face recognition task the following predictions were made from the literature. 
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First, based on the proposed link between featural face processing and local davon 
processing, it was predicted that local Nation processing would aid detection of a featural 
changes between two simultaneously presented faces. The second prediction was based on 
the ability to detect configural information. If the positive effect cause by global davon 
processing was the result of increased access to configural information then engaging in 
global processing should facilitate the ability to detect a configural changes between two 
simultaneously presented faces. 
3.2.2 Method 
Participants 
Ninety undergraduate members of the University of Plymouth community took part in 
this experiment as part of course credit. Twenty-one were male and sixty-nine female. Their 
mean age was 21.67, SD = 4.28 (range 19 to 42). 
Stimuli and Design 
The experiment used a2 (change type; configural change / featural change) x3 
(interval task; control / global processing / local processing) mixed subjects design with one 
within subjects factor; change type and one between subjects factor; interval task condition. 
The task used a repeated measures design with multiple stimuli whereby participants were 
asked to make a series of judgements based on faces previously encountered. 
The face stimuli images were all black and white frontal views of male faces created 
using e-fit software (see Figure 3.1 below for an example of the e-fir stimuli). E-fit is a 
software package used by the police which replaced the old photo-fit procedures. The 
software has thousands of templates for all different face shapes, eye shape, nose shape etc 
which enables the user to build a very accurate representation of a face from memory. All 
images in this experiment were of the head only and the background of each image was set 
to white. The stimulus set comprised of forty-two different face images which were 
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randomized and assigned to one of the change types. Eighteen images were used for the 
configural change trials and eighteen were used for the featural change trials. The further six 
images were used in a practice block. This practice block allowed participants to familiarise 
themselves with the task. 
- 
Figure 3.1 An example of the face stimuli used in Experiment 3.1 
Two configural changes were used in this experiment; for nine of the face images the 
eyes were moved further apart and for the other nine images the mouth was moved 
downwards. In addition, two featural changes were used; for nine of the images the eyes 
were replaced for different eyes of equal size and for the other nine images the mouth was 
replaced for a different mouth of equal size. Only one change was made per face image. The 
remaining six images were used in the practice session and consisted of three configural 
changes and three featural changes. Given that the stimuli were created in e-fit by the 
experimenter it was important to ascertain that all stimuli were of equal salience to 
participants. Therefore, before the stimuli set were chosen 60 face images were piloted for 
distinctiveness and ease of change detection. A measure of distinctiveness was achieved by 
asking independent raters to rate each face on a 7-point scale from 1 (very typical) to 7 (very 
distinctive). They were asked to rate each face assuming that a distinctive face was one that 
would stand out in a crowd of very typical faces. The ratings were averaged for each face and 
any face which scored, on average, above the middle point on the scale was labeled 
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distinctive and was not used in the stimuli set. 42 face stimuli, rated as typical, were chosen 
as the stimuli set. Given that we are trying to increase and decrease performance from a 
control condition, it was important to ensure that the control was not producing ceiling or floor 
effects. Therefore, the stimuli were piloted for difficulty. Both configural and featural changes 
were made to the face stimuli. 6 participants took part in this pilot study which mimicked that 
of the control group. As the stimuli were created using e-fit, configural changes that were 
detected with ease or difficulty could be altered by emphasizing or deemphasizing the 
distances. In the same way, featural changes could be made more difficult or easy to detect 
by replacing a feature with a similar or more dissimilar feature. Changes were made to the 
face stimuli until changes in the control condition were being detected with approximately 
75% accuracy. 
The Navon letter task was the same standard Navon letters used in Experiment 2.1 
and 2.2 in Chapter 2. 
The experiment was programmed in E-Prime and run on a PC. All face stimuli were 
presented in a surface area of 5cms wide by 7cms high. The experiment took 45 minutes to 
complete. 
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually in a small room consisting of one computer and 
one desk. Participants were briefed as to the nature of the experiment and asked to provide 
their informed consent. After agreeing to participate they were provided with full instructions 
about the task. All instructions were presented on the computer screen. Participants were told 
that there were three stages to the experiment; stage one where they would be shown 
images of six faces presented simultaneously on the screen. In stage two they would either 
complete the global or local version of the Navon letter task or a word generation task, 
depending on the condition to which they were assigned. In stage three they would be asked 
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to make a series of judgements based on the faces encountered in stage 1. The experimental 
procedure, as illustrated in Figure 3.2 below, shows the sequence of events. 
First participants were shown six faces presented simultaneously on the screen for 














Stage two was the interval task. Before the experiment began participants were 
randomly assigned to one of the three conditions, global Navon processing, local Navon 
processing or the control condition. Participants in the global and local Navon processing 
conditions were instructed to complete the Navon letter task. During this task participants 
were presented with letters of the alphabet made up of smaller mismatching letters (e. g. aT 
comprised of smaller S's), on the screen each for two seconds. During the two seconds 
participants were asked to say aloud the large letter (global processing condition) or the small 
letter (local processing condition). A microphone was placed on top of the computer and 
participants were told that their responses were to be recorded. The microphone was placed 
on top of the monitor to encourage participants to provide accurate responses however the 
microphone did not actually record these responses. Each Navon letter was presented in a 
different position on the screen to ensure that participants were engaging in the task and 
could not fix their gaze to one part of the screen. Thirty different Navon letters were used, 
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each presented three times for two seconds. Each letter was presented as a bitmap image 
and the order of presentation was randomised. Participants in the control condition carried 
out a word generation task for three minutes. In this condition participants were asked to 
generate as many words as they could think of associated with a given category. The 
categories used in this experiment were fruits, jobs, countries, tools, animals, sports and 
transport. 
Following the interval task, in stage 3, participants completed six test trials. Each trial 
presented two images on the screen; Face A and Face B where one face image was the 
same image as that presented at encoding and the second face image had either a configural 
change or a featural change made to the face. Participants were asked to indicate using the 
keyboard, which image, Face A or Face B, was the same image as the one presented in 
stage one. Two keys were marked on the keyboard as 'A' and 'B' and these were positioned 
over the keys `c' and `m'. The position of the old face, that is, the face image that was the 
same as the face image presented in stage one, was counterbalanced. Within each block of 
six trials, on three of these trials the second face had a configural change and on three trials 
the second face had a featural change. The order presentation of the stimuli was randomised 
within each block of six test trials. All six faces presented in stage one of each block were 
tested in the test phase. 
3.2.3 Results 
Analysis was carried out to test whether there were any significant differences in 
accuracy or latency scores between interval task conditions for the featural change and 
configural change trials. In addition, due to the multiple trial design the data were analysed to 
determine whether there were any differences in means across blocks or across trials. Due to 
the small number of trials in each block there was not enough power to carry out a four way 
ANOVA to include block, trial, interval task and change type. Therefore, two separate three 
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factor ANOVA's were carried out, the first to determine whether there were any block 
differences and the second to determine whether there were any trial differences in the data. 
3.2.3.1 Block Effects 
A three factor, 6 (block) x2 (change type) x3 (interval task), repeated measures 
ANOVA carried out on the accuracy data showed a significant main effect of block, F(5,435) = 
13.92, p< . 001 (block 1; M= . 82, block 2; M= . 74, block 
3; M= . 78, block 4; 
M= . 82, 
block 5; 
M= . 66, 
block 6; M= . 74). The distribution of means across blocks is displayed in 
Figure 3.2 
below. Results revealed a significant main effect of interval task, F(2,87) = 4.72, p< . 05 
(global; M= . 71, control; M= . 79, local; M= . 77). 
Pairwise comparisons revealed that global 
processing significantly impaired performance across change types compared with control (p 
=. 004) and local processing (p = . 035). There was no main effect of change type, F<1. 
Results revealed a significant block by interval task interaction, F(10,435) = 2.69, p< . 01 and 
a significant block by change type interaction, F(5,435) = 23.05, p< . 001. 
These interactions 
are displayed in Figure 3.3 below. The results did not reveal a significant change type by 
interval task interaction, F<1, however there was a significant three way interaction between 
block, interval task and change type, F(10,435) = 2.43, p< . 
01. Figure 3.3 shows that for 
featural change trials the lowest accuracy was displayed in block 2, whereas for the 
configural change trials accuracy was lowest in block 5. Although the face stimuli were piloted 
for difficulty, it seems that some differences between stimuli remained. A full table of means 
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Figure 3.3b Mean accuracy scores across blocks for stimuli with a configural change. 
Analysis was carried out on the mean latency scores for correct trials, a full table of 
means can be found in Appendix 3B. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of block, 
F(5,355) = 9.64, p <. 001 (block 1; M= 2399, block 2; M= 2584, block 3; M= 2304, block 4; 
M= 1927, block 5; M= 2107, block 6; M= 2005). The distribution of means revealed that 
reaction times decreased slightly as blocks progressed. A significant main effect of change 
type was found, F(1,71) = 5.82, p< . 05 , whereby featural changes (M = 2124) were detected 
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faster than configural changes (M = 2318). There was no main effect of interval task, F(2,71) 
= 1.74, p> . 10. 
The only interaction to reach significance was the two way interaction 
between block and change type, F(5,355) = 2.26, p< . 
05, displayed in Figure 3.4 below. This 
graph shows that featural changes were detected faster than configural changes in all blocks 
apart from block 1 where configural changes were detected faster. All other interactions failed 
to reach significance; block x interval task, F(10,355) = 1.12, p> . 10; change type x 
interval 
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Figure 3.4 Mean latency scores across blocks for featural and configural changes. 
The significant block differences found for both the accuracy and latency data could 
have been due to the differences in difficulty of the stimuli. Although the stimuli were piloted 
to ensure the difficulty level was consistent across blocks it appears some differences were 
sustained in the stimuli set. Based on past research which has shown that the effects of 
Navon processing can be limited to a short number of trials following the task (Weston & 
Perfect, 2005), the following analysis examined whether there were any significant trial 
effects in the data. In order to increase power, the trials were split into three, two-trial 
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segments where segment 1 contained trials 1 and 2, segment 2 contained trials 3 and 4 and 
segment 3 contained trials 5 and 6. 
3.2.3.2 Trial Effects 
A three factor, 3 (trial) x3 (interval task) x2 (change type), repeated measures 
ANOVA carried out on the accuracy scores showed a significant main effect of interval task, 
F(2,87) = 6.50, p< . 01 whereby global Navon processing significantly impaired accuracy 
(M = 
70) compared with control (M = . 79) and local Navon processing (M = . 77). There were no 
main effects of trial, F<1 or change type, F<1. None of the interactions reached 
significance; trial x change type, F<1; trial x interval task, F<1; change type x interval task, 
F(2,87) = 1.25, p> . 10; trial x interval task x change type, F<1. The mean accuracy scores 
for each condition are displayed in Figure 3.5 below. A full table of means used in this trial 
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Figure 3.5 Mean accuracy scores for each interval task condition for both featural and configura 
change trials. 
Analysis of the mean latency scores revealed a significant main effect of change type, 
F(1,85) = 9.76, p< . 
01, whereby featural changes (M = 2211) were detected faster than 
configural changes (M = 2503). No other main effects or interactions reached significance; 
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Featural Configural 
trial, F<1; group, F<1; trial x change type, F(2,170) = 1.80, p> . 10; trial x 
interval task, 
F(4,170) = 1.84, p> . 10; change type x interval task, F<1; trial x interval task x change 
type, 
F<1. The distribution of mean latencies is displayed in Figure 3.6 below. A full table of mean 
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Figure 3.6 Mean latency scores for each interval task condition for both featural and configural change 
trials. 
3.2.4 Discussion 
3.2.4.1 Block and Trial Effects 
Accuracy and latency scores were analysed across blocks and across trials. The 
analysis of block means revealed significant differences in both accuracy and latency scores 
across blocks and a significant interaction between block and change type. Inspection of the 
means showed that the block differences were due to the differences in the ability to detect 
featural and configural changes across certain blocks. For example, for featural changes 
accuracy was low in block 2, whereas for configural changes block 5 showed the lowest 
accuracy scores. Although the stimuli used in this experiment were piloted for difficulty it 
seems that some differences between the stimuli set remained. Interestingly, there were no 
significant differences across trials in this experiment. This result was surprising given the trial 
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effects found in previous studies (e. g. Weston & Perfect, 2005). Although the block and trial 
analysis revealed some interesting findings, they were not the focus of the experiment. The 
main aim of the experiment was based on the predicted interaction between change type and 
interval task and this is what we focus on in the next sections. 
3.2.4.2 Featural and Configural Changes 
As highlighted at the beginning of this chapter, featural and configural information are 
not distinct in their influence on face recognition ability. Featural information relates to the 
information about specific features such as the eye shape, colour etc and configural 
information relates to the spatial relationship between these features. Based on the 
interaction between the two types of information it is difficult to determine the influence of 
each separately. The difficulty of empirically testing the information used in face recognition 
has been highlighted in the literature. Many researchers have found that changes to either 
configural or featural information can change the way one or the other is perceived. 
Two types of facial changes were made to stimuli in this experiment; featural changes 
and configural changes. It was predicted that local processing would aid the detection of 
featural changes and global processing would aid the detection of configural changes. 
However neither of these predictions were supported by the results; there were no 
interactions between change type and interval task for either accuracy or latency scores. 
Despite this lack of interaction the results did show a significant main effect of change type 
whereby featural changes were detected faster then configural changes. This finding was 
interesting and could have been the result of two possible factors. First, it may be that featural 
changes are easier to detect. Alternatively, the recognition task used might have evoked a 
featural processing style which facilitated the recognition of featural changes. This result was 
interesting as it demonstrated that holistic processing might not have been the dominant 
strategy in this experiment. We investigate this second point further in Experiment 3.2. 
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Also analysis showed a significant main effect of interval task whereby global 
processing significantly impaired accuracy compared with control and local processing. 
These results suggest that Navon processing does not influence an individuals' ability to 
detect featural and configural changes. The potential explanations for this are discussed. 
3.2.4.3 Navon Processing and Change Detection 
The results of this experiment revealed that global processing significantly impaired 
the accurate detection of both featural and configural changes compared with control and 
local processing. This result was surprising given the link made between global processing 
and holistic face processing. One explanation for this result relates to the tenuous link 
between global processing and configural information. As highlighted earlier, holistic face 
processing is built upon access to both featural and configural information. The positive 
influence of global processing has been explained through the facilitation of holistic 
processing. However, exactly what information is affected by global processing has not been 
explored. These results suggest that the positive influence previously found following global 
processing was unlikely to be the result of greater sensitivity to configural information. 
Moreover, due to the difficultly of discriminating featural and configural changes it is possible 
that configural face changes were interpreted as featural changes due to a change to one 
aspect of the face. It is possible that participants in this experiment learned which part of the 
face to focus attention and therefore given the multiple trial design did not need to encode a 
holistic representation in order to succeed on this task. It could be argued that moving the 
eyes further apart cold be interpreted as a change in the nasal bridge; a featural change. 
Given this explanation and the relationship made between global and holistic processing it is 
not surprising that global processing did not aid the detection of configural changes. 
Alternatively, the results could be explained by a weak relationship between global 
and local Navon processing and face processing styles. In line with the results of global 
processing, local processing also failed to influence the detection of featural changes. 
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Although it is possible to dismiss the effects of global processing as a lack of correspondence 
between global and configural information, based on the processing style explanation, the 
lack of a featural effect becomes more difficult to interpret. These results question the 
relationship between Navon processing and face processing styles. This point is returned to 
in the General Discussion at the end of the Chapter. 
3.2.4.4 The Influence of Recognition Tasks 
Based on previous research which has found effects of Navon processing across 
simultaneous line-ups and forced choice decision tasks, it was decided to use a forced choice 
task in this experiment. However, despite this, Navon processing did not influence 
performance on this task. One explanation for this result relates to the nature of the forced 
choice task here. In previous Navon experiments the target face was presented amongst an 
array of similar distracter faces which were similar to but not the same as the target. However 
in this experiment the distracter face was the same person with a slight change to one facial 
aspect. It is possible that the forced choice task in this experiment enabled participants to 
learn which parts of the face to focus on. The potential to learn which aspects of the face to 
focus attention is even more pertinent in an experimental design which contains multiple 
trials. This unusual test format of comparing two almost equal faces may be able to explain 
why Navon processing did not influence performance as faces may not be processed in a 
`normal' way. 
Past research which has investigated the effects of test formats have found significant 
differences in the way individuals approach such tasks (e. g. Dunning & Stern, 1994; Lindsay 
& Wells, 1985). Furthermore, research has also found differences in the way Navon 
processing effects face recognition performance across different formats (e. g. Perfect, 2003, 
2004). It was predicted that the forced choice recognition task used in Experiment 3.1 was 
the task most likely to produce the effects. However, the results did not find the predicted 
Navon effects. The lack of an effect here might have been due to the relationship between 
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Navon processing and the ability to detect configural and featural changes or it could have 
been due to the recognition test used. It is possible that the Navon processing effect depends 
on the conditions at the time of test. In order to investigate this relationship further it was 
decided to carry out a similar study using the same featural and configural changes, however 
this time instead of a forced choice task recognition performance was tested using an old 
new recognition task as this removed the comparison of two identical faces and introduced a 
test format that required a more normal style of judgement. 
3.3 Experiment 3.2 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The aim of Experiment 3.2 was to explore the reliability of the findings found with a 
forced choice recognition task used in Experiment 3.1, to a recognition task that required an 
old / new recognition judgement. Researchers investigating the differences between 
simultaneous and sequential line-ups have suggested that differences may be the result of 
different strategies adopted by participants (e. g. Dunning & Stern, 1994; Lindsay & Wells, 
1985). When presented with simultaneous items individuals can base their decision on a 
comparison between items. However, when presented one at a time, a comparative strategy 
is not possible and therefore individuals must base their decision on the familiarity of the item 
and its similarity to the original representation. 
Therefore, one explanation for the differences observed between test formats could 
link to the use of different information. For example, as mentioned previously it is possible 
that when faces are presented simultaneously individuals find a featural strategy more 
beneficial or that features are easier to compare. In comparison when presented with faces 
sequentially, individuals may adopt a more holistic based strategy. This link between 
recognition task and strategy was supported by the finding in Experiment 3.1 which showed 
that featural changes were detected with more accuracy than configural changes. Experiment 
3.2 was designed to explore the link between the use of different information and different 
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recognition test formats. It was predicted that configural changes would be detected more 
accurately than featural changes in Experiment 3.2. In addition to this, in line with Experiment 
3.1, it was predicted that local processing would aid detection of featural changes and global 
processing would aid detection of configural changes. 
3.3.2 Method 
Participants 
Sixty undergraduate members of the University of Plymouth community took part in 
this experiment as part of course credit. Sixteen were male and forty-four were female. Their 
mean age was 20.58, SD = 3.57 (range 18 to 37). None of the participants had taken part in 
Experiment 3.1. 
Stimuli and Design 
The experiment used a2 (change type; configural change / featural change) x3 
(interval task; control / global processing / local processing) mixed subjects design with one 
within subjects factor; change type and one between subjects factor; interval task condition. 
The task used a repeated measures design with multiple stimuli whereby participants were 
asked to make a series of judgements based on faces previously encountered. 
The stimuli set were the same faces as those used in Experiment 3.1 and therefore 
the two configural changes used were the same as in Experiment 3.1; for six of the faces the 
eyes were moved further apart and for the other six images the mouth was moved 
downwards. In addition two featural changes were used; for six of the images the eyes were 
replaced for different eyes of equal size and for the other six images the mouth was replaced 
for a different mouth of equal size. Only one change was made to one face image. 
The experiment was programmed in E-Prime and run on a PC. All face stimuli were 




Participants were tested individually in a small room consisting of one computer and 
one desk. Participants were briefed as to the nature of the experiment and asked to provide 
their informed consent. After agreeing to participate they were provided with full instructions 
about the task. All instructions were presented on the computer screen. Participants were told 
that there were three stages to the experiment; stage one where they would be shown 
images of six faces presented simultaneously on the screen. In stage two they would either 
complete the global or local version of the Navon letter task or a word generation task, 
depending on the condition to which they were assigned. In stage three they would be asked 
to make a series of judgements based on the faces encountered in stage 1. The experimental 
procedure, as illustrated in Figure 3.7 below, shows the sequence of events. 
First participants were shown six faces presented simultaneously on the screen for 
two minutes where they were asked to simply remember the faces. Stage 2 was the interval 
task which followed an identical procedure to Experiment 3.1. 
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Figure 3.7 Design of Experiment 3.2 
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Following the interval task, in stage 3, participants completed six test trials. Each trial 
presented one face image on the screen. This face was either the same as one presented at 
encoding or an image of one face presented at encoding but with a configural or featural 
change. Participants were asked to indicate using the keyboard, whether the image on the 
screen was the same image as the one presented in the encoding task at stage one. Two 
keys were marked on the keyboard as `S" and 'D' for same and different and these were 
positioned over the c and m keys. The keys `S' and `D' were counterbalanced for left and right 
positions across participants. Within each block there were two same trials, two featural 
change trials and two configural change trials. The order of presentation of stimuli was 
randomised within each block of six test trials. All six faces presented in stage one of each 
block were tested in the test phase. 
3.3.3 Results 
In line with Experiment 3.1, the data were analysed to determine the effects of interval 
task on featural and configural changes across blocks and across trials within blocks. 
3.3.3.1 Block Effects 
A three factor, 6 (block) x2 (change type) x3 (interval task), repeated measures 
ANOVA was carried out on the accuracy data. Accuracy for each trial was calculated using 
the standard Hits - False Positive procedure adopted for old / new recognition tasks. In this 
paradigm a hit is when a correct response of old is given to an old stimuli and a false positive 
response is when a response of old is given to a new stimuli. Therefore, in this experiment a 
hit was when a response of same was given to same stimuli and a false positive response 
was when a response of same was given to a either a configurally changed or featurally 
changed stimuli. The following analysis was carried out on the Hits - FP rates for both 
featural and configural change trials. A full table of means can be found in Appendix 3E. 
Analysis revealed a significant main effect of block, F(5,285) = 5.26, p< . 001 (block 1; 
M= 
. 61, block 2; M= . 
36, block 3; M= . 46, block 4; M= . 41, block 5; M= . 39, block 6; M= 
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30). Pairwise comparisons revealed that the accuracy for block 1 was significantly better 
than the accuracy scores across subsequent blocks. There was a significant main effect of 
change type, F(1,57) = 17.98, p< . 001 whereby configural changes were (M = . 48) 
recognised more accurately than featural changes (M = . 37). There was no main effect of 
interval task, F<1. The only significant interaction was between block and change type, 
F(5,285) = 2.49, p< . 05, displayed in Figure 3.8 below. This graph shows that configural 
changes were recognised with more accuracy than featural changes however this difference 
was only apparent across blocks 2 to 5. No other interactions reached significance; block x 
interval task, F<1; change type x interval task, F<1; block x interval task x change type, 
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Figure 3.8 Mean accuracy scores across blocks for featural and configural changes. 
Analysis was also carried out on the mean latency scores for correct responses. A full 
table of means used in this analysis is displayed in Appendix 3F. However, due to the low 
accuracy scores observed in this experiment there were limited data points for this analysis 
and therefore a lack of power in the analysis. The results showed a significant main effect of 
block, F(5,85) = 2.83, p <. 05 (block 1; M= 1675, block 2; M= 1660, block 3; M= 1520, block 
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4; M= 1567, block 5; M= 1313, block 6; M= 1252), whereby reaction times decreased as 
blocks progressed. No other significant main effects or interactions were found; change type, 
F<1; interval task, F<1; block x interval task interaction, F(10,85) = . 1.10, p> . 
10; block x 
change type interaction, F(5,85) = 1.61, p> . 10; change type x 
interval task interaction, F<1; 
block x interval task x change type interaction, F<1. 
In addition to the effects of block, analysis was carried out to determine whether there 
were any significant differences across trials. In line with Experiment 3.1, the trial effects were 
analysed across three, two-trial segments where the first segment included trials 1 and 2, the 
second trials 3 and 4 and the third trials 5 and 6. As with the block analysis, the Hits - FP 
rates were calculated for both featural and configural change trials. 
3.3.3.2 Trial Effects 
A three factor, 3 (trial) x2 (change type) x3 (interval task), repeated measures 
ANOVA carried out on the accuracy did not find a significant main effect of trial, F(2,114) _ 
2.04, p> . 10 or interval task, 
F<1. However, there was a significant main effect of change, 
whereby configural changes (M = . 48) were recognised more accurately than 
featural 
changes (M = . 38). 
This main effect is displayed in Figure 3.9 below. No two way or three way 
interactions reached significance; trial x interval task, F<1; trial x change type, F(2,114) _ 
1.98, p> . 10; change type x interval task, 
F<1; block x interval task x change type, F<1. 













Figure 3.9 Hits - FP rates for each interval task condition across both featural and configural change 
trials. 
Analysis carried out on the mean latency scores revealed a significant main effect of 
trial, F(2,80) = 4.47, p< . 05 whereby reaction times decreased as trials progress (trial 1; M= 
1642, trial 2; M= 1498, trial 3; M= 1465). The main effects of change type (F < 1) and 
interval task (F < 1) did not reach significance. Results revealed a significant trial by interval 
task interaction, F(4,80) = 2.82, p< . 05, displayed in Figure 3.10 below. This graph shows 
that whilst the response times in the control condition decreased dramatically between trials 
1-2 and 3-4, response times following both global and local processing only decreased 
between trials 3-4 and 5-6. No other interactions reached significance; trial x change type, 
F(2,80) = 2.63, p> . 
05; change type x interval task, F<1; trial x interval task x change type, F 
< 1. It was predicted that global and local processing would aid the detection of configural and 
featural changes respectively therefore the means used in this interaction are displayed in 
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3.3.4.1 Block and Trial Effects 
Both accuracy and latency scores were analysed across blocks and across trials. 
Analysis from the accuracy data showed that accuracy in the first block was significantly 
higher than accuracy across the remaining five blocks. Additionally there was a significant 
interaction between block and change type, which indicated that the differences observed 
between featural and configural change trials were only present across blocks 2-5. The trial 
analysis did not reveal any difference across trials in terms of accuracy. The latency data 
showed that as blocks and trials progressed response times decreased. In addition analysis 
revealed a significant trial by interval task interaction. This interaction showed that differences 
between interval tasks were greater on trials 3-4 and 5-6. 
3.3.4.2 Navon Processing and Change Detection 
Differences were found between the detection of configural changes and featural 
changes, however, in line with Experiment 3.1 these differences did not interact in the 
predicted way with the global and local versions of the Navon letter task. It was predicted that 
local processing would aid the detection of featural changes whereas global processing 
would aid the detection of configural changes. This prediction, as in Experiment 3.1 was not 
supported by the results. There was no significant interaction between change type and 
interval task condition. This experiment was conducted to explore whether the facilitatory 
effect caused by global Navon processing was the result of sensitivity to configural 
information. In line with the results of Experiment 3.1, these results are inconsistent with this 
view. 
3.3.4.3 Featural and Con figural Change Detection 
Analysis of the mean accuracy scores revealed a significant main effect of change 
type, which showed that, as predicted, configural changes were detected more accurately 
than featural changes. This finding was interesting based on the results found in Experiment 
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3.1 where featural changes were detected more quickly than configural changes. The only 
difference between Experiment 3.1 and 3.2 was the type of recognition task used. Therefore 
the increased ability to detect featural changes in Experiment 3.1 and the increased ability to 
detect configural changes in Experiment 3.2 can only be attributed to the focus on different 
types of information elicited by the two tasks. The differences in accuracy to detect featural 
and configural changes is an interesting finding and has not been documented in the 
literature to date. Face recognition research uses forced choice tasks and old / new 
recognition tasks interchangeably without thinking about the consequences that these 
different tasks may have on the way judgements are made. The implications of this finding for 
the effects of Navon processing are of paramount importance given the processing style 
explanation for the effects of Navon processing. For example, if a forced choice recognition 
task evokes a more feature sensitive strategy and the old / new task involves sensitivity to 
configural information then the interaction between performances on these tasks may interact 
with the featural and holistic processing styles evoked by the Navon letter task. 
However, it must be noted here that the forced choice task used in Experiment 3.1 
where individuals had to essentially choose between two `clones', was very different to forced 
choice tasks generally used in face recognition research where targets are presented 
amongst an array of similar faces. This unusual test format may have been responsible for 
the effects found here and therefore more experimental research is required before any firm 
conclusions can be drawn regarding the influence of test format on processing style. 
3.3.4.4 The Influence of Recognition Format 
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 showed that different recognition formats give rise 
to the detection of different information where featural information was detected more 
accurately in a forced choice task whereas configural changes were detected more 
accurately in an old / new recognition task. This finding is consistent with the distinction made 
regarding the relative versus absolute judgements between simultaneous and sequential line- 
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ups which have been claimed to evoke different judgement strategies (Dunning & Stern, 
1994). 
What is it about the forced choice task that evokes sensitivity to featural information? 
There are two explanations for this effect. The first is that the simultaneous presentation of 
alternatives encourages a featural processing style. The second is that the presence of other 
distracters allows participants to compare the alternatives with each other. Experiment 3.3 
explored these potential explanations by introducing a different task that allowed the 
comparison of alternatives, however removed the simultaneous presentation; a matching 
task. 
3.4 Experiment 3.3 
3.4.1 Introduction 
3.4.1.1 Matching Tasks 
A matching task, unlike a face recognition task, involves the matching of two similar 
facial stimuli. Face recognition is most often tested with the use of a recognition memory test 
whereby an initial presentation of a face is followed by an interval and a face recognition test. 
However, along with these types of tests which are generally more reliable for real world 
application face recognition can also be explored using other tasks which do not have a 
memory component. Unlike face recognition tasks, matching tasks do not follow the same 
encoding and retrieval procedures. Many researchers have used matching tasks to test 
various aspects of face recognition. For example, Hole (1994) used a matching task to 
explore the application of the composite face task to unfamiliar faces. In this study 
participants were presented with composite faces one after the other and asked to state 
whether the top halves of the two composite were the same or different. Hole (1994) states 
that the standard composite task whereby participants were asked to name face halves of 
famous faces place emphasis on using a global strategy, however, there might be 
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circumstances in which individuals prefer to use a more featural strategy. Hole found that 
small changes to the task such as increasing or decreasing the exposure time of faces 
subsequently altered the strategy adopted by participants. It is not surprising therefore, that 
the strategies used by participants, consequently, depend on the task (Sergent, 1984; Bruce, 
1988). 
3.4.1.2 Navon Processing and Matching 
Until now the Navon letter task has been used in the face recognition domain by 
presenting the task in the interval between initial presentation and the recognition test. The 
procedure of face recognition tasks tests the recognition memory for different facial stimuli. 
As all previous research investigating the effects of Navon processing have used recognition 
tests it is not known whether the effect relies on a memory component associated with the 
task. If one accepts the processing style theory of Navon processing as an explanation for the 
effect then one would assume that an initial memory has to be formed in order for the Navon 
task to influence processing style. This experiment explores whether the Navon letter task 
effects face recognition performance in the absence of an original encoding representation. 
Before being adopted into the face recognition domain, the Navon letter task was used within 
the perception literature as a way of exploring perception of scenes and the hierarchy of 
information (Navon, 1977). Therefore, there is nothing in the literature to suggest that the 
Navon letter task when used in the face recognition domain relies upon a memory 
component. 
Although removing the memory component of this task removes the application to the 
real world it is important to investigate the circumstances in which this effect occurs and the 
processes that may be involved. 
3.4.1.3 Navon Processing and Change Detection 
The aim of Experiment 3.3 was to explore the effects of Navon processing on change 
detection using a matching task. Furthermore, given the differing results found in Experiments 
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3.1 and 3.2 a second aim was to explore whether there were any differences in accuracy to 
detect featural and configural changes using this task. 
Given this first aim the following predictions were made. As there is no evidence either 
in the Navon processing literature or the face recognition literature which suggests a memory 
component is essential for the effects of Navon processing it was predicted that global Navon 
processing would facilitate the detection of configural changes and local Navon processing 
would facilitate the detection of featural changes. 
Secondly, the findings from Experiments 3.1 and 3.2 have shown that different 
recognition memory tasks can produce different strategies at test. The results of Experiment 
3.1 showed that featural changes were detected more accurately than configural changes. 
This finding could have been due to either the simultaneous presentation of faces or the 
ability to compare alternatives. The matching task used in Experiment 3.3 removes the 
simultaneous presentation factor however, still allows comparison of alternatives. Therefore if 
the featural processing style evoked by the comparison of alternatives then we would predict 
featural changes to be detected more accurately than configurai changes in Experiment 3.3. 
3.4.2 Method 
Participants 
Sixty undergraduate members of the University of Plymouth community took part in 
this experiment as part of course credit. Eighteen were male and forty-two were female. 
Their mean age was 20.15, SD = 4.13 (range 18 to 42). 
Stimuli and Design 
The experiment used a3 (change type; same / configural change / featural change) x 
3 (interval task; control / global processing / local processing) mixed subjects design with one 
within subjects factor; change type and one between subjects factor; interval task condition. 
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The task used a repeated measures design with multiple stimuli where participants were 
asked to make a series of matching judgements based on faces presented. 
The stimulus set comprised of 28 images of different people which were randomised 
and assigned to one of the three change types. Eight of the images were used for the same 
trials, eight were used for the configural change trials and eight were used for the featural 
change trials. The further four images were used in a practice block before the experiment 
began. This practice block allowed participants to familiarise themselves with the task. 
The stimuli set were the same faces as those used in Experiments 3.1 and 3.2 and 
therefore the two configural changes used were also the same; for four of the faces the eyes 
were moved further apart and for the other four images the mouth was moved downwards. In 
addition two featural changes were used; for four of the images the eyes were replaced for 
different eyes of equal size and for the other four images the mouth was replaced for a 
different mouth of equal size. Only one change was made to one face image. 
The experiment was programmed in E-Prime and run on a PC. All face stimuli were 
presented in a surface area of 5cms wide by 7cms high. The experiment took 20 minutes to 
complete. 
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually in a small room consisting of one computer and 
one desk. Participants were briefed as to the nature of the experiment and asked to provide 
their informed consent. After agreeing to participate participants were provided with full 
instructions about the task. All instructions were presented on the computer screen. 
Participants were told there were 6 blocks which each contained two stages; stage one which 
was the letter task and stage 2 which was the face matching task. An illustration of this 
design is shown in Figure 3.12 below. 
Before the experiment began participants were randomly assigned to one of the three 
interval task conditions; global Navon processing, local Navon processing or the control 
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condition. Participants in the global and local Navon processing conditions were instructed to 
complete the Navon letter task. During this task participants were presented with letters of the 
alphabet made up of smaller mismatching letters (e. g. aT comprised of smaller S's), on the 
screen each for two seconds. During the two seconds participants were asked to say aloud 
the large letter (global processing condition) or the small letter (local processing condition). A 
microphone was placed on top of the computer and participants were told that their 
responses were to be recorded. Each letter was presented in a different position on the 
screen to ensure that participants could not fixate on one position. Thirty Navon letters were 
used, each presented three times for 2 seconds. Each letter was presented as a bitmap 
image and the order of presentation was randomised. Participants in the control condition 
carried out a word generation task for three minutes. Here participants were asked to 
generate as many words as they could think of associated with a given category. The 
categories used in this experiment were fruits, jobs, countries, tools, animals, sports and 
transport. 
Following the letter task participants were asked to complete four test trials. Each trial 
presented two face images one after the other. On two trials the face images were the same 
and on two trials they were different; one configural and one featural change. The order of 
presentation of the same / different trials was randomised. Each face image was separated 
by a1 00ms delay and the onset of the first face was preceded by an arrow indicating which 
side of the screen the first image would appear and a fixation point at eye level (see Figure 
3.13 below). The position of the first image was randomised, where on half of the trials the 
first image was shown on the left and on half of the trials it was shown on the right. The 
second image was always shown on the opposite side of the screen to the first image to 
ensure that participants were attending to the whole face and not focusing attention to one 
part of the screen. After the second image had been displayed the computer showed a 
screen containing random noise, when this screen was shown participants made their 
response. Two keys were marked on the keyboard as 'S' and 'D' for 'same' and 'different', 
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these were positioned over the c and m keys on the keyboard. Participants were instructed to 
indicate whether the two images were the same (if so they were to press 'S') or whether they 
were different (if so they were to press 'D'). The position of the S and D keys were 
counterbalanced across participants. 
Manipulation 
Navon processing 
or Control Task 
6 Blocks 
















3.4.3.1 Block Effects 
Accuracy and latency data were collected across 6 blocks of four test trials. To 
eliminate any practice effects in the data analysis was first carried out to determine whether 
the accuracy or latency scores differed across blocks. Based on the small number of trials in 
each block, the data were compared across 3 sets of 2 blocks in order to increase power. 
A three factor, 3 (block) x3 (interval task condition) x3 (change type), repeated 
measures ANOVA carried out on the accuracy scores did not find a significant main effect of 
block, F(2,90) = 1.12, p> . 
10. There was a significant main effect of change type, F(2,90) = 
42.29, p< . 001 whereby the detection of featural changes (M = . 71) were significantly more 
accurate than the detection of configural changes (M = . 46). Moreover, trials on which the two 
stimuli were the same produced significantly better accuracy (M = . 82) than either the 
configural change or featural change trials. It is possible that this effect was the result of a 
response bias towards responding `same'. There was no main effect of interval task 
condition, F<1. None of the two way or three way interaction reached statistical significance; 
block x interval task, F(4,90) = 1.19, p> . 
10; block x change type, F(4,180) = 1.20, p> . 
10; 
change type x interval task, F(4,90) = . 1.68, p> . 10; block x change type x interval task, 
F(8,180) = 1.24, p> . 10. A full table of means used in this analysis can be found in Appendix 
31. 
Analysis of the latency scores did not find any significant main effects or interactions; 
block, F<1, change type, F<1, interval task, F<1, block x interval task interaction, F<1, 
block x change type interaction, F<1, change type x interval task interaction, F<1, block x 
interval task x change type interaction, F(8,44) = 1.26, p>. 10. A full table of means used in 
this analysis can be found in Appendix 3J. 
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3.4.3.2 Trial Effects 
Based on previous research which has found a significant difference in performance 
across test trials following global and local Davon processing ('Weston & Perfect, 2005), the 
data were analysed across trials. Based on the small number of data points, trial effects were 
compared using the first two trials of each block compared with the last two trials. 
A three factor 2 (trial) x3 (interval task condition) x3 (change type) repeated 
measures ANOVA did not find a significant main effects of trial, F<1 or interval task, F<1. 
However, there was a significant main effect of change type, F(2,114) = 50.13, p< . 001 
whereby the trials on which the two face stimuli were the same produced the highest 
accuracy (M = . 79) compared with featural changes (M = . 74) and configural changes (M = 
48). None of the two way or three way interactions reached significance; trial x interval task 
interaction, F<1, trial x change type interaction, F(2,114) = 1.19, p> . 10, change type x 
interval task interaction, F<1, trial x interval task x change type interaction, F(4,114) = 2.13, 
p >. 05. Figure 3.14 below displays the pattern of mean accuracy scores for each interval task 
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Figure 3.14 Accuracy scores for each interval task condition across all stimuli types. 
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Analysis of the mean latency scores did not reveal any significant main effects or 
interactions; trial, F(1,39) = 3.71, p> . 05; change type, F(2,78) = 1.72, p> . 10; 
interval task, F 
< 1; trial x interval task interaction, F<1; trial x change type interaction, F<1; change type x 
interval task interaction, F<1; trial x interval task x change type interaction, F<1. The mean 
latencies for each change type across conditions are displayed in Figure 3.15 below. A full 
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Figure 3.15 Mean 'latency scores for each interval task condition across all stimuli types. 
3.4.4 Discussion 
3.4.4.1 Block and Trial Effects 
The results of this analysis did not show any significant differences in either accuracy 
or latency scores between blocks or across trials. 
3.4.4.2 Featural and Con figural Change Detection 
It was predicted that the matching task would encourage a featural based strategy for 
accurate change detection and therefore featural changes would be detected more accurately 
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than configural changes. Analysis from the accuracy data supported this prediction; featural 
changes were detected more accurately than configural changes. However, trials on which 
the two stimuli were the same produced the highest accuracy. The high accuracy observed 
when the two stimuli were the same, could be caused by a response bias adopted by 
participants. However, although there may have been a response bias towards responding 
`same' and away from a response of `different' a response bias explanation can not explain 
the differences between responses to featural and configural changes. 
3.4.4.3 Navon Processing and Change Detection 
The main aim of this experiment was to investigate the effect of the Navon letter task 
on the ability to detect featural and configural changes. In line with the results of Experiments 
3.1 and 3.2, analysis did not find any significant interaction between change type and interval 
task. The lack of an interaction between change type and Navon processing could be due to 
a number of factors such as the relationship between Navon processing and face processing 
styles, the inability of Navon processing to influence change detection or the nature of the 
matching task introduced here. These potential explanations are discussed in relation to this 
experiment and the results of Experiments 3.1 and 3.2 in the next section. 
3.4.4.4 The Matching Task 
This experiment introduced a matching task as an alternative test of change detection. 
Past research which has explored the relationship between Navon processing and face 
processing styles have used face recognition tasks. A recognition task is a test of recognition 
memory whereby individuals are presented with an initial face to remember and then later 
asked to recognise this face amongst a number of distracters. This experiment used a 
matching task in order to investigate whether the effects of Navon processing relied upon the 
memory component present in the previous tasks. The results of this experiment, in line with 
Experiments 3.1 and 3.2, did not find any significant effects of Navon processing on change 
detection. A lack of any effects in this experiment could be attributed to the matching task 
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used. However, given the results of Experiments 3.1 and 3.2 in which no effects were found 
also, it is more likely that the lack of any significant effect of Navon processing is the result of 
the relationship between the Navon task and the change detection task. 
3.5 General Discussion 
3.5.1 Summary of Findings 
Three experiments investigated the influence of Navon processing on the ability to 
detect featural and configural facial changes. Previous research which has explored the 
effects of Navon processing on face recognition have concluded that the facilitatory effect 
caused by global Navon processing was the result of a holistic processing bias. However, 
face recognition research has shown that holistic processing contains two types of 
information; featural and configural. Many studies have highlighted the importance of 
configural information for accurate face recognition. Therefore, the results of previous 
research could not rule out the possibility that the positive effects of global Navon processing 
were the result of increased access to configural information, and not a facilitation of the 
holistic representation. 
All three experiments adopted a change detection task, similar to the one used by 
Leder and Bruce (2000), where two featural changes and two configural changes were made 
to facial stimuli. The featural changes used in these experiments were either a replacement of 
the eyes or replacement of the nose. The configural changes were either moving the eyes 
further apart or moving the mouth downwards. The same images were used across all three 
experiments therefore any differences in the results could not be attributed to differences in 
stimuli or anything particular about the changes made. 
In Experiment 3.1 the detection of featural and configural changes were tested with a 
two-alternative forced choice task. The interaction between interval task condition and 
change type did not reach significance. From this, it was concluded that neither local nor 
global Navon processing influenced the ability to detect either featural or configural changes. 
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Despite this lack of interaction, the results of Experiment 3.1 showed that global Navon 
processing reduced performance across both featural and configural changes compared with 
local processing and control conditions. Furthermore, there was also a main effect of change 
type, which showed that featural changes were detected more quickly than configural 
changes. The detection of featural changes and detriment cause by global processing in this 
experiment was interesting because past research has consistently stressed the positive 
effects of holistic processing. This finding suggests that a holistic strategy was not important 
for this task, we return to this point in the next section. 
Experiment 3.2 used the same featural and configural changes however performance 
was assessed across an old / new recognition task. The results showed that, in contrast to 
the results of Experiment 3.1, configural changes were detected with more accuracy than 
featural changes. However, in line with the results of Experiment 3.1, the predicted interaction 
between interval task condition and change type did not reach significance. Although Navon 
processing did not influence performance in either experiment, the differences in accuracy 
scores across featural and configural change detection highlight the influence of different 
recognition tasks. 
Experiment 3.3 investigated the influence of Navon processing on change detection 
using a matching task. All previous research investigating the effects of Navon processing 
has used face recognition memory tasks. Experiment 3.3 used a matching task to investigate 
whether the effects of Navon processing would be observed on a task that did not test 
recognition memory. In line with the results of both Experiments 3.1 and 3.2, there was no 
interaction between change detection and interval task. However, there was a significant 
main effect of change type, whereby featural changes were detected more accurately than 
configural changes. The task differences found across all three experiments highlight the 
importance of task demands on the information used to make a judgement. 
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3.5.2 The Influence of Task Differences 
The differences in the ability to detect featural and configural changes across the 
three experiments presented here highlight some important distinctions between different 
recognition tasks. Face recognition research has concluded that holistic processing is 
generally the optimal strategy for accurate face recognition. However, previous findings show 
that there are tasks in which holistic processing is not used. These findings are therefore 
consistent with the claim that the use of holistic processing in face recognition depends on 
the nature of the task (Sergeant, 1984; Bruce, 1988). 
Given that the same stimuli were used across all three experiments, the differences in 
the results found here could only be explained by the differences in task demands. These 
results suggest that when presented with a number of alternatives the easiest and dominant 
strategy is one in which featural information can be compared in order to reach a decision. 
However, when presented with only one option, participants are unable to make a decision 
based on a comparison between the alternatives therefore must make a decision based 
solely on the face presented and the representation in memory. Furthermore, the results 
found with the matching task in Experiment 3.3 provide support for the claim that matching 
tasks, in line with forced choice recognition, were sensitive to changes in featural information. 
The matching task removed the simultaneous presentation whilst maintaining the ability to 
compare alternatives. The featural advantage found in this experiment is consistent with the 
view that the opportunity to compare alternatives promotes the use of a featural strategy. 
However, the consistency across forced choice and matching tasks could also be 
explained with regard to the nature of the task used in both experiments. Both the forced 
choice task and the matching task required participants to make a judgement based on two 
images of the same person. As mentioned previously this task is an unusual task in terms of 
real world face recognition and therefore care must be adopted when generalizing the results 
found here to other similar forced choice or matching tasks. Another explanation for these 
effects relates to the multiple trial paradigm adopted across all three experiments. It is 
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possible that participants learned which parts of the face to focus on throughout the 
experiment. Therefore, it is possible that instead of the recognition task promoting a featural 
based strategy, participants learned the strategy they needed to adopt within the experiment. 
There are similarities between the tasks used here and the line-ups within the 
eyewitness domain. There is consensus amongst researchers that sequential line-ups are the 
most accurate way of obtaining an identification as this format reduces the number of false 
identifications made by witnesses (Lindsay & Wells, 1985). One explanation for this 
difference relates to the different strategies adopted by witnesses when presented with both 
simultaneous and sequential line-ups. Researchers have suggested that simultaneous line- 
ups encourage a relative or comparative strategy whereas sequential line-ups allow an 
absolute judgement to be made based on the original memory (Lindsay & Wells, 1985). It 
could be argued that the forced choice task here elicits a similar strategy to the simultaneous 
line-up and the old / new recognition task elicits a similar strategy to the sequential line-up. 
Based on this link, the results found here are consistent with the relative and absolute 
judgement strategies proposed by (Lindsay & Wells, 1985). 
Given that different types of information can be used to recognise a face it is possible 
that the different strategies used to make an identification makes use of different types of face 
information. Previous research which has explored the effects of Navon processing on line-up 
accuracy has supported this distinction. Much of the research conducted which has used 
simultaneous line-ups (e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect 2003) has found consistent results 
in that global processing facilitates accuracy and local processing reduces accuracy. 
However, the same results have not been found with sequential line-ups (Perfect, 2004). 
Based on the link between Navon processing and face processing style this suggests that 
differences exist between the types of information used to make an identification across line- 
up types. 
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3.5.3 Navon Processing Effects 
Macrae and Lewis (2002) suggested that an increase in the use of holistic processing 
could explain the facilitation cause by global Navon processing. Although increased access to 
holistic processing is a plausible conclusion given the results, there is an alternative 
explanation. Holistic processing relies on access to both featural and configural information 
and whilst local ýprocessing has been shown to influence featural information (Weston & 
Perfect, 2005) the influence of global processing has not been explored. An alternative 
explanation was explored in this Chapter; that global processing encourages access to, or 
attention to, the configural properties of a face. 
Predictions were made based on the relationship between face processing style and 
the Navon letter task in that local processing would aid the detection of featural changes and 
global processing, if based on configural information, would aid the detection of configural 
changes. However, the results from three experiments did not support these predictions. No 
significant interactions were found between change type and the Navon task across any 
recognition test. There are a number of explanations for these results. These are discussed in 
turn. 
The global processing effect is not con figural 
The aim of this series of experiments was to explore the alternative explanation that 
the global Navon effect was the result of increased access to configural information. As 
mentioned earlier, there are two types of configural information; first order and second order 
properties. First order properties refer to the configuration of features and the second order 
properties relates to the spatial relationships between features. Research has suggested that 
second order properties are what distinguishes one face from another and is important for 
holistic face processing. Previous research has suggested that the global processing 
encourages the use of holistic information (Macrae & Lewis, 2002). However, due to the 
importance of configural information in holistic processing previous research does not rule out 
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the possibility that global processing may promote the use of configural information. If the 
positive effect caused by global Navon processing were the result of increased access to 
configural information then one would expect that the detection of configural information 
would be sensitive to the effect of engaging in global processing. However, this was not 
found; engaging in global Navon processing did not influence the ability to detect second 
order configural changes. Based on these results and if one assumes the link between Navon 
processing and face processing style then it can be concluded that the effects of global 
Navon processing are unlikely to be the result of increased attention to configural information 
associated with holistic processing. 
Con figural Information as a Featural Property 
There is a distinction between featural information and configural information in the 
face recognition literature which suggests that featural processing refers to the use of featural 
information and holistic processing uses both featural and configural information. However, it 
is possible that both featural and configural information are perceived as featural facial 
properties as each type of information can relate to one part of the face. Therefore a change 
made to the eyes or the distance between the eyes can both be located to one aspect of the 
face. This change specific explanation could be one reason for the results found here. In 
other words, the detection of configural changes might not have been influenced by global 
processing because the detection of configural properties did not equate to global processing. 
The results of Experiment 3.1 go some way to supporting this theory. In Experiment 3.1 
global processing reduced the accurate detection of both featural and configural changes, 
which suggest that global processing was not beneficial for the detection of either type of 
information. Therefore the lack of a global processing effect on configural changes is 
consistent with the claim that global processing influences a more holistic representation 
(Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003; Weston & Perfect, 2005). Given the specific changes 
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made across experiments it is possible that participants did not require the use of holistic 
information when making their decisions. 
The link between Navon Processing and Change Detection 
To consider a third explanation for these results we turn to the change detection task 
used across these experiments. Previous research which has investigated the effects of 
Navon processing has used either a line-up task (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) or 
the composite face task (Weston & Perfect, 2005). Both of these tasks test face recognition 
memory whereby the original target is placed amongst a number of similar distracters. This 
task however, required participants to detect changes in a face when presented with the 
original and a slightly altered version. This task was very different to the tasks previously 
used to explore the effects of Navon processing. It is possible that the effects of Navon 
processing are limited to face recognition per se, as opposed to the detection of facial 
changes. Given that the ability to detect facial changes is an unusual task and not used in the 
real world, the lack of a Navon effect in the experiments presented here do not reduce the 
applicability of the effect to other face recognition tasks. 
Differences in methodologies 
There were substantial differences between the methodology adopted across the 
three experiments presented in this Chapter and those adopted in previous research. For 
example, the three experiments in the chapter used facial stimuli created via e-fit software 
whereas previous research used real photographs of faces. Therefore, it is possible that the 
effects of Navon processing do not influence the recognition of reconstructed faces. Although 
e-fits are generally used by the police to obtain pictures of suspects they are not generally 
used to obtain identifications from witnesses and therefore the implications of this finding in 
terms of real world application is minimal. 
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In addition to changes in stimuli it is possible that changes in Navon stimuli influenced 
the results. There is no template for designing Navon stimuli; researchers tend to design their 
own Navon stimuli to use in experiments. The Navon stimuli used in these experiments were 
taken from the perception literature where research has been conducted into the effects of 
different Navon stimuli and the relationship to global and local precedence. This research has 
shown that changes such as changing the visual angle of the letters on the screen (e. g. 
Kinchla & Wolfe, 1979) or changing the sparcity of local letters (Martin, 1979; Experiment 2.3) 
can influence how the Navon stimuli are perceived. Given that changes in Navon stimuli can 
influence how the letters are perceived it is possible that this will also influence the impact 
that these letters have on face recognition. Furthermore, the length of time participants 
engage in the Navon letter task is frequently altered across experiments. For example, in the 
experiments presented here participants engaged in Navon processing for 3 minutes in any 
given block and then repeated. However, in the study conducted by Macrae and Lewis (2002) 
participants engaged in Navon processing for 10 minutes. It is possible that 3 minutes is not 
long enough to induce Navon processing to the extent that it influences face processing. 
Navon Processing as a Processing Bias 
The final explanation for the results relates to the link between Navon processing and 
face processing styles. Past research has proposed a link between global and local Navon 
processing and holistic and featural processing styles. Based on the results found in the 
literature to date this link has been supported, however, it has not been directly tested. 
Therefore, a tenuous link has been proposed; based on the facilitation caused by global 
processing and detriment caused by local processing it is assumed that holistic and featural 
processing strategies have been used. The experiments presented in this Chapter have 
shown that effects of global processing are unlikely to be the result of an increase in access 
to configural information associated with holistic processing. However, from the results of 
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these experiments it is difficult to ascertain whether the effects of global and local processing 
shown in previous studies are the result of a processing bias. 
The effects of Navon processing, until now, have been assumed the result of 
processing bias shift. The findings presented so far in this thesis go someway to supporting 
the processing bias explanation however, inconsistencies with this theory remain. In order to 
fully understand the processes involved in the effects of Navon processing the link between 
Navon processing and face processing style needs to be investigated. The next two chapters 
in this thesis focus on this relationship and further investigate processing style as an 
explanation for the Navon effect. 
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4. Chapter 4 
The effect of global and local 
encoding processes on both Navon 
and the verbal overshadowing 
effects: a cross race comparison. 
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4.1 Experiment 4.1 
4.1.1 Introduction 
4.1.1.1 The Holistic lFeatural Distinction 
Past research has shown that optimal face recognition is achieved through holistic 
processing (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Thompson, 1980; Yin, 1969). 
Face processing is termed holistic when information about specific facial features (featural 
information) is combined with information about the spatial relationships between features 
(configural information) (see Chapter 1, for a more detailed review of the literature). 
Research which has investigated the use of holistic information in recognition 
performance has shown that any task or process which disrupts, or reduces access to holistic 
information in the face recognition process, substantially reduces recognition accuracy. One 
theory, taken from the memory literature, and predominantly used within face recognition 
research, is consistent with this claim. Transfer Appropriate Processing (TAP) theory 
(Roediger, 1990) claims that optimal memory performance is achieved when encoding 
processes match retrieval processes. With regard to face recognition performance, this 
theory suggests that optimal face recognition is achieved when holistic processing is used at 
the encoding stage and retrieval stage. Therefore, any task which disrupts the use of holistic 
information, at either stage, would thus reduce face recognition performance. 
4.1.1.2 The Role of Encoding Processes 
The TAP theory of memory highlights the importance of similar encoding and retrieval 
strategies for optimal memory performance. This theory has been explored within the face 
recognition domain where researchers have investigated the effect of different encoding 
processes on face recognition performance. When presented with a face, a number of 
different processes can be used to extract information from that face and these processes 
can vary between situations and individuals. For example, a face may be remembered by a 
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distinguishing feature such as a scar. However, it is also possible to recognise someone 
without recognising any specific feature; using a more holistic based representation. The 
strategies or processes used at the encoding stage have been shown to effect how accurate 
faces are subsequently retrieved (Coin & Tiberghien, 1997; Hanley, Pearson & Howard, 
1990; Wells & Hryciw, 1984). For example, Coin and Tiberghien (1997), in their review paper, 
concluded that face recognition was more accurate if judgements about personality were 
made at encoding compared with judgements about facial features. This conclusion was 
based on a number of studies (e. g. Bower & Karlin, 1974; Clifford & Prior, 1980; McKelvie, 
1991; Patterson & Baddeley, 1977; Sporer, 1991). This distinction between trait judgements 
and featural judgements has been interpreted using the holistic / featural framework in face 
recognition research whereby judgements about personality rely on a holistic strategy 
whereas judgements about features rely on a more feature based strategy. 
The differences in recognition performance following different types of encoding 
processes have been interpreted using the levels of processing framework (Bower & Karlin, 
1974; McKelvie, 1985; Patterson & Baddeley, 1977). The levels of processing framework 
originally developed by Craik and Lockhart (1972) proposed that items were remembered 
more accurately following deep encoding compared with superficial encoding. Bower and 
Karlin (1974) applied this theory to face recognition. They found that memory for faces 
improved considerably following judgements about the likeability of the face (deep encoding) 
compared with judgements about gender (superficial encoding). They concluded that as 
processing level increases a larger number of associations to the target are formed, which 
enhances memory performance. Although this theory explains some of the differences 
between encoding processes it struggles to differentiate between holistic and featural 
encoding as it assumes that holistic encoding elicits a deep encoding strategy whereas 
featural encoding is more superficial. Other explanations for the differential effects of 
encoding relate to the amount of information, rather than the depth of information encoded 
(Winograd, 1981). For example, encoding information about a feature can be based on one 
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piece of information whereas holistic judgements require a representation of a number of 
different pieces of information. In other words the increased amount of information used in 
more holistic judgements leads to better recognition performance. However, these early 
theories were based on the assumption that holistic processing leads to good performance 
and featural processing leads to poor performance. 
One study, conducted by Wells and Hryciw (1984), explored the link between holistic 
and featural encoding and face recognition performance. They induced holistic and featural 
encoding by asking participants to make judgements about faces based on either personality 
traits (holistic) or physical features (featural) and compared performance across two different 
recognition retrieval tasks. The retrieval tasks were either to identify someone from a line-up 
or to create an identi-kit reconstruction. They found that line-up identification was more 
accurate following trait judgements whereas identi-kit reconstructions were more accurate 
following judgements about physical features. They concluded that accurate line-up 
identifications were based on a holistic retrieval strategy and thus benefited from holistic 
encoding whereas optimal identi-kit reconstructions were based on a more featural strategy 
and thus benefited from featural encoding. In line with TAP these results highlight the 
importance of similar processing at encoding and retrieval for optimal performance. 
4.1.1.3 Face Expertise and the Cross Race Effect 
The role of both featural and configural information in face recognition performance 
has been demonstrated using a number of techniques such as facial composites (Young et 
al, 1987), whole faces and face parts (Tanaka & Farah, 1993) and inverted faces (Bartlett & 
Searcy, 1993; Thompson, 1980; Yin, 1969) (see Chapter 1, for a full review). One notable 
contribution in this area has involved the work on the face inversion effect; the finding that 
inverted faces are identified with less accuracy than upright faces (Bartlett & Searcy, 1993; 
Thompson, 1980; Yin, 1969). Many studies have shown that inverting a face has two 
IMPOrtant outcomes: the face becomes more difficult to recognise (see Valentine, 1988 and 
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Searcy & Bartlett, 1996 for reviews) and distortion in the face is less perceptible (e. g. Bartlett 
& Searcy, 1993). The consensus amongst researchers points towards an explanation based 
on a reduction in access to configural information when faces are inverted. In other words, 
the face inversion effect is thought to result mainly from a disruption to the processing of 
configural information that is sensitive to orientation. By contrast inversion does not affect 
processing of featural information because the latter is processed regardless of orientation. 
It is clear that face perception is strongly influenced by orientation, whereby 
recognition is hampered by inverted presentation. The finding that recognition of faces is 
more vulnerable to stimulus inversion than is the recognition of any other class of stimulus 
has been considered as evidence that faces are 'special' (Yin, 1969). However, one 
alternative explanation for this effect is that of face expertise, proposed by Diamond and 
Carey (1986). In their experiments Diamond and Carey attempted to isolate the source of the 
inversion effect and found that the inversion effect was not limited to face recognition; their 
results indicated the same detrimental effect of inversion with the recognition of dogs by dog 
experts. From their results they concluded that expertise in face recognition depends on the 
ability to code configural properties in addition to isolated features. 
In addition to the inversion effect, another line of research has linked reliance on 
configural information to that of expertise, which comes from research comparing own race 
and other race face recognition. Studies examining cross race identifications have shown that 
individuals are better at recognising faces of their own race than faces of another race 
(Brigham & Malpass, 1985; Ellis & Deregowski, 1981; Rhodes et al, 1989). One common 
explanation for this advantage is that individuals have more expertise with own race face 
recognition (Ellis et al, 1975; Rhodes et al, 1989). Rhodes et al (1989) explored the lack of 
configural information used in other race face recognition with inversion techniques. They 
found that the reduced performance following inversion of own race faces was not present 
with other race faces and concluded that their results provide evidence for the importance of 
configural information in expert face recognition. This lack of configural information in 
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identifying other race faces points towards a greater reliance on more featural based 
information. 
The link between featural processing and other race faces has been further supported 
by research which has investigated descriptions of faces provided by individuals. Research 
conducted in the verbal overshadowing domain (see Section 4.1.1.4 below for a review of the 
literature) has shown that providing a verbal description uses more featural based 
processing. In a study conducted by Fallshore and Schooler (1995) they showed that verbal 
descriptions were more accurate predictors of recognition performance for other race 
identifications compared with own race identifications. They explained their results in terms of 
the featural / holistic distinction in that the increased relationship between verbal description 
and other race face recognition accuracy was due to the reliance on featural information. 
The cross race effect in the literature has been widely demonstrated. However, 
researchers have proposed competing theories as explanations for the effect, some cognitive 
and some social. For example, researchers have investigated the role of racial attitudes (e. g. 
Brigham, 1993; Brigham & Meissner, 2000) whilst others have examined the role of interracial 
contact (e. g. Li, Dunning & Malpass, 1998; Malpass, 1981; Shepherd, 1981). Despite debates 
around the explanation for the effect, the generalisability of the effect across studies and 
testing scenarios remains. 
4.1.1.4 The Verbal Overshadowing Effect 
The impaired ability to recognise inverted faces and other race faces is consistent with 
the claim that a lack of configural information leads to a reduction in face recognition 
accuracy. In addition to changes in facial stimuli, other tasks such as providing a verbal 
description of a face prior to recognition have been shown to reduce access to configural 
information. 
Early research suggested that describing a face prior to identification was harmless, 
and even facilitated face recognition (Mauldin & Laughery, 1981). However, more recent 
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research has shown that providing a verbal description of a face prior to a face recogni ion 
task significantly reduces recognition accuracy (Brown & Lloyd-Jones, 2002; Dodson et al, 
1997; Fallshore & Schooler, 1995; Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). This counter- 
intuitive finding has been termed the verbal overshadowing effect. In their original study, 
Schooler and Engstler-Schooler (1990) presented participants with a video simulation of a 
bank robbery. One group of participants were asked to give a detailed description of the 
robber whilst others completed an unrelated filler task, prior to identifying the suspect from a 
line-up of eight faces. Results showed that accuracy (the ability to identify the robber) was 
significantly reduced when participants were asked to provide a verbal description prior to the 
identification, compared to controls. Schooler and Engstler-Schooler explained their results 
in terms of a recoding / interference hypothesis in which verbalisation led to a verbally based 
recoding which then interfered with the original memory. 
However, subsequent research showed that the effect not only occurred when the 
description provided was one of the target face thus, challenging this recoding interference 
account of verbal overshadowing. Westerman and Larsen (1997) found evidence for the 
verbal overshadowing effect when participants had previously described other objects such 
as a car. As it is difficult to argue that participants access the representation of the car when 
trying to identify the target in a line-up, the data imply that it is the verbal description per se 
that impairs face recognition. Consequently, the recoding interference account has given 
way to an account based on processing style. Subsequently, Dodson et al (1997) proposed 
that verbally describing a face causes participants to shift their processing from a global / 
holistic processing style used at encoding to a more local / featural processing brought on by 
the verbal description process. When presented with a face recognition task such as a line- 
up, the local / featural style brought on by the verbal description is subsequently used at 
recognition, impairing accuracy. This explanation for the effects of verbal description are in 
line with findings in the face recognition literature, which suggest that faces are represented 
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by holistic information and any task that disrupts this holistic representation has a detrimental 
effect on face recognition. 
Based on the TAP theory proposed earlier which claims that optimal memory 
performance is achieved when encoding processes match retrieval processes, the 
detrimental effect of verbal description has been claimed to cause the transfer of 
inappropriate processing (TIP). Whereby, the act of verbalisation causes the transfer of an 
inappropriate featural strategy to the face recognition test. This processing style account of 
verbal overshadowing has been supported in the literature by a number of studies (Brown & 
Lloyd-Jones, 2002; Dodson et al, 1997; Schooler, 2002). These studies have shown that 
verbalizing a face which is not the target stimulus also reduces face recognition accuracy 
(Brown & Lloyd-Jones, 2002; Dodson et al, 1997). These findings provide support for a more 
general processing shift explanation which can not be explained by an interference of the 
verbalized account, as originaily suggested (Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). 
In the standard verbal overshadowing paradigm, participants view a single face, 
verbalise it (or not in the control condition) and then recognition is tested where the target has 
to be discriminated from a line-up of similar faces (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Schooler & 
Engstler-Schooler, 1990). However, in the real world, witnesses may see many faces at a 
time and they may be exposed to multiple mug shots after the event which may interfere with 
the original memory (e. g. Davies et al, 1979). Despite the possibility of interference the verbal 
overshadowing effect has been demonstrated to be a robust phenomenon; it has been 
demonstrated to last over a long period and verbalisation of a stimulus not encountered 
before has been shown to affect recognition. More recently, studies have shown a verbal 
overshadowing effect over multiple recognition trials (Brown & Lloyd-Jones, 2002; Fallshore & 
Schooler, 1995; Melcher & Schooler, 1995; Ryan & Schooler, 1998). In some studies trial 
effects have been observed, whereby the magnitude of the verbal overshadowing effect was 
larger in the first trial relative to subsequent trials (e. g. Fallshore & Schooler, 1995). 
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The generality of the effect of verbalisation has been demonstrated with the use of 
different stimuli, For example, negative effects of verbalisation have also been demonstrated 
using colours (Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990), taste (Melcher & Schooler, 1996), voices 
(Perfect, Hunt & Harris, 2002) and shapes (Brandimonte, Schooler & Gabbino, 1997). This 
research has demonstrated that participants who were forced to verbalise performed more 
poorly on certain tasks than participants who did not perform any type of verbalisation. The 
demonstration of verbalisation effect across stimuli show that there is not something specific 
about faces that causes the effect. 
Although a number of studies have provided evidence for the negative effect of 
verbalisation, some studies have failed to find the effect (Meissner et al, 2001; Yu 
Geiselman, 1993). Research into the differentiai findings across studies has shown that a 
number of factors influence the presence, or absence, of a verbal overshadowing effect. For 
example, research has demonstrated how the nature of the stimulus description can mediate 
the verbal overshadowing effect (Brown & Lloyd-Jones, 2002). Brown and Lloyd-Jones 
(2002) examined the influence of description instruction on verbal overshadowing and found 
that participants who were instructed to provide a 'piecemeal' description of the face, which 
encouraged recall of particular features, showed verbal overshadowing whereas participants 
who were instructed to provide 'elaborative' descriptions not focusing on particular features 
did not show the effect. Furthermore, Finger and Pezdek (1999) found that verbal 
overshadowing was more likely to occur when the identification immediately followed the 
description task. However, Meissner and Brigham (2001) in their meta-analysis suggest that 
the work carried out by Finger and Pezdek (1999) was confounded by the type of description 
participants were instructed to provide. They concluded that failures to replicate the verbal 
overshadowing effect in some situations could be the result of varying instructions or 
response criterion. 
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4.1.1.5 Processing Bias Theory 
The processing style account of the verbal overshadowing effect states that the 
verbalisation process reduces access to configural information attended to at retrieval, due to 
the shift in processing style from holistic to more feature-based processing. As described in 
previous chapters, a recent study, conducted by Macrae and Lewis (2002) attempted to 
investigate this processing style account of verbal overshadowing. 
Macrae and Lewis (2002) used the global and local versions of the Navon letter task 
(Navon, 1977) to induce holistic and featural processing styles. They used the same video 
and line-up as Schooler and Engstler-Schooler in their original study. However, instead of 
asking participants to provide a verbal description they asked them to either engage in global 
processing, local processing or a control task prior to the recognition test. The main aim of 
their experiment was to investigate, based on the idea that verbal overshadowing results in a 
processing bias towards featural information, whether local Navon processing would reduce 
performance in the same way as providing a verbal description. They found that engaging in 
global processing significantly improved recognition accuracy (83%) compared with control 
(60%) and local processing significantly decreased accuracy (30%). They concluded that 
local processing, like verbafisation, caused a transfer inappropriate processing shift to a more 
featural based strategy and thus reduced performance. Furthermore, the global Navon task 
encouraged a more appropriate holistic strategy which improved performance. 
A number of studies have found evidence for the effects of Navon processing on face 
recognition performance. For example, Perfect (2003) conducted a study in which all 
participants engaged in both global and local Navon processing. Half of the participants 
engaged in global then local processing whereas the other half engaged in local then global. 
Results showed that it was the last task that participants engaged in which affected 
recognition performance. The generalisability of the Navon effect have been demonstrated as 
the effects of Navon processing have been found outside of the eyewitness domain, using the 
composite face task (Weston & Perfect, 2005) (see Chapter 2 for a full review). The 
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composite face task, unlike face recognition, requires participants to recognise face halves 
when presented as a composite. Therefore, unlike normal face recognition, in order to 
correctly identify the face half participants must overcome the global representation of the 
composite. This task therefore requires a more featural based strategy. The results of their 
study showed that local Navon processing improved performance on this task compared with 
control, as predicted. These findings provided an important contribution to the literature 
because they rule out an alternative explanation for the Navon effect based on task difficulty 
or ýmotivational differences between the global and local versions of the task. Whilst this effect 
is still new to the face recognition literature there has been direct support for the effects of 
Navon processing on face recognition performance, however, the initial link between Navon 
processing and verbalisation has not yet been explored. 
4.1.1.6 Verbal Overshadowing and Navon Processing 
Although a possible explanation for the results, the claim that verbalisation and local 
Navon processing both result in a processing bias shift has not been directly tested. To date, 
no study has been conducted which directly compares the processing styles involved in 
verbalisation and local Navon processing. From the current findings it is difficult to conclude 
that local Navon processing and verbalisation result in the same cognitive deficit that 
influence face recognition performance. However, similar effects have been observed in the 
two paradigms. For example, research has shown that the effects of verbalisation are limited 
to a short number of recognition judgements following the verbalisation process (Fallshore & 
Schooler, 1995). In line with these results, similar findings of a trial effect have been 
demonstrated using the Navon processing task (Weston & Perfect, 2005). However, despite 
the similarity of the trial effect brought on by the two tasks, there is no direct evidence to show 
that the detrimental effects caused by both tasks are the result of a featural processing shift. 
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4.1.1.7 The Current Rationale 
Research has highlighted the importance of holistic processing in face recognition 
using a number of different tasks such as; comparing recognition following different encoding 
and retrieval strategies (Coin & Tiberghien, 1997; Hanley et al, 1990; Wells & Hryciw, 1984), 
comparing the recognition of own and other race faces (Brigham & Maipass, 1985; Ellis & 
Deregowski, 1981; Rhodes et al, 1989), comparing recognition following verbalisation and 
non verbalisation tasks (Dodson et al, 1997; Fallshore & Schooler, 1995; Schooler & 
Engstler-Schooler, 1990). This has led researchers to conclude that holistic processing is vital 
in the face recognition process. However, much of this research does not directly test the use 
of holistic processing in the designs, they assume that good performance equals a holistic 
processing strategy and poor performance equals a less holistic strategy. Given that tasks 
such as providing a verbal description and Navon processing have been interpreted using the 
holistic and featural processing distinction, little research has been conducted which tests the 
types of information used in these tasks. 
This chapter presents one experiment which, based on the TAP theory, aimed to 
explore the holistic and featural nature of both the Navon letter task and verbalisation task, by 
manipulating encoding processes. Furthermore, in order to investigate the holistic / featural 
distinction comparisons were made between the effects of verbalisation and Navon 
processing for both own and other race faces. 
Pr-, e. dictions: Encoding Effects 
The effects of Navon processing have been explored using a number of tasks such as 
line-ups (Macrae & Lewis, 2002, Perfect, 2003) and facial composites (Weston & Perfect, 
2005). Findings from these studies are consistent with the holistic / featural explanation 
proposed for the Navon effect which suggests that the positive and negative effects caused 
by global and local Navon processing are the result of a holistic and featural processing shift. 
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The TAP account states that optimal face recognition accuracy is achieved by holistic 
processing at encoding and retrieval. Therefore, based on the assumption that global Navon 
processing induces a holistic strategy, three predictions regarding the encoding manipulation 
were made. First, holistic encoding would lead to better face recognition accuracy compared 
with faces encoded featurally. Second, engaging in global Navon processing prior to retrieval 
would increase face recognition performance and that this benefit would be greater following 
holistic encoding compared with featural encoding due to the transfer of appropriate 
processing. Third, engaging in local Navon processing prior to retrieval would impair 
performance and that this detrimental effect would be greater following holistic encoding than 
featural encoding due to the transfer of inappropriate processing. 
The TIP account of verbal overshadowing suggests that verbalisation changes 
processing style from a holistic strategy, used at encoding, to a more featural based strategy 
brought on by the verbal description process. The effects of verbalisation have been 
extensively tested in the literature (see Meissner & Brigham, 2001 for a review). There is a 
strong consensus amongst researchers in the area that verbalisation causes participants to 
focus on the featural aspects of a face, reducing attention to the configural properties. 
Therefore this experiment aimed to replicate the standard verbal overshadowing effect and 
predicted that the impairment caused by verbalisation would be greater following holistic 
encoding compared with featural encoding due to the transfer of an inappropriate processing 
strategy. 
Prn , edictidns: Cross Race Effects 
In order to further investigate the claim that global and local Navon processing 
induces holistic and featural processing styles both own and other race faces were used as 
stimuli. Fallshore and Schooler (1995) investigated the effects of verbalisation on both own 
and other race faces and found that verbalisation reduced accuracy for own but not other 
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race faces. They concluded that the featural processing strategy used to process other race 
faces reduced the impact of verbalisation. 
Based on this distinction between holistic and featural processing and own and other 
race faces the following predictions were made. First, own race faces would be recognised 
more accurately than other race faces, thus confirming the race effect found in the literature. 
Second, the recognition of own race faces would benefit from holistic encoding strategies. 
Third, recognition performance of other race faces would benefit from more featural encoding 
strategies. 
Furthermore, research which has investigated the effect of verbalisation across own 
and other race faces is consistent with the claim that verbalisation results in a processing 
shift. Therefore, based on this finding, it was predicted verbalisation and Navon processing 
effects would only be evident for own race faces and not other race faces. 
4.1.2 Method 
Participants 
Eighty participants (from the University of British Columbia, Vancouver and the 
University of Plymouth, UK took part in this experiment for course credit. Fourteen were male 
and sixty-six were female (age range 17 to 45). Forty participants were Asian and forty were 
Caucasian. 
Stimuli 
The face stimuli were digital photographs taken of female students from the University of 
British Columbia. Two photographs were taken for each person; a front profile and side profile 
(see Figure 4.1 for an example). All images were of the head only and the background of 
each image was neutral. The stimulus set comprised of sixty-four images, 32 3/4 profile 
photographs used at the encoding stage and 32 front profile photographs used at the test 
stage. The face stimuli at both encoding and test were presented in a surface area of 5cm 
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wide by 7cm high. The Navon stimuli were the same standard Navon letters used in previous 
chapters. 
Figure 4.1 An example of the stimuli used in Experiment 4.1 
Design 
The experimental design used a2 (encoding; global / local) x2 (race; own race / other 
race) x4 (interval task; control / global / local / verbal) mixed subjects design with two within 
subjects factors; encoding strategy and race and one between subjects factor; interval task. 
Performance on this task was examined using a multiple trial design across a series of 
four blocks. Each block contained an encoding manipulation (global or local), the presentation 
of eight 3/4 profile photographs (own race / other race), an interval task and four two- 
alternative forced choice test trials. The 3/4 profile photographs were used at the encoding 
stage and the front profile photographs were used at the test stage. Different images of the 
same person were used at encoding and test to ensure that accuracy on the task was due to 
face recognition accuracy and not recognition of a specific photograph. The encoding 
manipulation, face presentation, interval task and test stages were repeated four times to 
create four blocks. 
Four blocks were used to ensure a counterbalanced design of the within subjects 
factors encoding manipulation and race of face. Therefore each block consisted of one of the 
following procedures- global encoding with own race faces, global encoding with other race 
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faces, local encoding with own race faces and local encoding with other race faces. The order 
of presentation was colunterbalainced across participants. 
The experiment was programmed in E-prime and run on a PC and took 45 minutes to 
complete. 
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually in a small room consisting of one computer and 
one desk. Participants were briefed as to the nature of the experiment and asked to provide 
their informed consent. After agreeing to participate they were provided with full instructions 
about the task. All instructions were presented on the computer screen. All participants 
completed four blocks which each contained four stages (encoding manipulation, face 
presentation, interval task and test stage). Four blocks were used so that each participant 
completed each level and combination of the within subjects factor encoding manipulation 
(global / local) and race (same / different). Therefore each participant engaged in global 
encoding with own race faces, local encoding with own race faces, global encoding with other 
race faces and local encoding with other race faces. The between subjects factor, interval 
task, was always consistent across blocks for each participant. The order of block 
presentation was counterbalanced across participants. 
Each block contained four stages which were as follows. During stage one, the 
encoding manipulation, all participants were asked to complete either the global or local 
version of the Navon letter task, for three minutes. The letters were standard Navon letters 
with the global letter presented in a surface area of 9.4cm high by 7.5 cm wide. Each local 
letter was in 32 point and each letter was positioned directly next to the preceding one in 
order to create the global array (see Chapter 1 for a discussion on the effects of different 
Navon stimuli). For both the global and local encoding manipulation, participants were 
presented with ninety Navon letters on the screen, each for two seconds. During this time 
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participants were asked to say aloud either the large letter (global processing) or the small 
letter (local processing). 
After completing the encoding task, participants were presented with eight faces; the 
face presentation stage, Here participants were shown eight 3/4 profile faces presented 
simultaneously on the screen for twelve seconds and asked to remember these faces. These 
faces were either eight Caucasian or eight Asian faces. 
Before the experiment began participants were randomly assigned to one of the four 
interval task conditions; control, global processing, local processing or verbal description. 
Therefore in stage three they engaged in one of these four tasks depending on the condition 
to which they had been assigned. Participants in the global processing condition engaged in 
the global version of the Navon letter task. Participants in the local condition engaged in the 
local version of the Navon letter task. Participants in the verbal description condition were 
presented with another face which matched the race of the faces presented at encoding, but 
was not one of the eight presented at encoding, and asked to provide a verbal description of 
this face. Another face was presented for description to ensure that the verbalisation 
condition did not have an advantage or disadvantage from describing or rehearsing one of 
the faces subsequently tested. To help them with their description and to encourage a more 
featural analysis of the face, participants were asked to write down everything they could 
about the shape, size and the appearance of different features such as the eyes, nose, mouth 
etc. Participants in the control condition were asked to read aloud from a book. All 
participants engaged on one of these tasks for 3 minutes. Given the multiple trial design, and 
the repetitive nature of the interval tasks, an interval task of 3 minutes was thought to be 
appropriate. 
In stage four, the test stage, participants were presented with four two-alternative 
forced choice test trials where on each trial two faces were presented simultaneously on the 
screen. Both were front profile images where one face had been presented at encoding and 
the other face was a new face. Participants' task was to indicate using the keys V and 'm' on 
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the keyboard which face they had seen before. They pressed V if the recognised the face on 
the left and W if they recognised the face on the right. On two trials the old face appeared on 
the left and on two trials the old face appeared on the right where this order was randomized. 
4.1.3 Results 
4.1.3.1 Block Effects 
This experimental design tested recognition performance across four blocks, where 
each block presented one combination of the race and encoding factors such that the four 
blocks consisted of; global encoding with own race faces, local encoding with own race faces, 
global encoding with other race faces and local encoding with other race faces. Due to 
counterbalancing for order effects, analysis was carried out to determine whether the order of 
presentation of each block influenced the performance data. 
A series of one way ANOVAs carried out on the accuracy data found no differences 
between block orders for any of the factor combinations; global encoding same race; F<1, 
local encoding same race; F<1, global encoding different race; F<1 and local encoding 
different race; F<1. 
A series of one way ANOVAs carried out on the latency data found no differences 
between block orders for any of the factor combinations; global encoding same race; F(3,76) 
= 1.77, p >. 10, local encoding same race; F(3,76) = 2.29, p> . 05, global encoding different 
race; F<1 and local encoding different race; F(3,76) = 1.53, p>. 10. A table of means for this 
analysis can be found in Appendix 4A. Consequently, block order was not entered into any 
subsequent analysis. 
4.1.3.2 All Trials Analysis 
The Cross Race Effect 
The presence of a cross race effect was analysed using data from the control 
condition. Only the control condition was used in this analysis because it was predicted, 
based on the holistic and featural nature of the interval tasks, that the interval task 
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manipulations might confound any effects of race. This analysis was carried out to test the 
encoding manipulation and to investigate the effect of the encoding manipulation on own and 
other race faces. A table of means for the following analysis can be found in Appendix 4B. 
A two factor ANOVA, 2 (encoding) x2 (race), carried out on the accuracy scores in 
the controi condition did not find any significant main effects of race; F<1, or encoding; F<1 
or any significant interaction between race of stimuli and encoding, F<1. 
A two factor ANOVA, 2 (encoding) x2 (race), carried out on the latency scores in the 
control condition did not find a significant main effect of race; F<1. There was a significant 
main effect of encoding; F(1,19) = 5.77, p< . 
05 (global encoding, M= 2728; local encoding, 
M= 2375) but no significant interaction between race of face and encoding, F<1. 
These results of both the accuracy and latency scores indicate that the expected 
cross race effect was not observed in the control group. 
Interval Task Effects 
In order to investigate performance across trials for both accuracy and latency data, 
four way, 2 (encoding) x2 (race) x4 (trial) x4 (interval task), repeated measures ANOVAs 
were carried out. 
Analysis of the mean accuracy scores did not find any significant main effects of trial; 
F<1, race; IF < 1, encoding; F<1 or interval task; IF <1. The two way interactions between 
trial and interval task; F(9,228) = 1.62, p> . 10, interval task and encoding; F<1, race and 
interval task; F(3,76) = 1.62, p>. 10, trial and race; F<1, trial and encoding; F(3,228) = 1.16, 
P>- 10 and race and encoding; F(1,76) = 1.20, p>. 10 were not significant. The only 
significant interaction was found between trial, encoding and interval task, F(9,228) = 2.05, p 
. 05. This interaction, displayed in Figures 4.2a and 4.2b below, shows the differences in 
performance for each interval task condition across trials. However, these differences did not 
show any systematic pattern of responses. 
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Figure 4.2a Mean accuracy scores following global encoding for all interval task conditions, across 
trials 
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Figure 4.2b Mean accuracy scores following local encoding for all interval task conditions, across trials. 
All other interactions did not reach significance; trial by race by interval task; F<1, 
race by encoding by interval task; F(3,76) = 1.75, p> . 10, trial by race by encoding; F<1 and 
trial by race by encoding by interval task; F<1. Based on previous research it was predicted 
an interaction between race, encoding and interval task condition would be evident. Figures 
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4.3a and 4.3b below show the mean percentage correct for own race (Figure 4.3a) and other 
race (Figure 4.3b) faces, across global and local encoding for all conditions. Although the 
percentage of correct responses was in the direction predicted, the mean differences did not 
reach significance. A table of mean accuracy scores across all factors can be found in 
Appendix 4C. 
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Figure 4.3a Mean accuracy scores for own race faces across all interval task conditions 
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Figure 4.3b Mean accuracy scores for other race faces across all interval task conditions 
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Analysis of the mean latency scores revealed a significant main effect of trial, F(3,228) 
= 5.32, p< . 001 (trial 1, M= 3599; trial 2, M= 3186; trial 3, M= 3038; trial 4, M= 3251). 
Pairwise comparisons revealed that reaction times for trial 1 were significantly slower when 
compared with trial 2 (p = . 010), trial 3 (p = . 001) and trial 4 (p = . 
017). Analysis also showed 
significant main effects of race, F(1,76) = 10.17, p< . 01 (own race, 
M= 3113; other race, M= 
3424) and interval task, F(3,76) = . 10.69, p< . 001 (control, M= 2551; global processing, M= 
2770; local processing, M= 3547; verbalisation, M= 4205). The mean differences between 
interval tasks are illustrated in Figures 4.4a ad 4.4b below. Pairwise comparisons revealed 
that reaction times following local processing (p = . 003) and verbalisation (p < . 001) were 
significantly slower than reaction times following the control task. Also reaction times 
following local processing (p = . 020) and verbalisation (p < . 001) were significantly slower 
than reaction times following global processing. Furthermore, there was a significant 
difference between reaction times following local processing and verbalisation (p = . 048) with 
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Figure 4.4a Mean latency scores for own race faces across all interval task conditions 
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Figure 4.4b Mean latency scores for own race faces across all interval task conditions 
The main effect of encoding was approaching significance, F(1,76) = 3,49, p= . 06 
(global encoding, M= 3393; local encoding, M= 3144). None of the two way, three way or 
four way interactions were significant; trial by interval task, IF < 1; interval task by encoding, IF 
1; race by interval task, F(3,76) = 2.05, p>. 10; trial by race, F<1; trial by encoding, F<1 -) 
race by encoding, F(1,76) =1 . 98, p>. 10; trial by race by interval task, IF < 1; trial by 
encoding by interval task, F<1; race by encoding by interval task, F<1; trial by race by 
encoding, IF < 1; trial by race by encoding by interval task, IF < 1. A table of mean latencies, 
used in this analysis, can be found in Appendix 4D. 
Based on the significant interaction between trial, encoding and interval task observed 
with the accuracy data, and findings in the literature which report stronger effects of 
verbalisation (Fallshore & Schooler, 1995) and Navon processing (Weston & Perfect, 2005) 
for the immediate trials following the manipulation, subsequent analysis concentrated on the 
first trial only. 
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4.1.3.3 First Trial Analysis 
The Cross Race Effect 
A two factor ANOVA, 2 (encoding) x2 (race), carried out on the accuracy scores in 
the control condition did not find any significant main effects of race; F<1, or encoding; F<1 
or any significant interaction between race of face and encoding, F<1. 
A two factor ANOVA, 2 (encoding) x2 (race), carried out on the latency scores in the 
control condition did not find any significant main effects of race; F<1, or encoding; F(1,19) = 
2.17, p>. 10 nor a significant interaction between race of face and encoding, F<1. 
A table of means for both accuracy and latency scores can be found in Appendix 4E. 
These results, the same as the overall results, do not provide evidence for an own race bias 
in the control condition. 
Interval Task Effects 
The three factor repeated measures ANOVA 2 (encoding) x2 (race) x4 (interval task) 
carried out on the accuracy scores found a significant main effect of interval task, F(3,76) = 
3.53, p< . 05 (control, M= . 73; global processing, M= . 80; local processing, M= . 601 
verbalisation, M= . 
61). Pairwise comparisons revealed that accuracy scores following local 
processing (p = . 007) and verbalisation (p = . 011) were significantly lower than accuracy 
scores following global processing. The main effects of race, F<1, and encoding, F<1, did 
not reach significance. The interactions between interval task and encoding, F(3,76) = 1.02, p 
>. 10, race and interval task, F(3,76) = 1.57, p> . 10, race and encoding, 
F(1,76) = 1.24, p 
10, and race, encoding and interval task, F<1, did not reach significance. A table of means 
used in this analysis is displayed in Appendix 4F. 
Although the interaction between race, encoding and interval task did not reach 
significance, there were trends in the data in the order predicted. Figures 4-5a and 4.5b below 
show the mean accuracy scores for each condition across both global and local encoding for 
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Figure 4.5a Mean accuracy scores for own race faces across all interval task conditions following 
global and local encoding 
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Figure 4.5b Mean accuracy scores for other race faces across all interval task conditions following 
global and local encoding 
Figure 4.5a shows an advantage of global processing across both encoding 
manipulations for own race faces. Moreover, interestingly the graph shows a differential effect 
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of the verbalisation task and local Navon processing following global and local encoding. For 
globally encoded faces both verbalisation and local processing reduced accuracy, however 
for locally encoded faces accuracy was reduced more following local Navon processing 
compared with verbalisation. Although this interaction did not reach significance the means 
show an interesting pattern. Furthermore, as shown by Figure 4.5b, there was no advantage 
of global processing for other race faces. Interestingly, there appears to be some effect of 
verbalisation for other race faces following global encoding, but not following local encoding. 
Analysis of the mean latency scores revealed a significant main effect of race, F(1,76) 
= 4.61, p< . 05 (own race, M= 3407, other race, M= 3791) and a significant main effect of 
interval task, F(3,76) = 6.50, p< . 001 (control, M= 2745; global processing, M= 3096; local 
processing, M= 3961; verbalisation, M= 4595). This main effect is displayed in Figures 4.6a 
and 4.6b below. Pairwise comparisons showed that reaction times following local processing 
(p =. 01 1) and verbalisation (p < . 001) were significantly slower compared with control. Also 
reaction times following verbalisation (p = . 002) were significantly slower than those following 
global processing. The main effect of encoding did not reach significance, F<1. The 
interactions between interval task and encoding, F<1, race and interval task, F(3,76) = 1.19, 
p>. 10, race and encoding, F<1 and race, encoding and interval task, F(3,76) = 1.40, p 
10, did not reach significance. A table of mean latency scores, used in this analysis, can be 
found in Appendix 4G. 
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Figure 4.6a Mean latency scores for own race faces across all interval task conditions following global 
and local encoding 
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Figure 4.6b Mean latency scores for other race faces across all interval task conditions following global 
and local encoding 
4.1.4 Discussion 
The aim of this experiment was to compare the effects of verbalisation and Navon 
processing, for own race and other race faces, following tasks that encourage both holistic 
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and featural encoding processes. Results found by Macrae and Lewis (2002) suggested that 
the impact of global and local versions of the Navon processing task were the result of 
encouraging holistic and featural processing styles. Based on this the Navon letter task was 
used to encourage the use of holistic and featural processing at the encoding stage. 
4.1.4.1 Interval Task Effects: All Trials 
Analysis across trials was carried out on both the accuracy and latency data. Results 
from the accuracy data showed a significant interaction between trial, encoding and interval 
task. However, closer inspection of the means did not reveal any systematic pattern across 
trials. Results from the latency data showed a significant main effect of trial whereby reaction 
times were significantly slower on trial one following the interval task manipulation compared 
with trials 2,3 and 4, indicating that performance on the first trial differed to performance on 
the following trials. The trial differences found here and the results of previous research which 
have reported trial effects for both Navon processing and verbalisation prompted the first trial 
only analysis. Overall analysis also revealed a main effect of race, whereby own race faces 
were recognised faster than other race faces. This result was consistent with predictions 
regarding the cross race effect found in the literature. Furthermore, there was a main effect of 
interval task. Post hoc comparisons revealed that both local processing and verbalisation 
slowed down reaction times compared with control. Moreover, reaction times following 
verbalisation were significantly slower than reaction times following local processing. 
4.1.4.2 Interval Task Effects: First Trial Only 
Analysis of the first trial data were carried out on both accuracy and latency data. 
Results from the accuracy data showed a significant main effect of interval task. In line with 
the overall analysis, post hoc comparisons showed that accuracy scores following local 
Navon processing and verbalisation were significantly lower than control. Results from the 
latency data support these findings; individuals were significantly slower to respond at test 
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following local processing and verbalisation compared with global processing. The 
differences between local processing and verbalisation with control did not reach significance 
4.1.4.3 Navon Processing and Verbalisation 
The results presented here provide some support for the claim that global Navon 
processing improves accuracy and local processing impairs accuracy on a face recognition 
task (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003). Furthermore, the results also provide support for 
the verbal overshadowing effect; the finding that providing a verbal description of a face 
impairs subsequent recognition accuracy (Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). In line with 
previous research, trial effects were observed in data whereby the effects of Navon 
processing and verbalisation were strongest on the first trial following the manipulation. 
Links between Navon processing and verbalisation have been alluded to in the 
literature. For example, consistencies have been found regarding the longevity of both 
effects. Fallshore and Schooler (1995), in a multiple trial paradigm, found that the effects of 
verbalisation were limited to one recognition judgement following the verbalisation task. 
Moreover, similar results have been identified using the Navon processing task. Weston and 
Perfect (2005) found that the effects of local Navon processing, on the recognition of 
composite face halves were also limited to a small number of judgements following the Navon 
task. The results of this experiment are consistent with these findings. The verbal 
overshadowing effect is generally observed with reduction in accuracy scores (e. g. Brown & 
Lloyd-Jones, 2002; Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). Moreover, the effects of Navon 
processing have been observed with accuracy (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) and 
latency measures (Weston & Perfect, 2005). This experiment used both accuracy and latency 
measures and found that verbalisation not only reduced accuracy scores but also increased 
the time taken to make a response. Moreover, local Navon processing, when presented prior 
to retrieval, also reduced accuracy scores and increased latency scores on this task. 
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4.1.4.4 A Processing Style Account 
The effects of global and local Navon processing have been interpreted in terms of 
the holistic / featural framework within the face recognition domain (Macrae & Lewis, 2002). 
This interpretation makes the claim that the positive effects caused by global Navon 
processing are the ýresult of a processing shift to a holistic style, whereas the negative effects 
of local Navon processing are the result of a shift towards a more featural style of processing. 
This conclusion has been reached due to the assiumption in the literature that holistic 
processing leads to good performance and featural processing leads to poor performance. 
However, the holistic and featural nature of the Navon letter task and the ability to map onto 
holistic and featural facial properties has not been tested. 
In contrast to the limited research carried out on the effects of Navon processing, the 
effects of verbal description have been extensively tested in the literature. Research has 
found consistency amongst findings and support for the claim that verbal description impairs 
face recognition accuracy (e. g. Brown & Lloyd-Jones, 2002; Dodson et al, 1997; Fallshore & 
Schooler, 1995; Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). Therefore, the effects of verbal 
overshadowing, unlike Navon processing, have been explored in terms of holistic / featural 
framework. The link between verbalisation and race has explored this link. Fallshore and 
Schooler (1995) found that the recognition of other race faces reduced the negative impact of 
verbalisation due to the featural processing style used in other race face recognition. 
The holistic and featural nature of the Navon processing task and the verbalisation 
task were investigated in this experiment by testing recognition performance following a 
holistic and featural processing manipulation at encoding and investigating the effects of both 
tasks on participants' ability to recognise own and other race faces. The implications of these 
results in terms of a processing style explanation are discussed below. 
4.1.4.5 Encoding Processes and Interval Tasks 
In addition to the effects of the interval task on face recognition performance, 
predictions were made about the effect of different encoding strategies and the potential 
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interaction with Navon processing. Based on the TAP account optimal performance is 
achieved when encoding strategies match retrieval strategies. From this it was predicted that 
engaging in global processing at encoding would increase the positive effect of global Navon 
processing at test and engaging in local Navon processing at encoding would reduce or have 
no influence on the effect of global Navon processing at test. However, this prediction was 
not supported. There were no significant differences in accuracy or latencies between global 
and local encoding strategies. Moreover, the results did not reveal any significant interaction 
between the encoding strategy and the global and local interval task. 
In the same way that global and local Navon processing was not affected by different 
encoding strategies nor was the effect of verbalisation. It was predicted, based on the TIP 
account of verbal overshadowing, that verbalisation would have a greater detrimental effect 
on performance following global encoding compared with local encoding. Although the 
difference in accuracy scores between control and verbalisation was larger following global 
encoding (20%) compared with local encoding (5%) the interaction did not reach significance. 
This result was surprising given that research has shown that reducing the amount or 
attention to holistic properties at encoding alleviates the effects of verbalisation (Fallshore & 
Schooler, 1995). 
There are a number of explanations as to why the interactions between the encoding 
task and interval tasks did not reach significance. For example, the 3 minutes provided for 
participants to complete the interval task was much shorter than that used in previous 
experiments, which tended to be around 5 to 10 minutes. It is possible that 3 minutes was not 
long enough for either the verbal description process or the Navon task to produce a reliable 
effect. Additionally, the stimuli used in this experiment differed to the stimuli used in previous 
experiments therefore it may be something particular about the stimuli used here that 
prevented an effect of Navon processing. An alternative explanation, and one which requires 
further investigation, relates to the global and local Navon tasks at encoding. Given that the 
effects of Navon processing have not yet been established, it is possible that the original 
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explanation for the effect; linking global Navon with holistic face processing and local Navon 
with featural face processing, does not convey an accurate account of the findings. Analysis 
of the cross race data presented next provides further support for this explanation. 
4.1.4.6 Encoding Processes and the Cross Race Effect 
Research has shown that own race faces are recognised using more holistic 
information whereas the recognition of other race faces rely on more featural properties 
(Rhodes et ai, 1989). The global and local processing tasks were used at encoding to elicit 
holistic and featural strategies. Thus it was predicted that if own race faces are recognised 
using a holistic processing, engaging in a holistic processing task at encoding would aid own 
race recognition. Furthermore, if other race faces are recognised using more featural based 
processing then a featural processing task at encoding would aid recognition of other race 
faces. However, neither prediction was supported by the results. Analysis of accuracy and 
latency scores from the control condition did not reveal any significant main effects of 
encoding or race, or any interaction between the two. 
Given the lack of an interaction between the Navon encoding task and race of 
stimulus, these results are not consistent with the view that both the cross race effect and 
Navon processing at encoding induce holistic and featural processing styles. Given the 
reliability of the cross race effect in the literature, the possibility that the Navon task did not 
elicit the necessary holistic and featural processing style used in face recognition must be 
explored. Results from the Navon interval task analysis showed that global processing 
successfully increased performance and local processing successfully reduced performance 
however it appears that the task does not have the same influence when presented prior to 
encoding. If holistic and featural processing is not influenced by the Navon letter task, then 
the question remains as to what causes the Navon processing effects at retrieval. There are 
two explanations for the effects observed at retrieval. The first is that Navon processing does 
induce holistic and featural processing styles however the effects of this only influence 
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rýetrieval processes. Second, the increased performance due to global processing and 
reduction in performance due to local processing are not the result of some process other 
than a holistic and featural processing shift such as a change in spatial frequency information 
or focus of attention. It is clear that the results of this experiment have led to questions 
concerning the holistic and featural explanation for the effects of Navon processing and 
verbalisation, this relationship is explored in more detail in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 
The effect of holistic and featural 
encoding processes on the 
magnitude of the Navon and verbal 
overshadowing effects: a cross race 
comparison. 
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5.1 General Introduction 
The theoretical underpinnings of the Navon effect have been based on work carried 
out with line-ups (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) and the composite face task (Weston 
& Perfect, 2005). This thesis has so far extended this work using the composite face task 
(Chapter 2) and further explored the effects across other tasks such as change detection 
(Chapter 3). Given the results presented in the literature researchers have so far adopted the 
holistic / featural framework currently used in the face recognition literature to explain the 
Navon effect. However, the results found in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, cast doubt on this 
explanation. For example, Chapter 3 failed to find any significant effects of the Navon letter 
task on detecting featural and configural changes. Furthermore, the results found in 
Experiment 4.1 in which global and local processing failed to influence encoding processes 
were inconsistent with the holistic / featural explanation. Therefore, this chapter further 
explores the relationship between Navon processing and the processing styles used in face 
recognition using a different encoding manipulation. 
TAP theory has been used as a framework for the holistic / featural explanation for the 
Navon effect. TAP claims that optimal memory performance is achieved when encoding 
processes match retrieval processes (Roediger, 1990). Therefore, given that face recognition 
performance has been shown to benefit from holistic processing this theory suggests that 
performance would be optimal when holistic information is used at both encoding and 
retrieval. 
6.1.1 Evidence for a Processing Bias 
As described in Chapter 4, the processing bias account has been used to explain both 
the effects of verbal description and the effects of the Navon task. Thus, within the verbal 
overshadowing literature the finding that providing a verbal description of a face impairs face 
recognition performance has been argued to be the result of a shift in processing style from a 
holistic style used at encoding to a more featural based style used at test (Brown & Lloyd- 
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Jones, 2002; Dodson et al, 1997; Schooler, 2002). This processing style account of the 
verbal overshadowing effect motivated Macrae and Lewis (2002) to introduce the Navon task 
as a processing manipulation in order to examine this explanation for the effect. They 
predicted that if the effects caused by verbalisation were the result of a shift in processing 
style to something more feature based then any task which produced the same featural 
based processing would produce the same effect. They found that engaging in global 
processing significantly improved recognition accuracy (83%) compared with control (60%) 
and local processing significantly decreased performance (30%). From this, they concluded 
that the impairment caused by local processing, like the effects of verbalisation, were the 
result of a processing shift to a more featural based strategy. Furthermore, based on the TAP 
account, global processing improved accuracy because this task encouraged the use of 
holistic processing beneficial to face recognition performance. Subsequently a number of 
studies have found further evidence for similar effects of Navon processing on face 
recognition performance (e. g. Perfect, 2003; Weston & Perfect, 2005); see Chapter 1 for a full 
review of this literature. 
Whilst questions remain regarding the processing style explanation for the Navon 
effect, Experiment 4.1 of this report, provided support for the similarities between the effects 
of verbalisation and local Navon processing. Experiment 4.1 investigated the effects of both 
Navon processing and verbalisation in a multiple trial design. Results showed that both local 
processing and verbalisation reduced accuracy on a forced choice recognition task, and 
increased the time taken to make a response. However, these significant results were only 
observed on the first trial following the processing manipulation. These trial effects were 
consistent with similar effects founding both the verbal overshadowing (Fallshore & Schooler, 
1995) and Navon literature (Weston & Perfect, 2005). Experiment 4.1, based on the TAP 
framework, was designed to explore the holistic and featural nature of both Navon processing 
and verbalisation, by manipulating encoding processes. However, results showed that the 
global and local Navon task used at encoding might not have induced the holistic and featural 
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face processing styles as predicted. These results have highlighted the need for further 
research into the nature of the Navon effect and its relation to verbal overshadowing. 
Therefore, the aim of this final experimental chapter was to further investigate the holistic and 
featural nature of Navon processing and highlight any similarities or differences between the 
Navon processing task and verbalisation. In line with Experiment 4.1, the experiments in this 
chapter also use cross race identifications and encoding manipulations to investigate the 
holistic and featural nature of the two tasks. 
5.1.2 Race of Stimuli 
The cross race effect has received a vast amount of support in the face recognition 
literature (e. g. Brigham & Malpass, 1985; Ellis & Deregowski, 1981; Rhodes et al, 1989). 
These studies have shown that individuals are better at recognising faces of their own race 
than faces of another race (see Chapter 1 for a full review of the literature). As mentioned in 
Chapter 4 the cross race effect has previously been used to demonstrate support for the use 
of holistic and featural processing styles in the verbal overshadowing effect. However, the 
only experiment to date which has explored the influence of Navon processing on own and 
other race faces is Experiment 4.1 of this report. Unlike the verbal overshadowing literature, 
results did not find any significant interactions with the race of the stimuli and the Navon 
processing task. One explanation for this lack of effect relates to the nature of the Navon 
task. It is possible that the lack of interaction between race and Navon processing was due to 
the lack of holistic and featural processes induced by the Navon task. This chapter 
investigates the relationship between holistic and featural processing and the Navon letter 
task by employing different encoding processes. 
5.1.3 Encoding Processes 
The way faces are encoded has consequences for the accuracy with which they are 
retrieved (Coin & Tiberghien, 1997; Hanley et al, 1990; Wells & Hryciw, 1984). This 
relationship between encoding and retrieval processes was adopted form the TAP theory 
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highlighted previously; the claim that optimal performance is achieved when encoding 
processes match test processes. However, a number of factors can influence the processes 
used at encoding. This section explores these factors and the influence of these on 
subsequent retrieval. 
Faces can be encoded using a variety of techniques which can vary between 
individuals. Studies have manipulated encoding instructions in order to explore the influence 
of different processes used at this stage. One of the most common manipulations used at 
encoding relates to judgements regarding personality characteristics versus featural 
judgements. For example, a number of studies have shown that recognition was more 
accurate if judgements about personality were made at encoding compared with judgements 
about facial features (e. g. Bower & Karlin, 1974; Clifford & Prior, 1980; Coin & Tiberghien, 
1997; McKelvie, 1991; Patterson & Baddeley, 1977; Sporer, 1991). However, in their review 
paper Coin and Tiberghien (1997) noted that these studies were confounded by a number of 
factors such as the encoding time provided, the instructions used at encoding, and the 
recognition test used. For example, in some studies participants were told that a test would 
follow the study phase (Sporer, 1991; Wells & Turtle, 1988) and in others participants were 
not informed of the subsequent face recognition test (Patterson & Baddley, 1977; Terry, 
1993). Whether participants have been asked to focus on specific facial information or 
whether they have been given no instructions has important consequences for encoding. For 
example, if provided with no specific instructions at encoding participants may alter their 
encoding strategy depending on whether there is a test or not. Additionally, if provided with 
specific instructions to focus on either personality or features for example, participants might 
alter their strategy to one they find more beneficial. Other studies which have compared both 
the effects of informing participants about the test phase or not, within the same experiment 
found no differences between the learning instructions (e. g. Bower & Karlin, 1974). 
As highlighted above, when encouraging the use of different strategies at encoding it 
is difficult to ascertain whether participants actually adopt that strategy. In the experiments 
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detailed above, all participants were provided with detailed instructions which asked them to 
focus on one particular type of information when presented with facial stimuli. Although 
instructions were simple and clear to participants, researchers have found difficulty in 
ensuring that the processing strategy enforced on the participant was the actual strategy 
adopted. Particularly given multiple trials participants could revert or change the information 
they attend to, to one they thought more beneficial. However, attempts have been made to 
limit or reduce the use of different or multiple strategies used at encoding. For example, Wells 
and Hryciw (1984) asked participants to rate personality and featural facial characteristics on 
a7 point scale. They predicted that this type of response would take more time than a binary 
response in which participants were required to judge whether a nose was long or short, for 
example. Thus, the longer length of time spent on one response limits the ability to encode 
different facial characteristics. Despite problems with enforcing encoding processes, the 
reliability of the findings across several studies leads to the conclusion that holistic 
judgements, when enforced using judgements such as personality, lead to better face 
recognition accuracy than judgements made about specific facial features. 
A further factor that needs consideration when encouraging the use of different 
strategies at encoding is the time it takes to make a judgement based on the information 
provided. Daw and Parkin (198 1) recorded the time it took to make various decisions about 
faces. Interestingly, they found that decisions made about personality traits were made more 
quickly (2255ms) than judgements about facial features (3280ms). In line with the results 
presented in the previous paragraph it is important to provide enough time at encoding to 
process the information required, however, too much time may allow additional information to 
be processed as well. 
The finding that personality judgements lead to better face recognition accuracy than 
featural judgements has been interpreted using a number of different frameworks such as 
levels of processing and the holistic / featural distinction. Both of these accounts are 
considered in turn. 
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Levels of Processing Framework 
The level of processing framework was originally developed by Craik and Lockhart 
(1972) using words as stimuli. This framework proposed that items were remembered more 
accurately following deep encoding compared with superficial or intermediate encoding. They 
showed that words processed semantically were remembered more accurately than words 
processed by their physical characteristics alone, This framework has subsequently been 
applied to face recognition. For example, Bower and Karlin (1974) found that memory for 
faces was improved considerably following judgements about the likeability of the face (deep 
encoding) compared with judgements about gender (superficial encoding). They concluded 
that as the level of processing increases a larger number of associations to the target are 
formed, which subsequently enhances memory performance. However, the level of 
processing explanation has been challenged by a number of studies which has compared 
recognition following personality judgements and distinctive facial features. A number of 
studies have found that recognition following an encoding judgment based on personality 
traits was not superior to an encoding judgement based on choosing a distinctive feature 
(Daw & Parkin, 1981; Valentine & Bruce, 1986; Winograd, 1981). Winograd (1981) argues 
that it is the amount rather than the level of information encoded that improves recognition. 
However, it is difficult to conclude that a large amount of information is encoded when 
processing information about personality and distinctive features. Moreover, the research 
described above which showed that personality traits were encoded faster than the encoding 
of one facial feature suggests that less information is observed. 
The Holistic / Featural Distinction 
A number of studies have interpreted the differences observed between encoding 
judgements made about personality and facial features as a distinction between holistic and 
featural processing. Wells and Hryciw (1984) explored this link. They used two encoding 
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tasks; one based on personality judgements, such as honesty and the other based on 
physical features such as the eyes. Following one of these encoding tasks performance was 
tested with one of two retrieval tasks, which were i) to identify someone from a line-up or ii) to 
make an identi-kit reconstruction. Based on the claim that face recognition requires holistic 
processing and identi-kit reconstructions encourage a more feature based processing 
strategy, they predicted that the different encoding tasks would benefit different retrieval 
tasks. This is what they found; line-up identification was more accurate following personality 
judgements whereas identi-kit reconstructions were more accurate following judgements 
about physical features. They concluded that the enhanced recognition in the line-up task 
following personality judgements was based on the encouragement of holistic processing at 
encoding. Furthermore, the improved identi-kit reconstructions following encoding of specific 
features was the result of feature based processes used at encoding. However, the holistic / 
featural distinction can so far only be used to try and explain the results as no study has 
directly looked at the influence of holistic judgements versus featural judgements on face 
recognition performance. Although a possible explanation for the effect, the link between 
personality and holistic processing and specific features and featural processing has not been 
directly tested. 
The only study in this thesis which manipulated encoding was Experiment 4.1. This 
experiment used the Navon letter task at encoding to induce holistic and featural processing 
styles. The results did not find any significant effects of the encoding manipulation or any 
interactions with other factors such as race of the stimuli. However, given that the holistic and 
featural properties of this task have not been defined it is possible that the Navon letter task 
did not induce the relevant processing styles used in face recognition. In light of these results 
this chapter presents two experiments which aimed to explore the holistic and featural nature 
of both the Navon letter task and verbalisation task, following more face related holistic and 
featural encoding tasks. Furthermore, in order to investigate the reliability of the encoding 
manipulation both own and other race faces were used. 
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5.2 Experiment 5.1 
5.2.1 Introduction 
The distinction between personality judgements and featural judgements at encoding 
has been interpreted using the holistic / featural framework in face recognition research 
suggesting that judgements about personality rely on a holistic strategy and judgements 
about features rely on a more feature based strategy (Wells & Hryciw, 1984). Based on these 
findings, Experiment 5.1 used personality traits and physical features to induce holistic and 
featural encoding processes. It was predicted that this task, instead of the global and local 
Navon task, would be more likely to induce the holistic and featural encoding processes and 
thus, more likely to map on to the holistic and featural aspects of faces. 
Pro , edictions: Encoding Effects 
The encoding task used in Experiment 5.1 was similar to the task used by Wells and 
Hryciw (1984). In Experiment 5.1 participants were asked to either focus on the honesty of 
faces presented at encoding or to focus on the eyes of each face. Given that the only 
difference between Experiment 5.1 and Experiment 4.1 was the encoding task used, the 
predictions for Experiment 5.1 regarding the encoding manipulations were the same as in 
Experiment 4.1. 
Dr, n , redictions: Cross Race Effects 
In line with the design of Experiment 4.1, to further investigate the claim that global 
and local Navon processing tasks elicit holistic and featural processing styles, both own and 
other race faces were used as stimuli. Therefore, given the similar design between 





Eighty participants from the University of Plymouth took part in this experiment for 
course credit. Twenty-three were male and fifty-seven were female (age range 18 to 38). 
Forty participants were Asian and forty were Caucasian. 
Stimuli 
The face stimuli were the same as that used in Experiment 4.1. The Navon stimuli 
were the standard Navon letters used in previous chapters. 
Design 
The experimental design used a2 (encoding; holistic / featural) x2 (race; own race / 
other race) x4 (interval task; control / global / local / verbal) mixed subjects design with two 
within subjects factors; encoding strategy and race and one between subjects factor; interval 
task. 
The same as in Experiment 4.1, this experiment tested recognition performance using 
a multiple trial design across a series of four blocks. Each block contained the encoding 
manipulation (holistic or featural), the presentation of eight faces (own race / other race), the 
interval task and four two-alternative forced choice test trials. The % photos used at encoding 
and the front profile photos used at tests were the same as those used in Experiment 4.1. 
The experiment was programmed in e-prime, run on a PC, and took 45 minutes to complete. 
Procedure 
The procedure used for Experiment 5.1 was the same as that used in Experiment 4.1 
with only one change to the encoding task. During stage 1, the encoding manipulation, all 
participants were asked to focus on either a holistic characteristic or a featural characteristic 
during the face presentation stage. For the holistic encoding manipulation participants were 
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told that "Past research has shown that focusing on personality traits of faces can help you 
remember them, therefore, whilst the eight faces are on the screen I would like you to think 
about which face you think is the most honest". For the featural encoding manipulation 
participants were told that "Past research has shown that focusing on persons eyes can help 
you remember them, therefore, whilst the eight faces are on the screen I would like you to 
focus your attention on the eyes of each face". 
Following the encoding task participants completed stages 2,3 and 4; the face 
encoding, interval task and test trials. The interval task condition and recognition test was the 
same as presented in Experiment 4.1. 
5.2.3 Results 
5.2.3.1 Block Effects 
The design of Experiment 5.2 tested recognition performance across four blocks each 
containing four test trials. Each block tested recognition performance for one combination of 
the race and encoding manipulation factors such that the four blocks were; holistic encoding 
with own race faces, featural encoding with own race faces, holistic encoding with other race 
faces and featural encoding with other race faces. The order of presentation for each 
participant was counterbalanced. Due to this counterbalancing order analysis was carried out 
to determine whether there were any significant differences between accuracy and latencies 
due to the order of presentation. 
A series of one way ANOVAs carried out on the accuracy data found no differences 
between block order for global encoding own race; F(3,76) = 1.93, p>. 10. For the local 
encoding own race trials a significant difference was found between block orders; F(3,76) = 
2.82, p< . 05. Pairwise comparisons revealed accuracy was significantly 
lower in block 1 (M = 
64) compared with blocks 2 (M = . 84), 
3 (M = . 79) and 4 
(M = . 79). Analysis of the global 
encoding other race block orders; F(3,76) = 1.87, p>. 10, and local encoding other race block 
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orders; IF < 1, did not reveal any significant differences in accuracy scores between block 
order presentation. 
A series of one way ANOVAs were conducted to compare the mean latency scores 
across block order presentation. The only significant difference was found for global encoding 
own race trials F(3,76) = 6.34, p< . 001, where reaction times were significantly slower 
in 
block 1 (M = 5127) compared with blocks 2 (M = 3046), 3 (M = 2662) and 4 (M = 3522). No 
other significant differences between block orders were found, local encoding own race-, 
F(3,76) = 1.69, p> . 10, global encoding other race; F(3,76) = 2.42, p> . 05 and local encoding 
other race; IF < 1. A table of means for both the accuracy and latencies used in this analysis 
can be found in Appendix 5A. 
Given that the differences between blocks were not consistent across stimuli and did 
not show any systematic pattern, the block factor was subsequently dropped from the overall 
analysis. 
5.2.3.2 Overall Analysis 
The Cross Race Effect 
The presence of the cross race effect was analysed using data from the control 
condition. This analysis was carried out to test the encoding manipulation and to investigate 
the effect of the encoding manipulation on own and other race faces. A table of means for the 
following analysis is displayed in Appendix 5B. 
A two factor ANOVA, 2 (encoding) x2 (race) carried out on the accuracy scores in the 
control condition found a significant main effect of race; F(1,19) = 10.04, p< . 01, where own 
race faces (M = . 71) were recognised more accurately 
than other race faces (M = . 57). The 
main effect of encoding was approaching significance; F(l, 19) = 3.09, p<. 10 with accuracy 
scores slightly lower following holistic encoding (M = . 59) compared with featural encoding (M 
= . 68). Interestingly, results showed a significant 
interaction between race of face and the 
encoding manipulation, F(1,19) = 10.49, p< . 01, 
displayed in Figure 5.1, which shows that 
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accuracy scores for own race faces were similar following both featural and holistic encoding 
however for other race faces the featural encoding task was more beneficial for recognition 
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Figure 5.1 Mean accuracy scores in the control condition for own and other race faces following both 
holistic and featural encoding tasks 
A two factor ANOVA 2 (encoding) x2 (race) carried out on the latency scores in the 
control condition found no significant main effects of race; F<1, or encoding; F(1,19) = 1.46, 
p>. 10 or any significant interaction between the two factors, F(l, 19) = 2.03, p>. 10 
Interval Task Effects 
To investigate the effects of performance across trials and any potential interactions 
with the encoding manipulation, race of stimuli and interval task, a four factor, 2 (encoding) x 
2 (race) x4 (trial) x4 (interval task), repeated measures ANOVA was carried out on both the 
accuracy and latency data. 
Analysis of the mean accuracy scores showed a significant main effect of race, 
F(1,76) = 22.77, p< . 001, with 
higher accuracy scores for own race (M = . 75) compared with 
other race faces (M = . 
63). There was also a significant main effect of interval task condition, 
F(3,76) = 3.08, P< . 05 
(control, M= . 64', global processing, M= . 75, local processing, M 
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71; verbalisation, M= . 66). Pairwise comparisons revealed that global processing 
significantly improved accuracy compared with control (p = . 007) and that accuracy 
in the 
global processing condition was significantly higher than accuracy following verbalisation (p = 
. 
037). There were no significant main effects of trial, F(3,228) = 1.44, p>. 10, or encoding, 
F(1,76) = 1.35, p>. 10. The two way interactions revealed a significant trial by interval task 
interaction F(9,228) = 2.76, p< . 01, a significant trial by race interaction, F(3,228) = 2.86, p 
. 05 and a significant trial 
by encoding interaction, F(3,228) = 2.90, p< . 05. No other two way 
interactions reached significance; race by interval task, F(3,76) = 2.20, p> . 05, encoding by 
interval task, F(3,76) = 1.17, p>. 10, race by encoding, F<1. The three way interactions 
revealed a significant trial by encoding by interval task interaction, F(9,228) = 4.16, p< . 001, 
displayed in Figure 5.2, and a significant race by encoding by interval task interaction, F(3,76) 
= 3.69, p< . 05, displayed in Figure 5.3. The interactions between trial, race and interval task, 
F<1 and trial, race and encoding, F<1, did not reach significance. The four way interaction 
between trial, encoding, race and interval task, F<1 was not significant. A table of means for 
this analysis can be found in Appendix 5C. 
Figures 5.2a and 5.2b below display the significant interaction between trial, encoding 
and interval task, which highlights clear differences in accuracy scores across trials. For 
holistic encoding trials (Figure 5.2a) the differences between conditions were strongest on the 
first trial following the interval task. For the featural encoding trials (Figure 5.2b) the means 
revealed a different pattern. On trial 1 global processing and control conditions showed the 
lowest accuracy, however on trial 2 global processing and control improved, whereas the 
accuracy following local processing and verbalisation worsened. The significant interactions 
with the trial factor in this experiment, although interesting, did not produce any systematic 
pattern of responses. Therefore due to the past research, and the findings of previous 
experiments in this report, the data were again analysed using the first trial only. 
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Figure 5.2b Mean accuracy scores following featural encoding for each interval task condition, across 
trials 
Figures 5.3a and 5.3b below, display the mean accuracy scores for the interaction 
between race, encoding and interval task. The graphs show clear effects of the encoding 
manipulation in the control condition. For own race faces, Figure 5.3a, following holistic 
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encoding there appears to be an advantage following the local Navon processing interval 
task. Following featural encoding, both global and local Navon tasks improve performance. 
Furthermore, verbalisation slightly reduced performance following holistic encoding and not 
featural encoding. For other race faces, Figure 5.3b, following holistic encoding all interval 
tasks improved performance compared with control. Following featural encoding, local Navon 
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Figure 5.3a Mean accuracy scores for own race faces across all interval task conditions for both 
holistic and featural encoding manipulations. 
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Figure 5.3b Mean accuracy scores for other race faces across all interval task conditions for both 
holistic and featural encoding manipulations 
Analysis of the mean latency scores revealed a significant main effect of trial, F(3,228) 
= 12.62, p< . 
001, whereby reaction times for trial one (M = 4055) were significantly slower 
than trials two (M = 3121), three (M = 3191) and four (M = 3190), a marginally significant 
main effect of encoding, F(1,76) = 3.60, p= . 06 (holistic encoding; M= 3510, featural 
encoding; M= 3268) and a significant main effect of interval task condition, F(3,76) = 3.60, p 
<. 05 (control; M --ý 3294, global processing; M= 3290, local processing; M= 2799, 
verbalisation; M= 4172). Pairwise comparisons of the means showed that reaction times 
following the verbalisation interval task were significantly slower than those following the 
control task (p = . 043), the global processing task (p = . 042) and the local processing task (p 
= . 002). The main effect of race failed to reach significance, IF < 1. The two way interactions 
revealed a significant trial by interval task interaction, F(9,228) = 1.98, p< . 05 and a 
significant trial by encoding interaction, F(3,228) = 3.23, p< . 05. No other two way 
interactions reached significance; race by interval task, F<1; encoding by interval task, 
F(3,76) = 1.63, p>. 10; trial by race, F(3,228) = 1.18, p>. 10; race by encoding, F(1,76) = 
1.46, p>. 10. The three way interactions revealed a significant trial by encoding by interval 
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task interaction, F(9,228) = 2.04, p< . 05, displayed in Figure 5.4 below. 
Figure 5.4a and 5.4b 
show a clear distinction in the pattern of means following holistic and featural encoding. 
Following holistic encoding, Figure 5.4a, there is a clear distinction between the verbal 
description condition and the other three conditions whereby verbalisation slows down 
response time. However, over trials 2,3 and 4 the difference between the verbalisation 
condition and the control, global and local processing conditions diminishes. Moreover, the 
slowing down of reaction times in the verbalisation condition following holistic encoding was 
not present following featural encoding. Furthermore, both graphs show that reaction times 
were slowest following in the verbalisation condition, however, the fastest reaction times were 
observed following local processing, which leads to a clear distinction between the two tasks. 
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Figure 5.4a Mean latency scores following holistic encoding for each interval task condition and across 
trials 
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Figure 5.4b Mean latency scores following featural encoding for each interval task condition and across 
trials. 
No other three way interactions reached significance; trial by race by interval task, F 
1; race by encoding by interval task, F(3,76) = 1.58, p> . 10; trial by race by encoding, F<1. 
The four way interaction between trial, race, encoding and interval task was significant, 
F(9,228) = 2.32, p <. 05. Based on the predictions between race, encoding and interval task 
further analysis was not carried out on this four way interaction as it was believed that this 
result does not add anything to the pattern of results above that of the three way interactions. 
A table of means for the latency data used in this analysis can be found in Appendix 5D. 
Based on the trial effects found in both the accuracy and latency data the data were 
further analysed using the first trial only following the interval task. 
5.2.3.3 First Trial Analysis 
The Cross Race Effect 
A two factor ANOVA, 2 (encoding) x2 (race) carried out on the accuracy scores in the 
control condition did not reveal a significant main effect of race; F<1, or a significant main 
effect of encoding; IF < 1. However, results showed a significant interaction between race of 
stimuli and the encoding manipulation, F(1,19) = 8.88, p< . 
01. This interaction, displayed in 
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Figure 5.5, shows that accuracy scores were higher for own race faces following holistic 
encoding, however, this pattern was reversed for other race faces which benefited more from 













Figure 5.5 Mean accuracy scores in the control condition for own and other race faces following both 
holistic and featural encoding manipulations 
A two factor ANOVA, 2 (encoding) x2 (race), carried out on the latency scores in the 
control condition found no significant main effects of race; F<1, or encoding; F(1,19) = 1.70, 
p>. 10 or any significant interaction between the two factors, F<1. 
A table of means for both accuracy and latency data used in this analysis can be 
found in Appendix 5E. 
Interval Task Effects 
The three factor repeated measures ANOVA, 2 (encoding) x2 (race) x4 (interval 
task) carried out on the accuracy scores found a significant main effect of interval task, 
F(3,76) = 6.60, p< ool (control, M= . 54, global processing, 
M= . 79, local processing, M= 
78; verbalisation, M= . 
83). Pairwise comparisons revealed that accuracy scores following 
the control task were significantly lower than accuracy scores following global processing (p = 
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001), local processing (P = . 001) and verbalisation (p = . 000). Analysis also showed that the 
main effect of race was approaching significance, F(1,76) = 2.82, p< . 10, with own race 
faces 
(M = . 77) recognised more accurately than other race faces (M = . 
69). However, there was no 
main effect of encoding, F(1,76) = 2.29, p>. 10. Results also revealed a significant race by 
interval task interaction, F(3,76) = 2.98, p< . 05 and a significant encoding by interval task 
interaction, F(3,76) = 3.21, p< . 05. The interaction between race and encoding did not reach 
significance, F<1. However, analysis did reveal a significant three way interaction between 
race, encoding and interval task, F(3,76) = 3.06, p< . 05. This three way interaction is 
displayed in Figures 5.6a and 5.6b below. For own race faces, Figure 5-6a, accuracy scores 
improved following all interval task conditions for both holistic and featural encoding tasks. 
For other race faces, Figure 5.6b, all interval tasks improved performance following holistic 
encoding, however, following featural encoding improvement was only observed for the 
verbalisation interval task condition. For a full table of means see Appendix 5F. 
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Figure 5.6a Mean accuracy scores for own race faces across all interval task conditions for both 
holistic and featural encoding manipulations. 
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Figure 5.6b Mean accuracy scores for other race faces across all interval task conditions for both 
holistic and featural encoding manipulations. 
Analysis of the mean latency scores revealed a significant main effect of encoding, 
F(1,76) = 5.41, p< . 05 (holistic encoding, M= 4386; featural encoding, M= 3724) and a 
significant main effect of interval task, F(3,76) = 84-31, p< . 001 (control, M= 3718; global 
processing, M= 3753, local processing, M= 3201; verbalisation, M= 5548). Pairwise 
comparisons revealed that reaction times following verbalisation were significantly slower 
compared with reaction times following the control task (p = . 017), the global processing task 
(p =. 019) and the local processing task (p = . 002). These main effects are displayed in 
Figures 5.7a and 5.7b below. The main effect of race did not reach significance, F<1. None 
of the interactions reached significance; race by interval task, IF < 1; encoding by interval task, 
F(3,76) = . 2.54, p> . 05; race 
by encoding, F<1; race by encoding by interval task, F(3,76) = 
1.32, p>. 10. For a table of means see Appendix 5G. 
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Figure 5.7a Mean latency scores for own race faces across all interval task conditions for both holistic 
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Figure 5.7b Mean latency scores for other race faces across all interval task conditions for both holistic 
and featural encoding manipulations. 
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5.2.4 Discussion 
The aim of Experiment 5.1 was to further investigate the effect of encoding processes 
on face recognition performance and subsequently how different processes influence the 
effect of Navon processing and verbalisation on face recognition performance. 
5.2.4.1 Interval Task Effects: All trials 
In light of past research predictions were made regarding the effects of global and 
local Navon processing and verbalisation. First, it was predicted that global processing would 
improve performance compared with control. An overall analysis of the data confirmed this 
prediction. According to the TAP account optimal performance occurs when encoding 
processes match test processes. With regard to the present experiment a greater increase in 
performance was predicted following holistic encoding compared with featural encoding and 
this is what was found. The significant three way interaction between interval task condition, 
encoding and race showed that global processing significantly increased performance more 
following holistic encoding compared to featural encoding. 
Furthermore, based on the TAP account it was also predicted that local processing 
and verbalisation would both have a negative effect on performance due to the transfer of an 
inappropriate processing style. However this prediction was not supported by the results; no 
overall differences were found between control and verbalisation or between control and local 
processing. In fact both local processing and verbalisation improved performance compared 
with control with a larger influence of local processing. 
Analysis also revealed a significant interaction between race, encoding and interval 
task. The interaction highlighted significant differences in recognition performance for own 
and other race faces. For own race faces, the greatest effects of interval task were observed 
following featural encoding whereas for other race faces the greatest effects of interval task 
were following holistic encoding. These differences were due to the differential effects of the 
encoding processes on own and other race recognition observed in the control condition. In 
addition to the interaction with race, results revealed a significant interaction between trial, 
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encoding and interval task. Inspection of the means across trials revealed a clear distinction 
in accuracy following holistic and featural encoding tasks. For holistic encoding trials the 
difference between interval task conditions was stronger on trial one compared with trials two, 
three and four. However for featural encoding trials this trial effect was not observed, there 
were stronger differences on trial two compared with trial one, although here the order of 
means were reversed. 
In line with the accuracy scores, latencies were analysed across trials. Results 
showed a main effect of trial, whereby reaction times were slower on the first trial compared 
with the subsequent three trials. There was a significant main effect of interval task, whereby 
reaction times were slower in the verbalisation condition compared with all other conditions. 
Both of these main effects were modified by the interaction between trial, encoding and 
interval task. This interaction revealed that there were clear trial effects in the verbalisation 
condition following holistic encoding which were not present following featural encoding. 
The results of both the accuracy and latency data provided some support for the 
predictions. The trial effects found in both analyses resulted in data analysis for the first trial 
only. 
5.2.4.2 Interval Task Effects: First Trial Only 
Analysis of the data from the first trial only produced similar results to the overall 
analysis. In line with the overall analysis there was a significant race by encoding by interval 
task interaction. Inspection of the means showed that for own race faces the positive effects 
of Navon processing (both global and local) and verbalisation were greater following featural 
encoding, however this pattern was reversed for the other race faces where the interval task 
effects were greater following holistic encoding. In line with the overall analysis, results from 
the latency data found a significant main effect of interval task, whereby verbalisation 
increased reaction times compared with the other three conditions. 
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The significant differences observed between the recognition rates for own and other 
race faces found in both the overall analysis and the first trial analysis were the result of 
differences due to the encoding manipulation. The next section discusses this finding in more 
detail. 
5.2.4.3 Encoding and Race 
Past research has shown that the recognition of own race faces uses holistic 
processing whereas the recognition of other race faces uses a more featural processing style 
(e. g. Brigham & Malpass, 1985; Ellis & Deregowski, 1981; Rhodes et al, 1989). To test the 
reliability of the encoding manipulation recognition performance was compared between own 
and other race faces in the control condition. The results of this analysis provided support for 
the cross race effect found in the literature, in that own race faces were recognised with more 
accuracy than other race faces. Furthermore, results also supported the claim that ýown race 
faces and other race faces are processed and recognised by holistic and featural strategies 
respectively. Analysis showed that holistic encoding benefited the recognition of own race 
faces, whereas featural encoding benefited the recognition of other race faces, in line with 
predictions. This manipulation not only provided a test of the reliability of the encoding task 
but also provided a direct test of the strategies used in the recognition of own and other race 
faces. 
5.2.4.4 A Holistic and Featural Explanation 
The aim of this experiment was to investigate the effect of different encoding 
processes on the magnitude of the Navon effect and verbalisation. The majority of research 
which has investigated the processes involved in the verbal overshadowing effect has 
concluded that the negative effects of verbalisation are due to the transfer of a strategy 
inappropriate to the face recognition task. Furthermore, researchers investigating the effects 
of Navon processing have reached a similar conclusion; the effects of local processing are 
the result of a transfer of an inappropriate local processing strategy. Given the explanations 
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of previous results, it was predicted that global Navon processing would increase 
performance and that this increase would be greater following holistic processing. 
Furthermore, given that both verbalisation and local processing have been explained with the 
featural shift explanation, it was predicted that both tasks would decrease recognition 
performance and that this impairment would be greater following holistic processing. 
Analysis of the encoding manipulation and the significant interaction with race 
suggests that the holistic and featural encoding tasks successfully induced holistic and 
featural face processing styles. However, the interaction with interval task produced some 
interesting, yet surprising, findings. The accuracy data showed that all interval tasks improved 
accuracy compared with control. However, analysis of the latencies showed a clear 
distinction between verbalisation and local processing, where verbalisation significantly 
slowed down reaction times to make a response, whereas local processing speeded decision 
time. Furthermore, in line with predictions, the slowing effect of verbalisation was greater 
following holistic encoding. 
Given that the encoding manipulation successfully induced holistic and featural 
processing styles, these results question the holistic and featural nature of the Navon letter 
task. Furthermore, the differences found in the latency data between local processing and 
verbalisation question the processing similarities of the two tasks. Whilst the effects of 
verbalisation produced a detrimental effect on reaction times, and interacted with the holistic 
and featural encoding tasks, as predicted, the effects of local Navon processing did not show 
this same pattern. 
The results of this experiment suggest that the standard Navon effect; the positive 
effects of global Navon processing and negative effects of local Navon processing, are 
influenced by the processes used at encoding. It seems that when attention is focused 
towards particular facial characteristics, whether holistic or featural, both global and local 
processing tasks improve performance. The results of this experiment which show an 
increase in accuracy following both global and local processing, although interesting, have 
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not previous y een demonstrated in the literature. Therefore, it is possible that this 
unexpected finding could be due to methodological differences or a reaction to the stimuli 
used. Based on this, Experiment 5.2 was conducted to see if the results of this experiment 
were replicable across time and across stimuli. 
5.3 Experiment 5.2 
5.3.1 Introduction 
Experiment 5.2 was designed to test the reliability of the effects found in Experiment 
5.1. Past research conducted on the effects of Navon processing on face recognition 
performance have found consistent results (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003), that is, an 
increase in performance following global processing and a decrease following local 
processing. However, the results found in Experiment 5.1 did not follow this pattern. 
Interestingly, although global processing improved performance compared with control, so did 
local processing. This unexpected finding warrants further investigation. 
Experiment 5.2 used the same holistic and featural encoding manipulation as 
Experiment 5.1. However, two changes were made to the design. Firstly, the within subjects 
factor; race was removed from the design; this was to enable more power in the data. 
Secondly, due to the limited research currently on the Navon processing effect and the lack of 
knowledge about the processes involved, the between subjects condition; verbalisation was 
also removed from the design. In order to add generality to the findings, Experiment 5.2 used 
different facial stimuli than Experiment 5.1. Consistent findings across stimuli would aid the 
general isa bi lity of the results and rule out any explanations based on the stimuli used. 
In light of these changes, and the results found in Experiment 5.1, the following 
predictions were made. First, global processing would increase performance compared with 
control and that this increase would be greater for holistically encoded stimuli compared with 
featurally encoded stimuli. Second, based on past literature, it was predicted that local 
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processing would impair performance compared with control and that this impairment would 
be greater following holistic encoding. 
5.3.2 Method 
Participants 
Sixty participants from the University of Plymouth took part in this experiment for 
course credit. Eleven were male and forty-nine were female (age range 19 to 35). 
Stimuli 
The face stii-nuh were digital photographs of male faces. Two photographs of each 
person were used; a front profile and a 3/4 profile (see Figure 5.8 for an example). All images 
were of the head only and the background of each image was neutral. The stimulus set 
comprised of sixty-four images, 32 3/4 profile photographs used at the encoding stage and 32 
front profile photographs used at the test stage. The face stimuli at encoding and test were 
presented in a surface area of 5cm wide by 7cm high. 
Figure 5.8 An exampl,, of the stimuli used in Experiment 5.2 
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Design 
The experimental design used a2 (encoding; holistic / featural) x3 (interval task 
condition; control / global / local) mixed subjects design with one within subjects factors; 
encoding task and one between subjects factor; interval task. 
This experiment tested recognition performance using a multiple trial design across a 
series of four blocks. Each block contained four stages; 1) the encoding manipulation (holistic 
or featural), 2) the presentation of eight faces, 3) the interval task and 4) the test stage. The 
3/4 profile photographs were used at the encoding stage and the front profile photographs 
were used at retrieval. Different photographs of the same person were used at encoding and 
retrieval to ensure that recognition accuracy was based on recognition of a person and not 
recognition of a specific photograph. The encoding manipulation, face presentation, interval 
task and test stages were repeated four times to create four blocks. In two blocks the holistic 
encoding manipulation was used and in the other two blocks the featural encoding 
manipulation was used. The presentation order of blocks was counterbalanced across 
participants so that half of the participants were given the featural encoding task first and 
holistic encoding second and half were given the holistic encoding task first and featural 
encoding second. 
The experiment was programmed in E-prime, run on a PC, and took 20 minutes to 
complete. 
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually in a small room consisting of one computer and 
one desk. Participants were briefed as to the nature of the experiment and asked to provide 
their informed consent. After agreeing to participate they were provided with full instructions 
about the task. All instructions were presented on the computer screen. All participants 
completed four blocks which each contained four stages (encoding manipulation, face 
presentation, interval task and test stage). Two blocks presented the holistic encoding 
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instructions and two blocks presented the featural encoding instructions, which were 
counterbalanced across participants. The between subjects factor, interval task, was always 
the same across all four blocks for each participant. 
Each block contained four stages which were as follows. During stage one, the 
encoding manipulation, all participants were asked to focus on either a holistic characteristic 
or a featural characteristic during the face presentation stage. This task was the same as that 
used in Experiment 5.1. 
Following instructions for the encoding task, participants were presented with eight 
faces; the face presentation stage. Here participants were shown eight 3/4 profile faces 
presented simultaneously on the screen for twelve seconds and asked to remember these 
faces. 
Before the experiment began participants were randomly assigned to one of the three 
interval task conditions; global processing, local processing or control. Therefore in stage 
three, they engaged in one of these four tasks depending on the condition to which they had 
been assigned. Participants in the global and local processing conditions engaged in the 
global and local versions of the Navon letter task. For both the global and local versions of 
the task participants were presented with ninety Navon letters each for 2 seconds. During the 
2 seconds participants were asked to say aloud either the large letter (global processing task) 
or the small letter (local processing task). Participants in the control condition were asked to 
read aloud from a book. All participants engaged on one of these tasks for 3 minutes. 
In stage four, the test stage, participants were presented with four two-alternative 
forced choice test trials where on each trial two faces were presented simultaneously on the 
screen. Both were front profile images where one face had been presented at encoding and 
the other face was a new face. Participants' task was to indicate using the keys V and 'm' on 
the keyboard which face they had seen before. They pressed 'c' if the recognised the face on 
the left and 'm' if they recognised the face on the right. On two trials the old face appeared on 
the left and on two trials the old face appeared on the right where this order was randomized. 
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5.3.3 Results 
5.3.3.1 Block Effects 
The design of this experiment measured accuracy and latencies across four blocks 
each containing four test trials. Due to this design the data were first analysed to determine 
whether there were any differences in performance between blocks. 
One way ANOVA's were carried out on the accuracy scores. For the holistic encoding 
trials there was a significant effect of block whereby accuracy was lower over the first two 
blocks (M = . 65) compared with the last two blocks (M = . 75), F(1,58) = 4.70, p< . 05. 
However, this pattern was reversed for the featural encoding trials; accuracy scores were 
higher during the first two blocks (M = . 77) compared with the final two blocks (M = . 58), F(1, 
58) = 14.96, p< . 001. This interaction between encoding tasks suggests that when the 
holistic encoding task is completed first performance on the featural task is reduced. 
However, when the featural task is completed first, performance following the holistic task is 
improved. However, given that these results are compared across interval task conditions 
performance rates would therefore be confounded by the influence of the interval task. 
One way ANOVA's were also carried out on the latency data to determine whether the 
latencies were influenced by block order. Results analysis did not find a significant difference 
between latency scores for the holistic encoding trials during the first two blocks (M = 2817) 
and the last two blocks (M = 2600), F<1. Analysis of latency scores for the featural encoding 
blocks failed to find a significant difference between scores between the first two blocks (M = 
2814) compared with the last two blocks (M = 2876), IF < 1. A full table of means used in both 
the accuracy and latency analysis can be found in Appendix 5H. 
The differences found between blocks following holistic and featural encoding were 
interesting, however, given the predictions subsequent analysis was carried out without this 
factor. 
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5.3.3.2 Overall Analysis 
Interval Task Effects 
To determine the effects of performance across trials and any potential interactions 
with the encoding manipulation and interval task, three factor, 2 (encoding) x4 (trial) x3 
(interval task condition), repeated measure ANOVA's were carried out on both the accuracy 
and latency data. 
Analysis of the accuracy data yielded the following results. Results did not find any 
significant main effects of trial, F<1, encoding, F<1 or interval task, F(2,57) = 2.01, p>. 10. 
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Figure 5.9 Mean accuracy -, -ores for each interval task condition for both holistic and featural encoding 
manipulations. 
However, in line with previous results there was a significant trial by interval task 
interaction, F(6,171) = 2.20, p< . 05. 
Figure 5.10 illustrates this interaction which shows that 
the differences between the interval task conditions were greater on the first trial. No other 
two way interactions were significant; encoding by interval task, F<1, trial by encoding, 
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F(3,171) = 1.30, p>- 10. The three way interaction between trial, encoding and interval task 
also failed to reach sig n ificance, F(6,1 7 1) = 1.02, p>. 10. A table of means used in this 
analysis is displayed in Appendix 51. 
- -at- - Global 
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Figure 5.10 Mean accuracy scores for each interval task condition across trials 
Analysis of the latency data revealed a significant main effect of trial, F(3,60) = 2.80, p 
<. 05, where response times decreased as trials progressed (trial 1; M= 3615, trial 2; M= 
3262, trial 3; M= 3013, trial 4; M= 2763). There were no main effects of encoding, F<1 or 
interval task, F(2,20) = 1.13, p>. 10. Results found a significant trial by encoding interaction, 
F(3,60) = 4.75, p< . 01, displayed in Figure 
5.11 below. Inspection of the means revealed that 
for trials one and three reaction times were faster following the holistic encoding 












Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 
Figure 5.11 Mean latency scores following holistic and featural encoding tasks across trials 
No other two way interactions were significant; trial by interval task, F<1; encoding 
by interval task, F<1. The three way interaction between trial, encoding and interval task 
also failed to reach significance, F(6,60) = 1.14, p>. 10. A full table of means used in this 
analysis is displayed in Appendix 5J. 
In line with Experiment 5.1, and based on the trial effects found in the overall analysis, 
the data were analysed using the first trial only after the interval task manipulation. 
5.3.3.3 First Trial Analysis 
Interval Task Effects 
The two factor, 2 (encoding) x3 (interval task), ANOVA carried out on the accuracy 
scores found a significant main effect of interval task, F(2,57) = 8.86, p< . 001, (global 
processing, M= . 80; local processing, 
M= . 74, control, 
M= . 54). Pairwise comparisons 
showed that both global Navon processing (p < . 001) and 
local Navon processing (p < . 
01), 
improved accuracy compared with control. Figure 5.12 shows the means for each interval 
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Figure 5.12 Mean accuracy scores for each interval task condition for both holistic and featural 
encoding manipulations 
There were no significant main effect of encoding, F(1,57) = 2.52, p> . 10 or a 
significant encoding by interval task interaction, F<1. A full table of means used in this 
analysis is displayed in Appendix 5K. 
The two factor ANOVA carried out on the latency scores did not reveal any significant 
main effects of encoding, F(1,45) = 2.02, p>. 10 or interval task, F<1. The two way 
interaction between encoding and interval task did not reach significance, F<1. A full table of 
means used in this analysis is displayed in Appendix 5L. The mean latency scores for each 










Figure 5.13 Mean latency scores for each interval task condition for both holistic and featural encoding 
manipulations 
5.3.4 Discussion 
This experiment aimed to further investigate the effect of holistic and featural 
encoding processes on face recognition performance and consequently their influence on the 
effect of Navon processing. Experiment 5.2 manipulated holistic and featural encoding 
strategies by asking participants to focus on either personality traits or featural aspects of a 
face. The results of this experiment, in line with the results of Experiment 5.1, showed that 
both global and local Navon processing increased accuracy scores compared with control. 
Furthermore, this beneficial effect following both global and local Navon processing was 
sustained for both holistic encoding trials and featural encoding trials. In other words, the 
holistic and featural encoding strategies did not have differential effects on the magnitude of 
the global and local Navon processing effect. The results of Experiment 5.2 support the 
global processing advantage found in previous studies. However, the increased accuracy 
following local Navon processing found in this experiment raises questions about the 
reliability of the effects of local processing. 
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The TAP account of face recognition, which states that optimal performance is 
achieved through similarity between encoding strategies and retrieval strategies, was not 
supported by these results. In Experiment 5.2, accuracy scores improved regardless of the 
encoding strategy used. One explanation for this result relates to the holistic and featural 
explanation for the Navon processing effect, alluded to earlier. Although past research has 
used the holistic and featural framework to explain the Navon processing task, the results of 
Experiments 5.1 and 5.2 cast doubt on this explanation. Whilst both engaging in a holistic 
processing style and engaging in the global Navon processing task have been shown to 
improve face recognition accuracy, there is no direct evidence to suggest that they actually 
elicit the same cognitive processes. It is possible that the global Navon processing task used 
to induce global processing prior to retrieval did not induce the same cognitive processing as 
the holistic encoding manipulation used in this study. This distinction is discussed further in 
the General Discussion. 
5.4 General Discussion 
5.4.1 Summary of Results 
Research has indicated a possible link between the effects of Navon processing and 
the effect of verbalisation, claiming that both effects are the result of a processing shift. This 
chapter investigated this claim by examining the effects of both Navon processing and 
verbalisation following different encoding tasks. The encoding tasks used in both experiments 
asked participants to focus on either the personality traits (holistic) or physical features 
(featural). Results which compared the effect of the encoding task with the recognition of own 
and other race faces (Experiment 5.1) provided support for the successfulness of this task at 
inducing the holistic and featural processes necessary for face recognition. The significant 
encoding by race interaction found in Experiment 5.1 showed that holistic encoding was more 
beneficial for own race faces (65%) compared with other race faces (40%) whereas featural 
encoding was more beneficial for other race faces (70%) compared with own race faces 
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(40%). This significant interaction not only provides support for the encoding manipulation in 
this experiment it also provides direct support for the processing style account of the cross 
race effect. To date, evidence for the cross race effect has come from tasks such as inversion 
which assume that poor performance equates to a lack of configural information. 
Assuming that the encoding manipulation succeeded in eliciting holistic and featural 
encoding strategies, analysis was carried out to examine what influence these different 
encoding processes have on the Navon processing and verbal overshadowing effects. In line 
with predictions, global Navon processing increased performance compared with control. 
However, instead of a deficit following local processing and verbalisation, the results revealed 
an increase in performance following both local processing and verbalisation. Although the 
accuracy data showed similarities in the effects of local processing and verbalisation, the 
latency data showed a different pattern. Compared with control, and in line with the accuracy 
data, local processing speeded reaction times, however, in contrast, verbalisation significantly 
slowed down response times. This effect was consistent across trials however it was 
strongest on the first trial following the verbalisation process. 
It appears that the influence of Navon processing on face recognition performance is 
not as clear as first thought. Results from a number of studies have provided support for a 
global processing advantage and local processing disadvantage on face recognition 
performance (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003). However, the inconsistent results found 
across experiments, in this thesis, cast doubt on the generality of the effect. Possible 
explanations for the differential results presented in this chapter are discussed. 
5.4.2 The Influence of Encoding Strategies 
Past research has found a link between how faces are encoded and how accurately 
they are retrieved (Coin & Tiberghien, 1997; Hanley et al, 1990; Wells & Hryciw, 1984). For 
example, holistic encoding of faces increases accuracy on a task which enables the use of 
holistic processing such as the recognition of faces from a line-up whereas featural encoding 
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increases accuracy on tasks that require the use of featural strategies such as identi-kit 
reconstructions (Wells & Hryciw, 1984). Furthermore, research has posed a strong link 
between global / local Navon processing and holistic / featural face processing strategies 
(Macrae & Lewis, 2002). This link between Navon processing and face processing tasks was 
first investigated in Experiment 4.1, which used the Navon processing task at encoding in 
order to induce holistic and featural processing styles. Results of the first trial showed that 
whilst the Navon processing effect found by Macrae and Lewis (2002) was replicated, the 
Navon encoding task did not influence performance. Following these results the personality 
and feature judgement task was used at encoding in Experiments 5.1 and 5.2, to encourage 
the use of holistic and featural encoding strategies. Previous research which has used 
personality judgements and judgements about specific features has posed a link between the 
processes used in these tasks and holistic and featural processing used in face recognition 
(Wells & Hryciw, 1984). Therefore, based on this link and the significant interaction with the 
race factor, it seems reasonable to conclude that that the encoding tasks used in both 
Experiments 5.1 and 5.2 required similar processes to that used in face recognition accuracy. 
If the holistic and featural encoding task successfully induced holistic and featural 
encoding strategies, it is difficult to explain the effects of the global and local interval task in 
terms of a holistic and featural processing bias. For example, based on a combination of TAP 
and processing bias theory, global processing should facilitate performance and this should 
be greater following holistic encoding. Furthermore, local processing should impair 
performance and this impairment should be greater following holistic encoding. The effects of 
the global processing condition were consistent with predictions; global processing improved 
accuracy and this was greater following holistic processing. However, the results following 
local processing were not consistent; local processing also improved performance regardless 
of the encoding process. As mentioned earlier, one explanation for these results is that the 
global and local versions of the Navon letter task do not map onto the same cognitive 
processes as those used for holistic and featural face processing. This leaves the Navon 
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effect open to alternative explanations, this point is returned to later in this section, first we 
examine the processing explanation with findings from the cross race data. 
5.4.3 The Cross Race Effect 
Findings from the cross race data provide further evidence for the discrepancy 
between the global / holistic and local /featural distinction. Past research has demonstrated a 
difference in processing styles used for own race and other race face recognition, whereby 
own race faces are recognised holistically and other race faces recognised by a more feature 
based strategy. The significant interaction between encoding and race in Experiment 5.1 
showed that own race face recognition benefited from the holistic encoding task whereas 
other race face recognition benefited from the featural encoding task. 
To date, the evidence for differences between own and other race face recognition 
have come from studies such as inversion whereby poor recognition caused by the inversion 
process is assumed to be due to a lack of configural information. The cross race effect in 
Experiment 5.1 has provided direct support for the claim that own race faces are recognised 
holistically whereas other race faces are recognised more featurally by encouraging 
individuals to engage in both holistic and featural processing styles at encoding. Therefore, 
the finding that recognition of own and other race faces can be influenced by the encoding 
processes is consistent with the use of two different processing styles. 
5.4.4 Navon and the Holistic / Featural Distinction 
Much of the research in the literature is consistent with the finding that global 
processing improves face recognition accuracy and local processing decreases accuracy. 
However these findings alone do not aid our understanding of the nature of the effect. Based 
on past research one could assume this pattern was the result of a holistic and featural 
processing shift, however the results presented in this Chapter and those of Experiment 4.1, 
casts doubt on this claim. In two experiments, improved performance was found following 
global processing however performance was also facilitated by local processing. If the Navon 
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processing task was the result of a shift in processing style, to either holistic or featural, then 
it follows that the facilitation and detriment caused by global and local processing would be 
consistent across experimental designs. Thus, if accurate face recognition is achieved via a 
holistic processing strategy, the improved accuracy observed following local processing is 
inconsistent with the holistic and featural nature of the task. 
Why did local processing increase accuracy in these experiments? One explanation 
for this unexpected result could be due to the fact that during the holistic and featural task 
individuals were instructed to look at certain aspects of the face. It is possible that this type of 
encoding instruction led to a deeper or more detailed level of processing at the encoding 
stage, whether this is holistic or featural. This explanation follows from the levels of 
processing explanation proposed in the introduction (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), which suggests 
that deeper encoding leads to more accurate recognition. However, an explanation based 
solely on the encoding task does not explain why performance was lowest in the control 
condition. If a deeper level of encoding was responsible for the effects then higher accuracy 
and slower reaction times should have also been evident in the control condition. However, 
performance in the control condition was significantly lower than the other three conditions. 
Therefore, one explanation for the effects found here is not that global processing, 
local processing and verbalisation improved performance but that the control task reduced 
performance. In the control group participants were required to read aloud from a book for 3 
minutes. However, many participants in the experiment were reluctant to read out loud in 
contrast to the other interval tasks which they were more willing to carry out. Given that 
reading aloud has been used before as a control task it seems unlikely that the type of task 
per se was responsible for the low performance, however, the reluctance shown by some 
participants may have distracted them from the task and caused interference between 
encoding and test. Given this explanation, the control task may not have been a neutral 
condition from which to compare the effects of global and local processing. 
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An alternative explanation for these results relates to the type of retrieval task used. In 
past research (e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) face recognition accuracy has been 
tested using an eight person array or line-up, where holistic processing has been shown to be 
beneficial. The experiments conducted in this chapter, however, used a two-alternative forced 
choice task whereby individuals had to make a decision based on only two alternatives. It is 
possible that individuals were able to use a more featural based comparative strategy as this 
was not as cognitively demanding given the few alternatives. 
5.4.5 The Verbal Overshadowing Effect 
In addition to the effects of Navon processing this Chapter aimed to explore the 
similarities between the effect of verbalisation and the effect of local Navon processing, The 
processing bias account of the effect of verbalisation suggests a change in processing from a 
holistic to a more feature based style. Based on this theory it was predicted that verbalisation 
would impair performance and that the impairment would be greater following holistic 
encoding. The results of the accuracy data were not consistent with predictions; verbalisation 
improved accuracy following both holistic and featural encoding. This result was surprising 
given the reliable effects found in the literature based on accuracy data (e. g. Dodson et al, 
1997; Schooler & Engstler-Schooler, 1990). Meissner and Brigham (2001) in their meta- 
analysis highlighted a number of factors that could mediate the effects of verbalisation, these 
are considered here. One explanation for a lack of an effect relates to the verbalisation 
instructions given to participants. Research has shown that piecemeal instructions which 
focus on more feature based information produce the largest effects. Given this research 
Experiment 5.1 used instructions that encouraged participants to think about the properties of 
each individual feature using a cued description process. It is possible that the description 
task did not tap into enough featural information to induce a featural processing style. 
Secondly, it could be that 3 minutes was not enough time to create a verbal overshadowing 
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effect. However, this seems unlikely given that a3 minute task has previously been used with 
reliable effects (Experiment 4.1). 
Although the results based on the accuracy data did not find a detrimental effect of 
verbalisation recognition accuracy, the latency data produced some interesting results. In 
contrast to the effects of local Navon processing which speeded reaction times, providing a 
verbal description significantly slowed down response times. At first glance the latency results 
appear consistent with predictions that verbalisation impaired performance, however, the 
latency data and the accuracy data together reveal a different pattern. It looks like there was 
a speed - accuracy trade off, in other words speed was sacrificed for accuracy in this 
experiment. This would explain the significantly slow reaction times following verbalisation 
that was not evident in any other condition, and the unusual improvement in accuracy. 
Research investigating both the verbal overshadowing effect and the Navon 
processing effect has reported similarities in the responses following the two tasks. For 
example, research has shown that the effects of verbalisation are limited to a short number of 
recognition judgements following the verbalisation process (Fallshore & Schooler, 1995). 
Similar findings of a trial effect have been demonstrated using the Navon processing task 
(Weston & Perfect, 2005). Moreover, the experiments presented here showed similar trial 
effects, whereby the differences were greater on the first trial compared with subsequent 
trials, these trial effect are discussed in the next section. 
5.4.6 Trial Effects 
The analysis carried out across trials in both Experiments 5.1 and 5.2 showed that, 
although differences between interval task conditions were observed across trials, the 
differences were strongest on the first trial following the manipulation. 
The results of analysis using both the accuracy and latency data in Experiment 5.1 
found a significant trial by encoding by interval task interaction which indicated that the 
differences between interval tasks were dependent on the type of encoding task. For 
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example, the differences in performance between interval tasks were greatest on the first trial 
following holistic encoding. However, the differences between interval tasks following featural 
encoding were consistent across trials. These differences highlight a possible discrepancy 
between the effects of the two encoding tasks. There are two explanations for this effect. 
Firstly, only the holistic encoding task influenced encoding processes. This explanation 
seems unlikely given that there was a significant interaction between encoding task and the 
race of stimuli. Alternatively, the effects of holistic and featural processing may differ in terms 
of their deterioration effects. In other words the processes encouraged by the holistic task 
diminished whereas the processing style encouraged by the featural task remained constant. 
This suggests that the trial effects found in the data may have been dependent on encoding 
processes. Given that performance in all conditions did not drop across trials it seems 
reasonable to assume that the effects caused by the interval tasks did not differ. However, it 
is possible that the effects caused by the encoding task diminished over trials which 
subsequently reduced the effects of the Navon task and verbalisation tasks on later trials. 
In summary, it is clear that global and local Navon processing influence face 
recognition performance (Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003; Weston & Perfect, 2005) 
Ilowever, whilst the logical explanation would be to infer a holistic and featural component to 
this task, the findings from the experiments presented here do not support this conclusion, 
Whilst holistic and featural processing may play some part in the effects of global and local 
processing, these processes alone can not fully explain the effect. The differential effects of 
verbalisation and Navon processing following holistic and featural encoding are, in part, 
consistent with the processing style explanation for the effect of verbalisation however, it 






6.1 A Summary 
The aim of this thesis was to explore the effects of global and local Navon processing 
on face recognition performance and to investigate the extent to which these findings can be 
interpreted using a processing style account. This thesis has presented data which explored 
the effects of Navon processing following manipulations at both encoding and retrieval 
stages, over a number of different face recognition tasks, for example, a composite face task 
(Young et al, 1987), a change detection task (Leder & Bruce, 2002) and a face recognition 
task more analogous to the original line-up task used by Macrae and Lewis (2002). Given the 
recent introduction of the Navon letter task to the face recognition literature, the findings of 
past research have not been extensively tested across a variety of face recognition tasks or 
testing scenarios. Therefore the aim of this thesis was to investigate how the effects of Navon 
processing generalise to other designs and methodologies. The results were diverse, and 
suggested that the effects of Navon processing might not be as straight-forward as first 
thought. The following sections explain these findings and discuss the implications of these 
findings in terms of the processing bias explanation for the Navon effect. 
6.2 The Composite Face Task 
The composite face task has previolusly been used to demonstrate the effects of 
Navon processing (e. g. Weston & Perfect, 2005). Given the previous success with this task, 
Experiments 2.1,2.2 and 2.3, used the same composite face task as that used by Weston 
and Perfect (2005) however, a slight change was made to the design. Instead of using 
multiple faces at encoding and multiple test trials, the experiments here used single faces at 
encoding and single test trials. This single trial design was adopted because Weston and 
Perfect (2005) identified trial effects in their data (see Section 6.8 below for a full discussion 
of trials effects), whereby the effects of Navon processing were stronger immediately 
following the Navon task. Results from Experiment 2.1, which used a two-alternative forced 
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choice test, replicated the composite effect demonstrated in the literature in which the 
misaligned halves were recognised faster than the aligned halves. However, although the 
single trial design was chosen in order to maximize the effects of Navon processing the 
results of Experiment 2.1 did not find any significant effects of either global or local Navon 
processing. Experiment 2.2, which used an old / new test of recognition also failed to show 
any difference between the Navon conditions and control. 
Given that the composite face task has been used in previous research to 
demonstrate the positive and negative effects of Navon processing, it is unlikely that the lack 
of an effect was the result of the task per se. A more likely explanation is that the effects 
caused by Navon processing depend on the processes used at encoding and retrieval. Thus, 
the difference between the multiple encoding, multiple test trial design used by Weston and 
Perfect (2005) and the single encoding, single test trial design ; used in Chapter 2 could 
explain the variation in results. The influences of encoding and retrieval processes are 
discussed in detail in Section 6.4 below. 
6.3 Change Detection 
Generalisability of the Navon effect across face recognition tasks was further explored 
using the change detection task in Chapter 3. Results from previous studies which have used 
both line-up identifications and composite faces were consistent with the view that the effects 
caused by global and local Navon processing are the result of a processing bias towards 
either holistic or featural processing styles. Whilst the featural processing style is well 
documented, what constitutes as holistic processing is a little more complex. Face recognition 
research has shown that holistic processing incorporates both featural and configural 
information. Furthermore, research has shown that configural information is important in 
accurate face recognition. Therefore, it was unclear whether the positive effect of global 
processing was the result of bias towards holistic processing, or whether the global task 
i, ierely encouraged the use of configural information. Chapter 3 aimed to tease apart the 
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contributions of configural and holistic information involved in the global Navon task with the 
use of a change detection task. Within this task individuals were required to detect changes in 
faces that were either featural or configural in nature. Both accuracy and latency data were 
collected across three experiments which used different tests of recognition. Experiment 3.1 
used a forced choice task as this test of recognition as this has been used in previous 
research to investigate the effects of Navon processing. Interestingly, neither global nor local 
Navon processing influenced ability to detect either featural or configural changes. 
Experiments 3.2 and 3.3 used an old / new recognition test and a matching test, however, in 
line with the results of Experiment 3.1, neither of these experiments found any significant 
effects of Navon processing. 
There are a number of explanations as to why Navon processing did not influence 
performance on this task, The first relates to the cognitive processes influenced by the Navon 
letter task. Researchers (e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002, Perfect, 2003; Weston & Perfect, 2005) 
have proposed a link between global Navon processing and holistic face processing style 
which suggests that a 'holistic' representation of the face; the combination of featural and 
configural information, is influenced by Navon processing. However, the experiments 
presented in Chapter 3 which tested the detection of configural and featural changes did not 
find any effect of Navon processing. Given the lack of an effect with both configural and 
featural change detection, these results question the further processes involved in holistic 
processing that are not apparent in either configural or featural processing alone. An 
'Jternative explanation for the results found is one, not based on processing style but based 
on attention. For example, in order to detect both configural and featural changes it was 
ý ossible to focus attention to one part of the face such as the eyes, nose etc. Given the 
týiultiple trial design used in this experiment, participants were able to learn, over trials, to 
kvhich part of the face the changes occurred. Therefore, the specific attention placed on face 
r,, arts may have alleviated or limited the effects of Navon processing. 
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Secondly, the lack of a Navon effect could have been due to the change detection 
task per se, as this task was very different to tasks used in previous experiments. For 
example, the change detection task tested participants' recognition using faces that were very 
similar to the original face they had learnt, however, with a slight change to one aspect of the 
face. This type of recognition, where a judgement is made about two almost identical faces 
does not adhere to normal face recognition. Therefore, it is possible that the results were 
influenced by this design choice. The findings suggest that the Navon effect may be limited to 
certain types of task which requires facial recognition per se rather than the detection of 
changes within a face. Thirdly, one must consider the possibility that the global and local 
versions of the Navon letter task do not induce holistic and featural processing styles, and an 
alternative explanation is needed to explain these effects. This third point is important to 
clarify for the current processing style theory and this point is returned to later in the 
ciscussion. 
ý, A Encoding and Retrieval Processes 
The processing style account of Navon processing emerged from the TAP account of 
riemory which states that memory performance is optimal when encoding processes match 
retrieval processes. With regard to the Navon processing effect, this theory claims that global 
[)rocessing improves memory performance because it encourages the holistic processing 
style used at encoding. Furthermore, the local processing task impairs performance because 
processing style is shifted from holistic to a more featural based style. 
However, the TAP theory assumes that holistic processing is used at encoding and 
f: iis may not always be true. When presented with a face at encoding individuals can use a 
rumber of strategies which could be either holistic or featural in nature. Although it is 
, ssumed that holistic processing is invariably used in face recognition, research has shown 
t iat this may not always be the default strategy. For example, Winograd (1978) asked 
participants which strategy they thought to be most effective, the majority of participants 
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voted for the feature processing strategy. Furthermore, specific face recognition tasks may 
lend themselves more to a feature based encoding strategy. Therefore it is realistic to 
assume that individuals find the strategy most appropriate to the task. Furthermore, 
individuals are able to change strategies within a given task, and particularly when presented 
with multiple trials. Whilst the experiments presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis used 
different encoding manipulations to investigate the effect of processing at this stage, the 
experiments presented in Chapters 2 and 3 did not provide any instructions at encoding. We 
discuss the findings from these studies and the implications of the encoding processes for the 
Navon effect. 
6.4.1 Encoding Processes 
The three experiments presented in Chapter 2 used the composite task to explore the 
effects of Navon processing using a single encoding, single test trial design. One study in the 
Lterature has used this task to investigate these effects (Weston & Perfect, 2005). Whilst 
k ýeston and Perfect (2005) found reliable effects of Navon processing on performance, 
Fxperiments 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 did not find any significant differences between Navon 
conditions and control. Given that the experiments here used the same stimuli as Weston and 
Perfect (2005), the only difference between the experiments here and theirs was the 
presentation of stimuli at encoding and retrieval. Here, we explore the implications of the 
cifferences at encoding. 
One explanation for the variation in results between the experiments presented here 
ýý nd previous research is that presenting only one face at encoding changes the way that face 
r; encoded. Previous research which has investigated the Navon effect has either used a 
ý Aeo of a staged crime (e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003) or an array of faces at 
(: ncoding (Weston & Perfect, 2005). It is possible therefore that encoding multiple stimuli 
(, nforces a different, and a potentially more holistic strategy, although this can only be inferred 
f-, om the results. However, this explanation is not consistent with the results found by Palermo 
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ý nd Rhodes (2002) who proposed that increasing the number of faces at encoding reduced 
the ability to encode holistically. They found that the presence of flanker faces at encoding 
ri,, duced holistic encoding of a target face. However, Boutet and Chaudhuri (2001) suggested 
t'-iat holistic encoding of faces occurs one at a time and takes between one and two seconds 
[, er face. In their study they presented participants with two faces overlapping at encoding for 
varying presentation lengths. They found that holistic processing of both faces occurred when 
oiven two seconds but not when faces were shown for only one second. Therefore, Palermo 
--nd Rhodes may not have allowed enough time for participants to encode holistically as they 
were only given one and half seconds to match the flanker faces and encode the target face. 
When presented with multiple faces at encoding it seems that a longer length of time may be 
reeded in order to process holistic information. Given these findings it is possible that holistic 
rocessing was used in previous Navon effect research where multiple stimuli were 
presented as sufficient time was provided at encoding to allow the processing of holistic 
i1formation. However, this does not rule out the possibility that holistic processing was used 
uhen presented with only one face. 
Although the length of time provided at encoding influences whether holistic 
i iformation can be processed, this does not explain the differences between the 
F. resentations of multiple stimuli versus the presentation of single stimuli. One explanation for 
e difference is that presenting only one stimulus at a time during encoding detracts from 
ý, olistic processing and encourages a more featural based processing style. For example, 
ý Nen the large amount of information available with multiple stimuli individuals may not have 
(, nough time to encode specific details about each face. However, when presented with just 
cne face at encoding more attention can be placed on the specific details of the stimulus. To 
cate, research has not investigated how the presentation of stimuli at encoding influences 
[ rocessing style, therefore these explanations are merely suggestions for the pattern of 
r-, sults found here. Further research would be beneficial to determine the circumstances 
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under which holistic and featural processing styles are more plausible or useful in a given 
t,,, sk as this has consequences for the effect of Navon processing. 
However, the length of time per face provided at encoding may not be the only factor 
influencing holistic processing. For example, Experiments 3.1,3.2 and 3.3 which explored the 
effects of Navon processing using a change detection task presented multiple stimuli at 
encoding did not find any significant effects of Navon processing. All three experiments in this 
chapter presented six stimuli simultaneously at encoding for two minutes. The twominutes 
provided at encoding was much longer than used in previous experiments and in previous 
research which has found that only two seconds were required per face for holistic 
F, rocessing. Although past research has examined the length of time required for holistic 
r rocessing, little is known about the impact of extended encoding durations and processing 
, tyle. Therefore, an extended length of time was used across these experiments to obtain 
( quivalent accuracy levels across all recognition test formats and to avoid ceiling and floor 
effects. Despite the extended length of time provided, the Navon task did not make any 
,, ignificant difference to performance on this task. This suggests that other factors for 
( xample, processes used at test, the type of stimuli used or the task itself (as discussed 
ý jove) may influence the effects caused by Navon processing. These alternative influences 
ý re discussed in later sections of the Discussion. 
The role and influence of the encoding process is of paramount importance to the 
I, avon effect if one takes on board the processing style account of the effect. For example, 
t ie processing style account claims that global Navon processing improves recognition 
[ erformance due to the facilitation of holistic processing used at encoding. Furthermore, local 
Navon processing impairs performance because the local task shifts processing style from 
1, olistic, at encoding, to a more featural based style at test. Therefore this account assumes 
t iat the original faces have been encoded using a holistic processing style. If holistic 
[ rocessing is not used at encoding and the effects of global and local processing relate to 
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rolistic and featural processing styles then the Navon task may not influence performance in 
t'ie predicted way. 
C. 4.2 Retrieval Processes 
In addition to the use of holistic information at encoding the processing account of the 
r! avon effect also assumes that holistic processing is beneficial at retrieval. With regard to 
retrieval processes there are two issues to discuss here. The first relates to the single test 
lal design whereby participants make a recognition judgement on only one trial per testing 
['ock, over multiple blocks. This is in comparison to the multiple test trial design used in 
c, 3rlier research. The second relates to the recognition judgement, for example, forced choice 
versus old / new recognition formats used at retrieval. We discuss these two issues in turn 
ý nd how they may moderate the effect of Navon processing. 
,, j'ngle v Multiple Test Trials 
Experiments 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 used a design that differed in two ways to that of 
I revious research which has used the same composite task. The first was the single 
['resentation of stimuli at encoding as discussed above, and the second was the presentation 
(f single test trials. Therefore, it is difficult to determine whether the encoding task, the 
rArieval task, or both tasks caused the lack of an effect. As mentioned earlier the only study 
t )at has used the composite task with Navon processing was conducted by Weston and 
I Afect (2005) in which they used a multiple test trial design. Therefore, one explanation is 
t, iat the change from multiple test trials to single test trials removed the Navon effect. 
'owever, this explanation is not consistent with the findings of other research in this area. 
ý he first experimental studies conducted with the Navon letter task used an eyewitness 
[_ -iradigm whereby recognition is test using an eight person line-up. It could be argued that 
is design refers to one test trial in the current experiments. Therefore, given the reliable 
(Jects found within the eyewitness paradigm it seems unlikely that presenting only one test 
; al would remove the effects of Navon processing. Comparing the results of Experiment 2.1, 
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ý- hich used the same composite task and forced choice recognition task as previous 
r ýsearch, it seems more realistic to conclude that the variation in findings were the result of a 
uiange at encoding. 
I 
ýecognltjon ests 
In addition to retrieval presentation, the way in which recognition is tested may also 
fluence the effect. Therefore, one aim of this thesis was to investigate how the effects of 
ý'avon processing generalise across different tests of recognition. Chapters 2 and 3 explored 
vhether different tests of recognition would influence the magnitude, or presence, of the 
t, avon processing effect. The majority of work in this area has been carried out using line-ups 
ý lth one study which used the composite face task. However, in both of these paradigms 
r- cognition was tested using a forced choice format at test whereby individuals have to make 
r cognition judgement based on the alternatives presented to them. Therefore, in order to 
i ivestigate the role of the recognition judgement Chapters 2 and 3 explored the effects of 
(`, Iýavon processing across forced choice, old / new recognition tests and a matching task 
t sing both the composite face task and a change detection task. 
The forced choice recognition test has been used extensively within the face 
r cognition literature and has been the dominant test of recognition for investigating the 
CIfects of Navon processing. The forced choice test can differ in terms of the number of 
ý- ernatives presented on a given test trial, however in all experiments in this thesis two 
ý! ternatives were presented from which participants were required to make their decision. 
I Aerestingly, Experiments 2.1 and 2.2, which used the composite face task, did not find any 
,, jnificant effects of Navon processing using either a forced choice recognition test or an old / 
r -, w recognition test. The lack of an effect using the forced choice recognition test was 
given that previous research has reliably demonstrated significant difference using 
is type of test. This suggests that although the recognition test may have some influence 
( er the effect of Navon processing it can not solely explain the presence of the effect. This 
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-k of an effect may not have been based on the recognition test used, but more on the 
methodological changes relating to the encoding stage as described above. 
In contrast to the results found in Chapter 2, the findings from the Chapter 3 
ý 'ghlighted some differences relating to the type of recognition judgement obtained. Chapter 
used a change detection task and a multiple encoding, multiple test trial design. Within this 
t3sk participants had to detect featural and configural changes within a face. Using this 
design recognition was again tested using forced choice and old / new recognition tests. 
i ; though the Navon processing task did not significantly alter responses to either featural or 
c-)nfigural changes in the detection task, there were significant differences between the way 
f---atural and configural changes were detected depending on the recognition task used. For 
E, xample, when presented with a forced choice task participants were more accurate at 
(,, Aecting featural changes in the stimuli, however when presented with an old / new 
racognition task they were moire accurate at detecting configural changes. Given that all other 
v, iriables remained constant across experiments, this suggests that the rate at which featural 
-, A configural information are detected depends upon how that information is tested. 
l, lirthermore, these results have implications for the line-up research and the processes 
i volved in simultaneous and sequential presentation of items. For example, if forced choice 
r , cognition tests are more sensitive to featural change and Navon effects are more often 
f und in research using more forced choice based line-ups this suggests that featural 
r ocessing styles may be used in line-up identifications more often than initially thought. 
j ! though the different tests of recognition did not interact with the Navon task, these results 
ive implications for more general face recognition research and the processes used at 
r Lrieval. Furthermore, it suggests that holistic processing may not always be the dominant 
, rategy at test and more featural based strategies could be used if they are relevant to the 
3k. 
Given that different recognition tasks elicit the use of different facial information, 
(, -jestions remain as to why this might be so. 
One explanation for these differences between 
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forced choice tests and old / new recognition tests relates to the holistic / featural explanation 
of face processing. For example, a forced choice task allows for the comparison of 
alternatives and it could be argued that comparisons of this type are more likely to be at a 
featural level. For example, comparison of hair colour or nose shape. In contrast, when 
presented with one item at test in an old / new paradigm the comparison between alternatives 
is not available and therefore individuals must decide whether there is a match between the 
item presented and their representation in memory. Whilst a comparison is still possible 
between the target stimuli and the representation in memory, it could be argued that this 
strategy provides less opportunity for direct comparisons between alternatives therefore, 
holistic information may be more readily used. This explanation is consistent with the findings 
regarding the differences in the detection of featural and configural information found in 
Chapter 3. 
An alternative explanation for the use of different processing styles in different 
recognition tests relates not to the test judgement per se, but instead to the presentation of 
test items. For example, the processes used to make a decision could be influenced by the 
simultaneous or sequential presentation of test items, that is, whether the test items are 
presented at the same time or separately. Alternatively, it may not be the presentation per se 
but the presence or absence of distracter items. For example, processing style may change 
depending on whether other items are available at the time of making a decision as other 
ýitems may eitherenable a comparative strategy or act as a distracter to the target item. 
These potential alternative explanations are difficult to tease apart given the present 
experimental designs. However, the results of Experiment 3.3 which used a matching task as 
a test of recognition help somewhat in interpreting the influence of these factors. For 
example, in the forced choice test the target item is presented simultaneously and in the 
presence of other distracters whereas in an old / new recognition test target items are 
presented sequentially and separated from distracters. Therefore, it is difficult to determine, 
for example, whether the simultaneous presentation of the presence of distracters, or a 
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combination of both influence the information used at test. The matching task was therefore 
introduced because it maintained the forced choice decision judgement whilst presenting 
items sequentially. Interestingly, results showed that featural changes were again detected 
more accurately than configural changes. This suggests that the sequential presentation of 
items alone, can not explain the ability to detect configural changes. 
The results ý resented here are consistent with previous findings in the literature which P 
suggest that processing strategy may differ depending on the type of task used at test. For 
example, research conducted within the eyewitness paradigm has consistently demonstrated 
the differing effect of presenting line-ups simultaneously and sequentially (e. g. Lindsay & 
Wells, 1985). This research has shown that identification errors are reduced when items are 
presented sequentially. In line with the findings highlighted above, it is difficult to determine 
whether the strategy used depends on the type of judgement made (i. e. forced choice or old / 
new), or the simultaneous versus sequential presentation of test items. However, researchers 
have made a link between simultaneous / sequential line-up identifications and comparative / 
automatic judgement strategies. The results found across experiments presented in Chapter 
3 are consistent with the explanation that judgement strategies differ with the presentation of 
test items. However, exactly what influence each change in presentation of test items has on 
judgement strategy and processing style requires further investigation. 
6.5 Encoding Manipulations 
The previous section has highlighted how changes in presentation of stimuli at the 
encoding and retrieval stages can influence how faces are perceived and recognised. Given 
that the Navon effect has been built upon the principles of TAP it is reasonable to suggest 
that any changes at encoding and retrieval of faces which affect holistic and featural 
processing would influence the effect caused by Navon processing. The TAP account of the 
Navon effect states that global Navon processing improves performance at test because it 
facilitates the use of holistic information at encoding. In contrast local Navon processing 
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impairs performance because it encourages the use of featural processing at test which 
differs from the holistic processing used at encoding. However, under circumstances where 
individuals are presented with a number of faces and asked merely to 'remember'them, they 
are free to use any processing strategy they find beneficial. Therefore, it may not be the case 
that holistic information is always used at encoding. Especially given a multiple trial 
experiment whereby individuals are required to encode faces repeatedly, it is not unrealistic 
to assume that they will use the best strategy to maximize performance, which as discussed 
in the previous section may not be holistic in nature. Given that understanding such 
processes is importance to the processing bias explanation of the Navon effect and that the 
ambiguity around encoding processes remains in previous research, Chapters 4 and 5 
focused on the influence of manipulating encoding processes on the Navon effect. 
6.5.1 Global and Local Encoding 
The current explanation for the effects of Navon processing refers to the relation 
between global and local Navon processing and the holistic and featural processing used in 
face recognition. Furthermore, this link claims that the improvement and impairment following 
global and local processing occur because they elicit the holistic and featural processing 
styles beneficial and detrimental to face recognition performance. Given this link between 
Navon processing and face processing styles, and the importance of holistic encoding for the 
processing style explanation Experiment 4.1 used the Navon task to encourage holistic and 
featural processing styles at encoding. 
Although past research has used different tasks to try and manipulate the strategies 
individuals use at encoding, this is the first time the Navon letter task has been used at this 
stage of processing. Therefore in order to determine whether the task succeeded in inducing 
holistic and featural processing styles, performance in the control condition was compared 
across own race and other race stimuli. Different race stimuli were used because research 
has shown that more holistic information is used in the recognition of own race faces whereas 
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the recognition of other race faces uses more featural based information. The results did not 
find a significant interaction between race of face and the encoding manipulation, which was 
unexpected given the proposed holistic and featural properties of each task. There are two 
explanations for this result. The first relates to the link between Navon processing and face 
processing styles. Given the holistic / featural explanation of the Navon effect and the use of 
holistic and featural information in the recognition of own and other race faces, this result is 
not consistent with a processing style explanation of both the cross race effect and Navon 
effect. Given the robustness of the holistic / featural distinction in the cross race effect, it 
could be argued that the global and local Navon task did not induce the holistic and featural 
processing style at encoding relevant to the face recognition task. Alternatively, a second 
explanation is that the Navon task merely failed to influence processing style at the encoding 
stage. This second explanation, although unlikely given a general processing style account, is 
possible if the processing account is explained in terms of a general shift in processing style 
and that the effects of Navon processing only occur following encoding and prior to retrieval. 
6.5.2 Holistic and Featural Encoding 
Assuming that the global and local Navon task failed to induce holistic and featural 
processing styles at encoding, Experiments 5.1 and 5.2 investigated whether an encoding 
manipulation which encouraged the use of different facial properties, would encourage 
different face processing styles. The holistic and featural encoding tasks asked participants to 
focus on either personality traits or facial features. The results of the encoding task were 
again tested by the interaction with the race factor. In contrast to the Navon encoding task, 
the holistic and featural task interacted significantly, in the way predicted, with the cross race 
factor. The interaction showed that holistic encoding was more beneficial than featural 
encoding for own race faces but this was reversed for other race faces. In addition to the 
interaction with the race factor it seems likely that, given past research in this area, this 
encoding manipulation successfully induced the relevant holistic and featural processing 
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styles used in face recognition. For example, Wells and Hryciw (1984) used a very similar 
task in their study and found that the judgements made about personality were beneficial to a 
holistic recognition task such as a line-up judgement whereas judgements made about facial 
features were more beneficial to a feature based recognition task such as an identi-kit 
reconstruction. 
The design of Experiments 4.1 and 5.1 were identical, they used a multiple encoding, 
multiple trial design with the identical face stimuli. Therefore, the only difference between the 
two experiments was the encoding task used. Given these similarities, the results highlight 
some interesting differences between face processing style and the Navon letter task. 
However, in order to further explain these potential differences we examine how these 
different encoding tasks influenced the effects of Navon processing when the global and local 
processing tasks are carried out prior to retrieval. 
6.6 The Role of Encoding in the Navon Effect 
As mentioned in the previous section the only difference between Experiments 4.1 
and 5.1 relate to the encoding task used. In Experiment 4.1 participants were required to 
engage in the global and local Navon processing whereas Experiment 5.1 used a holistic and 
featural face based encoding task which required participants to rate faces based on either 
personality or with regard to facial features. In line with the differences at encoding, the 
Navon processing task, when presented prior to retrieval, also produced different results 
depending on the encoding task used. 
The results of the Navon processing task, using the first trial data of Experiment 4.1 
revealed means in the direction predicted by the processing style account; that is there was a 
significant difference between Navon processing conditions with global processing producing 
the highest accuracy followed by control and then local processing. However, this pattern of 
results was consistent across both encoding tasks. There are two important points to note 
from these results. The first is that there was no difference between globally encoded and 
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locally encoded stimuli the Navon processing task produced the same effect regardless of the 
encoding situation. Therefore, these findings suggests that either the Navon task at encoding 
failed to induce any type of processing manipulation or the Navon effect does not depend on 
the processes at encoding. Given the TAP account and previous research which has 
consistently highlighted the importance of encoding and retrieval operations this latter point 
seems unlikely, therefore the former point was investigated further. 
In contrast to these results, the findings from Experiment 5.1, which used a holistic 
and featural encoding task, did not produce means in line with the Navon effect. Global 
processing improved performance as expected, however, local processing also improved 
performance again regardless of the processing style used at encoding. If one assumes that 
the holistic and featural encoding task successfully induced face processing styles, these 
findings are difficult to explain in terms of a processing bias account. For example, if the 
effects of global processing observed in the literature were the result of an increase in holistic 
information then global processing should improve performance and this is what was found. 
However, if the impairment caused by local processing was the result of an increase in the 
use of featural information then performance should decrease following holistic encoding. 
This was not shown by the present results, local processing improved performance following 
both holistic and featural encoding. To rule out any explanation of these effects based on the 
specific stimuli used or random variance in the data, Experiment 5.2 replicated the results 
using different stimuli. Therefore, when provided with an encoding task, which influences 
holistic and featural encoding, it appears that both global and local processing improve 
recognition accuracy. 
The findings across Chapters 4 and 5 with regards to the Navon processing effect 
suggests that the processes used at encoding affect how the Navon task influences face 
recognition performance. But why did these differences occur? One explanation relates to the 
processes used at encoding and retrieval. For example, the results from Chapter 5, which 
showed that global and local Navon processing both improved performance following holistic 
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and featural encoding tasks, questions the holistic and featural nature of the global and local 
Navon task. The findings from Experiment 4.1 that global processing improves recognition 
following global encoding and local processing impairs recognition following local encoding 
may not indicate a change in processing style as an explanation, this could merely suggest 
that the similarity between encoding and retrieval processes remains pertinent to face 
recognition performance. 
C. 7 The Verbal Overshadowing Effect 
The Navon processing task was first introduced into the face recognition literature to 
irivestigate the processing style explanation of the verbal overshadowing effect (e. g. 
Fallshore & Schooler, 1995; Macrae & Lewis, 2002). However, given this link, the effects of 
providing a verbal description have not been directly compared with the effects of Navon 
processing. Experiment 4.1 and 5.1 explored the effects of providing a verbal description and 
compared this with the effects of Navon processing. The processing bias account of verbal 
overshadowing, similar to that of the Navon effect, claims that providing a verbal description 
cf a face shifts processing style from a holistic style, used at encoding, to a more featural 
L-3sed style brought on by the verbal description process. Given the reliability of this account 
as an explanation for the verbal overshadowing effect, it seems reasonable to conclude that 
te impairment caused by both verbalisation and local Navon processing are the result of a 
featural processing bias given the similar results produced by each task. However, this can 
c, ily be assumed from the studies conducted in the literature. 
The processing style account dominates the verbal overshadowing literature as the 
c, irrent explanation for the effect. For example, research has showed that the effect, not only 
cý'. curred when the description provided was one of the target face, but also when participants 
c -, scribed a completely different face such as their own mother (Dodson, Johnson & 
Schooler, 1997). The results of Experiment 4.1 support these findings as the to-be-described 
f ce was not part of the encoding set or subsequently tested and yet verbal description 
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s,. jcceeded in reducing performance. Furthermore, Westerman and Larsen (1997) found 
e jidence of the verbal overshadowing effect for faces when participants had previously 
d -, scribed other objects such as a car. These results imply that 
it is providing the verbal 
d-. ýscription per se that impairs face recognition and not the interference of the verbal 
c, -, scription with the original visual memory, ruling out an account based on recoding 
ir-Jerference, 
However, the majority of experiments conducted on the verbal overshadowing effect 
h, -ive not measured encoding processes. Given that the processing style account is based on 
a transfer of processing style from holistic to featural this explanation assumes that encoding 
processes contain holistic information. The verbal overshadowing effect has been reliably 
demonstrated usually with the use of either the presentation of a single face or the sequential 
p esentation of multiple faces. In contrast, research which has used multiple target faces at 
p, esentation (e. g. Chance & Goldstein, 1976; Woglater, 1991,1996) found positive effects of 
v-, rbal description, rehearsal and elaboration on subsequent recognition. Although encoding 
r rocesses are difficult to control given the applied nature of this task, it is important to 
c)nsider the presentation and number of faces used at encoding (see Section 6.4.1 above) 
E. i these factors clearly influence the effects of verbalisation. Further research in this area 
would be beneficial to understanding the verbal overshadowing account and given the 
nilarity of encoding influences using the Navon task, further research in this area would 
1-- ; Ip to highlight the potential similarities or differences between the processes involved in 
L )th effects. 
One line of research which has made the link between verbal overshadowing and face 
r icessing styles comes from research carried out with own and other race races. For 
E ample, research has shown that providing a verbal description impairs the recognition of 
c vn race faces but does not impair the recognition of other race faces (Fallshore & Schooler, 
1 A5). Given the holistic / featural account of the cross race effect it has been concluded that 
r )viding a verbal description does not influence other race face recognition because these 
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stimuli do not contain the configural information disrupted by verbalisation. The results from 
Experiment 4.1 are consistent with these findings. Although the race factor did not interact 
with any other factor in this experiment, the difference between control and verbalisation 
conditions was larger for own race faces, albeit not significantly so. Given the large number of 
factors in this experiment the lack of a significant interaction could have been due to a lack of 
power in the data. 
Experiments 4.1 and 5.1 investigated the effects of verbal description and Navon 
processing with regard to the TAP account. Given that TIP has been used to explain verbal 
overshadowing, the encoding manipulation used in these two experiments enabled a test of 
this theory. For example, it was predicted that verbal description would produce greater 
impairment if the stimuli had been encoded holistically compared with featurally. Interestingly, 
the results of three experiments presented here highlighted differences between the effects of 
Navon processing and verbal description. These differences question the claim that both the 
Navon effect and verbal description are consistent with the processing bias account. 
6.7.1 Verbal Overshadowing following Global and Local Encoding 
The results of Experiment 4.1 showed that verbalizing a face prior to recognition 
impaired recognition of a different face. Furthermore, the latency data showed that 
verbalisation increased the time it took to make a decision. This effect replicates the standard 
verbal overshadowing effect found in the literature (e. g. see Meissner & Brigham, 2002 for a 
review). As mentioned previously a similar impairment was shown following local Navon 
processing. From these main effects it could be argued that verbalisation and local Navon 
processing both impair face recognition performance, which could be explained in terms of a 
processing bias. However, a processing style explanation assumes that verbalisation and 
Navon processing impair recognition due a featural processing shift. However, a shift in 
processing style was not observed in this experiment as there were no significant differences 
between globally and locally encoded stimuli. Given the ambiguity of the Navon task at 
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encoding it is difficult to conclude that the global and local versions of the task actually 
induced holistic and featural processing. It is possible that the Navon task had no effect on 
the way stimuli were encoded. As encoding processes were difficult to determine in this 
experiment one explanation for this result is that holistic encoding was used regardless of the 
encoding task. 
The results of Experiment 4.1 are consistent with the claim that verbalisation and local 
Navon processing both impair recognition accuracy, in line with the processing bias account. 
However, given that there was no difference between stimuli that were encoded following 
global Navon processing and stimuli that were encoded following local Navon processing it 
was difficult to determine whether the effects were due to a processing bias. Therefore, this 
task was replaced with a task that encouraged the use of holistic and featural information. 
6.7.2 Verbal Overshadowing following Holistic and Featural Encoding 
Experiment 5.1 investigated the effects of providing a verbal description following 
encoding tasks that were more conducive to face processing, Therefore, as mentioned 
previously holistic processing was encouraged by asking participants to think about 
personality traits of faces at encoding, whereas featural processing was encouraged by 
asking participants to focus on facial features, In contrast to the results presented with the 
Navon encoding task, verbalisation improved recognition accuracy compared with control, 
contrary to predictions. However, the results from the latency data did not support this 
accuracy data. Compared to control, reaction times to make a decision were increased 
following verbalisation, in line with predictions. Furthermore, these differences were 
consistent across both holistic and featural encoding tasks and for both own and other race 
faces. 
The results suggest that the holistic and featural encoding tasks were successful in 
eliciting the holistic and featural processing styles given the significant interaction between 
the encoding task and the race factor (see Section 6.5.2 for a full review of this data). Based 
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on this finding the similar results found in the verbalisation condition following the two 
encoding tasks were surprising given the TIP account. The increased accuracy in the 
verbalisation condition following both holistic and featural encoding is not consistent with a 
processing bias explanation. Therefore, it is difficult to explain these results solely in terms of 
a featural bias. However, the results from the latency data showed that reaction times in the 
verbalisation condition were significantly slower than all the other conditions. These results 
suggest that participants may have been sacrificing speed for accuracy. The differences 
between accuracy and speed measurements are discussed in Section 6.10 below. 
In line with the verbalisation condition local Navon processing also increased 
accuracy in the experiment. However, in contrast, the latencies revealed a different pattern. 
Whilst verbalisation slowed down reaction time to make a response, as predicted by the 
verbal overshadowing effect, local processing speeded reaction times compared with control. 
The significant differences observed in the latency data suggest that verbalisation and local 
Navon processing whilst both influencing face recognition performance, may be affected by 
different experimental factors. Given the dissociation observed between the effects of both 
tasks it is difficult to conclude that the cognitive mechanisms involved in both effects 
correspond to the same processes. Although the encoding task appeared to induce the 
relevant face processing styles, there was no interaction between the encoding task and 
either verbalisation or local processing. Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain whether a 
processing bias explanation can account for the differing effects found between verbalisation 
and local processing in this experiment. However, the differences in accuracy and latency 
data measured following both local processing and verbafisation suggest that differences lie 
in the nature of both tasks. 
6.8 Trial Effects 
Throughout this thesis both multiple test trial and single test trial designs have been 
employed. Unlike with single test trials, within a multiple test trial design a number of issues 
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need to be considered when assessing performance. The first relates to performance across 
trials within a given block of test trials and the second relates to performance across blocks. 
Where multiple trials have been used, analysis was carried out to determine whether any 
significant patterns were evident in the data. The analysis of performance across blocks did 
not reveal any patterns that were of significance, however differences were observed in the 
pattern of means across trials. These findings, although consistent with the literature, were 
surprising and warrant further explanation. 
The multiple trial design used in this thesis was to present multiple trials across 
multiple blocks where, prior to each block, individuals carried out one of the interval tasks. 
Given this design, the lack of an effect on performance across blocks, and presence of a trial 
effect, was surprising given the opportunity for practice and strategy change. For example, 
given multiple trials participants were given the opportunity to learn the relevant strategy and 
apply that to subsequent trials. However, given that performance did not alter across blocks 
practice effects did not appear to influence the effects caused by the interval task. Moreover, 
participants did not appear to change their strategy across block given that within each block 
the interval task that participants had previously carried out influenced performance on the 
first trial of every block. These results highlight an interesting finding with regards to the 
impact of the Navon task and the longevity of the effect. The implications of these trial effects 
are discussed. 
To date only one study which has looked at Navon processing and face recognition 
has used multiple trials (see Weston & Perfect, 2005). The results showed that the effects of 
Navon processing were strongest over the first four trials following the Navon manipulation 
however from trial four onwards the effects had disappeared. This finding suggests that the 
effects of Navon processing may be limited to either a short time span or a short number of 
judgements. Analysis of trial effects presented here showed similar findings. In particular, 
Experiments 4.1,5.1 and 5.2 which used a standard face recognition task. The experiments 
which used the composite task in this thesis did not adopt a multiple trial paradigm therefore 
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trial effects were not explored in these experiments. The trial analysis carried out on data 
using the change detection task found limited evidence of trial effects; only the latency data in 
Experiment 3.2 found evidence of a decrease in performance over trials. However, this lack 
of a trial effect with this task could be due to the unusual nature of the task, as described 
above. Therefore, for the purpose of this discussion we focus on the trial effects observed in 
the face recognition task presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 
The results of Experiments 4.1 and 5.1 showed that the effects of Navon processing 
and verbalisation were stronger for the first trial following the manipulation. In line with 
previous trial effects found with Navon processing (Weston & Perfect, 2005), similar effects 
have been observed in the verbal overshadowing literature whereby the impairment following 
verbal description was only apparent for the first test trial following the verbalisation task (e. g. 
Fallshore & Schooler, 1995). Although the trial effects found in both Navon processing and 
verbal overshadowing does not provide evidence for the similarity in processes used in both 
tasks, they indicate that both tasks are subject to similar rates of decay. So, what factors 
influence the decline of both the Navon effect and verbalisation? One factor could simply be 
time. That is, the effects of Navon processing and verbalisation are limited to a certain length 
of time, after which the effect dissipates. Alternatively, this could be in conjunction with the 
number of judgements made. For example, the influence of the Navon task may be limited a 
certain number of recognition judgements. The influence of time could be examined by 
introducing a delay between the Navon task and the recognition judgement. One unpublished 
study conducted by Perfect (2004) did not find any significant effect of introducing a post 
Navon delay. Whilst post-description delays have been shown to reduce the impact of 
verbalisation (see Meissner & Brigham, 2002 for a review) this has not been extensively 
investigated with the Navon task. Introducing different constraints on the Navon task would 
aid understanding of the nature of the effect. 
These trial effects are important for research in both areas as it has consequences for 
the longevity of the effect and its implications. The presence of an effect across trials 
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suggests that the Navon effect is not hampered by either proactive interference from prior 
exposure to faces or by retroactive interference; earlier tests of recognition. This finding 
suggests that the influence of the Navon task is robust and can overcome effects of repeated 
exposure. 
6.9 Changes in the Control Condition 
One problem with the Navon effect, and comparing global and local processing with 
that of a control condition, lies in the difficulty of determining the processing style used in the 
control task. Three different control tasks were used across the nine experiments presented 
in this thesis; a maze puzzle, category-word generation and reading aloud. These tasks were 
chosen because they are common tasks used in previous research. However, given the aim 
of this thesis and the focus on processing style, it is important to consider the inevitable 
processing styles used in these control tasks. Given that these experiments were aiming to 
change processing style from a neutral state to a processing style that favoured either global 
or local processing it is important that a neutral processing style is present in the control 
condition, but is this possible? 
Mazes are commonly used as a control task in many experimental designs, however 
research has shown that the processing used to complete this task may be more holistic than 
featural. For example, Finger (2002) found that the verbal overshadowing effect could be 
reversed by completing a maze puzzle prior to recognition. She claimed that the maze puzzle 
provided a release from verbal overshadowing by focusing more on configural processing. 
The results from Weston and Perfect (2005) are consistent with the idea that mazes 
encourage the use of a more holistic strategy. They found that local processing decreased 
reaction times to recognise composite face halves, however there was no effect of global 
processing. inspection of the means showed that the reaction times following the maze task 
(control) were almost equal to the reaction times following the global task. However, 
experiments presented in this thesis have not found the same pattern of results using mazes 
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as a control (Experiments 2.1 and 2.2). Finding a control task in which all participants perform 
consistently is difficult given that requirements of a control task are not to influence 
performance. Therefore, it is not surprising that performance between individuals vary as well 
as performance across different control tasks vary. Therefore, a number of different control 
tasks such as mazes, word generation and reading aloud were used in this thesis to rule out 
any explanations of the effects based on bias caused by the control task. 
Assuming that the control task did not elicit a specific processing style it is possible 
that the processing style adopted when engaging in the control task was based on the 
individual. Given that some individuals are likely to be more holistic and some likely to be 
more featural in their styles of processing it is difficult to ascertain an equal number of each 
type of processing in the control group. A skew in the direction of either holistic or local 
processing styles in the control group could determine whether there is an effect of either 
global or local processing given that between subjects are always used in this design. An 
alternative design would be to compare the effects of global and local processing within 
subjects, which would eliminate the need for a control and produce more power in the data. 
However, within subjects designs, whilst increasing power this design also enhances 
problems due to transfer effects, although these can be moderated by the use of 
counterbalancing techniques. The benefits of between versus within subjects designs is 
always a difficult decision, however, it would be beneficial to explore the effects of Navon 
processing across different experimental designs. 
In addition to differences between control tasks, differences were also observed 
between performance levels in the control group across experiments. For example, 
experiments which used a forced choice recognition task tended to produce higher accuracy 
scores than experiments which used an old / new recognition task. These differences are 
most likely due to the increased difficulty in an old / new recognition task. For example, in all 
the experiments in this thesis forced choice recognition was tested using a two-alternative 
test whereby participants were required to choose which stimulus they had seen before and if 
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they didn't know they were required to guess. The proportion correct measure in this 
paradigm would therefore consist of correct hits and correct hits through guessing. This is in 
contrast to an old / new paradigm whereby responses can fall into one of four categories; 
correct hit, correct rejection, false positive and a miss. These four categories would distribute 
responding more and therefore could lead to a reduction in correct responses, 
In addition to the differences in correct responses, forced choice and old / new 
recognition tasks vary in terms of the opportunity for response bias. A response bias is when 
participants are biased to either responding 'yes' all the time or'no' all the time. In an old / 
new recognition task this is possible because participants must respond on each trial whether 
an item is old or new. 'However, in a forced choice recognition task, response bias is fixed as 
participants have to choose between alternatives. The influence of response bias has been 
explored within the verbal overshadowing literature. For example, Clare & Lewandowsky 
(2004) investigated whether the verbal overshadowing effect could be explained in terms of 
shift in criterion. They found that providing a verbal description resulted in a more 
conservative criterion shift in which individuals were more reluctant to choose someone from 
the line-up. These results suggest that verbalisation changed the way individuals responded. 
Given that verbalisation influenced the way in which participants respond it is possible that 
similar effects would be observed following the Navon task. Therefore, further research could 
explore what effect, if any, the Navon task has on response bias. 
6.10Accuracy versus Speed 
Differences were also observed between the measures of performance. For example, 
in some experiments accuracy was used as a measure of performance and in other 
experiments latencies were used. The use of different measures may also be linked to the 
difficulty of the task. 'For example, in Experiment 2.1, which used composites as stimuli 
Participants performed at high levels of accuracy, which is often observed using this task (e. g. 
Weston & Perfect, 2005; Young et al, 1987). However, Experiment 2.2 which used an old / 
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new recognition task did not produce the same high accuracy. Therefore, when performance 
was near ceiling latency measures were used as the most sensitive measure of performance, 
however when accuracy was low this was taken as the best measure given that the number 
of data points used in the latency measures would be small and therefore give low power in 
the analysis. 
However, in Experiments 4.1,5.1 and 5.1, where accuracy was around 75% both 
accuracy and latency measures were used as measures of performance. Both accuracy and 
latencies have been used in previous research to investigate the effect of Navon processing 
(e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Weston & Perfect, 2005). Using both measures provides a more 
complete assessment of performance given that in some circumstances individuals may be 
highly accurate but also very slow to make a response, this would provide a different picture 
than someone who is highly accurate but also very fast to make a response. The two sets of 
measures were useful when investigating the high accuracy and slow reaction times 
observed in the verbalisation condition of Experiment 5.1 whereby participants appeared to 
be trading speed for accuracy. In Navon processing research effects have been observed 
using both accuracy and latency data, however, this is not the case with the verbal 
overshadowing data. Much of this research has investigated the effect of verbalisation on 
accuracy only. Furthermore, Schooler and Engstler-Schooler (1990) found that if individuals 
are placed under a time restriction, whereby they are asked to respond within five seconds, 
then the negative effect of verbal description disappears. This difference in measurement 
may help explain why differences in latencies were observed between the verbalisation and 
the other three conditions and why the latency and accuracy data did not coincide in the 
verbalisation condition. 
6.11 Design and Materials 
A number of different design choices were made throughout this thesis ranging from 
multiple to single encoding, multiple to single test trials and variations in stimuli. The 
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differences between encoding and test trial presentations and their influence on face 
recognition were discussed at beginning of this chapter. Here we examine the influence of the 
materials used across experiments and the influence changes in stimuli may have had on 
performance. 
The first distinction was the use of colour images versus black and white images. All 
of the images used in Chapters 2 and 3 were grayscale images either downloaded from a 
face database or created using e-fit software. However, in Chapters 4 and 5 the stimuli were 
actual photographs taken with a digital camera and presented in colour. Both colour and 
black and white images have been used interchangeably in the face recognition literature and 
with little concern regarding differences in processing style. A small number of studies have 
been conducted examining the contribution of colour to face recognition (e. g. Kemp, Pike, 
White, & Musselman, 1996; Bruce & Young, 1998). From these studies it was concluded that 
colour provided no significant recognition advantage for face recognition. However, it is 
possible the use of colour will influence how individuals encode the face. For example, when 
trying to remember a face some individuals may use a description method, for example, he 
has brown hair, blue eyes etc. However, when this information is removed individuals may 
rely on a different strategy. A change in the way faces are encoded could have an effect on 
the processing style used at this stage, which as mentioned previously, would have 
consequences when investigating Navon effects based on transfer appropriate processing. 
To date, the influence of colour on the verbal codes used at encoding has not been 
investigated. Furthermore, when investigating the influence of verbal description prior to 
recognition colour is important as individuals often use colour in their descriptions. Therefore, 
removing this feature would also influence the type of description individuals provide. Past 
research has shown that the type of description provided by individuals can influence whether 
or not verbal descriptions affect face recognition accuracy (e. g. see Meissner, 2002), 
however the influence of colour has not been investigated. 
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Another factor which may have influenced face recognition performance relates to the 
type of stimuli used. For example, in Chapter 3, stimuli were created using e-fit software as 
opposed to photographs. This software was chosen to enable small featural and configural 
changes to facial stimuli that would otherwise be difficult to create. However, it is unclear as 
to whether e-fit stimuli are perceived and recognised in the same way as photographs. Given 
the unusual appearance of the face stimuli created using this package it is possible that the 
normal processes used in face recognition do not apply to these images. 
A third factor which has been shown to influence face recognition accuracy relates to 
the differences between encoding and test images. Effective face recognition needs to 
overcome changes in facial expression, illumination and viewing geometry. Therefore, one 
way to ensure that face recognition and not photo recognition is achieved is to use different 
images of the same person at encoding and test. A change in stimulus was adopted in 
Chapters 4 and 5 whereby3/4profiles were used at encoding and frontal profiles used at test. 
However, this was not enforced in either the composite task or the change detection task. 
One reason for this was that in the composite task, full faces were used at encoding whereas 
composites were used at test, thus enforcing a change in stimuli. However, in this task it was 
still possible for participants to remember one aspect about the picture and focus on that at 
test. For the change detection task, a rotation of the e-fit construction could not be achieved 
with this software therefore the same images were used at encoding and test. The problems 
associated with this were weighed up against the benefits of the quality of the changes 
achievable using this package. In Chapters 4 and 5 the changes in stimuli view between 
encoding and test was closer to the face recognition that we experience in everyday life. 
Changing the views ensured that participants were encoding the persons face and something 
specific to the picture presented. Therefore changing the view has important consequences 
for the results of an experiment especially when investigating the influence of holistic and 
featural processing styles. For example, if accurate recognition can be achieved by focusing 
on one part of the picture then the holistic processing that is present in face recognition will 
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not apply to this stimuli presentation. Furthermore, changing the view of stimuli in 
experiments has implications if the results are attempting to generalize to the real world and 
the way faces are processed and recognised. 
6.12 The Navon Letters 
A line of research in this thesis, not previously explored in the face recognition 
literature, investigated how changes in the Navon letter task influenced face recognition 
performance. All research published in this area has used Navon letters, similar to the original 
letters created by Navon (1977). However, since Navon's original paper, subsequent 
research in the perception literature has explored the implications of making changes to the 
Navon stimuli. Such changes include spacing out the local letters (Martin, 1979), changing 
the visual angle (Kinchla & Wolfe, 1979), the duration of exposure (Kimchi, 1992) or the 
ocation of the stimuli (Pomerantz, 1983). Given the differences observed with changes in 
Navon stimuli, all experiments presented in this thesis used the same Navon letter task, with 
the exception of Experiment 2.3 where the Navon task was the manipulation used in the 
design. In all experiments the task presented each Navon letter for only two seconds and 
each letter was presented in a different location on the screen. The consistency across 
experimental designs removed an explanation based on different Navon letters to account for 
differences between results. 
Past research has shown that small changes to the Navon letter stimuli can change 
the way the task is perceived by an individual. For example, Martin (1979) showed that the 
global precedence found in the standard Navon letters (Navon, 1977) was not present when 
the local elements were spaced further apart in the global array. If one assumes that the 
effect of the Navon task on face recognition accuracy is the result of a processing bias then 
the arrangement of the local elements within the global array should not influence the effect 
as long as the global array is still made up of smaller local properties. However, the results of 
Experiment 2.3 did not support this prediction. Experiment 2.3 used the composite face task 
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and forced choice recognition to examine the influence of different Navon stimuli on the 
magnitude of the Navon effect. Surprisingly, results showed that when the standard Navon 
letters were used global processing impaired the recognition of composite face halves and 
local processing improved recognition, as predicted. However, when spaced out letters were 
used, in which the local properties were placed further apart from each other within the global 
array and therefore less frequent, this finding was reversed; global processing improved 
composite face half recognition and local processing impaired it. This result was astonishing 
given that both types of Navon letter consisted of the same hierarchy of information; a global 
letter made up of smaller mismatching local elements. Given this result it is difficult to explain 
the effect of Navon processing using an account based on processing style. 
The processing style explanation claims that processing style is transferred from the 
Navon letter task to the face recognition task. This is an important assumption made by this 
theory because there is no direct evidence that processing style can be transferred from one 
task to another, completely unrelated, task. However, the perceptual literature provides some 
indirect evidence for the transfer of information within the Navon task. For example, 
Robertson (11996) identified level specific priming for the Navon letter task whereby 
participants were faster to respond to a level, whether global or local, if the level was the 
same on the previous trial. Although this is evidence for the transfer of information within the 
task, this does not suggest that level specific information can be transferred to a completely 
new task. Furthermore, Kimchi (1992) has suggested that one should be cautious about 
making inferences of holistic processing from global advantage. She claims we should bear in 
mind there is a distinction between global properties which are defined by a hierarchical 
structure, and holistic properties, which are defined as a function of the interrelations among 
component parts. She claims that hierarchical patterns only differ in their level of globality, 
that is, the local features are not properties of the global figure. For example, the local 
properties of an H are lines (and not other letters) in the same way that eyes, nose, mouth etc 
are properties of a face. That is the local properties of the Navon letters do not give rise to the 
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global feature. These results suggest that the global and local versions of the Navon letter 
task may not map onto holistic and featural properties of a face. However, if the transfer of 
processing style is not responsible for the effect, how can the effects of the Navon letter task 
be explained? 
6.13A Processing Bias Explanation 
This thesis explored the Navon effect across experiments which differed in 
methodology to previous studies conducted in this area. Changes in methodological design 
were explored in order to investigate the claim that the effects caused by global and local 
Navon processing were the result of a processing bias. The findings described above do not 
completely rule out processing bias as an explanation. However, the inconsistency of results 
across experimental designs found in Chapters 2 and 3 questions the generalisability of the 
effect. Furthermore, given the robustness of the holistic / featural account of face recognition 
and the consistency of differential processing styles found across face recognition tasks in 
the literature, the lack of a Navon effect with the composite task and change detection task 
presented in this thesis questions the link between Navon processing and face processing 
styles. 
If the Navon processing effect on face recognition is the result of a processing shift 
towards either holistic or featural processing then it is true to say that any task which 
influences holistic and featural processing would also influence the effect of Navon 
processing. However, the results of experiments presented in this thesis provide evidence to 
suggest that the effects of global and local processing may not be linked to holistic and 
featural face processing styles. If processing style can not exclusively explain the results 
found here, what alternative explanations are there for these effects? 
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6.14AIternative Explanations 
Let us assume for a moment that global and local Navon processing influence face 
recognition performance because something or some process is transferred from the Navon 
task to the face recognition test. If processing style per se is not being transferred, as the 
results from these experiments suggest, then what process is causing the effect? One 
alternative explanation relates to the spatial frequency of information. Research carried out 
within the perception literature has proposed a link between the Navon letter task and 
different spatial frequencies (e. g. Shulman, Sullivan, Gish & Sakoda, 1986, Shulman & 
Wilson, 1987), It has been argued that the global Navon processing task promotes the use of 
low spatial frequency information whereas the local processing task promotes access to high 
spatial frequencies. This link between global and local processing and spatial frequency 
information was demonstrated by Shulman, Sullivan, Gish and Sakoda (1986). They adapted 
frequencies with use of frequency gratings and found that the frequency which most affected 
the global task was lower than that which affected the local task. Furthermore, Shulman and 
Wilson (1987) found that directing attention to the local or the global level affected the 
detectability of different spatial frequencies. Thus, low spatial frequencies were more easily 
detected when participants attended to global properties and high spatial frequencies were 
more easily detected when participants attended to local properties. 
Identifying global or local properties of Navon stimuli requires attention to low and high 
spatial frequencies (Shulman & Wilson, 1987) because the features (the local properties) are 
smaller than the configuration of the features (the global property). The same argument can 
be applied to making holistic and featural judgements about faces (Boutet, Collin & Faubert, 
2003). Thus, one potential explanation of the Navon effect observed in previous studies (e. g. 
Macrae and Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003; Weston & Perfect, 2005), and the findings presented 
here, is not that global or local processing is being transferred, but instead, the influence is 
due to attention to a particular spatial frequency. However, an account based on spatial 
frequency can not account for all of the results presented here. For example, the reverse 
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finding found in Experiment 2.3 which showed that spaced out Navon letters produce the 
reverse effect on face recognition to standard letters can not be explained by a change in 
spatial frequency information. Although the number of elements within the global array differs, 
the local elements still contain higher frequency of information than the global array. The only 
property that changes is the precedence associated with the level of information. For 
example, in the standard version there is global precedence whereas in the spaced out letters 
the local elements take precedence. The role of precedence has not been explored in this 
thesis, however, given the results found across experiments presented here this line of 
research would be very beneficial to understanding the nature of the Navon effect and 
whether the precedence or even inhibition of information can account for the effect. 
Both the processing style explanation and an explanation based on spatial frequency 
of information assume that some process or type of information is transferred from the Navon 
letter task to the face recognition task. This is a big assumption given that there is no 
evidence to suggest that the processes used to carry out the Navon letter task are indeed 
transferred to the face recognition task. Therefore, another way to explore these effects is not 
based on the transfer of information but on activation. Neuropsychologists, have investigated 
brain activations involved in face recognition for a number of years. The dominant view 
amongst neuropsychologists (e. g. Farah, 1990; Moscovitch, Winocur & Behrmann, 1997) is 
that right hemisphere fusiforim regions are specifically involved in face processing while left 
fusiform regions are involved in more general object recognition. Whilst other researchers 
suggest that both right and left hemispheres are involved in face processing but in different 
ways. There is a variety of evidence that support both views, for example, research has found 
that faces presented in the left visual field (LVF) were identified more rapidly and more 
accurately than when presented in the right visual field (RVF) (Rhodes, 1993; Hillger & 
Koenig, 1991; Levine, Banich & Koch-Weser, 1988). Additionally, other research has found 
that inverting faces, which essentially disrupts configural information, eliminates or reduces 
right hemisphere advantage for faces (Hillger & Koenig, 1991). This suggests that the right 
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hemisphere is used in holistic face recognition whereas the left hemisphere is used in more 
featural detection strategies. 
In line with neuropsychological evidence for face processing, similar work has been 
carried out on the neuropsychological effects of global and local Navon processing. Some 
researchers have demonstrated faster reaction times to global stimuli in the left visual field 
compared to the right visual field and the reverse with local stimuli (e. g. Sergeant, 1982, 
Kimchi & Merhav, 1991). The finding that global Navon processing activates regions in the 
right hemisphere and local processing activates regions in the left hemisphere is consistent 
with the link between global and local processing and holistic and featural face recognition. 
Furthermore, Fink, Marshall, Halligan and Dolan (1999) found that global attention increased 
occipital activity in the right hemisphere only when the sparing of local letters was low, thus 
creating global precedence. Furthermore, local attention increased activation in the left 
hemisphere only when local letters were relatively sparse, thus creating local precedence. 
This finding relates to the results of Experiment 2.3 which showed that the opposite effects 
were found when the sparcity of the local properties are increased. This is consistent with the 
claim that the level precedence may have some impact on the effect of Navon processing in 
face recognition. Furthermore, this provides an alternative view that the effects of global and 
local processing may be observed by activation in the right or left hemisphere associated with 
the Navon task. Whilst an explanation based on neuropsychological evidence does not 
provide an alternative explanation for the results of the Navon task, however similarities 
between the effects of Navon processing and face processing styles found through this 
method can help explain the neurological basis for both types of stimuli and thus increase our 
understanding as to the nature of the effect. 
6.15 Implications for Memory Research 
When introduced into the literature, the surprising influence that global and local 
Navon processing had on face recognition performance sparked much interest amongst 
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memory researchers. The idea that a perceptual task such as the Navon letter task could 
influence face recognition performance created a new line of research from which to 
investigate how faces are perceived, processed and recognised. Given the eyewitness 
context in which this research was original investigated the practical implications of this 
research were of paramount importance. The idea that a simple letter task could influence 
face recognition accuracy may have direct implications for the criminal justice system and 
line-up identification accuracy. 
6.15.1 Applied Implications 
Understanding how we recognise faces has implications for many situations. One of 
the most widely researched areas relates to how we identify suspects from line-ups. Much 
research has been carried out on the presentation of line-up members (e. g. Lindsay & Wells, 
1985) which has impacted on the current procedures used to collect identifications. However, 
little is known about the cognitive processes involved when a witness approaches a line-up. 
Given our limited knowledge regarding face processing in this domain it is not surprising that 
the Navon effect created so much interest. The original study integrating the Navon letter task 
and face recognition research was conducted using line-up identifications, has subsequently 
been replicated (e. g. Macrae & Lewis, 2002; Perfect, 2003). The interest in this research from 
an applied perspective relates to the possibility of improving face recognition accuracy using 
a simple task. However, more recent research presented in this thesis has highlighted 
inconsistencies in the effect. For example, the presence of an effect appears to be influenced 
by factors such as the encoding and retrieval operations used in face recognition or the way 
in which recognition is tested. Given the constraints placed upon the presence or absence of 
an effect, it is unlikely that the Navon letter task is robust enough to provide real world 
application. 
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6.15.2 Theoretical Implications 
Although this research has not been able to determine the cause of the Navon effect it 
has aided our understanding of the effect of Navon processing on face recognition 
performance. Face recognition researchers have been investigating the processes involved in 
recognising faces for many years. There is a consensus that holistic and featural properties 
are both involved in the ýrecognition process. The idea that Navon processing can influence 
these face processing styles was a valid assumption to make given the properties of both 
Navon 'letters and faces. However, although it is still difficult to ascertain exactly the 
processes involved in the Navon effect, it is clear that processing style may not be able to 
account solely for the effects demonstrated both in this thesis and iin the literature. The 
findings from this thesis point away from a processing style account towards an account 
based on spatial frequencies, global / local precedence or attention, all of which need to be 
investigated further in order to fully understand their role in the effect. 
6.16 Future Directions 
It is clear that the Navon letter task influences face recognition performance, however 
the original account based on processing style (Macrae & Lewis, 2002) looks less likely given 
the experimental results of the experiments presented in this thesis. One of the main criticism 
of this account lies around the demonstration of a reversed effect using spaced out Navon 
letters. This effect can not be explained in terms of processing style alone. Therefore, in order 
to understand the precise nature of the Navon effect more research needs to be carried out 
focusing on other aspects of the Navon task that may link it to face recognition performance. 
Two lines of research require investigation, which were alluded to earlier; spatial frequencies 
and precedence. In addition the use of hemispheric activation studies may provide an 
additional methodology to explore the effects. 
The role of spatial frequencies has been widely researched with regard to faces. 
Furthermore, a vast amount of research has been conducted in the perceptual literature 
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linking the Navon task to spatial frequency information. Linking these two lines of research 
could be paramount to our understanding of the Navon effect given the similarities between 
both sets of stimuli. The role of global and local precedence has been widely researched in 
terms of the Navon task and the influence this task has on perceptual ability, however this 
approach has not yet been explored in terms of the influence of face recognition accuracy. 
Given the results found in this thesis this line of research would be crucial to our 
understanding of the Navon effect. 
The role of hemispheric activation is a little more complex given the ambiguity of the 
research surrounding the neuropsychology of faces and perceptual processing. With 
neuropsychology becoming a popular methodology amongst cognitive psychologists, this 
approach could provide an additional method by which to explore the Navon effect. Coupled 
with further behavioural research we may develop a clearer understanding of how, why and 




7.1 Appendix 2A 
7.1.1 Experiment 2.1 Interval task analysis accuracy data. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 0.91 0.02 0.87 0.94 
Control 0.91 0.02 0.88 0.95 
Local 0.91 0.02 0.88 0.95 
Table 1 a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




Aligned 0.89 0.02 0.86 0.92 
Misaligned 0.93 0.01 0.90 
1 
0.96 
Table 1 b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the alignment factor. 




Top 0.94 0.01 0.92 0.97 
Bottom 
L 
0.88 0.01 0.85 
I 
0.91 











Global Aligned 0.90 0.03 0.84 0.96 
Misaligned 0.90 0.02 0.87 0.95 
Control Aligned 0.89 0.03 0.84 0.95 
Misaligned 0.94 0.02 0.90 0.99 
Local Aligned 0.89 0.03 0.84 0.95 
Misaligned 0.94 0.02 0.90 0.99 
Table 1d. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x alignment. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Global Top 0.95 0.02 0.90 1.00 
Bottom 0.86 0.03 0.81 0.91 
Control Top 0.94 0.02 0.89 0.99 
Bottom 0.89 0.03 0.84 0.95 
Local Top 0.95 0.02 0.90 1.00 
Bottom 0.88 0.03 0.83 0.94 
Table le. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x stimuli. 






Aligned Top 0.93 0.02 0.90 0.97 
Bottom 0.86 0.02 0.81 0.91 
Misaligned Top 0.96 0.02 0.93 0.99 
Bottom 0.90 0.02 0.86 0.94 










Global Aligned Top 0.95 0.03 0.88 1.02 
Bottom 0.85 0.04 0.77 0.94 
Misaligned Top 0.95 0.0 0.89 1.01 
Bottom 0.87 0.04 0.79 0.94 
Control Aligned Top 0.92 0.03 0.85 0.98 
Bottom 0.87 0.04 0.78 0.95 
Misaligned Top 0.97 0.03 0.91 1.02 
Bottom 0.92 0.04 0.84 0.99 
Local Aligned Top 0.93 0.03 0.87 1.00 
Bottom 0.85 0.04 0.77 0.94 
Misaligned Top 0.97 0.03 0.91 1.02 
Bottom 0.92 0.04 0.84 0.99 
Table 1g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x alignment x stimuli. 
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7.2 Appendix 2B 
7.2.1 Experiment 2.1 Interval task analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 3,927 236 3,455 4,400 
Control 3,443 236 2,970 3,915 
Local 3,498 236 3,026 3,971 
Table 2a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 












Table 2b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the alignment factor. 




Top 3,291 138 3,015 3,567 
Bottom 
1 















Global Aligned 4,001 269 3,464 4,539 
Misaligned 3,854 251 3,350 4,357 
Control Aligned 3,672 269 3,134 4,210 
Misaligned 3,213 251 2,710 3,716 
Local Aligned 3,565 269 3,027 4,103 
Misaligned 3,432 251 2,928 3,935 
Table 2d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x alignment. 
INTERVAL 
TAS 






Global Top 3,499 239 3,021 3,977 
Bottom 4,356 286 3,783 4,930 
Control Top 3,173 239 2,695 3,652 
Bottom 3,712 286 3,138 4,285 
Local Top 3,202 239 2,723 3,680 
L- i 
Bottom 31 795 286 3,222 4,369 
Table 2e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x stimuli. 






Aligned Top 3,365 148 3,068 3,663 
Bottom 4,127 199 3,728 4,526 
Misaligned Top 3,217 166 2,885 3,549 
Bottom 3,782 186 3,410 4,154 










Global Aligned Top 3,506 257 2,991 4,021 
Bottom 4,497 345 3,806 5,188 
Misaligned Top 3,492 287 2,916 4,067 
Bottom 4,215 322 3,571 4,860 
Control Aligned Top 3,265 257 2,750 3,780 
Bottom 4,079 345 3,388 4,770 
Misaligned Top 3,081 287 2,506 3,657 
Bottom 3,345 322 2,700 3,989 
Local Aligned Top 3,325 257 2,810 3,840 
Bottom 3,805 345 3,114 4,496 
Misaligned Top 3,078 287 2,503 3,654 
Bottom 31 785 322 31141 4,430 
Table 2g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x alignment x stimuli. 
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7.3 Appendix 2C 
7.3.1 Experiment 2.2 Interval task analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 0.49 0.05 0.40 0.59 
Control 0.51 0.05 0.41 0.60 
Local 0.56 0.05 0.46 0.65 
Table 3a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 














Table 3b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the alignment factor. 




Top 0.60 0.03 0.53 0.66 
Bottom 0.44 
1 
0.04 0.37 0.52 










Global Aligned 0.48 0.06 0.36 0.59 
Misaligned 0.51 0.06 0.38 0.63 
Control Aligned 0.50 0.06 0.38 0.61 
Misaligned 0.52 0.06 0.39 0.65 
ni Loc., Aligned 0.54 0.06 0.42 0.65 
Misaligned 0.58 0.06 0.45 0.70 
Table 3d. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x alignment. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Global Top 0.60 0.06 0.49 0.72 
Bottom 0.38 0.07 0.25 0.52 
Control Top 0.58 0.06 0.46 0.69 
Bottom 0.44 0.07 0.31 0.58 
Local Top 0.61 0.06 OA9 0.72 
Bottom 0.51 0.07 0.37 0.64 
Table 3e. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x stimuli. 






Aligned Top 0.53 0.05 0.44 0.63 
Bottom 0.48 0.05 0.38 0.57 
Misaligned Top 0.66 0.04 0.57 0.74 
Bottom 0.41 0.06 0.30 0.53 










G 10 lobal Aligned Top 0.53 0.08 0.36 0.69 
Bottom 0.43 0.08 0.27 0.60 
Misaligned Top 0.68 0.08 0.52 0.83 
Bottom 0.33 0.10 0.14 0.53 
Control Aligned Top 0.54 0.08 0.37 0.71 
Bottom 0.45 0.08 0.29 0.61 
Misaligned Top 0.61 0.08 0.46 0.76 
Bottom 0.43 0.10 0.24 0.63 
Local Aligned Top 0.53 0.08 0.37 0.70 
Bottom 0.54 0.08 0.38 0.71 
Misaligned Top 0.68 0.08 0.53 0.84 
Bottom 0.47 0.10 0.27 0.67 
Table 3g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x alignment x stimuli. 
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7.4 Appendix 2D 
7.4.1 Experiment 2.2 Interval task analysis latency data 
: INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 2,443 88 2,266 2,619 
Control 2,683 88 2,507 2,859 
L-Local 
2,475 88 2,299 2,651 
Table 4a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




Aligned 2,538 55 2,427 2,649 
Misaligned 2,529 54 2,422 2,636 
Table 4b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the alignment factor. 



























Global Aligned 2,415 96 2,222 2,607 
Misaligned 2,471 93 2,285 2,656 
Control Aligned 2,702 96 2,510 2,895 
Misaligned 2,664 93 2,478 2,849 
Local Aligned 2,496 96 2,304 2,689 
L- I 
Misaligned 21 453 93 2,267 2,639 
Table 4d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x alignment, 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Global Top 2,417 105 2,208 2,626 
Bottom 2,468 89 2,290 2,647 
Control Top 2,753 105 2,543 2,962 
Bottom 2,613 89 2,434 2,791 
Local Top 2,380 105 2,171 2,589 
Bottom 2,570 89 2,391 2,748 
Table 4e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x stimuli. 






Aligned Top 2,539 69 2,401 2,677 
Bottom 2,536 55 2,426 2,646 
Misaligned Top 2,494 62 2,370 2,618 
L 
Bottom 2,564 61 2,442 2,686 










Global Aligned Top 2,350 120 2,110 2,589 
Bottom 2,480 95 2,289 2,670 
Misaligned Top 2,484 107 2,269 2,699 
Bottom 2,457 105 2,246 2,668 
Control Aligned Top 2,795 120 2,556 3,034 
Bottom 2,609 95 2,419 2,800 
Misaligned Top 2,710 107 2,495 2,926 
Bottom 2,617 105 2,406 2,828 
Local Aligned Top 2,473 120 2,233 2,712 
Bottom 2,520 95 2,330 2,710 
Misaligned Top 2,287 107 2,072 2,502 
Bottom 2,619 105 2)408 2,830 
Table 4g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x alignment x stimuli. 
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7.5 Appendix 2E 
7.5.1 Experiment 2.3 Interval task analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global Spaced 0.89 0.02 0.84 0.94 
LocalSpaced 0. 0.02 0.85 0.95 
Table 5a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 














Table 5b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the alignment factor. 




Top 0.95 0.01 0.93 0.98 
Bottom 0.84 0.03 0.78 0.89 
Table 5c. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the stimuli factor. 
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INTERVAL ALIGNMENT MEAN STD. LOWER (95% UPPER (95% 
TASK ERROR CONFIDENCE) CONFIDENCE) 
Global Aligned 
0.88 0.03 0.83 0.94 
Spaced 
Misaligned 
0.90 0.03 0,83 0.97 
Local Aligned 












Table 5d. Mean accuracy and standard errors forinterval task x aHgnment. 
INTERVAL STIMULI MEAN STD. LOWER (95% UPPER (95% 
TASK ERROR CONFIDENCE) CONFIDENCE) 
Giobal Top 
0.96 0.02 0.92 1.00 
Spaced 
Bottom 
0.83 0.04 0.75 0.90 
Local Top 
0.95 0.02 0.91 0.99 
Spaced 
Bottom 
0.85 0.04 0.77 0.93 
Table 5e. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x stimuli. 






Aligned Top 0.95 0.02 0.91 0.99 
Bottom 0.84 0.03 0.78 0.90 
Misaligned Top 0.96 0.02 0.92 0.99 
Bottom 0.83 0.04 0.75 0.92 
Table 5f. Mean accuracy and standard errors for alignment x stimuli. 
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INTERVAL ALIGNMENT STIMULI MEAN STD. LOWER (95% UPPER (95% 
TASK ERROR CONFIDENCE) CONFIDENCE) 
Global Aligned Top 
0.95 0.03 0.90 1.01 
Spaced 
Bottom 
0.82 0.04 0.74 0.90 
Misaligned Top 
0.97 0.02 0.92 1.02 
Bottom 
0.83 0.06 0.72 0.95 
Local Aligned Top 
0.95 0.03 0.90 1.01 
Spaced 
Bottom 
0.87 0.04 0.78 0.95 
Misaligned Top 
0.95 0.02 0.90 1.00 
Bottom 
0.83 0.06 0.72 0.95 
Table 5g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x alignment x stimuli. 
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7.6 Appendix 2F 
7.6.1 Experiment 2.3 Interval task analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global Spaced 3,452 246 2,954 3,950 





Table 6a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 














Table 6b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the alignment factor. 














Table 6c. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the stimuli factor. 
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INTERVAL ALIGNMENT MEAN STD. LOWER (96% UPPER (95% 
TASK ERROR CONFIDENCE) CONFIDENCE) 
Global Aligned 
3,526 269 2,982 4,070 
Spaced 
Misaligned 
3,378 266 2,839 3,918 
Local Aligned 
3,997 262 3,467 4,528 
Spaced 
Misaligned 
3,897 259 3,372 4,423 
Table 6d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x alignment. 
INTERVAL STIMULI MEAN STD. LOWER (95% UPPER (95% 
TASK ERROR CONFIDENCE) CONFIDENCE) 
Global Top 
3,128 215 2,692 3,564 
Spaced 
Bottom 
3,776 310 3,149 4,404 
Local Top 











Table 6e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x stimuli. 






Aligned Top 3,468 180 3,103 3,833 
Bottom 4,055 230 3,589 4,521 
Misaligned Top 3,297 147 2,999 3,594 
L 
Bottom 3,979 270 3,432 4,525 
Table 6f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for alignment x stimuli. 
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'INTERVAL ALIGNMENT STIMULI MEAN STD. LOWER (95% UPPER (95% 
TASK ERROR CONFIDENCE) CONFIDENCE) 
Global Aligned Top 
3,335 258 2,812 3,857 
Spaced 
Bottom 
3,717 329 3,050 4,384 
Misaligned Top 
2,921 210 2,495 3,347 
Bottom 
3,836 386 3,053 4,619 
Local Aligned Top 
3,601 251 3,092 4,110 
Spaced 
Bottom 
4,393 321 3,743 5,044 
Misaligned Top 
3,673 205 3,258 4,088 
Bottom 
4,122 377 3,359 4,885 
Table 6g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x alignment x stimuli. 
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7.7 Appendix 2G 
7.7.1 Experiment 2.3 Interval task effects accuracy data 
NAVON LEVEL MEAN STD. ERROR LOWER (95% UPPER (95% 
CONFIDENCE) CONFIDENCE) 
Global 0.90 0.01 0.87 0.93 
Local 0.90 0.01 0.87 0.93 
Table 7a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the Navon level factor. 




Standard 0.91 0.01 0.88 0.94 
Spaced 0.89 0.01 0.86 0.92 
Table 7b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the spacing factor. 

















LEVEL LL LEVEL 







Global Standard 0.90 0.02 0.86 0.94 
Spaced 0.89 0.02 0.85 0.93 
Control Standard 0.92 0.02 0.87 0.96 
Spac, ed, 0.89 0.02 0.85 0.93 













Global Glot 01 Aligned 0.89 0.02 0.85 0.93 
Misaligned 0.90 0.02 0,86 0.94 
Coni Control Aligned 0.90 0.02 0.86 0.93 
Misaligned 0.91 0.02 0.87 0.95 
Table 7e. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Navon level x alignment. 






Standard Aligned 0.89 0.02 0.86 0.93 
Misaligned 0.92 0.02 0.88 0.96 
Spaced Aligned 0.89 0.02 0.85 0.93 
L- I 
Misaligned 0.89 0.02 0.85 0.93 










Global Standard Aligned 0.90 0.03 0.84 0.95 
Misaligned 0.91 0.03 0.85 0.96 
Spaced Aligned 0.88 0.03 0.83 0.94 
Misaligned 0.90 0.03 0.84 0.96 
Local Standard Aligned 0.89 0.03 0.84 0.95 
Misaligned 0.94 0.03 0.88 1.00 
Spaced Aligned 0.90 0.03 0.84 0.95 
Misaligned 0.88 0.03 0.83 0.94 
Table 7g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Navon level x spacing x alignment. 
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7.8 Appendix 2H 
7.8.1 Experiment 2.3 Interval task effects latency data 












Table 8a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the Navon level factor. 














Table 8b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the spacing factor. 

























Global Standard 3,895 236 3,425 4,365 
Spaced 3,388 236 2,918 3,858 
Control Standard 3,452 236 2,982 3,923 
Spaced 3,935 23 3,464 4,405 
Table 8d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Navon level x spacing. 
NAVON 
LEVEL 






Global Aligned 3,748 182 3,385 4,111 
Misaligned 3,535 181 3,174 3,896 
Control Aligned 3,759 182 3,396 4,122 
Misaligned 3,628 181 3,267 3,989 
Table 8e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Navon level x alignment. 






Standard Aligned 3,758 182 3,395 4,121 
Misaligned 3,589 181 3,228 3,950 
Spaced Aligned 3,749 182 3,386 4,112 
Misaligned 3,574 181 3,213 3,934 











Global Standard Aligned 3,965 258 3,451 4,478 
Misaligned 3,825 256 3,315 4,336 
Spaced Aligned 3,532 258 3,018 4,045 
Misaligned 3,244 256 2,734 3,755 
Local Standard Aligned 3,552 258 3,039 4,065 
Misaligned 3,353 256 2,842 3,863 
Spaced Aligned 3,967 258 3,453 4,480 
Misaligned 31 903 256 3,392 4,413 
Table 8g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Navon level x spacing x alignment. 
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7.9 Appendix 3A 
7.9.1 Experiment 3.1 Block effects analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 0.71 0.02 0.67 0.75 
Control 0.79 0.02 0.76 0.83 
Local 0.77 0.02 0.73 0.81 
Table 9a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.82 0.02 0.78 0.86 
2 0.74 0.02 0.70 0.77 
3 0.78 0.02 0.74 0.82 
4 0.82 0.02 0.78 0.86 
5 0.66 0.02 0.62 0.69 
6 0.74 0.02 0.71 0.78 
Table 9b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the block factor. 




Featural 0.76 0.01 0.73 0.79 
Configural 0.76 0.01 0.73 
1 
0.78 










Global 1 0.82 0.04 0.75 0.89 
2 0.65 0.03 0.58 0.71 
3 0.77 0.03 0.70 0.84 
4 0.81 0.04 0.74 0.88 
5 0.58 0.03 0.52 0.63 
6 0.65 0.03 0.59 0.71 
Contr 1 1 0.84 0.04 0.77 0.91 
2 0.82 0.03 0.76 0.88 
3 0.77 0.03 0.70 0.84 
4 0.85 0.04 0.77 0.92 
5 0.67 0.03 0.61 0.72 
6 0.82 0.03 0.76 0.89 
Local 1 0.80 0.04 0.73 0.87 
2 0.74 0.03 0.67 0.80 
3 0.80 0.03 0.73 0.87 
4 0.81 0.04 0.74 0.88 
5 0.73 0.03 0.67 0.78 
6 0.75 0.03 0.69 0.82 











Global Featural 0.71 0.02 0.66 0.75 
Configural 0.72 0.02 0.68 0.76 
Control Featural 0.80 0.02 0.75 0.84 
Configural 0.79 0.02 0.75 0.84 
Local Featural 0.78 0.02 0.73 0.83 
Configural 0.76 0.02 0.72 
1 
0.80 










1 Featural 0.85 0.02 0.80 0.90 
Configural 0.79 0.03 0.74 0.84 
2 Featural 0.63 0.03 0.58 0.69 
Configural 0.84 0.02 0.80 0.88 
3 Featural 0.73 0.03 0.68 0.79 
Configural 0.83 0.03 0.78 0.88 
4 Featural 0.83 0.02 0.78 0.88 
Configiural 0.81 0.03 0.76 0.87 
5 Featural 0.79 0.02 0.74 0.83 
Configural 0.53 0.02 0.48 0.57 
6 Featural 0.74 0.03 0.68 0.79 
Configural 0* 75 0.02 0.70 0.80 











Global 1 Featural 0.82 0.04 0.73 0.90 
Configural 0.82 0.05 0.73 0.91 
2 Featural 0.47 0.05 0.38 0.57 
Configural 0.82 0.03 0.75 0.89 
3 Featural 0.76 0.05 0.66 0.85 
Configural 0.79 0.04 0.70 0.87 
4 Featural 0.83 0.04 0.75 0.91 
Configural 0.80 0.05 0.70 0.89 
5 Featural 0.72 0.04 0.65 0.80 
Configural 0.43 0.04 0.35 0.50 
6 Featural 0.63 0.05 0.54 0.73 
Configural 0.67 0.04 0.58 0.75 
Control 1 Featural 0.89 0.04 0.80 0.97 
Configural 0.79 0.05 0.70 0.88 
2 Featural 0.78 0.05 0.68 0.88 
Configural 0.87 0.0 0.80 0.94 
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3 Featural 0.65 0.05 0.55 0.74 
Configural 0.89 0.04 0.80 0.98 
4 Featural 0.86 0.04 0.77 0.94 
Configural 0.83 0.05 0.74 0.93 
5 Featural 0.77 0.04 0.69 0.85 
Configural 0.57 0.04 0.49 0.64 
6 Featural 0.83 0.05 0.74 0.93 
Configural 0.81 0.04 0.73 0.90 
Local I Featural 0.85 0.04 0.77 0.94 
Configural 0.76 0.05 0.67 0.85 
2 Featural 0.64 0.05 0.55 0.74 
Configural 0.83 0.03 0.76 0.89 
3 Featural 0.79 0.05 0.70 0.89 
Configural 0.81 0.04 0.72 0.89 
4 Featural 0.80 0.04 0.72 0.89 
Configural 0.81 0.05 0.72 0.91 
5 Featural 0.86 0.04 0.78 &94 
Configural 0.59 0.04 0.51 0.66 
6 Featural 0.75 0.05 0.66 0.84 
Configural 0.76 0.04 0.67 0.85 
Table 9g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x block x change type. 
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7.10Appendix 3B 
7.10.1 Experiment 3.1 Block effects analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 2,113 166 1,781 2,444 
Control 2,456 153 2,151 2,761 
Local 2,094 153 1,790 2,399 
Table 10a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 2,399 135 2,129 2,668 
2 2,584 142 2,301 2,867 
3 2,304 122 2,061 2,547 
4 1,927 88 1,752 2,103 
5 2,107 112 1,885 2,330 
6 2,005 94 1,818 2,192 
Table 1 Ob. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the block factor. 




Featural 2,124 88 1,949 2,299 















Global 1 2,427 247 1,934 2,919 
2 2,465 260 1,947 2,983 
3 2,028 223 1,583 2,473 
4 1,750 161 1,428 2,071 
5 2,203 204 1,796 2,610 
6 1,803 171 1,461 2,144 
Control 1 2,661 227 2,208 3,114 
2 2,937 239 2,461 3,414 
3 2,543 205 2,133 2,952 
4 2,126 148 1,830 2,421 
5 2,233 188 1,859 2,608 
6 2,236 158 1,922 2,551 
Local 1 2,108 227 1,655 2,561 
2 2,349 239 1,873 2,826 
3 2,341 205 1,932 2,751 
4 1,907 148 1,611 2,202 
5 1,886 188 1,512 2,260 
6 1,975 158 1,661 
1 
2,289 











Global Featural 2,028 160 1,709 2,348 
Configural 2,197 201 1,796 2,598 
Control Featural 2,343 147 2,049 2,637 
Configural 2,569 185 2,201 2,938 
Local Featural 2,000 147 1,706 2,294 
Configural 2,189 185 1,820 L 2,557 










1 Featural 2,199 123 1,954 2,444 
Configural 2,599 176 2,249 2,949 
2 Featural 2,658 158 2,342 2,974 
Configural 2,510 175 2,162 2,858 
3 Featural 2,170 144 1,882 2,457 
Configural 2,439 138 2,164 2,714 
4 Featural 1,844 88 1,669 2,019 
Configural 2,010 127 1,758 2,263 
5 Featural 2,003 109 1,785 2,221 
Configural 2,212 141 1,930 2,494 
6 Featural 1,869 92 1,687 2,052 
Configural 21 140 130 1,882 2,399 











Global 1 Featural 2,132 225 1,684 2,580 
Configural 2,722 321 2,082 3,362 
2 Featural 2,535 290 1,957 3,113 
Configural 2,395 319 1,759 3,032 
3 Featural 1,997 263 1,472 2,523 
Configural 2,059 252 1,557 2,562 
4 Featural 1,787 161 1,467 2,107 
Configural 1,712 231 1,250 2,173 
5 Featural 2,109 200 1,710 2,508 
Configural 2,297 259 1,781 2,812 
6 Featural 1,609 167 1,275 1,943 
Configurai 1,996 237 1,524 2,469 
Control 1 Featural 2,412 207 2,001 2,824 
Configural 2,910 295 2,321 3,499 
2 Featural 3,102 267 2,571 3,634 
Configural 1 2,772 293 2,187 3,357 
310 
3 Featural 2,440 242 1,957 2,923 
Configural 2,645 232 2,183 3,108 
4 Featural 1,920 148 1,625 2,214 
Configural 2,332 213 1,907 2,756 
5 Featural 2,060 184 1,693 2,427 
Configural 2,407 238 1,932 2,881 
6 Featural 2,123 154 1,816 2,430 
Configural 2,350 218 1,916 2,784 
Local 1 Featural 2,052 207 1,640 2,463 
Configural 2,164 295 1,576 2,753 
2 Featural 2,336 267 1,804 2,867 
Configural 2,363 293 1,778 2,948 
3 Featural 2,072 242 1,588 2,555 
Configural 2,611 232 2,149 3,074 
4 Featural 1,826 148 1,532 2,121 
Configural 1,987 213 1,563 2,412 
5 Featural 1,840 184 1,473 2,207 
Configural 1,932 238 1,457 2,406 
6 Featural 1,876 154 1,569 2,182 
Configural 1 2,075 218 11640 2,509 
Table 10g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x block x change type. 
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7.11 Appendix 3C 
7.11.1 Experiment 3.1 Trial effects analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 0.70 0.02 0.66 0.74 
Control 0.80 0.02 0.76 0.83 
Local 0.77 0.02 0.73 0.81 
Table 11 a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.76 0.02 0.73 0.79 
2 0.76 0.02 0.72 0.79 
3 0.75 0.02 0.72 0.79 
Table 11 b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the trial factor. 




















Global 1 0.70 0.03 0.65 0.75 
2 0.70 0.03 0.65 0.76 
3 0.70 0.03 0.64 0.75 
Control 1 0.81 0.03 0.75 0.86 
2 0.80 0.03 0.74 0.86 
3 0.78 0.03 0.73 0.83 
Local 1 0.76 0.03 0.71 0.82 
2 0.76 0.03 0.70 0.82 
3 0.79 0.03 0.73 0.84 











Global Featural 0.69 0.03 0.64 0.74 
Configural 0.71 0.02 0.67 0.76 
Control Featural 0.79 0.03 0.74 0.84 
Configural 0.80 0.02 0.75 0.84 
Local Featural 0.79 0.03 0.74 0.84 
Configural 0.75 0.02 0.71 0.80 










1 Featural 0.76 0.02 0.73 0.80 
Configural 0.75 0.02 0.71 0.79 
2 Featural 0.75 0.02 0.70 0.80 
Configural 0.76 0.02 0.72 0.80 
3 Featural 0.75 0.02 0.71 0.79 
Configural 0.761 0.02 1 0.72 0.80 











Global 1 Featural 0.70 0.03 0.63 0.77 
Configural 0.70 0.03 0.63 0.77 
2 Featural 0.70 0.04 0.62 0.78 
Configural 0.71 0.03 0.64 0.77 
3 Featural 0.66 0.04 0.58 0.73 
Configural 0.74 0.04 0.67 0.81 
Control 1 Featural 0.81 0.03 0.75 0.88 
Configural 0.80 0.03 0.73 0.87 
2 Featural 0.79 0.04 0.71 0.87 
Configural 0.81 0.03 0.75 0.88 
3 Featural 0.77 0.04 0.70 0.85 
Configural 0.78 0.04 0.71 0.86 
Local 1 Featural 0.78 0.03 0.71 0.85 
Configural 0.75 0.03 0.68 0.81 
2 Featural 0.76 0.04 0.68 0.84 
Configural 0.76 0.03 0.70 0.83 
3 Featural 0.82 0.04 0.74 0.89 
Configural 0.76 0.04 0.68 0.83 
Table 11 g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x trial x change type. 
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7.12Appendix 3D 
7.12.1 Experiment 3.1 Trial effects analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 2,275 179 1,920 2,630 
Control 2,537 172 2,194 2,879 
Local 2,259 172 11916 2,602 
Table 12a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 2,326 106 2,115 2,537 
2 2,393 119 2,156 2,629 
3 2,351 114 2,125 2,578 
Tablel2b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the trial factor. 




Featural 2,211 89 2,034 2,388 
















Global 1 2,098 188 1,724 2,471 
2 2,404 211 1,985 2,824 
3 2,323 202 1,922 2,724 
Control 1 2,692 182 2,331 3,053 
2 2,482 204 2,077 2,888 
3 2,436 195 2,048 2,823 
Local 1 2,190 182 1,829 2,551 
2 2,291 204 1,886 2,697 
31 2,296 195 1,908 2,683 











Global Featural 2,127 158 1,813 2,440 
Configural 2,423 229 1,967 2,878 
Control Featu ral 2,379 152 2,076 2,682 
Configural 2,694 221 2,254 3,134 
Local Featural 2,127 152 1,824 2,430 
L- I 
Configural 2,391 221 1,951 L 2,831 
Table 12e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x change type. 
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1 Featural 2,272 113 2,048 2,496 
Configural 2,381 121 2,140 2,621 
2 Featu ra 1 2,225 133 1,961 2,488 
Configural 2,560 155 2,251 2,870 
3 Featural 2,136 87 1,963 2,308 
L- I 
Configural 2,567 169 2,231 2,903 











Global 1 Featural 2,049 200 1,652 2,447 
Configural 2,146 214 1,720 2,572 
2 Featural 2,208 235 1,741 2,675 
Configural 2,600 275 2,053 3,148 
3 Featural 2,123 154 1,816 2,429 
Configural 2,523 300 1,927 3,118 
Control 1 Featural 2,693 193 2,309 3,077 
Configural 2,690 207 2,279 3,102 
2 Featural 2,205 227 1,753 2,656 
Configural 2,760 266 2,231 3,289 
3 Featural 2,240 149 1,944 2,536 
Configural 2,632 290 2,056 3,207 
Local 1 Featural 2,074 193 1,690 2,458 
Configural 2,305 207 1,894 2,717 
2 Featural 2,262 227 1,810 2,713 
Configural 2,321 266 1,792 2,850 
3 Featural 2,045 149 1,749 2,340 
Configural 2,547 290 1,972 3,123 
Table 12g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x trial x change type. 
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7.13Appendix 3E 
7.13.1 Experiment 3.2 Block effects analysis accuracy data. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 0.41 0.06 0.30 0.53 
Control 0.43 0.06 0.32 0.55 
Local 0.42 0.06 0.31 0.54 
Table 13a. Mean accuracy (hits-fp) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.61 0.05 0.52 0.71 
2 0.36 Oý06 0.24 0.48 
3 0.47 0.05 0.37 0.56 
4 0.41 0.05 0.31 0.51 
5 0.39 0.06 0.27 0.50 
6 0.30 0.06 0.17 0.42 
Table 13b. Mean accuracy (hits-fp) and standard errors for the block factor. 




Featural 0.37 0.03 0.30 0.44 
Configural 0.48 0.04 0.40 . 
55 










Global 1 0.61 0.08 0.45 0.78 
2 0.39 0.10 0.18 0.59 
3 0.41 0.08 0.25 0.58 
4 0.50 0.09 0.33 0.67 
5 0.35 0.10 0.15 0.55 
6 0.23 0.11 0.00 0.45 
Control 1 0.55 0.08 0.39 0.71 
2 0.36 0.10 0.16 0.57 
3 0.58 0.08 0.41 0.74 
4 0.31 0.09 0.14 0.49 
5 0.48 0.10 0.27 0.68 
6 0.31 0.11 0.09 0.54 
Local 1 0.68 0.08 0.51 0.84 
2 0.34 0.10 0.13 0.54 
3 0.41 0.08 0.25 0.58 
4 0.43 0.09 0.25 0.60 
5 0.34 0.10 0.13 0.54 
6 0.35 0.11 0.13 0.57 











Global Featural 0.34 0.06 0.23 0.46 
Configural 0.49 0.07 0.36 0.62 
Control Featural 0.40 0.06 0.28 0.52 
Configural 0.46 0.07 0.33 0.59 


















1 Featural 0.62 0.06 0.51 0.73 
Configural 0.61 0.05 0.51 0.71 
2 Featural 0.30 0.06 0.17 0.43 
Configural 0.43 0.07 0.28 0.57 
3 Featural 0.35 0.06 0.24 0.46 
Configural 0.58 0.05 0.47 0.69 
4 Featural 0.33 0.06 0.22 0.45 
Configural 0.49 0.06 0.37 0.61 
5 Featural 0.33 0.07 0.19 0.48 
Configural 0.44 0.06 0.33 0.55 
6 Featural 0.29 ý0.06 0.16 0.42 
Configural 0.30 0.07 0.15 0.45 











Global 1 Featural 0.65 0.10 0.46 0.84 
Configural 0.58 0.09 0.40 0.75 
2 Featural 0.23 0.11 0.00 0.45 
Configural 0.55 0.12 0.30 0.80 
3 Featural 0.30 0.10 0.11 0.49 
Configural 0.53 0.10 0.33 0.72 
4 Featural 0.38 0.10 0.18 0.57 
Configural 0.63 0.10 0.42 0.83 
5 Featural 0.30 0.13 0.04 0.56 
Configural 0.40 0.10 0.21 0.59 
6 Featural 0.20 0.11 -0.02 0.42 
Configural 0.25 0.13 -0.01 0.51 
Control 1 Featural 0.55 0.10 0.36 0.74 
Configural 0.55 0.09 0.37 0.73 
2 Featural 0.43 0.11 0.20 0.65 
Configural 0.30 0.12 0.05 0.55 
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3 Featu ra 1 0.48 0.10 0.28 0.67 
Configural 0.68 0.10 0.48 0.87 
4 Featural 0.23 0.10 0.03 0.42 
Configural 0.40 0.10 0.19 0.61 
5 Featural 0.40 0.13 0.14 0.66 
Configural 0.55 0.10 0.36 0.74 
6 Featural 0.33 0.11 0.10 0.55 
Configural 0.30 0.13 0.04 0.56 
Local 1 Featural 0.65 0.10 0.46 0.84 
Configural 0.70 0.09 0.52 0.88 
2 Featural 0.25 0.11 0.03 0.47 
Configural 0.43 0.12 0.17 0.68 
3 Featural 0.28 0.10 0.08 0.47 
Configural 0.55 0.10 0.36 0.74 
4 Featural 0.40 0.10 0.20 0.60 
Configural 0.45 0.10 0.24 0.66 
5 Featural 0.30 0.13 0.04 0.56 
Configural 0.38 0.10 0.18 0.57 
6 Featural 0.35 0.11 0.13 0.57 
Configural 0.35 0.13 0.09 0.61 
Table 13g. Mean accuracy (hits-fp) and standard errors for interval task x block x change type. 
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7.14Appendix 3F 
7.14.1 Experiment 3.2 Block effects analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 1,473 223 1,002 1,944 
Control 1,387 241 878 1,895 
Local 11633 223 1,162 2,104 
Table 14a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 1,675 172 1,313 2,037 
2 1,660 184 1,272 2,049 
3 1,520 139 1,227 1,812 
4 1,567 221 1,101 2,033 
5 1,313 87 1,131 1,496 
6 1,252 148 940 11563 
Table 14b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the block factor. 




Featural 1,508 129 1,236 1,779 
Configural 1,488 142 1,188 
1 
1,788 










Global 1 1,711 289 1,100 2,321 
2 1,848 311 1,192 2,503 
3 1,351 234 858 1,845 
4 1,307 372 522 2,093 
5 1,415 146 1,107 1,723 
6 1,209 249 683 1,734 
Control 1 1,451 313 791 2,110 
2 1,330 336 622 2,038 
3 1,650 253 1,117 2,183 
4 1,732 402 884 2,581 
5 1,105 158 77'2 1,437 
6 1,052 269 485 1,619 
Local 1 1,863 289 1,252 2,473 
2 1,803 311 1,148 2,459 
3 1,557 234 1,064 2,051 
4 1,661 372 875 2,447 
5 1,421 146 1,113 1,729 
6 1,495 249 970 2,020 











Global Featural 1,512 217 1,054 1,970 
Configural 1,435 240 930 1,940 
Control Featural 1,365 234 870 1,860 
Configural 1,408 259 863 1,954 
Local Featural 1,646 217 1,188 2,104 
Configural 1,620 240 1,115 2,126 










1 Featural 1,585 169 1,229 1,942 
Configural 1,764 219 1,302 2,226 
2 Featural 1,742 235 1,246 2,238 
Configural 1,579 165 1,230 1,927 
3 Featural 1,676 198 1,258 2,094 
Configural 1,363 112 1,127 1,600 
4 Featural 1,575 157 1,243 1,907 
Configural 1,559 303 920 2,197 
5 Featural 1,341 113 1,103 1,580 
Configural 1,286 116 1,041 1,530 
6 Featural 1,127 132 848 1,406 
Configural 1,377 171 1,016 1,738 











Global 1 Featural 1,509 285 908 2,110 
Configural 1,913 369 1,134 2,691 
2 Featural 1,977 397 1,140 2,813 
Configural 1,718 279 1,130 2,306 
3 Featural 1,456 334 752 2,161 
Configural 1,246 189 848 1,645 
4 Featural 1,419 265 860 1,978 
Configural 1,195 510 119 2,272 
5 Featural 1,630 191 1,228 2,032 
Configural 1,200 195 788 1,612 
6 Featural 1,079 223 609 1,549 
Configural 1,338 289 729 1,947 
Control 1 Featural 1,363 308 714 2,012 
Configural 1,539 399 698 2,380 
2 Featural 1,411 428 508 2,315 
Configural 1 1,249 301 614 1,884 
324 
3 Featural 1,828 361 1,067 2,589 
Configural 1,473 204 1,042 1,903 
4 Featural 1,617 286 1,013 2,221 
Configural 1,848 551 685 3,011 
5 Featural 998 206 564 1,433 
Configural 1,211 211 766 1,656 
6 Featural 972 240 465 1,480 
Configural 1,132 312 474 1,789 
Local 1 Featural 1,884 285 1,283 2,485 
Configural 1,841 369 1,062 2,620 
2 Featural 1,837 397 1,001 2,674 
Configural 1,769 279 1,181 2,357 
3 Featural 1,743 334 1,039 2,448 
Configural 1,371 189 972 1,769 
4 Featural 1,689 265 1,130 2,248 
Configural 1,633 510 557 2,710 
5 Featural 1,395 191 993 1,797 
Configural 1,447 195 1,035 1,859 
6 Featural 1,329 223 860 1,799 
Configural 1,661 289 1,052 2,270 
Table 14g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x block x change type. 
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7.15Appendix 3G 
7.15.1 Experiment 3.2 Trial effects analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 0.43 0.06 0.31 0.55 
Control 0.44 0.06 0.32 0.56 
Local 0.41 0.06 0.29 0.53 
Table 15a. Mean accuracy (hits-fp) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.38 0.04 0,29 0.46 
2 0.42 0.04 0,33 0.51 
3 0.48 0.05 0,38 0.58 
Table 15b. Mean accuracy (hits-fp) and standard errors for the trial factor. 






















Global 1 0.33 0.07 0.18 0.48 
2 0.45 0.07 0.30 0.60 
3 0.51 0.08 0.34 0.68 
Control 1 0.46 0.07 0.31 0.61 
2 0.38 0.07 0.23 0.53 
3 0.47 0.08 0.30 0.64 
Local 1 0.34 0.07 0.1 .9 0.49 
2 0.43 0.07 0.28 0.58 
3 0.45 0.08 0.28 0.62 











Global Featural 0.38 0.06 0.25 0.50 
Configural 0.49 0.07 0.36 0.63 
Control Featural 0.41 0.06 0.29 0.53 
Configural 0.47 0.07 0.33 0.60 
Local Featural 0.34 0,06 0.22 0.47 
L- I 
Configural 0.47 0.07 0.34 0.61 










1 Featu ra 1 0.29 0.05 0.20 0.39 
Configural 0.46 0.05 0.36 0.57 
2 Featural 0.40 0.04 0.32 0.48 
Configural 0.44 0,06 0.33 0.56 
3 Featural 0.44 0.05 0.33 0.55 
Configural 0.52 0.05 0.42 0.62 











Global 1 Featural 0.22 0.08 0.05 0.39 
Configural 0.45 0.09 0.26 0.63 
2 Featural 0.43 0.07 0.29 0.58 
Configural 0.47 0.10 0.28 0.66 
3 Featural 0.47 0.09 0.28 0.66 
Configural 0.56 0.09 0.39 0.73 
Control 1 Featural 0.39 0.08 0.22 0.55 
Configural 0.54 0.09 0.35 0.72 
2 Featural 0.38 0.07 0.24 0.52 
Configural 0.39 0.10 0.19 0.58 
3 Featural 0.46 0.09 0.27 0.65 
Configural 0.48 0.09 0.30 0.65 
Local 1 Featural 0.28 0.08 0.11 0.45 
Configural 0.41 0.09 0.22 0.59 
2 Featural 0.38 0.07 0.24 0.52 
Configural 0.48 0.10 0.28 0.67 
3 Featural 0.38 0.09 0.19 0.56 
Configural 0,53 0.09 0.36 Oý70 
Table 15g. Mean accuracy (hits-fp) and standard errors for interval task x trial x change type. 
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7.16Appendix 3H 
7.16.1 Experiment 3.2 Trial effects analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 1,522 125 1,268 1,775 
Control 1,470 160 1,145 1,794 
Local 11614 142 1,327 1,902 
Table 16a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 1,642 94 1,452 1,832 
2 1,498 93 1,310 1,685 
3 11465 84 1,296 1,635 
Table 16b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the trial factor. 




Featural 1,549 86 1,374 1,723 
onfigural 1,521 1 
85 114Q 
11,11-4 11 1 
nQ 1,693 










Global 1 1,643 142 1,355 1,931 
2 1,558 141 1,274 1,842 
3 1,364 127 1,106 1,621 
Control 1 1,647 182 1,279 2,015 
2 1,264 180 900 1,627 
3 1,498 163 1,169 1,827 
Local 1 1,636 162 1,309 1,962 
2 1,672 159 1,350 1,994 
3 1,535 144 1,243 1,826 











Global Featural 1,556 131 1,292 1,821 
Configural 1,487 129 1,226 1,748 
Control Featural 1,496 167 1,157 1,834 
Configural 1,444 165 1,110 1,777 
Local Featural 1,595 148 1, Qr% 91 1,894 
Configural 1,634 146 1,338 1,929 
Table 16e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x change type. 
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1 Featural 1,608 110 1,386 1,829 
Configural 1,676 98 1,478 1,874 
2 Featural 1,469 104 1,259 1,680 
Configural 1,526 100 1,324 1,728 
3 Featural --- 106 1,355 1,784 
L- I 
Configural 11 362 87 1,186 1,538 











Global 1 Featural 1,657 166 1,322 1,993 
Configural 1,629 148 1,329 1,929 
2 Featural 1,574 158 1,255 1,893 
Configural 1,542 151 1,236 1,848 
3 Featural 1,437 161 1,112 1,762 
Configural 1,290 132 1,023 1,557 
Control 1 Featural 1,604 212 1,174 2,033 
Configural 1,690 190 1,307 2,074 
2 Featural 1,244 202 836 1,652 
Configural 1,284 194 893 1,675 
3 Featural 1,640 206 1,224 2,055 
Configural 1,356 169 1,015 1,697 
Local 1 Featural 1,563 188 1,182 1,943 
Configural 1,709 168 1,369 2,049 
2 Featural 1,591 179 1,229 1,952 
Configural 1,753 172 1,406 2,100 
3 Featural 1,630 182 1,262 1,999 
Configural 1,439 150 1,137 1,741 
Table 16g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x trial x change type. 
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7.17Appendix 31 
7.17.1 Experiment 3.3 Block effects analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 0.66 0.03 0.59 0.72 
Control 0.67 0.03 0.61 0.74 
Local 0.66 0.03 0.60 0.73 
Table 17a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.64 0.03 0.59 0.69 
2 0.69 0.03 0.63 0.75 
3 0.66 0.03 0.61 0.72 
Table 17b. ýMean accuracy and standard errors for the block factor. 




Same 0.82 0.02 0.77 0.87 
eatural 0.71 0.03 0.65 0.78 
Configural 0.46 0.03 0.39 0.52 










Global 1 0.62 0.04 0.54 0.70 
2 0.72 0.05 0.63 0.81 
3 0.63 0.04 0.54 0.72 
Control 1 0.67 0.05 0.57 0.76 
2 0.64 0.05 0.54 0.74 
3 0.72 0.05 0.61 0.82 
Local 1 0.63 0.04 0.54 0.72 
2 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.81 
3 0.65 0.05 0.55 0.74 











Global Same 0.80 0.04 0.73 0.88 
Featural 0.71 0.05 0.60 0.82 
Configural 0.45 0.05 0.35 0.56 
Control Same 0.81 0.04 0.73 0.90 
Featural 0.67 0.06 0.55 0.80 
Configural 0.54 0.06 0.42 0.66 
Local Same 0.84 0.04 0.76 0.92 
Featural 0.76 0.06 0.64 0.88 
I Configural 0.38 1 0- 05 1 0.27 0.49 
1 










1 Same 0.80 0.03 0.73 0.87 
Featural 0.74 0.05 0.64 0.83 
Configural 0.38 0.05 0.28 0.47 
2 Same 0.84 0.04 0.77 0.92 
Featural 0.72 0.05 0.63 0.82 
Configural 0.50 0.05 0.40 0.60 
3 Same 0.81 0.04 0.74 0.89 
Featural 0.69 0.05 0.59 0.78 
Configural 0.49 0.05 0.39 0.59 











Global 1 Same 0.76 0.05 0.65 0.87 
Featural 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
Configural 0.37 0.08 0.21 0.52 
2 Same 0.85 0.06 0.72 0.97 
Featural 0.72 0.08 0.56 0.88 
Configural 0.59 0.08 0.42 0.75 
3 Same 0.80 0.06 0.68 0.93 
Featural &68 0.08 0.53 0.84 
Configural 0.40 0.08 0.24 0.57 
Control 1 Same 0.84 0.06 0.71 0.97 
Featural 0.63 0.09 0.46 0.81 
Configural 0.53 0.09 0.36 0.71 
2 Same 0.81 0.07 0.67 0.95 
Featural 0.66 0.09 0.49 0.84 
Configural 0.45 0.09 0.26 0.63 
3 Same 0.79 0.07 0.65 0.93 
Featural 0.72 0.09 0.54 0.90 
Configural 0.64 0.09 0.46 0.83 
Locai 1 Same 0.80 Oý06 0,69 0,92 
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Featural 0.85 0.08 0.69 1.01 
Configural 0.23 0.08 0.06 0.40 
2 Same 0.87 0.07 0.74 1.00 
Featural 0.79 0.08 0.62 0.95 
Configural 0.47 0.09 0.30 0.65 
3 Same 0.86 0.07 0.73 0.99 
Featural 0.65 0.08 0.48 0.82 
Configural 0.43 0.09 0.26 0.61 
Table 17g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x block x change type. 
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7.18Appendix 3J 
7.18.1 Experiment 3.3 Block effects analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 573 96 362 784 
Control 508 96 297 719 
Local 547 T 16 182 913 
Table 18a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 568 71 412 725 
2 558 94 351 764 
3 502 83 320 685 
Table 18b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the block factor. 




Same 553 78 382 723 
Featural 527 70 372 681 
Configural 549 106 316 782 










Global 1 615 95 405 825 
2 624 126 347 902 
3 479 ill 235 724 
Control 1 581 95 371 791 
2 461 126 184 738 
3 482 ill 237 726 
Local 1 509 165 145 872 
2 587 218 107 1,067 
3 546 192 123 970 











Global Same 620 104 391 849 
Featural 584 94 377 791 
Configural 516 142 203 828 
Control Same 434 104 205 663 
Featural 519 94 312 726 
Configural 571 142 258 884 
Local Same 605 180 209 1,002 
Featural 476 163 118 835 














1 Same 540 68 391 689 
Featural 595 127 316 874 
Configural 570 122 302 838 
2 Same 659 163 300 1,018 
Featural 473 89 278 668 
Configural 541 78 369 713 
3 Same 460 69 308 611 
Featural 512 78 340 683 
Configural 536 138 232 840 











Global 1 Same 550 91 350 749 
Featural 616 170 242 991 
Configural 680 163 320 1,039 
2 Same 882 219 400 1,364 
Featural 529 119 267 790 
Configural 463 105 232 693 
3 Same 427 92 224 631 
Featural 607 104 377 836 
Configural 404 185 -3 811 
Control 1 Same 456 91 256 656 
Featural 707 170 333 1,082 
Configural 581 163 222 941 
2 Same 444 219 -38 926 
Featural 464 119 203 726 
Configural 475 105 245 706 
3 Same 401 92 198 604 
Featural 387 104 157 616 
Configural 658 185 250 1,065 
Local 1 Same 614 157 268 1 
959 
338 
Featural 462 295 -187 1,111 
Configural 450 283 -173 1,073 
2 Same 651 379 -184 1,486 
Featural 425 206 -28 878 
Configural 685 181 286 1,084 
3 Same 551 160 198 903 
Featural 542 181 144 939 
Configural 547 321 -159 1,252 
Table 18g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x block x change type. 
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7.19Appendix 3K 
7.19.1 Experiment 3.3 Trial effects analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 0.65 0.03 0.60 0.71 
Control 0.66 0.03 0.60 0.72 
Local 0.70 0.03 0.64 0.75 
Table 19a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.68 0.02 0.63 0.72 
2 0.66 0.02 0.62 0.71 
Table 19b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the trial factor. 




Same 0.79 0.02 0.75 0.83 
Featural 0.74 0.02 0.69 0.79 
Configural 0.48 0.03 0.42 0.54 










Global 1 0.66 0.04 0.59 0.73 
2 0.64 0.04 0.57 0.72 
Control 1 0.64 0.04 0.57 0.71 
2 0.68 0.04 0.61 0.75 
Local 1 0.72 0.04 0.65 0.79 
2 0.67 0.04 0.60 0.75 











Global Same 0.77 0.04 0.69 0.84 
Featural 0.73 0.04 0.64 0.81 
Configural 0.47 0.05 0.36 0.57 
Control Same 0.77 0.04 0.70 0.84 
Featural 0.71 0.04 0.62 0.79 
Configural 0.50 0.05 0.40 0.60 
Local Same 0.83 0.04 0.76 0.90 
Featural 0.79 0.04 0.71 0.87 
Configural 0.47 0.05 0.36 0.57 










1 Same 0.82 0.03 0.77 0.87 
Featural 0.74 0.03 0.67 0.81 
2 Same 0.47 0.04 0.38 0.55 
Featural 0.76 0.03 0.70 0.81 
3 Same 0.75 0.03 0.68 0.81 
I Featural 0.49 1 0.04 1 0.42 1 r; rl 0. lj%j I 











Global 1 Same 0.80 0.05 0.71 0.89 
Featural 0.71 0.06 0.59 0.82 
Configural 0.48 0.07 0.34 0.62 
2 Same 0.73 0.05 0.63 0.83 
Featural 0.75 0.06 0.64 0.86 
Configural 0.45 0.06 0.32 0.58 
Control 1 Same 0.81 0.05 0.72 0.90 
Featural 0.72 0.06 0.60 0.84 
Configural 0.40 0.07 0.26 0.54 
2 Same 0.73 0.05 0.64 0.83 
Featural 0.70 0.06 0.59 0.81 
Configural 0.61 0.06 0.48 0.73 
Local I Same 0.85 0.05 0.76 0.94 
Featural 0.79 0.06 0.67 0.91 
Configural 0.52 0.07 0.38 0.66 
2 Same 0.81 0.05 0.72 0.91 
Featural 0.79 0.06 0.68 0.90 
Configural 0.42 0.06 0.29 0.54 
Table 19g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x trial x change type. 
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7.2OAppendix 3L 
7.20.1 Experiment 3.3 Trial effects analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Global 574 52 470 678 
Control 498 55 387 610 
Local 505 53 397 613 
Table 20a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 550 34 481 619 
2 502 33 436 568 
Table 20b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the trial factor. 




Same 500 31 437 563 
eatural 515 29 456 574 
Configural 563 48 467 659 










Global 1 581 57 466 695 
2 568 54 458 678 
Control 1 531 61 408 654 
2 466 59 347 584 
Local 1 538 59 419 657 
2 472 56 358 587 











Global Same 520 52 415 626 
Featural 587 49 489 686 
Configural 615 79 454 776 
Control Same 495 56 382 608 
Featural 460 53 354 567 
Configural 540 85 368 713 
Local Same 485 54 376 594 
Featural 498 51 395 600 
Configural 533 82 367 699 










1 Same 529 37 453 605 
Featural 525 33 457 592 
2 Same 596 59 477 715 
Featural 471 34 402 541 
3 Same 505 35 435 576 
Featural 529 51 426 632 











Global 1 Same 549 62 423 675 
Featural 535 56 422 648 
Configural 658 99 459 858 
2 Same 492 57 376 607 
Featural 640 58 522 758 
Configural 572 85 400 744 
Control I Same 519 67 383 654 
Featural 494 60 373 615 
Configural 582 106 367 796 
2 Same 472 61 347 596 
Featural 427 63 300 554 
Configural 499 92 313 684 
Local 1 Same 520 65 389 650 
Featural 546 58 429 663 
Configural 549 102 342 755 
2 Same 451 59 331 570 
Featural 450 61 327 572 
Configural 517 88 339 696 
Table 20g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x trial x change type. 
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7.21 Appendix 4A 
7.21.1 Experiment 4.1 Block analysis accuracy and latency data 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 0.70 0.22 0.06 0.58 0.82 
2 0.74 0.22 0.04 0.65 0.83 
3 0.60 0.17 0.06 0.47 0.73 
4 0.73 0.27 0.05 0.62 0.83 
Table 21 a. Mean accuracy for the global encoding own race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 0.75 0.17 0.05 0.63 0.87 
2 0.68 0.28 0.05 0.58 0.79 
3 0.60 0.25 0.06 0.46 0.74 
4 0.68 0.22 0.04 0.59 0.77 
Table 21 b. Mean accuracy for the local encoding own race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 0.67 0.26 0.05 0.56 0.78 
2 0.77 0.22 0.06 0.64 Oý89 
3 0.65 0.28 0.05 0.55 0.75 
4 0.68 0.24 1 
0.08 0.51 0.84 
Table 21c. Mean accuracy for the global encoding other race trials. 
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BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 0.68 0.24 0.04 0.60 0.77 
2 0.73 0.22 0.07 0.57 0.88 
3 0.71 0.22 0.04 0.62 0.80 
4 0.68 0.20 0.05 0.57 0.79 
Table 21 d, Mean accuracy for the local encoding other race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 3,688 1,162 300 3,045 4,332 
2 2,901 1,059 212 2,464 3,339 
3 3,399 1,268 401 2,492 4,306 
4 3,001 1,209 221 2,550 3,453 
Table 21e. Mean latencies (ms) for the global encoding own race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 3,954 1,785 564 2,677 5,231 
2 2,927 1,266 231 2,454 3,400 
3 3,210 967 250 2,674 3,745 
4 2,828 1,006 201 2,413 3,243 
Table 21f. Mean latencies (ms) for the local encoding own race trials. 
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BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 3,817 2,119 424 2,943 4,692 
2 4,066 2,958 764 2,428 5,704 
3 3,152 1,420 259 2,622 3,683 
4 4,001 2,313 731 2,346 5,655 
Table 21 g. Mean latencies (ms) for the global encoding other race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 3,198 1,226 224 2,740 3,656 
2 3,560 1,709 541 2,337 4,783 
3 2,797 1,082 216 2,351 3,244 
4 3,687 1,870 483 2,651 4,722 
Table 21 h. Mean latencies (ms) for the local encoding other race trials. 
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7.22Appendix 4B 
7.22.1 Experiment 4.1 Cross race analysis in the control condition 




Own Race 0.68 0.04 0.59 0.77 
Other Race 0.74 0.04 
1 
0.66 0.83 
Table 22a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the race factor. 




Global 0.71 0.03 0.65 0.77 
Local 0.71 0.03 0.65 0.78 
Table 22b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the encoding factor. 




Own Global 0.70 0.05 0.60 0.80 
Local 0.66 0.05 0.55 0.77 
Otheir Global 0.73 0.06 0.61 0.84 
Local 0.76 0.04 0.67 0.85 
Table 22c. Mean accuracy and standard errors for race x encoding. 
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Own Race 2,562 225 2,090 3,033 
Other Race 2,541 134 2,262 2,821 
Table 22d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the race factor. 






Global 2,728 218 2,272 3,183 
Local 2,375 151 2,060 2,690 
Table 22e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the encoding factor. 




Own Global 2,763 293 2,149 3,377 
Local 2,360 181 1,981 2,739 
Other Global 2,693 171 2,336 3,051 
Local 2,389 152 2,071 2,708 
Table 22f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for race x encoding. 
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7.23Appendix 4C 
7.23.1 Experiment 4.1 Trial analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 0.71 0.03 0.66 0.77 
Global 0.71 0.03 0.66 0.77 
Local 0.68 0.03 0.62 0.73 
Verbal 0.66 0.03 0.61 0.72 
Table 23a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.68 0.03 0.63 0.73 
2 0.69 0.03 0.64 0.74 
3 0.69 0.03 0.64 0.75 
4 0.69 0.03 0.64 0.74 
Table 23b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the trial factor. 










Table 23c. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the race factor. 
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Global 0.70 0.02 0.66 0.73 
Local 0.69 0.02 0.65 0.72 
Table 23d. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the encoding factor. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control 1 0.73 0.05 0.62 0.83 
2 0.75 0.05 0.65 0.85 
3 0.69 0.05 0.58 0.79 
4 0.69 0.05 0.59 0.79 
Global 1 0.80 0.05 0.70 0.90 
2 0.63 0.05 0.52 0.73 
3 0.68 0.05 0.57 0.78 
4 0.75 0.05 0.65 0.85 
Local 1 0.60 0.05 0.50 0.70 
2 0.74 0.05 0.64 0.84 
3 0.70 0.05 0.59 0.81 
4 0.66 0.05 0.56 0.76 
Verbal 1 0.61 0.05 0.51 0.71 
2 0.66 0.05 0.56 0.76 
3 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.82 
4 0.66 0.05 0.56 0.76 










Control Own 0.68 0.04 0.60 0.76 
Other 0.74 0.04 0.66 0.83 
Global Own 0.73 0.04 0.65 &81 
Other 0.69 0.04 0.61 0.78 
Local Own 0.64 0.04 0.56 0.73 
Other 0.71 0.04 0.62 0.79 
Verbal Own 0.71 0.04 0.63 0.79 
Other 0.61 0.04 0.53 0.70 
Table 23f. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x race. 






1 Own 0.71 0.03 0.64 0.77 
Other 0.66 0.04 0.59 0.74 
2 Own 0.69 0.04 0.61 0.76 
Other 0.70 0.04 0.62 0.78 
3 Own 0.71 0.04 0.63 0.78 
Other 0.68 0.04 0.60 0.76 
4 Own 0.67 0.04 0.60 0.74 
Other 0.71 0.04 0.64 0.79 










Control 1 Own 0.75 0.07 0.62 0.88 
Other 0.70 0.07 0.55 0.85 
2 Own 0.70 0.08 0.55 0.85 
Other 0.80 0.08 0.65 0.95 
3 Own 0.65 0.08 0.50 0.80 
Other 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
4 Own 0.63 0.07 0.48 0.77 
Other 0.75 0.07 0.60 0.90 
Global 1 Own 0.90 0.07 0.77 1.03 
Other 0.70 0.07 0.55 0.85 
2 Own 0.60 0.08 0.45 0.75 
Other 0.65 0.08 0.50 0.80 
3 Own 0.70 0.08 0.55 0.85 
Other 0.65 0.08 0.49 0.81 
4 Own 0.73 0.07 0.58 0.87 
Other 0.78 0.07 0.63 0.92 
Local 1 Own 0.55 0.07 0.42 0.68 
Other 0.65 0.07 0.50 0.80 
2 Own 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
Other 0.75 0.08 0.60 0.90 
3 Own 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
Other 0.68 0.08 0.52 0.83 
4 Own 0.58 0.07 0.43 0.72 
Other 0.75 0.07 0.60 0.90 
Verbal 1 Own 0.63 0.07 0.49 0.76 
Other 0.60 0.07 0.45 0.75 
2 Own 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
Other 0.60 0.08 0.45 0.75 
3 Own 0.75 0.08 0.60 0.90 
Other 0.68 0.08 0.52 0.83 
4 Own 0.75 0.07 0.60 0.90 
Other 0.58 0.07 0.43 0.72 










Control Global 0.71 0.04 0.64 0.79 
Local 0.71 0.03 0.64 0.78 
Global Global 0.72 0.04 0.64 0.80 
Local 0.71 0.03 0.64 0.77 
Local Global 0.69 0.04 0.62 0.77 
Local 0.66 0.03 0.59 0.72 
Verbal Global 0.66 0.04 0.58 0.73 
Local 0.67 0.03 0.60 0.74 
Table 23i. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 






1 Global 0.66 0.04 0.58 0.74 
Local 0.71 0.04 0.63 0.78 
2 Global 0.69 0.03 0.62 0.76 
Local 0.69 0.04 0.62 0.77 
3 Global 0.74 0.03 0.67 0.80 
Local 0.65 0.04 0.57 0.73 
4 Global 0.69 0.04 0.62 0.76 
Local 0.69 0.04 0.62 0.76 








Control 1 Global 0.70 0.08 0.54 0.86 
Local 0.75 0.07 0.61 0.89 
2 Global 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
Local 0.80 0.07 0.66 0.94 






4 Global 0.7ý- 0.07 0.58 0.87 
Local 0.65 0.07 0.51 0.79 
Global 1 Global 0.78 0.08 0.62 0.93 
Local 0.83 0.07 0.68 0.97 
2 Global 0.58 0.07 0.44 0.71 
Local 0.68 0.07 0.53 0.82 
3 Global 0.75 0.07 0.62 0.88 
Local 0.60 0.08 0.45 0.75 
4 Global 0.78 0.07 0.63 0.92 
Local 0.73 0.07 0.59 0.86 
Local 1 Global 0.65 0.08 0.49 0.81 
Local 0.55 0.07 0.41 0.69 
2 Global 0.78 0.07 0.64 0.91 
Local 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
3 Global 0.65 0.07 0.52 0.78 
Local 0.75 0.08 0.60 0.90 
4 Global 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
Local 0.63 0.07 0.49 0.76 
Verbal 1 Global 0.53 0.08 0.37 0.68 
Local 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
2 Global 0.73 0.07 0.59 0.86 
Local 0.60 0.07 0.46 0.74 
3 Global 0.83 0.07 0.69 0.96 
Local 0.60 0.08 0.45 0.75 
4 Global 0.55 0.07 0.41 0.69 
Local 0.78 0.07 0.64 0.91 
Table 23k. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding. 
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Own Global 0.71 0.03 0.66 0.76 
Local 0.68 0.03 0.62 0.73 












Table 231. Mean accuracy and standard errors for race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Own Global 0.70 0.05 0.59 0.81 
Local 0.66 0.05 0.56 0.77 
Other Global 0.73 0.06 0.61 0.84 
Local 0.76 0.05 0.67 0.86 
Global Own Global 0.76 0.05 0.66 0.87 
Local 0.70 0.05 0.59 0.81 
Other Global 0.68 0.06 0.56 0.79 
Local 0.71 0.05 0.62 0.81 
Local Own Global 0.70 0.05 0.59 0.81 
Local 0.59 0.05 0.48 0.69 
Other Global 0.69 0.06 0.57 0.80 
Local 0.73 0.05 0.63 0.82 
Verbal Own Global 0.68 0.05 0.57 0.78 
Local 0.75 0.05 0.64 0.86 
Other Global 0.64 0.06 0.52 0.75 
Local 0.59 0.05 0.49 0.68 
Table 23m. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x race x encoding. 
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1 Own Global 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.81 
Local 0.70 0.05 0.60 0.80 
Other Global 0.61 0.06 0.50 0.72 
Local 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.82 
2 Own Global 0.69 0.05 0.58 0.79 
Local 0.69 0.05 0.58 0.79 
Other Global 0.70 0.05 0.60 0.80 
Local 0.70 0.05 0.60 0.80 
3 Own Global 0.74 0.05 0.64 0.84 
Local 0.68 0.05 0.57 0.78 
Other Global 0.74 0.05 0.64 0.83 
Local 0.63 0.05 0.52 0.73 
4 Own Global 0.70 0.05 0.60 0.80 
Local 0.64 0.05 0.53 0.74 
Other Global 0.68 0.05 0.57 0.78 
Local 0.75 0.05 0.65 0.85 
Table 23n. Mean accuracy and standard errors for trial x race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 
TRIAL RACE ENCODING MEAN STD. 
ERROR 
LOWER UPPER 
Control 1 Own Global 0.75 0.10 0.55 0.95 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.55 0.95 
Other Global 0.65 0.11 0.43 0.87 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.54 0.96 
2 Own Global 0.60 0.10 0.39 0.81 
Local 0.80 0.10 0.59 1.01 
Other Global 0.80 0.10 0.60 1.00 
Local 0.80 0.10 0.60 1.00 
3 Own Global 0.70 0.10 0.50 0.90 
Local 0.60 0.11 0.39 0.81 
Other 
_Global 
0.75 0.10 0.56 0.94 
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Local rl 77) ===T== 0.70 n; 1 0.11 9 
ýO* 4T 0.91 
4 Own Global 0 0.75 0.1( 
0. ý4 0.96 
Local --- O. bU U. lu 0.29 
n7 0.71 
ot Global 0.70 0.10 0.50 
0.90 
Local 0.80- 0.10 0.60 . 
00 
Global 1 Own Global 0.90 
- 0.10 0.70 1.10 
Local 0.90 Om7O 1.10 
- 
Other Global 0.65 0.11 
- 0.43 6 87 
- Local 0.75 0.10 Om54 0.96 
2- Own Global 0.60 u. 1u 
0.39 
Local -- 0.60 0.10 0.39 0.81 
i 
Other Global 0.55 0.1 0.35 
Om75 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.55 
3 Own Global 0.80 0.10 
0.60 0.60 1.00 
Local 0.60 0.11 0.39 0.81 
Other lobal -- 0.70 0910 0.51 
0.89 
Local 0.60 0.11 0.39 0.81 
4 Own Global 0.75 0.10 
0.54 0.96 
- Local 0.70 
- 0.10 0.49 0.91 
Other Global 0.80 0.10- 0.60 
1.00 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.55 95 
Local 1 Own Global 0.65 
0.10 0.45 0.85 
Local OA5 0010 0.25 0.65 
- Other Global 0.65 0.11 0.43 
0.87 
Local 0.65 - 0.10 0.44 0.86 
2 Own Global 0.80 0.10 
- 0.59 1.01 
Local -- 0.65 0.10 0.44 0.86 
- Other Global 0.75 0.10 
0.55 0.95 
Local 075 0.10 0.55 0.95 
3 Own Global 0770 0*10 
0.90 
---- -- Local 0.75 0.54 96 
Other Global 0.60 0.10 
0.41 0.79 
Local 0.75 0*11 0.96 
4 Own - ------- Global 0.65 
0.10 0.44 0.86 
Local 0.50 
9 0.29 0.1 0.71 
Other Global 0.75 0.10 
r 0.55 0.9ý 0.95 
- ------ Local 0. 0.75 0.10 0.55 
0.95 
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Verbal 1 Own Global 0.55 0.10 0.35 0.75 
Local 0.70 0.10 0.50 0.90 
Other Global 0.50 0.11 0.28 0.72 
Local 0.70 0.10 0.49 0.91 
2 Own Global 0.75 0.10 0.54 0.96 
Local 0.70 0.10 0.49 0.91 
Other Global 0.70 0.10 0.50 0.90 
Local 0.50 0.10 0.30 0.70 
3 Own Global 0.75 0.10 0.55 0.95 
Local 0.75 0.11 0.54 0.96 
Other Global 0.90 0.10 0.71 1.09 
Local 0.45 0.11 0.24 0.66 
4 Own Global 0.65 0.10 0.44 0.86 
Local 0.85 0.10 0.64 1.06 
Other Global 0.45 0.10 0.25 0.65 
Local 0.70 0.10 0.50 0.90 
Table 23o. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding x race. 
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7.24Appendix 4D 
7.24.1 Experiment 4.1 Trial analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 2,551 231 2,091 3,012 
Global 2,770 231 2,309 3,231 
Local 3,547 231 3,086 4,007 





Table 24a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 3,599 164 3,272 3,926 
2 3,186 133 2,921 3,450 
3 3,038 119 2,801 3,274 
4 3,251 164 2,925 3,577 
Table 24b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the trial factor. 




Own 3,113 109 2,896 3,330 
Other 3,424 140 3,145 3,702 
Table 24c. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the race factor. 
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Table 24d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the encoding factor. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control 1 2,745 329 2,090 3,399 
2 2,474 266 1,946 3,003 
3 2,362 237 1,890 2,835 
4 2,624 327 1,972 3,276 
Global 1 3,096 329 2,441 3,750 
2 2,783 266 2,254 3,312 
3 2,606 237 2,133 3,078 
4 2,596 327 1,945 3,248 
Local 1 3,961 329 3,306 4,615 
2 3,416 266 2,887 3,945 
3 3,324 237 2,851 3,796 
4 3,486 327 2,834 4,138 
Verbal 1 4,595 329 3,941 5,250 
2 4,069 266 3,540 4,598 
3 3,858 237 3,386 4,331 
4 4,298 327 3,646 41950 










Control Own 2,562 218 2,127 2,996 
Other 2,541 280 1,984 3,099 
Global Own 2,678 218 2,243 3,113 
Other 2,863 280 2,305 3,420 
Local Own 3,298 218 2,864 3,733 
Other 3,795 280 3,237 4,352 
Verbal Own 3,914 218 3,480 4,349 
Other 4,496 280 3,938 5,053 
Table 24f. Mean latencies and standard errors for Interval task x race. 






1 Own 3,407 172 3,064 3,749 
Other 3,791 201 3,391 4,192 
2 Own 2,935 108 2,720 3,151 
Other 3,436 208 3,023 3,850 
3 Own 2,938 137 2,666 3,211 
Other 3,137 154 2,830 3,443 
4 Own 3,172 165 2,844 3,500 
Other 3,331 203 2,927 3,734 















Other 2,674 402 1,873 3,476 
2 Own 2,389 216 1,958 2,820 
Other 2,560 415 1,733 3,387 
3 Own 2,282 274 1,736 2,827 
Other 2,443 308 1,830 3,056 
4 Own 2,761 329 2,105 3,417 
Other -ý, 487 406 1,680 3,295 
Global 1 Own 2,912 344 2,228 3,597 
Other 3,279 402 2,478 4,080 
2 Own 2,570 216 2,140 3,001 
Other 2,996 415 2,169 3,823 
3 Own 2,657 274 2,112 3,203 
Other 2,554 308 1,941 3,166 
4 Own 2,570 329 1,914 3,226 
Other 2,623 406 1,815 3,430 
Local 1 Own 3,569 344 2,884 4,254 
Other -Z, -352 402 3,551 5,154 
2 Own 3,103 216 2,672 3,534 
Other 3,730 415 2,903 4,557 
3 Own 3,081 274 2,535 3,627 
Other 3,567 308 2,954 4,179 
4 Own 3,441 329 2,785 4,097 
Other 3,530 406 2,723 4,338 
Verbal 1 Own 4,331 
- 
344 3,646 5,016 
itih-ie -r 9 -4,8 5 402 4,058 5,660 





- -iYt-her --Z., 458 41 5 3,631 5,286 
3 Own 3,734 274 3,188 4,279 
Other 3,983 308 3,371 4,596 
4 Own 3,914 329 3,258 4,570 
Other 1 4,681 106 3,874 5,490 










Control Global 2,728 300 2,131 3,325 
Local 2,375 230 1,917 2,833 
Global Global 2,789 300 2,192 3,386 
Local 2,752 230 2,294 3ý209 
Local Global 3,620 300 3,022 4,217 
Local 3,473 230 3,016 3,931 
Verbal Global 4,436 300 3,838 5,033 
Local 3,975 230 3,517 4,432 
Table 24i. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 






1 Global 3,611 209 3,194 4,028 
Local 3,587 198 3,192 3,982 
2 Global 3,409 213 2,985 3,833 
Local 2,962 120 2,724 3,201 
3 Global 3,190 183 2,826 3,555 
Local 2,885 119 2,648 3,122 
4 Global 3,362 211 2,942 3,782 
Local 31140 167 2,807 3,474 










Control 1 Global 2,946 419 2,113 3,780 
Local 2,543 396 1,753 3,333 
2 Global 2,711 426 1,864 3,559 
Local 2,238 240 1,760 2,715 
3 Global 2,552 366 1,823 3,280 
Local 2,173 238 1,699 2,647 
4 Global 2,703 422 1,863 3,542 
Local 2,546 335 1,879 3,213 
Global 1 Global 2,981 419 2,147 3,814 
Local 3,211 396 2,421 4,000 
2 Global 2,847 426 1,999 3,695 
Local 2,719 240 2,242 3,197 
3 Global 2,659 366 1,931 3,388 
Local 2,552 238 2,078 3,026 
4 Global 2,669 422 1,830 3,509 
Local 2,524 335 1,857 3,191 
Local I Global 4,088 419 3,254 4,921 
Local 3,834 396 3,044 4,623 
2 Global 3,414 426 2,566 4,261 
Local 3,419 240 2,941 3,897 
3 Global 3,508 366 2,780 4,237 
Local 3,140 238 2,666 3,614 
4 Global 3,471 422 2,631 4,310 
Local 3,501 335 2,834 4,168 
Verbal 1 Global 4,431 419 3,597 5,264 
Local 4,760 396 3,970 5,549 
2 Global 4,664 426 3,817 5,512 
Local 3,473 240 2,996 3,951 
3 Global 4,042 366 3,314 4,771 
Local 3,674 238 3,201 4,148 
4 Global 4,605 422 3,765 5,444 
Local 3,991 335 3,324 4,658 
Table 24k. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding. 
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Own Global 3,149 122 2,906 3,392 
Local 3,077 124 2,830 3,325 
Other Global 3,638 216 3,208 4,067 
Local 3,210 142 2,927 3,492 
Table 241. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Own Global 2,763 244 2,277 3,249 
Local 2,360 248 1,865 2,855 
Other Global 2,693 431 1,834 3,552 
Local 2,389 284 1,824 2,954 
Global Own Global 2,647 244 2,161 3,133 
Local 2,708 248 2,213 3,203 
Other Global 2,931 431 2,072 3,790 
Local 2,795 284 2,230 3,360 
Local Own Global 3,295 244 2,809 3,781 
Local 3,302 248 2,807 3,797 
Other Global 3,945 431 3,085 4,804 
Local 3,645 284 3,080 4,210 
Verbal Own Global 3,889 244 3,403 4,375 
Local 3,940 248 3,445 4,434 
Other Global 4,982 431 4,122 5,841 
Local 4,010 284 3,445 4,575 
Table 24m. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x race x encoding. 
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1 Own Global 3,340 198 2,946 3,735 
Local 3,473 226 3,023 3,924 
Other Global 3,882 312 3,261 4,503 
Local 3,700 241 3,221 4,180 
2 Own Global 3,083 156 2,772 3,395 
Local 2,787 133 2,522 3,052 
Other Global 3,735 363 3,012 4,457 
Local 3,137 164 2,811 3,464 
3 Own Global 3,006 190 2,627 3,385 
Local 2,871 158 2,556 3,186 
Other Global 3,375 244 2,888 3,862 
Local 2,899 153 2,593 3,204 
4 Own Global 3,165 202 2,762 3,568 
Local 3,178 187 2,806 3,551 
Other Global 3,559 306 2,950 4,167 
Local 3,102 214 2,676 3,529 
Table 24n. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for trial x race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 
TRIAL RACE ENCODING MEAN STD. 
ERROR 
LOWER UPPER 
Control 1 Own Global 3,092 396 2,303 3,880 
Local 2,538 452 1,637 3,439 
Other Global 2,801 624 1,559 4,043 
Local 2,548 482 1,588 3,507 
2 Own Global 2,722 313 2,099 3,344 
Local 2,056 266 1,526 2,586 
Other Global 2,701 725 1,256 4,146 
Local 2,419 328 1,766 3,073 
3 Own Global 2,418 380 1,660 3,175 
Local 2,146 316 1,516 2,776 
i Other 1 Global 1 2,686 1 489 1,712 1 3,660 
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Local 2,200 306 1,590 2,810 
4 Own Global 2,821 405 2,014 3,627 
Local 2,701 374 1,956 3,446 
Other Global 2,584 611 1,367 3,802 
Local 2,390 428 1,537 3,244 
Global 1 Own Global 2,836 396 2,047 3,624 
Local 2,989 452 2,088 3,890 
Other Global 3,126 624 1,884 4,368 
Local 3,432 482 2,473 4,392 
2 Own Global 2,650 313 2,027 3,273 
Local 2,490 266 1,961 3,020 
Other Global 3,044 725 1,599 4,489 
Local 2,949 328 2,295 3,602 
3 Own Global 2,540 380 1,782 3,297 
Local 2,775 316 2,145 3,405 
Other Global 2,779 489 1,805 3,752 
Local 2,329 306 1,718 2,939 
4 Own Global 2,563 405 1,756 3,369 
Local 2,578 374 1,833 3,323 
Other Global 2,776 611 1,559 3,993 
Local 2,470 428 1,616 3,323 
Local 1 Own Global 3,732 396 2,943 4,521 
Local 3,406 452 2,505 4,307 
Other Global 4,443 624 3,201 5,685 
Local 4,262 482 3,302 5,221 
2 Own Global 2,994 313 2,371 3,617 
Local 3,211 266 2,682 3,741 
Other Global 3,833 725 2,388 5,278 
Local 3,627 328 2,973 4,280 
3 Own Global 3,288 380 2,530 4,045 
Local 2,875 316 2,244 3,505 
Other Global 3,729 489 2,755 4,702 
Local 3,405 306 2,794 4,015 
4 Own Global 3,168 405 2,361 3,974 
Local 3,715 374 2,970 4,460 
Other Global 3,774 611 2,557 4,991 
Local 3,287 428 2,434 4,140 
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Verbal 1 Own Global 3,703 396 2,914 4,492 
Local 4,959 452 4,058 5,860 
Other Global 5,158 624 3,916 6,400 
Local 4,560 482 3,601 5,519 
2 Own Global 3,967 313 3,344 4,589 
Local 3,391 266 2,862 3,921 
Other Global 5,362 725 3,917 6,807 
Local 3,555 328 2,901 4,209 
3 Own Global 3,780 380 3,022 4,537 
Local 3,688 316 3,058 4,318 
Other Global 4,305 489 3,332 5,279 
Local 3,661 306 3,051 4,271 
4 Own Global 4,109 405 3,302 4,915 
Local 3,720 374 2,974 4,465 
Other Global 5,101 611 3,884 6,318 
Local 4,263 428 3,410 5,116 
Table 24o. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding x race. 
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7.25Appendix 4E 
7.25.1 Experiment 4.1 Cross race analysis in the control condition, trial 1 only 




Own Race 0.75 0.08 0.59 0.91 
Other Race 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
Table 25a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the race factor. 




Global 0.70 0.08 0.54 0.86 
Local 0.75 0.08 0.59 0.91 
Table 25b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the encoding factor. 




Own Global 0.75 0.10 0.54 0.96 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.54 0.96 
Other Global 0.65 0.11 0.42 0.88 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.54 0.96 
Table 25c. Mean accuracy and standard errors for race x encoding. 
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Own Race 2,815 342 2,099 3,531 







Table 25d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the race factor. 










Table 25e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the encoding factor. 





Own Global 3,092 498 2,049 4,135 
Local 2,538 232 2,054 3,023 
Other Global 2,801 266 2,244 3,358 
Local 21548 253 2,019 3,077 
Table 25f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for race x encoding. 
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7.26Appendix 4F 
7.26.1 Experiment 4.1 First trial analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 0.73 0.05 0.62 0.83 
Global 0.80 0.05 0.70 0.90 
Local 0.60 0.05 0.50 0.70 
Verbal 0.61 0.05 0.51 0.71 
Table 26a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 















Table 26b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the race factor. 




Global 0.66 0.04 0.58 0.74 
Local 0.71 
1 
0.04 0.63 0.78 










Control Own 0.75 0.07 0.62 0.88 
Other 0.70 0.07 0.55 0.85 
Global Own 0.90 0.07 0.77 1.03 
Other 0.70 0.07 0.55 0.85 
Local Own 0.55 0.07 0.42 0.68 
Other 0.65 0.07 0.50 0.80 
Verbal Own 0.63 0.07 0.49 0.76 
Other 0.60 0.07 0.45 0,75 
Table 26d. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x race. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Global 0.70 0.08 0.54 0.86 
Local 0.75 0.07 0.61 0.89 
Global Global 0.78 0.08 0.62 0.93 
Local 0.83 0.07 0.68 0.97 
Local Global 0.65 0.08 0.49 0.81 
Local 0.55 0.07 0.41 0.69 
Verbal Global 0.53 0.08 0.37 0.68 
Local 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
Table 26e. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 
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Own Global 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.81 
Local 0.70 0.05 0.60 0.80 
Other Global 0.61 0.06 0.50 0.72 
L- 
Local II 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.82 
I 
Table 26f. Mean accuracy and standard errors for race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Own Global 0.75 0.10 0.55 0.95 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.55 0.95 
Other Global 0.65 0.11 0.43 0.87 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.54 0.96 
Global Own Global 0.90 0.10 0.70 1.10 
Local 0.90 0.10 0.70 1.10 
Other Global 0.65 0.11 0.43 0.87 
Local 0.75 0.10 0.54 0.96 
Local Own Global 0.65 0.10 0.45 0.85 
Local 0.45 0.10 0.25 0.65 
Other Global 0.65 0.11 0.43 0.87 
Local 0.65 0.10 0.44 0.86 
Verbal Own Global 0.55 0.10 0.35 0.75 
Local 0.70 0.10 0.50 0.90 
Other Global 0.50 0.11 0.28 0.72 
Local 0.70 0.10 0.49 0.91 
Table 26g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x race x encoding. 
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7.27Appendix 4G 
7.27.1 Experiment 4.1 First trial analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 2,745 329 2,090 3,399 
Global 3,096 329 2,441 3,750 
Local 3,961 329 3,306 4,615 
Verbal 4,595 329 3,941 5,250 
Table 27a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




Own 3,407 172 3,064 3,749 
Other 
1 
3,791 201 3,391 
1 
4,192 
Table 27b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the race factor. 























Control Own 2,815 344 2,130 3,500 
Other 2,674 402 1,873 3,476 
Global Own 2,912 344 2,228 3,597 
Other 3,279 402 2,478 4,080 
Local Own 3,569 344 2,884 4,254 
Other 4,352 402 3,551 5,154 
erbal Own 4,331 344 3,646 5,016 
Other 4,859 402 
1058 
5,660 
Table 27d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x race. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Global 2,946 419 2,113 3,780 
Local 2,543 396 1,753 3,333 
Global Global 2,981 419 2,147 3,814 
Local 3,211 396 2,421 4,000 
Local Global 4,088 419 3,254 4,921 
Local 3,834 396 3,044 4,623 
Verbal Global 4,431 419 3,597 5,264 
Local 4,760 396 31970 5,549 












Own Global 3,340 198 2,946 3,735 
Local 3,473 226 3,023 3,924 
Other Global 3,882 312 3,261 4,503 
Local 3,700 241 3,221 47180 
Table 27f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Own Global 3,092 396 2,303 3,880 
Local 2,538 452 1,637 3,439 
Other Global 2,801 624 1,559 4,043 
Local 2,548 482 1,588 3,507 
Global Own Global 2,836 396 2,047 3,624 
Local 2,989 452 2,088 3,890 
Other Global 3,126 624 1,884 4,368 
Local 3,432 482 2,473 4,392 
Local Own Global 3,732 396 2,943 4,521 
Local 3,406 452 2,505 4,307 
Other Global 4,443 624 3,201 5,685 
Local 4,262 482 3,302 5,221 
Verbal Own Global 3,703 396 2,914 4,492 
Local 4,959 452 4,058 5,860 
Other Global 5,158 624 3,916 6,400 
Local 3,092 396 2,303 3,880 
Table 27g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x race x encoding. 
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7.28Appendix 5A 
7.28.1 Experiment 5.1 Block analysis accuracy and latency data 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 0.70 0.15 0.03 0.63 0.77 
2 0.79 0.22 0.05 0.69 0.89 
3 0.80 0.21 0.05 0.70 0.90 
0.68 0.22 0.05 0.57 0.78 
Table 28a. Mean accuracy for the holistic encoding own race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 0.64 0.25 0.06 0.52 0.75 
2 0.84 0.20 0.05 0.74 0.93 
3 0.79 0.26 0.06 0.67 0.91 
4_ 0.79 0.20 0.05 0.69 0.88 
Table 28b. Mean accuracy for the featural encoding own race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 0.55 0.33 0.07 0.40 0.70 
2 0.63 0.29 0.06 0.49 0.76 
3 0,73 0.21 0.05 0.63 0.82 
4 0.55 0.24 0.05 0.44 0.66 
Table 28c. Mean accuracy for the holistic encoding other race trials. 
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BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 0.65 0.21 0.05 0.55 0.75 
2 0.66 0.22 0.05 0.56 0.76 
3 0.65 0.21 0.05 0.55 0.75 
4 0.61 0.26 0.06 0.49 0.74 
Table 28d. Mean accuracy for the featural encoding other race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 5,127 3,247 726 3,607 6,646 
2 3,046 1,273 285 2,451 3,642 
3 2,662 938 210 2,223 3,101 
4 3,254 1,467 328 2,568 3,941 
Table 28e. Mean latencies (ms) for the holistic encoding own race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 3,065 1,174 263 2,515 3,614 
2 3,727 1,710 382 2,926 4,527 
3 2,837 1,122 251 2,312 3,363 
4 3,017 1,269 284 2,423 3,611 
Table 28f. Mean latencies (ms) for the featural encoding own race trials. 
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BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 2,863 1,374 307 2,220 3,506 
2 3,199 1,331 298 2,577 3,822 
3 3,724 1,307 292 3,112 4,336 
4 4,205 2,481 555 3,044 5,366 
Table 28g. Mean latencies (ms) for the holistic encoding other race trials. 
BLOCK MEAN STD. 
DEVIATION 




1 3,587 1,847 413 2,723 4,452 
2 3,143 1,260 282 2,553 3,732 
3 3,375 2,034 455 2,423 4,327 
4 3,394 972 217 2,939 3,849 
Table 28h. Mean latencies (ms) for the featural encoding other race trials. 
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7.29Appendix 5B 
7.29.1 Experiment 5.1 Cross race analysis in the control condition 




Own Race 0.71 0.04 0.62 0.80 
Other Race 0.57 0.04 0.48 0.66 
Table 29a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the race factor. 




Holistic 0.59 0.05 0.49 0.70 
Featural 0.68 0.04 0.60 0.77 
Table 29b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the encoding factor. 




Own Holistic 0.74 0.04 0.65 0.83 
Featural 0.68 0.06 0.54 0.81 
Other Holistic 0.45 0.07 0.30 0.60 
Featural 0.69 0.04 0.61 0.76 
Table 29c. Mean accuracy and standard errors for race x encoding. 
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Table 29d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the race factor. 










Table 29e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the encoding factor. 




Own Holistic 3,569 505 2,511 4,626 
Featural 2,974 221 2,511 3,436 
Other Holistic 3,376 347 2,650 4,103 
Featural 3,258 305 2,621 3,895 
Table 29f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for race x encoding. 
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7.3OAppendix 5C 
7.30.1 Experiment 5.1 Trial analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 0.64 0.03 0.58 0.69 
Global 0.75 0.03 0.69 0.80 
Local 0.71 0.03 0.66 0.77 
Verbal 0.66 0.03 0.61 0.72 
Table 30a, Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.73 0.03 0.68 0.78 
2 0.66 0.03 0.61 0.71 
3 0.69 0.03 0.64 0.75 
4 0.68 0.03 0.62 0.73 
Table 30b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the trial factor. 




Own 0.75 0.02 0.72 0.79 
Other 0.63 
1 
0.02 0.59 0.67 
Table 30c. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the race factor. 
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Holistic 0.68 0.02 0.64 0.71 
Featural 0.70 0.02 0.67 0.74 
Table 30d. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the encoding factor. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control 1 0.54 0.05 0.44 0.64 
2 0.66 0.05 0.56 0.77 
3 0.69 0.05 0.58 0.80 
4 0.66 0.05 0.56 0.77 
Global 1 0.79 0.05 0.69 0.89 
2 0.74 0.05 0.63 0.84 
3 0.76 0.05 0.65 0.87 
4 0.70 0.05 0.59 0.81 
Local 1 0.78 0.05 0.67 0.88 
2 0.69 0.05 0.58 0.79 
3 0,75 0.05 0.64 Oý86 
4 0.64 0.05 0.53 0.74 
Verbal 1 0.83 0.05 0.72 0.93 
2 0.55 0.05 0.45 0.65 
3 0.58 0.05 0.47 0.68 
4 0.70 0.05 0.59 0.81 










Control Own 0.71 0.03 0.64 0.78 
Other 0.57 0.04 0.49 0.65 
Global Own 0.79 0.03 0.72 0.86 
Other 0.71 0.04 0.62 0.79 
Local Own 0.83 0.03 0.76 0.89 
Other 0.60 0.04 0.52 0.68 
Verbal Own 0.69 0.03 0.62 0.76 
Other 0.64 0.04 0.56 0.72 
Table 30f. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x race. 






1 Own 0.77 0.03 0.71 0.83 
Other 0.69 0.04 0.62 0.77 
2 Own 0.72 0.03 0.65 0.79 
Other 0.60 0.04 0.53 0.67 
3 Own 0.81 0.03 0.75 0.87 
Other 0.58 0.04 0.49 0.66 
4 Own 0.71 0.04 0.63 0.78 
Other 0.64 0.04 0.57 0.72 










Control 1 Own 0.53 0.06 0.41 0.64 
Other 0.55 0.08 0.40 0.70 
2 Own 0.78 0.07 0.64 0.91 
Other 0.55 0.07 0.40 0.70 
3 Own 0.83 0.06 0.70 0.95 
Other 0.55 0.08 0.38 0.72 
4 Own 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
Other 0.63 0.08 0.47 0.78 
Global 1 Own 0.78 0.06 0.66 0.89 
Other 0.80 0.08 0.65 0.95 
2 Own 0.75 0.07 0.62 0.88 
Other 0.73 0.07 0.58 0.87 
3 Own 0.93 0.06 0.80 1.05 
Other 0.60 0.08 0.43 0.77 
4 Own 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
Other 0.70 0,08 0.55 0.85 
Local 1 Own 0.93 0.06 0.81 1.04 
Other 0.63 0.08 0.47 0.78 
2 Own 0.78 0.07 0.64 0.91 
Other 0.60 0.07 0.45 0.75 
3 Own 0.88 0.06 0.75 1.00 
Other 0.63 0.08 0.46 0.79 
4 Own 0.73 0.07 0.58 0.87 
Other 0.55 0.08 0.40 0.70 
Verbal 1 Own 0.85 0.06 0.73 0.97 
Other 0.80 0.08 0.65 0.95 
2 Own 0.58 0.07 0.44 0.71 
Other 0.53 0.07 0.38 0.67 
3 Own 0.63 0.06 0.50 0.75 
Other 0.53 0.08 0.36 0.69 
4 own 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
Other 0.70 0.08 0.55 0.85 










Control Holistic 0.59 0.04 0.52 0.67 
Featural 0.68 0.04 0.61 0.75 
Global Holistic 0.73 0.04 0.65 0.80 
Featural 0.77 0.04 0.70 0.84 
Local Holistic 0.71 0,04 0.64 0.78 
Featural 0.71 0.04 0.64 0.78 
Verbal Holistic 0.68 0.04 0.60 0.75 
Featural 0.65 0.04 0.58 0.72 
Table 30i. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 






I Holistic 0.76 0.03 0.70 0.83 
Featural 0.70 0.03 0.64 0.76 
2 Holistic 0.65 0.04 0.58 0.72 
Featural 0.67 0.03 0.60 0.74 
3 Holistic 0.69 0.04 0.62 0.76 
Featural 0.70 0.04 0.62 0.78 
4 Holistic 0.61 0.04 0.53 0.68 
Featural 0.74 0.04 0.67 0.82 










Control 1 Holistic 0.53 0.07 0.39 0.66 
Featural 0.55 0.06 0.42 0.68 
2 Holistic 0.55 0.07 0.40 0.70 
Featural 0.78 0.07 0.64 0.91 
3 Holistic 0.65 0.07 0.51 0.79 
Featural 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
4 Holistic 0.65 0.08 0.50 0.80 
Featural 0.68 0.07 0.53 0.82 
Global 1 Holistic 0.93 0.07 0.79 1.06 
Featural 0.65 0.06 0.52 0.78 
2 Holistic 0.58 0.07 0.43 0.72 
Featural 0.90 0.07 0.76 1.04 
3 Holistic 0.80 0.07 0.66 0.94 
Featural 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
4 Holistic 0.60 0.08 0.45 0.75 
Featural 0.80 0.07 0.66 0.94 
Local 1 Holistic 0.75 0.07 0.62 0.88 
Featural 0.80 0.06 0.67 0.93 
2 Holistic 0.78 0.07 0.63 0.92 
Featural 0.60 0.07 0.46 0.74 
3 Holistic 0.78 0.07 0.63 0.92 
Featural 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
4 Holistic 0.55 0.08 0.40 0.70 
Featural 0.73 0.07 0.58 0.87 
Verbal 1 Holistic 0.85 0.07 0.72 0.98 
Featural 0.80 0.06 0.67 0.93 
2 Holistic 0.70 0.07 0.55 0.85 
Featural 0.40 0.07 0.26 0.54 
3 Holistic 0.53 0.07 0.38 0.67 
Featural 0.63 0.08 0.47 0.78 
4 Holistic 0.63 0.08 0.47 0.78 
Featural 0.78 0.07 0.63 0.92 
Table 30k. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding. 
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Own Holistic 0.74 0.02 0.70 0.79 
Featural 0.76 0.03 0.71 0.81 
Other Holistic 0.61 0.03 0.55 0.67 
Featural L 0.64 0.02 0.60 0.69 
Table 301. Mean accuracy and standard errors for race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Own Holistic 0.74 0.05 0.65 0.83 
Featural 0.68 0.05 0.57 0.78 
Other Holistic 0.45 0.06 0.33 0.57 
Featural 0.69 0.05 0.59 0.78 
Global Own Holistic 0.74 0.05 0.65 0.83 
Featural 0.84 0.05 0.74 0.94 
Other Holistic 0.71 0.06 0.60 0.83 
Featural 0.70 0.05 0.60 0.80 
Local Own Holistic 0.80 ý0.05 0.71 0.89 
Featural 0.85 0.05 0.75 0.95 
Other Holistic 0.63 0.06 0.51 0.74 
Featural 0.58 0.05 0.48 Oý67 
Verbal Own Holistic 0.69 0.05 0.60 0.78 
Featural 0.69 0.05 0.59 0.79 
Other Holistic 0.66 0.06 0.55 0.78 
Featural 0.61 O. Or- 0.52 0.71 
Table 30m. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x race x encoding. 
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1 Own Holistic 0.81 0.04 0.73 0.90 
Featural 0.73 0.05 0.63 0.82 
Other Holistic 0.71 0.04 0.62 0.80 
Featural 0.68 0.05 0.57 0.78 
2 Own Holistic 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.81 
Featural 0.73 0.05 0.63 0.82 
Other Holistic 0.59 0.05 0.48 0.70 
Featural 0.61 0.05 0.51 0.72 
3 Own Holistic 0.80 0.04 0.72 0.88 
Featural 0.83 0.04 0.74 0.91 
Other Holistic 0.58 0.06 0.46 0.69 
Featural 0.58 0.06 0.46 0.69 
4 Own Holistic 0.64 0.05 0.53 0.75 
Featural 0.78 0.05 0.68 0.87 
Other Holistic 0.58 0.06 0.46 0.69 
Featural 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.81 
Table 30n. Mean accuracy and standard errors for trial x race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 
TRIAL RACE ENCODING MEAN STD. 
ERROR 
LOWER UPPER 
Control 1 Own Holistic 0.65 0.09 0.48 0.82 
Featural 0.40 0.09 0.22 0.58 
Other Holistic 0.40 0.09 0.22 0.58 
Featural 0.70 0.11 0.49 0.91 
2 Own Holistic 0.70 0.10 0.50 0.90 
Featural 0.85 0.09 0.67 1.03 
Other Holistic 0.40 0.11 0.18 0.62 
Featural 0.70 0.10 0.49 0.91 
3 Own Holistic 0.85 0.08 0.69 1.01 
Featural 0.80 0.09 0.63 0,97 
Other Holistic 0.45 0.11 0.23 0.67 
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Featural 0.65 0.11 0.43 0.87 
4 Own Holistic 0.75 0.11 0.53 0.97 
Featural 0.65 0.09 0.46 0.84 
Other Holistic 0.55 0.11 0.33 0.77 
Featural 0.70 0.10 0.50 0.90 
Global 1 Own Holistic 0.85 0.09 0.68 1.02 
Featural 0.70 0.09 0.52 0.88 
Other Holistic 1.00 0.09 0.82 1.18 
Featural 0.60 0.11 0.39 0.81 
2 Own Holistic 0.55 0.10 0.35 0.75 
Featural 0.95 0.09 0.77 1.13 
Other Holistic 0.60 0.11 0.38 0.82 
Featural 0.85 0.10 0.64 1.06 
3 Own Holistic 1.00 0.08 0.84 1.16 
Featural 0.85 0.09 0,68 1.02 
Other Holistic 0.60 0.11 0.38 0.82 
Featural 0.60 0.11 0.38 0.82 
4 Own Holistic 0.55 0.11 0.33 0.77 
Featural 0.85 0.09 0.66 1.04 
Other Holistic 0.65 0.11 0.43 0.87 
Featural 0.75 0.10 0.55 0.95 
Local 1 Own Holistic 0.90 0.09 0.73 1.07 
Featural 0.95 0.09 0.77 1.13 
Other Holistic 0.60 0.09 0.42 0.78 
Featural 0.65 0.11 0.44 0.86 
2 Own Holistic 0.85 0.10 0.65 1.05 
Featural 0.70 0.09 0.52 0.88 
Other Holistic 0.70 0.11 0.48 0.92 
Featural 0.50 0.10 0.29 0.71 
3 Own Holistic 0.85 0.08 0.69 1.01 
Featural 0.90 0.09 0.73 1.07 
Other Holistic 0.70 0.11 0.48 0.92 
Featural 0.55 0.11 0.33 0.77 
4 Own Holistic 0.60 0.11 0.38 0.82 
Featural 0.85 0.09 0.66 1.04 
Other Holistic 0.50 0.11 0.28 0.72 
0.80 
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Verbal 1 Own Holistic 0.85 0.09 0.68 1.02 
Featural 0.85 0.09 0.67 1.03 
Other Holistic 0.85 0.09 0.67 1.03 
Featural 0.75 0.11 0.54 0.96 
2 Own Holistic 0.75 0.10 0.55 0.95 
Featural 0.40 0.09 0.22 0.58 
Other Holistic 0.65 0.11 0.43 0.87 
Featural 0.40 0.10 0.19 0.61 
3 Own Holistic 0.50 0.08 0.34 0.66 
Featural 0.75 0.09 0.58 0.92 
Other Holistic 0.55 0.11 0.33 0.77 
Featural 0.50 0.11 0.28 0.72 
4 Own Holistic 0.65 0.11 0.43 0.87 
Featural 0.75 0.09 0.56 0.94 
Other Holistic 0.60 0.11 0.38 0.82 
Featural 0.80 0.10 0.60 1,00 
Table 30o. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding x race. 
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7.31 Appendix 5D 
7.31.1 Experiment 5.1 Trial analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 3,294 301 2,694 3,894 
Global 3,290 301 2,690 3,890 
Local 2,800 301 2,200 3,400 
Verbal 4,172 301 3,572 4,773 
Table 31 a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 4,055 264 3,528 4,581 
2 3,121 134 2,854 3,388 
3 3,191 148 2,895 3,486 
4 3,190 167 2,857 3,524 
Table 31 b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the trial factor. 




Own 3,342 175 2,993 3,690 
Other 3,436 162 3,113 1 
3,760 
Table 31c. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the race factor. 
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Holistic 3,510 183 3,146 3,874 





Table 31 d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the encoding factor. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control 1 3,718 529 2,664 4,771 
2 3,025 268 2,490 3,559 
3 3,030 296 2,440 3,620 
4 3,404 335 2,737 4,071 
Global 1 3,753 529 2,700 4,806 
2 3,183 268 2,649 3,718 
3 3,071 296 2,481 3,662 
4 3,153 335 2,486 3,820 
Local 1 3,201 529 2,148 4,255 
2 2,753 268 2,218 3,287 
3 2,678 296 2,088 3,269 
4 2,566 335 1,899 3,233 
Verbal 1 5,548 529 4,495 6,601 
2 3,523 268 2,988 4,057 
3 3,982 296 3,392 4,572 
4 3,637 335 2,970 4,304 










Control Own 3,271 350 2,574 3,968 
Other 3,317 325 2,670 3,964 
Global Own 3,207 350 2,511 3,904 
Other 3,373 325 2,726 4,020 
Local Own 2,727 350 2,030 3,424 
Other 2,872 325 2,225 3,519 
Verbal Own 4,162 350 3,465 4,858 
Other 4,183 325 3,536 4,831 
Table 31f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x race. 






1 Own 4,070 288 3,497 4,643 
Other 4,040 346 3,350 4,730 
2 Own 2,950 147 2,658 3,243 
Other 3,291 155 2,982 3,601 
3 Own 3,080 173 2,735 3,426 
Other 3,301 185 2,932 3,669 
4 Own 3,267 220 2,827 3,706 
Other 3,114 162 21790 3,437 










Control 1 Own 3,795 575 2,650 4,941 
Other 3,640 693 2,260 5,019 
2 Own 2,819 294 2,235 3,404 
Other 3,230 310 2,612 3,848 
3 Own 2,683 347 1,993 3,374 
Other 3,377 370 2,641 4,113 
4 Own 3,786 441 2,908 4,664 
Other 3,022 325 2,375 3,668 
Global 1 Own 3,638 575 2,492 4,783 
Other 3,868 693 2,488 5,247 
2 Own 3,084 294 2,499 3,669 
Other 3,283 310 2,664 3,901 
3 Own 2,927 347 2,237 3,618 
Other 3,216 370 2,479 3,952 
4 Own 3,181 441 2,303 4,059 
Other 3,126 325 2,479 3,772 
Local 1 Own 3,248 575 2,102 4,393 
Other 3,155 693 1,776 4,535 
2 Own 2,623 294 2,039 3,208 
Other 2,882 310 2,264 3,500 
3 Own w 2,507 347 1,816 3,198 
Other 
F 
2,850 370 2,113 3,586 
4- O Awn 2,531 441 1,653 3,410 
Other 2,601 325 1,954 3,247 
Verbal Own 5,600 575 4,454 61745 
Other 5,496 693 4,117 6,876 
2 Own 3,274 294 2,690 3,859 
Other 1 310 3,153 4,389 
3 n 4,204 347 3,514 4,895 
Other 3,760 370 3,024 4,496 
4 Own 3,568 441 2,690 4,446 
Other 3,706 3: 3,060 1 
4,353 










Control Holistic 3,473 366 2,744 4,201 
Featural 3,116 283 2,552 3,680 
Global Hoiistic 3,189 366 2,460 3,918 
Featural 3,391 283 21827 3,955 
Local Holistic 2,922 366 2,193 3,651 
Featural 2,677 283 2,113 3,241 
Verbal Holistic 4,457 366 3,728 5,185 
Featural 3,888 283 3,324 4,452 
Table 31 i. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 






1 Holistic 4,386 345 3,698 5,073 
Featural 3,724 247 3,232 4,217 
2 Holistic 3,109 165 2,781 3,437 
Featural 3,133 142 2,850 3,416 
3 Holistic 3,359 184 2,993 3,725 
Featural 3,022 155 2,714 3,330 
4 Holistic 3,186 204 2,779 3,594 
Featural 
- 
L 3,194 174 2,846 3,541 










Control 1 Holistic 3,928 690 2,554 5,302 
Featural 3,507 495 2,522 4,492 
2 Holistic 2,903 329 2,247 3,559 
Featural 3,147 284 2,581 31713 
3 Holistic 3,406 368 2,674 4,139 
Featural 2,654 310 2,038 3,271 
4 Holistic 3,653 409 2,839 4,467 
Featural 3,155 349 2,461 3,850 
Global 1 Holistic 3,687 690 2,313 5,061 
Featural 3,818 495 2,833 4)803 
2 Holistic 2,923 329 2,267 3,579 
Featural 3,444 284 2,878 4,010 
3 Holistic 3,124 368 2,391 3,856 
Featural 3,019 310 2,402 3,636 
4 Holistic 3,022 409 2,208 3,837 
Featural 3,284 349 2,589 3,979 
Local 1 Holistic 3,396 690 2,022 4,770 
Featural 3,007 495 2,022 3,992 
2 Holistic 2,959 329 2,303 3,615 
Featural 2,546 284 1,980 3,112 
3 Holistic 2,758 368 2,026 3,491 
Featural 2,599 310 1,982 3,215 
4 Holistic 2,575 409 1,760 3,389 
Featural 2,557 349 1,863 3,252 
Verbal 1 Holistic 6,531 690 5,156 7,905 
Featural 4,565 495 3,580 5,551 
2 Holistic 3,652 329 2,996 4,307 
Featural 3,394 284 2,828 3,960 
3 Holistic 4,149 368 3,416 4,881 
Featural 3,815 310 3,199 4,432 
4 Holistic 3,496 409 2,682 4,310 
Featural 3,778 3,084 4,473 
Table 31 k. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding. 
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Own Holistic 3,522 233 3,058 3,987 
Featural 3,161 143 2,877 3,446 
Other Holistic 3,498 188 3,124 3,871 
Featural 3,375 173 3,030 3,720 
Table 311. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Own Holistic 3,569 466 2,640 4,498 
Featural 2,974 286 2,404 3,543 
Other Holistic 3,376 375 2,630 4,123 
Featural 3,258 346 2,568 3,948 
Global Own Holistic 2,992 466 2,063 3,921 
Featural 3,423 286 2,853 3,992 
Other Holistic 3,386 375 2,639 4,133 
Featural 3,360 346 2,670 4,049 
Local Own Holistic 3,020 466 2,091 3,949 
Featural 2,435 286 1,866 3,004 
Other Holistic 2,824 375 2,077 3,571 
Featural 2,920 346 2,230 3,609 
Verbal Own Holistic 4,509 466 3,580 5,438 
Featural 3,814 286 3,245 4,384 
Other Holistic 4,405 375 3,658 5,152 
Featurai 3,962 346 3,272 4,652 
Table 31 m. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x race x encoding. 
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1 Own Holistic 4,517 481 3,560 5,475 
Featural 3,623 187 3,252 3,995 
Other Holistic 4,254 410 3,437 5,071 
Featural 3,826 378 3,072 4,579 
2 Own Holistic 2,974 189 2,598 3,350 
Featural 2,927 156 2,616 3,238 
Other Holistic 3,244 197 2,851 3,637 
Featural 3,339 183 2,974 3,703 
3 Own Holistic 3,221 219 2,784 3,657 
Featural 2,940 181 2,579 3,300 
Other Holistic 3,497 248 3,003 3,992 
Featural 3,104 208 2,689 3,518 
4 Own Holistic 3,377 314 2,751 4,003 
Featural 3,156 192 2,773 3,539 
Other Holistic 2,996 186 2,625 3,366 
Featural 3,231 199 2,835 3,628 
Table 31 n. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for trial x race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 
TRIAL RACE ENCODING MEAN STD. 
ERROR 
LOWER UPPER 
Control 1 Own Holistic 4,064 961 2,149 5,979 
Featural 3,527 373 2,783 4,270 
Other Holistic 3,792 821 2,157 5,427 
Featural 3,487 757 1,980 4,995 
2 Own Holistic 2,940 377 2,188 3,691 
Featural 2,699 312 2,077 3,321 
Other Holistic 2,866 395 2,080 3,652 
Featural 3,594 366 2,864 4,324 
3 Own Holistic 2,661 438 1,788 3,534 
- FeatuFal 2,706 362 1,985 3,427 
Other Holistic 41 151 497 3,162 5,141 
401 
Featural 2,603 416 1,774 3,432 
4 Own Holistic 4,610 628 3,358 5,861 
Featural 2,963 385 2,197 3,729 
Other Holistic 2,696 372 1,955 3,437 
Featural 3,348 398 2,555 4,141 
Global 1 Own Holistic 3,231 961 1,316 5,146 
Featural 4,045 373 3,302 4,788 
Other Holistic 4,143 821 2,509 5,778 
Featural 3,592 757 2,084 5,099 
2 Own Holistic 2,743 377 1,992 3,494 
Featural 3,425 312 2,803 4,047 
Other Holistic 3,103 395 2,317 3,889 
Featural 3,462 366 2,733 4,192 
3 Own Holistic 2,859 438 1,986 3,732 
Featural 2,995 362 2,274 3,716 
Other Holistic 3,388 497 2,399 4,378 
Featural 3,043 416 2,214 3,872 
4 Own Holistic 3,136 628 1,884 4,387 
Featural 3,226 385 2,460 3,992 
Other Holistic 2,909 372 2,168 3,650 
Featural 3,342 398 2,549 4,135 
Local 1 Own Holistic 3,724 961 1,809 5,639 
Featural 2,772 373 2,028 3,515 
Other Holistic 3,069 821 1,434 4,703 
Featural 3,242 757 1,734 4,749 
2 Own Holistic 2,991 377 2,239 3,742 
Featural 2,256 312 1,634 2,878 
Other Holistic 2,927 395 2,141 3,713 
Featural 2,837 366 2,107 3,566 
3 Own Holistic 2,784 438 1,911 3,657 
Featural 2,230 362 1,509 2,951 
Other Holistic 2,732 497 1,743 3,721 
Featural 2,968 416 2,139 3,797 
4 Own Holistic 2,580 628 1,329 3,831 
Featural 2,483 385 1,716 3,249 










Verbal 1 Own Holistic 7,050 961 5,135 8,965 
Featural 4,150 373 3,406 4,893 
Other Holistic 6,012 821 4,377 7,646 
Featural 4,981 757 3,474 6,489 
2 Own Holistic 3,223 377 2,471 3,974 
Featural 3,326 312 2,704 3,948 
Other Holistic 4,080 395 3,294 4,866 
Featural 3,461 366 2,732 4,191 
3 Own Holistic 4,579 438 3,706 5,452 
Featural 3,829 362 3,108 4,550 
Other Holistic 3,718 497 2,729 4,708 
Featural 3,802 416 2,972 4,631 
4 Own Holistic 3,183 628 1,932 4,434 
Featural 3,953 385 3,186 4,719 
Other Holistic 3,809 372 3,068 4,550 
Featural 3,604 398 2,811 4,397 
Table 31o. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding x race. 
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7.32Appendix 5E 
7.32.1 Experiment 5.1 Cross race analysis in the control condition, trial one only 




Own Race 0.53 0.07 0.38 0.67 
Other Race 
1 
0.55 0.10 0.35 0.75 
Table 32a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the race factor. 




Holistic 0.53 0.10 0.32 0.73 








Table 32b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the encoding factor. 




Own Holistic 0.65 0.11 0.42 0.88 
Featural 0.40 0.11 0.16 0.64 
Other Holistic 0,40 0.11 0.16 0.64 
Featural 0.70 
1 
0.11 0.48 0.92 
Table 32c. Mean accuracy and standard errors for race x encoding. 
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Table 32d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the race factor. 













Table 32e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the encoding factor. 




Own Holistic 4,064 678 2,645 5,484 
Featural 3,527 324 2,848 4,205 
Other Holistic 3,792 436 2,881 4,704 
Featural 3,487 524 2,390 4,585 
Table 32f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for race x encoding. 
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7-33Appendix 5F 
7.33.1 Experiment 5.1 First trial analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 0.54 0.05 0.44 0.64 
Global 0.79 0.05 0.69 0.89 
Local 0.78 0.05 0.67 0.88 
Verbal 0.83 0.05 0.72 0.93 
Table 33a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




Own 0.77 0.03 0.71 0.83 
Other 0.69 0.04 0.62 0.77 
Table 33b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the race factor. 




Holistic 0.76 0.03 0.70 0.83 
Featural 0.70 0.03 0.64 0.76 










Control Own 0.53 0.06 0.41 0.64 
Other 0.55 0.08 0.40 0.70 
Global Own 0.78 0.06 0.66 0.89 
Other 0.80 0.08 0.65 0.95 
Local Own 0.93 0.06 0.81 1.04 
Other 0.63 0.08 0.47 0.78 
Verbal Own 0.85 0.06 0.73 0.97 
Other 0.80 0.08 0.65 0.95 
Table 33d. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x race. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Holistic 0.53 0.07 0.39 0.66 
Featural 0.55 0.06 0.42 0.68 
Global Holistic 0.93 0.07 0.79 1.06 
Featural 0.65 0.06 0.52 0.78 
Local Holistic 0.75 0.07 0.62 0.88 
Featural 0.80 0.06 0.67 0.93 
Verbal Holistic 0.85 0.07 0.72 0.98 
Featural 0.80 0.06 0.67 0.93 
Table 33e. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 
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Own Holistic 0.81 0.04 0.73 0.90 
Featural 0.73 0.05 0.63 0.82 
Other Holistic 0.71 0.04 0.62 0.80 
Featural 0.68 0.05 0.57 0.78 
Table 33f. Mean accuracy and standard errors for race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Own Holistic 0.65 0.09 0.48 0.82 
Featural 0.40 0.09 0.22 0.58 
Other Holistic 0.40 0.09 0.22 0.58 
Featural 0.70 0.11 0.49 0.91 
Global Own Holistic 0.85 0.09 0.68 1.02 
Featural 0.70 0.09 0.52 0.88 
Other Holistic 1.00 0.09 0.82 1.18 
Featural 0.60 0.11 0.39 0.81 
Local Own Holistic 0.90 0.09 0.73 1.07 
Featural 0.95 0.09 0.77 1.13 
Other Holistic 0.60 0.09 0.42 0.78 
Featural 0.65 0.11 0.44 0.86 
Verbal Own Holistic 0.85 0.09 0.68 1.02 
Featural 0.85 0.09 0.67 1.03 
Other Holistic 0.85 0.09 0.67 1.03 
Featural 0.75 0.11 0.54 0.96 
Table 33g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x race x encoding. 
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7.34Appendix 5G 
7.34.1 Experiment 5.1 First trial analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 3,718 529 2,664 4,771 
Global 3,753 529 2,700 4,806 
Local 3,201 529 2,148 4,255 
Verbal 5,548 529 4,495 6,601 
Table 34a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 












Table 34b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the race factor. 




Holistic 4,386 345 3,698 5,073 
Featural 3,724 247 3,232 4,217 










Control Own 3,795 575 2,650 4,941 
Other 3,640 693 2,260 5,019 
Global Own 3,638 575 2,492 4,783 
Other 3,868 693 2,488 5,247 
Local Own 3,248 575 2,102 4,393 
Other 3,155 693 1,776 4,535 
Verbal Own 5,600 575 4,454 6,745 
Other 5,496 693 4,117 6,876 
Table 34d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x race. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Holistic 3,928 690 2,554 5,302 
Featural 3,507 495 2,522 4,492 
Global Holistic 3,687 690 2,313 5,061 
Featural 3,818 495 2,833 4,803 
Local Holistic 3,396 690 2,022 4,770 
Featural 3,007 495 2,022 3,992 
Verbal Holistic 6,531 690 5,156 7,905 
Featural 
1 
4,565 495 3,580 5,551 
Table 34e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 
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Own Holistic 4,517 481 3,560 5,475 
Featural 3,623 187 3,252 3,995 
Other Holistic 4,254 410 3,437 5,071 
Featural 3,826 378 31072 41579 
Table 34f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for race x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Own Holistic 4,064 961 2,149 5,979 
Featural 3,527 373 2,783 4,270 
Other Holistic 3,792 821 2,157 5,427 
Featural 3,487 757 1,980 4,995 
Global Own Holistic 3,231 961 1,316 5,146 
Featural 4,045 373 3,302 4,788 
Other Holistic 4,143 821 2,509 5,778 
Featural 3,592 757 2,084 5,099 
Local Own Holistic 3,724 961 1,809 5,639 
Featural 2,772 373 2,028 3,515 
Other Holistic 3,069 821 1,434 4,703 
Featural 3,242 757 1,734 4,749 
Verbal Own Holistic 7,050 961 5,135 8,965 
Featural 4,150 373 3,406 4,893 
Other Holistic 6,012 821 4,377 7,646 
Featurai 4,981 757 3,474 6,489 
Table 34g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x race x encoding. 
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7.35Appendix 5H 
7.35.1 Experiment 5.2 Block analysis accuracy and latency data 





Accuracy Holistic 1 0.65 0.23 0.04 0.56 0.73 
2 0.75 0.16 0.03 0.70 0.81 
Featural 1 0.77 0.18 0.03 0.70 0.84 
2 0.58 0.20 0.04 0.51 0.66 
Latency Holistic 1 2,600 1,027 188 2,216 2,984 
2 2,817 938 171 2,467 3,167 
Featural 1 2,814 1,466 268 2,267 3,361 
12 2,876 1,184 216 2,433 3,318 
Table 35a. Mean accuracy and latency data across blocks and encoding factors. 
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7.36Appendix 51 
7.36.1 Experiment 5.2 Trial analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 0.64 0.03 0.57 0.70 
Global 0.71 0.03 0.64 0.77 
Local 0.72 0.03 0.66 0.79 
Table 36a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 0.69 0.03 0.64 0.74 
2 0.67 0.03 0.61 0.73 
3 0.73 0.03 0.66 0.79 
4 0.67 0.04 0.60 0.74 
Table 36b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the trial factor. 






















Control 1 0.54 0,05 0.45 0.63 
2 0.64 0.05 0.54 0.74 
3 0.68 0.05 0.57 0.78 
4 0.70 0,06 0.58 0.82 
Global 1 0.80 Oý05 0.71 0.89 
2 0.66 0,05 0.56 0.76 
3 0.73 0.05 0.62 0.83 
4 0.64 0.06 0.51 0.76 
Local 1 0.74 0.05 0.65 0.83 
2 0.71 0.05 0.61 0.81 
3 0.78 0.05 0.67 0.88 
4 0.66_ 0.06 0.54 0.79 
Table 36d. Mean accuracy and standard errors for Interval task x trial. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Holistic 0.64 0.04 0.56 0.73 
Featural 0.63 0.05 0.54 0.73 
Global Holistic 0.70 0.04 0.61 0.79 
Featural 0.71 0.05 0.62 0.81 
Local Holistic 0.76 0.04 0.67 0.84 
Featural 0.69 0.05 0.59 0.78 
Verbal Holistic 0.64 0.04 0.56 0.73 
Featural 0.63 0.05 0.54 0.73 
Table 36e. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 
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1 Holistic 0.74 0.04 0.66 0.82 
Featural 0.64 0.04 0.55 0.73 
2 Holistic 0.68 0.04 0.59 0.76 
Featural 0.67 0.04 0.58 0.75 
3 Holistic 0.74 0.04 0.67 0.82 
Featural 0.71 0.04 0.62 0.80 
4 Holistic 0.64 0.05 0.55 0.74 
Featural 0.69 0.05 0.60 
1 
0.78 
Table 36f. Mean accuracy and standard errors for trial x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control 1 Holistic 0.58 0.07 0.44 0.71 
Featural 0.50 0.08 0.35 0.65 
2 Holistic 0.63 0.08 0.47 0.78 
Featural 0.65 0.07 0.51 0.79 
3 Holistic 0.68 0.07 0.54 0.81 
Featural 0.68 0.08 0.52 0.83 
4 Holistic 0.70 0.08 0.53 0.87 
Featural 0.70 0.08 0.54 0.86 
Global 1 Holistic 0.90 Oý07 0.76 1.04 
Featural 0,70 0.08 0.55 0.85 
2 Holistic 0.63 0.08 0.47 0.78 
Featural 0.70 0.07 0.56 0.84 
3 Holistic 0.70 0.07 0.57 0.83 
Featural 0.75 0.08 0.60 0.90 
4 Holistic 0.58 0.08 0.41 0.74 
Featural 0.70 0.08 0.54 0.86 
Control 1 Holistic 0,75 0.07 0.61 0.89 
Featural 0,73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
2 Holistic 0,78 0.08 0.62 0.93 
Featural 0.65 L= 0.07 0.51 0.79 
415 
3 Holistic 0.85 0.07 0.72 0.98 
Featural 0.70 0.08 0.55 0.85 
4 Holistic 0.65 0.08 0.48 0.82 
Featural 0.68 0.08 0.52 0.83 
Table 36g. Mean accuracy and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding. 
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7.37Appendix 5J 
7.37.1 Experiment 5.2 Trial analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 3,381 555 2,223 4,539 
Global 3,511 514 2,439 4,584 
Local 2,598 430 1,701 3,496 
Table 37a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




1 3,615 395 2,791 4,440 
2 3,263 394 2,440 4,085 
3 3,014 347 2,290 3,737 
4 2,763 215 2,314 3,212 
Table 37b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the trial factor. 




Hoiistic 3,089 276 2,512 3,665 
Featu ra 1 3,239 1 
355 n 2,499 3,978 










Control 1 4,087 757 2,509 5,665 
2 3,453 755 1,878 5,027 
3 3,411 664 2,026 4,796 
4 2,574 412 1,714 3,434 
Global 1 3,978 700 2,517 5,439 
2 3,667 699 2,210 5,125 
3 3,310 615 2,028 4,593 
4 3,090 382 2,294 3,887 
Local 1 2,781 586 1,559 4,004 
2 2,668 585 1,449 3,887 
3 2,320 514 1,247 3,393 
4 2,625 
1 
319 1,958 3,291 
Table 37d. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for Interval task x trial. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Holistic 3,215 529 2,112 4,318 
Featural 3,548 679 2,132 4,964 
Global Holistic 3,485 490 2,464 4,506 
Featural 3,537 629 2,226 4,849 
Local Holistic 2,566 410 1,712 3,421 
Featural 2,631 526 1,534 3,728 
Verbal Holistic 3,215 529 2,112 4,318 
Featural 3,548 679 2,132 4,964 
Table 37e. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x encoding. 
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1 Holistic 3,483 349 2,756 4,211 
Featural 3,747 511 2,681 4,813 
2 Holistic 3,569 575 2,369 4,770 
Featural 2,956 267 2,399 3,513 
3 Holistic 2,262 146 1,957 2,567 
Featural 3,765 670 2,369 5,162 
4 Holistic 3,040 336 2,340 3,740 
Featural 2,486 183 21105 2,867 
Table 37f. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for trial x encoding. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control 1 Holistic 3,832 667 2,440 5,223 
Featural 4,342 978 2,302 6,382 
2 Holistic 3,931 1,101 1,634 6,228 
Featural 2,974 511 1,909 4,040 
3 Holistic 2,323 280 1,740 2,906 
Featurai 4,499 1,281 1,826 7,172 
4 Holistic 2,774 642 1,434 4,113 
Featural 2,375 349 1,646 3,104 
Global 1 Holistic 3,885 618 2,597 5,174 
, Featural 4,070 905 2,182 5,958 
2 Holistic 4,331 1,020 2,204 6,457 
Featural 3,004 473 2,017 3,990 
3 Holistic 2,329 259 1,789 2,869 
Featural 4,291 1,186 1,817 6,766 
4 Holistic 3,396 595 2,155 4,636 
Featural 2,785 323 2,110 3,460 
Control Holistic 2,733 517 1,655 3,811 












3 Holistic 2,135 217 1,683 2,586 
Featural 2,506 993 435 4,576 
4 Holistic 2,951 498 1,913 3,989 
Featural 2,298 271 1,734 2,863 
Table 37g. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for interval task x trial x encoding. 
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7.38Appendix 5K 
7.38.1 Experiment 5.2 First trial analysis accuracy data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 0.54 0.05 0.45 0.63 
Global 0.80 0.05 0.71 0.89 
Local 0.74 0.05 0.65 0.83 
Table 38a. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the interval task factor. 






Holistic 0.74 0.04 0.66 0.82 
Featu ra 11 0.64 1 
0.04 0.55 0.73 
Table 38b. Mean accuracy and standard errors for the encoding factor, 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Holistic 0.58 0.07 0.44 0.71 
Featural 0.50 0.08 0.35 0.65 
Global Holistic 0.90 0.07 0.76 1.04 
Featural 0.70 0.08 0.55 0.85 
Local Holistic 0.75 0.07 0.61 0.89 
Featural 0.73 0.08 0.57 0.88 
Verbal Holistic 0.58 0.07 0.44 0.71 
Featural 0.50 0.08 0.35 0.65 




7.39.1 Experiment 5.2 First trial analysis latency data 
INTERVAL 
TASK 




Control 3,205 407 2,385 4,026 
Global 3,348 346 2,651 4,045 
Local 2,719 356 2,001 3,436 
Table 39a. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the interval task factor. 




Holistic 2,935 193 2,546 3,324 
Featu ra 1 3,246 280 2,683 1 
3,809 
Table 39b. Mean latencies (ms) and standard errors for the encoding factor. 
INTERVAL 
TASK 






Control Holistic 3,094 368 2,353 3,834 
Featural 3,317 532 2,245 4,388 
Global Holistic 3,168 313 2,538 3,797 
Featural 3,528 452 2,617 4,438 
Local Holistic 2,543 322 1,896 3,191 
Featural 2,894 465 1,957 3,831 
Verbal Holistic 3,094 368 2,353 3,834 
Featural 3,317 r110 2,245 4,388 
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